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PREFACE

Ibn Khaldun is a great Moslem thinker of the fourteenth

century (b. 1332, d. 1406 A. D.). Modern writers are inclined

to consider him as a pioneer or a precursor in the science of

society and the philosophy of history. Some of them consider

him as the first sociologist in the history of mankind and even

the founder of modern sociology.1 His Prolegomena
r
which ia the

primary subject of study in the present work, is regarded by one

authority as one of the six important monographic works in

2
general sociology.

The aim of this dissertation is not to study either Ibn

Khaldun or his theory in minute detail. In fact, other modern

students have successfully achieved that task. The aim of this

work is, rather, a different one. Our aim here is to see Ibn

Khaldun in a different light, or, to use Mannheim' a term, through

a perspective which is greatly different from the customary one.

Ibn Khaldun lived in a culture quite different from our present

culture, and was accustomed to view the world within a frame of

xSee II. Enan, Jbp. KJ^dan. p. 159; S. Haari, Diraaat.

p. 198; 11. Fahmi, J^m. 41-HtJma,, p. 13.

^e other five axes Positive Philosophy and System o
Positive Polity of Comte, Phllomophv of History <* Hegel, Pjn.-
ciples s. Sociology of Spencer, Principles o New. Science of Vieo.

See P. Sorokin, Society. CjtLiHEi, MS* Personality, p. 31.

ill

61 50,
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reference with which we are perhaps completely unfamiliar. The

first duty that lies, therefore, before us, in order to be able

to understand Ibn Khaldun, is to reconstruct his perspective or

his frame of reference anew, and to try to look at the social

phenomena through it.

In this work, the space which is devoted to the discus

sion of Ibn Khaldun' s theory SSL 1 i* wall in eomparison to

that devoted to the reconstruction of the perspective and the

categories of thought according to which Ibn Khaldun and his

fellow writers viewed their world. This work is, as its sub

title shows, a study in the sociology of toolwedge. Ibn Khaldun

la then taken as a point in eaae. He is studied primarily to show

how his theory and the theories produced in his culture can fit

into the general scheme of the sociology of knowledge as recently

developed by modern sociologists.

The sociology of knowledge is, to remind the reader, a

very new discipline. It has been developed and become recognised

as such only In the last deeade or ao. According to its funda

mental premises, the human mind is to be regarded, not as an

Infallible mirror of the absolute truth, but rather as a tool

placed in the hand of man in order to assist him in his struggle

for existence. Man sees things, not as they are in reelity, but

as they one-sidedly appear to him while he is standing in his
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cultural and social situation, and involved in his particular

psychic condition.

Man seems to be mainly influenced in his world-view,

as Burgess points out, by three faetorst (1) cultural outlook

(2) social position (3) personal inclination.3 Man is at first

influenced in his thinking by the system of preconceptions and

values which is implanted in his mind since his early infancy

by his social environment. These preconceptions and values are

unconsciously hidden in the depth of man's mind. They seldom

rise to the surface. They may cause trouble, aa Professor lirth

points out, if they become consciously recognised. lirth says:

. . . the things we take for granted determine
what are the non-controversial elements in our

existence. These are the elements upon which there
is such consensus that they do not even rise to the
level of consciousness. If they are brought to the
level of consciousness, they irake trouble. Further,
we never predict these elements in other civilizations.
To find these things out about other people, we have
to enter into their life, for they will not Just tell
us these sacred things, (generally they do not know
them themselves). People do not wear such things on

their sleeves; we can get to know them only through
long, intimate, penetrating contact, or we can see them
reflected in various symbols of different kinds which
these people cannot explain to us, because they are

shrouded in mystery.*

-'See E. ff. Burgess, "Research Methods in Sociology," in
Qurvltch and Moore, Twentieth Century Sociology, pp. 24, 27.

^Professor Louie Mirth's lectures on the Sociology of
Knowledge in the University of Chicago.
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Man usually imposes them on the object he sees and often

regards them as the foundations of nature at large. When he

sees, in other cultures, certain values that deviate from those

to which he has been accustomed in his own culture, he becomes

amazed, and sometimes indignant. He tends, in general, to con

sider these deviant values as perverted, unnatural and even

criminal.

Furthermore, man's mind is usually influenced by his class

affiliation and social position. Opposed classes have usually

opposed value systems. What is good to one may be bad to the

other.' While the upper elasses, for example, look upon revolu

tion or any aort of social movement as a crime punished by death

on the ground that it endangers public peaee or disturbs a social

order which is, to then, a sacred thing; the lower elasses, on the

other hand, may see in revolution a blessed phenomenon or a divine

act for the reviving of the "old" social Justice.

Finally, man's mind is influenced by his personal attitu-

dinal and emotional complexes. Nobody seems able to entirely

escape the effect of his emotions upon his Judging power. Even

Aristotle, who had an extreme confidence in his absolutistic

logic, recognised the Influence of emotion on man's thinking.

It seems that man's mind is placed Inside three circles

5See G. de Ore, Society jfid Jdsalfigj, p. 2 et seq.
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of fetterment which are, in turn, inaide each other. If man

can supposedly free himself from his private circle of attitudes,

he will fall into the second circle, that is, of his class

attitudes; and then, into the third which belongs to his culture

and which is mostly unconscious and almost unescapable. Complete

objectivity cf thinking is, therefore, very difficult, if not

impossible.

However, a new level of objectivity can be attained, as

Mannheim points out.

In toe case of situationally conditioned thought,

objectivity comes to mean something quite new and dif

ferent! (a) there is first of all the fact that in so

far as different observers are immersed in the same

system, they will, on the basis of the identity of their

conceptual and categorical apparatus and through the corn-

son universe of discourse thereby created, arrive at

similar results, and be in a position to eradicate as an

error everything that deviates from this unanimity;

(b) and recently there is a recognition of the fact that

when observers have different perspectives, "objectivity*
is attainable only in a more roundabout fashion. In such

a case, what has been correctly but differently perceived

by the two perspectives must be understood in the light

of the differences in structure of these varied modes of

perception. An effort must be made to find a formula for

translating the results of one into those of the other

and to discover a common denominator for these varying

perspeetivistic insights. Once such a common denominator

has been found, it is possible to separate the necessary

differences of the two views from the arbitrarily con

ceived and mistaken elements, which here too should be

considered as errors.

With this sort of objectivity as our criteria, we proceed

K. Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, p. 270.
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to study Ibn Khaldun, who was himself, according to the classical

rules of objectivity, completely biased. One can recognize in

his writings the strong influence of his class position and

personal attitudea on his thinking. Following the principle of

abaolutiatie objectivity, we are forced to deprive his theory of

any scientific value. Nevertheless, Ibn Khaldun produced, as

Howard Becker says, "the moat strangely modern-sounding theories

that one could imagine. "7

Ibn Khaldun' s strong bias seems to be one of the main

springs of his scientific creativity. Through this bias, he could

see what others were unable to see. As we shall see later, his

contemporaries were handicapped in their study of social phenomena

by their "idealistic" preconceptions and classical rules of think

ing. He, on the other hand, waa carried beyond these limitations

by his peculiar class position and stormy political career to the

other side of the hill where be could establish for himself an

individual perspective.

Thus, the plan of the present work calls for a somewhat

indirect attack on the sociological theories of Ibn Khaldun. A

large part of the discussion will be devoted to a study of the con

flicting perspectives and value systems that characterised his

time and place. It has been found that, without doing this, Ibn

'See Barnes, Becker and Becker, Contemporary Social Theory.

p. 496.
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Khaldun 1s theory cannot be fully understood. By generally dis

cussing the main feature of the various ideologies and thought

styles which preceded the appearance of Ibn Khaldun ' s work, .uch 

light can be shed on his own tneories . 
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Ibn Khaldun is considered vague and difficult to under

stand. Hia critics never agree as to the real meaning of his

writings. Some of them ascribe to him certain intentions which

he may never have thought of. While one writer speaks of hia as

a highly pious person,1 another considers hia impious end

extremely worldly.2 One regards him a devoted Arab,? another

considers hia a Berber who was bitterly hostile to the Arabs.^

An Arab writer recently takes Ibn Khaldun' s Prolegomena as the

Bible for the rising new generation of the Arab world of today,

as a symbol of their ancestors' greatness and an indication of

their creative intelligence.
5 Another Arab writer advocates, on

the other hand, burning all of Ibn Khaldun 's books and unearthing

his bones, too, on the ground that he was a professed enemy of

the Arab nation.

1R. Flint, cited by T. Hussaln, Falsafat Ibn. Khaldun.

Al-HttmaVra, p. 25.

2Ibid.. pp. 13, 16, 23, 25.

^Von Wesendonk, Jj2a Khaldun. p. 176.

*M. Anan, Jbj Khaidjja, p. 114.

5s. Hasri, Dirasat. passim.

6cited by S. Hasri, ojp.. s-> P 107

1
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Ibn Khaldun 's Prolegomena seems to be like the Bible or

the Koran in which eech of the conflicting parties ean find some

thing that supports their contradictory views. This may be the

problem of every work that Is viewed through a perspective dif

ferent from that of the author, that is, from an angle with which

the author is not familiar.

The time has gone when truth waa taken as an objective

datum existing "there," and anyone capable of correct sight could,

therefore, grasp its whole reelity. This is no longer considered

a valid idea. Truth is now regarded as a highly complicated

phenomenon which it is impossible to view entirely from a single

7 ft

perspective. Truth may be likened to a multi-phased pyramid.0

Ic one is able to see all of ita phases at the saae tin-e while

standing in one place. The truth can be grasped, as Mannhein has

pointed out, only through a roundabout fashion, through a general-

q
ized view which synthesizes all the various particular views.7

The fault of the critics of Ibn Khaldun is that they try

to impose their own categories and principles of thought, i.e.,

their own perspective, on Ibn Khaldun. The result has been that

each of thea has come out of his investigation with a somewhat

different interpretation.

See v. Mannhein, oj>. clt. . Chap. V passim.

8G. de Gre", Society and. Ideoj^gy., p. 98.

*K, Mannheim, ojg. clt.. p. 270.
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Taha Hussein, the well-known Arab writer, and De Slane,

the French translator of Ibn Khaldun' s works, complain of the

vagueness and the contradictions of Ibn Khaldun' s writings.

As a matter of fact, Ibn Khaldun is far from their estimate.

His writing is very clear in comparison to the other writers of

his tine and culture. The vagueness of Ibn Khaldun of which

De Slane complains may be due to the fact that De Slane studies

Ibn Khaldun from the "static" point of view, whereas Ibn Khaldun

is looking at toe social phenomena from the "dynamic" point of

view.

The same thing can be, in toe opinion of Ibn Khaldun,

good and bad, useful and harmful. This is a shockingly contra

dictory statement to those who view things through the Aristotelian

logic. De Slane and most of the critics of Ibn Khaldun, particu

larly the Arab writers of the modern times, cannot understand how

Ibn Khaldun favors the Arabs and declares at the same time that

12

they are the moat savage people on earth. Living under the

influence of modern civilisation, the writers cannot refrain from

the conclusion that "aavageness" is one of toe most degrading and

Taha Hussein, o^. dt. . p. 28; M. Euan, Ibn Khaldun.

p. 179.

^See M. Enan, . clt.. pp. 8, 136-137.

^See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Muaaddlma. Sec. II, Chap. 26 et

passim.
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shameful traits any nation can be labeled with. Looking through

toe perspective of Ibn Khaldun, on the other hand, we may see

that "savageness" is not so degrading as those critics think.

Following the argument of Ibn Khaldun, one may see that the word

"savageness" means the same as toe words, "manliness," "bravery,"

"liberty," "pride," and the like. Civilisation may mean in Ibn

Khaldun's terminology "softness," "womanliness," "cowardliness,"

"humiliation," etc. And these are considered by Ibn Khaldun as

11
indications of defectiveness in man.

Many of the disagreements and the heated controversies

raging now and then between conflicting parties, schools, sects

and the like can be explained as a conflict between different

perspectives disagreement about the angle from which the truth

should be viewed. A party may have, consciously or unconsciously,

certain categories and preconceptions which are Just the contrary

to those of the opposite party. Each tries to convince the other,

with no avail whatsoever, that the truth is on his own side. The

uselessness of toe debate is almost always due to the failure of

each party to comprehend the concealed preconceptions which under

lie the thought of the others. The first step which is necessary

to really understand what others say or claim is to try to reach

'ibid. . pp. 138, 148, 151, 374 et passim.
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the depth of their minds, to grasp the "first principles" of

toeir thcu.-r'nt; in other words, to look through their own per

spective.1*

Professor Talcott Parsons says as regards this pointt

It is perhaps one of the most important canons of

critical work, that the critic should attempt so far

as possible to see the work of an author in the per

spective of toe intellectual situation and tradition out

of which it has developed. This is one of the best

protections against the common fallacy of allowing super
ficial interpretation of verbal formulae to mislead one

into unfair interpretations of ideas and inadequate
formulations of problems.1'

Most of those who have studied Ibn Khaldun have been

satisfied with accepting his theory at its face-value. Thus,

they fall to grasp its real meaning.

Ibn Khaldun lived in culture which was completely different

from ours. He attacked, it is true, most of the intellectual

tendencies and attitudinal complexes of his time. But we are

nevertheless unable to understand his point of view unless we

study at first those tendencies and values which he attacked. It

is necessary, in order to grasp the actual meaning of Ibn Khaldun,

to put ourselves in his shoes end view the world through his

eyas.

N. Schmidt considers Ibn Khaldun as "a solitary figure,

^f. J. Dewey, How We Think, p. 214.

15T. Parsons, Essays in Soclplggftcfll Theory, p. 72.
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towering above his age."1* Almost all of the modern critics of

Ibn Khaldun seem to agree. They even go to the extreme and

regard his work as aa intellectual miracle, an inexplicable

stroke of genius, arising out of an atmosphere of darkness where

ha has no predecessor as well as no successor.1' Toynbee sayst

Jm his chosen field of Intellectual activity ha

a^ears to have been inspired by no predecessors and

to have found no kindred souls among his contemporaries
and to have kindled no answering spark of inspiration
in any successors; and yet, in the Prolegomena

(Muqaddamat) to his Universal History he has conceived

and formulated a philosophy of history which is un

doubtedly the greatest work of its kind that has ever

yet been created by any mind in any time and place.18

One of toe main purposes of this thesis is to refute this

idea; which is here regarded as void of any scientific basis.

Just Hlr any other thinker, Ibn Khaldun is a child of his time.1^

His social toeory is, la spite of its highly innovational appear

ance, an end-product of a long series of the Islamic movements

of thought. It may be no exaggeration to say that his theory was

a sort of synthesis of toe conflicting ideologies and the sectarian

beliefa of Islam. It is in fact not strange to find such a toeory

*&$. Schmidt, bj& K>m1diin. p. 45.

17T. J. De Boer, Tarlkh Al-Falaafa Fil-Islam. p. 280.

18A. Toynbee, A. Study o History. Vol. Ill, p. 322.

1%. Barnes, H. Becker and F. Becker, Contemporary Social

Theory. Vol. I, p. 496.
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arising in Islamic society. It is rather strange to find it

arising so late.

Islam is, as we shall see later, a politico-religious

20

system.* It differs from most of toe great religions of the

world in the fact that its founder was secular ruler as well aa

a religious leader. This combination of religion and polities,

of ideality and actuality, was quite easy and natural at the time

of Mohammed. The society of Medina, where Mohammed founded his

politico-religious system, was constituted of what Professor

Cooley calls "primary groups." In such a society, politics and

religion normally go hand in hand. They are two phases of one

integrated whole. Anthropologists have noticed, aa we shall see

later, that there is no discrepancy between the "Ideal" and the

"real" among the primitives who live in societies of a primary

type.

Ahmad Amln, toe professor of Arabic literature in the

Egyptian Univeraity, has said that the nomadic tribesmen of Arabia

are ao proud <*.f their culture and so content with their life, that

they cannot imagine a better one. They do not toow, he says, the

"ideal" because of toeir limited Imagination and so they do not

*uSee R. Strothmann, "Shia," Encyclopedia oj Islam. Vol.

IV, p. 350; M. Khadduri, JJje. Lai sL 5a U& Peace Jji Islam, p. 3.
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have any word for it in their language.21 The Arabian nomads,

it is true, have no word for the "ideal," but this is due not

to their limited imagination, as Amin says. It is due rather to

the fact that, unlike civilised man, they do not recognise aa

"ideal" separate from their own "real." The oriirary groups, as

Cooley points out, ". . .do not formulate any such ideal, but

22

they have It nevertheleaa."

Thus, it was eaay and practical, on the psrt of Mohammed,

to combine in his religion the "ideal" and toe "real." But,

after Mohammed's death as Islamic society moved from a primary

type to a secondary one, or to use Yonnies' terms, from a

"Gemeinschaft" to a "Gesellschaft," difficulty arose. The secu

larized "real" of the Islamlo Empire could not continue to be in

good terms wito the lofty "ideal" of Mohammed. Moreover, In the

Moslem world there had grown up, as Lessens points out, the well-

established "scienoee" which have toe Prophet's traditions as their

objects.2* The traditional "ideals" of Mohammed were well-preaerved

'"Ahmad Amin, Fjj Al-Islam. p. 37.

22C. Cooley, R. Angell, and L. Carr, Introductory

Sociology, p. 61.

23j. Schacht, "Sharia," Encyclopedia of. Islam. Vol. IV,
p. 323.

2V. Lammens, Ma** its Beliefs ana; Institutions, cited

by H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore %o Science.

Vol. I, p. 267.
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and became gradually well-memorised, while political affairs,

ran their inevitable course, following toe dictum of expediency

and compromise as against the principles of the Prophet.2' The

men of knowledge and ideation came then face to face against the

men of practice and politics.

The conflict was at first very severe and bloody. A truce

was finally established between toe two parties. It seems as if

they had recognised the futility of the fight. Mo party could

listen to toe good reason of the other. Each would go its own

2fe
way as if it were driven by an inescapable force.*0 Both might

have found it useful to come to terms of some sort.

The reconciliation was a peculiar one indeed. Each party

Beamed to concede to toe other a complete freedom within its own

field on condition that it would, in turn, not interfere wito the

other's field. The rulers began, therefore, to Indulge in

ceremonial and institutional performances, to pay an extreme

attention to what the "men of knowledge" would say as regards toese

performances, and to be permitted afterwards to go their own ways

in their secular activities unmolested &nd unwatched. The "men

of knowledge," in their turn, recommended a complete submission

to the rulers. He who rebels against his ruler, they would say,

25See Ahmad Amin, Uhuha n-ra]M. Vol. II, p. 162.

26Cf. J. Schaeht, o. c^t., Vol. IV, p. 323.
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rebels against Allah.2' They approached, to some extent, as

Goldseher points out, the Christian principle of giving to Caesar

what was Caesar's and to God what was God's.28

A "compartmentalised," or what Kimbal Young calls

"schizoid," mentality developed as a result of this reconciliation

of the "ideal" and the "real." There had grown up two separate

realms of thinking. One was allotted to toe religious and the

formal activities; the other was allotted to the normal daily life.

Men were permitted in some sense to do almost anything witoln their

secular activities, but as soon as they came to talk to others in

a formal abating, they returned to the traditional "ideals,"

shouting enthusiaatically in toe preaching for them. Thinkers and

writers of every sort developed em extreme logic-tight "eompart-

mentalisation" of thought. They were accustomed to drift along

with toe social currents of toeir tine, but when they came to

write a book they put on their godly countenances and became

furious about the decline of the Prophet's "ideals" among their

fellowmen.

Ibn Khaldun was born in this mental atmoaphere. He was

*'R. Stothmann, "Sola," Encyclopedia of Islam. Vol. IV,
p. 350.

2
Ahmad Amin, Dfauha. Al-Ialam. Vol. I, p. 359.
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brought up and educated strictly along these lines.30 Fortunately

or unfortunately, he was driven afterwards toward politics in a

society which waa enormously disorganized.31 He was brought up

as a "man of knowledge" and finally came to be an opportunistic

politician and a fickle diplomat. The dilemma of toe "ideal"

versus the real," which highly characterized the Islamic society,

most probably reached a high pitch in Ibn Khaldun 's psyche. He

was perhaps bitterly criticised by his "idealistic" fellow-men

on the ground of his "secular" inclination.32 His bitter attack

against the proud and uncompromiaing nature of the toeologians and

"Jurists" of his time might indicate a reciprocity of dislike.33

After fruitless strife and a stormy career in the political

field, Ibn Khaldun fled to a nomadic tribe where he intended te

have some mental rest and to write a general history of Islam.

He may be likened in this respect to Thucydldes, the greatest of

ancient hia^ rians,3* who wrote an excellent account of toe

30Cf. A. Toynbee, ojj. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 322.

"TTaha Hussein, . cit. . p. ^.

32Cf. . Enan, 0. cit., p. 94-

33See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddiaa. pp. /,a:-6l, 542, 224.

3*"His ^Irhucydides.l7 search for purely netural causes,
strict impartiality, and rigid criticism of sources made him the

greatest of ancient historians." N. Schmidt, Jb Khaldun. p. 17.
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Peloponnesian War, after ho was forced into a position which

enabled hia to study the two sides of the conflict. Both Ibn

Khaldun and Thucydides can be said to have been driven by some

personal misfortune toward the "other side of the hill" and so

they achieved a view into toe world more comprehensive than that

of their contemporaries. Thucydides writes, in the preface to

toe second part of his famous work,

It was my fate to be exiled from my country for

twenty years after -> command at Aaphlpolis; and in

tola situation I was enabled to see something of both

sidestoe Peloponnesian as well as the Athenian

and to make a special study of the war at my leisure.
'

Seeing the two sides of the picture, and being familiar wito the

underlying factors of the two conflicting parties of Islam, Ibn

Khaldun might have seen elements of truth in each. In prepara

tion to his history-writing, he read, in his nomadic resort, toe

works of most of the historians of Islam up to his time. It was

quite possible that he was amazed and perhaps shocked to see that

Moslem historians were all fully oriented toward "idealism" with

no tendency whatsoever in favor of a "realistic" explanation and

understs nding.

As he spoke of himself, a stroke of inspiration suddenly

"Cited by A. Toynbee, m Study of History. Vol. Ill,
p. 292.
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hit his mind as a result of his wide reading.^0 He toought that

it was necessary, before writing a history, to write an intro

duction in which he night be able to orient the minds of the

prospective readers in favor of some "realistic" understanding.

With this aim 3et before his eyes, ha sat down and started to

write his famed Prolegomena. Howard Becker says la this reagrd,

It has been noted that his methodology was oriented

toward the problems of historical documentary criticism.

This led to his larger formulation of toe laws of society
and social change, which should act as points of critical

referenoe in determining toe validity of documentary or

traditional evidence. The logico-observational character

of his work is striking throughout.3'

The present dissertation deals wito four subjects which

are supposed to be the most important axes around which Ibn

Khaldun' s thought revolved. These subjects are to be presented

in terms of dichotomiesone point versus the other. Weber's

concept of the "ideal-type" will be used extensively in discussing

these dichotomies.

Since the present work deals mainly with thought in toe

light of sociology of knowledge, the concept of "ideal-type,'' or

36See S. Hasri, on., cit., pp. 69-71; Ibn Khaldun, Kitab

AJL-ibar, Vol.VI I, p. 445.

3 'H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to.
Science. Vol. I, p. 269.

eirc70
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what Becker calls "constructive typology," seems to be a neces

sary tool of study. The human mind, in general, seems to be

inclined totxink in terms of typological dichotomies. As we

shall see later, thinking is a social product. It is, as Mills

38
points out, a silent conversation with an imaginary adversary.

Thus, any point raised for discussion or reflection normally

takes the form of "pro* and "con." Most of the historical phi

losophies and theories of toe human race can be said to be products

of vehement controversies. No thinker is able to produce a theory

without being at first well-informed about certain controversies

which have been already discussed and in at least some respect

left unsettled. The human mind seems to grow up and thrive on

subjects in which two sides are extremely opposed to each other.

As soon as a certain value is contemplated, ita opposite arises

in the mind, and so, a heated conversation, whether silent within

the "self" or aloud between conversing men, takes place.

It is easily observed that the controversy is usually

held in terms of opposing "ideal-typea"i one against another.

An ideal-typical phenomenon is seldom found in actual life.

Social events usually take place in less definite forms. But,

human mind nevertheless is accustomed to take sides in looking

C. Wright Mills, "Language, Logic and Culture," American

Sociological Review. Vol. IV, Mo. 5, Oct. 1939, p. 673-74.
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at social events. It is often oriented toward one extreme or

the otoer. It is often enchanted by toe dichotomies of absolute

good versuB absolute evil, absolute right versus absolute wrong,

absolute beauty versus absolute ugliness, etc. There is nothing

absolute in actuality, as we shall see later. However, typo

logical controversies seem to be useful tools of discussion with

out which the human mind seems incapable of any productive work.

The four subjects in which Ibn Khaldun appears to be most

interested have eause-1, throughout the whole history of Islam,

exciting controversies. They are as follows i

1. idealiam vs. realism

2. right vs. n>-ght

3. reason vs. religion

4. Islam vs. nomadism

The present work is therefore divided into four parts; eech part

deals with one of these four dichotomies.

It should be mede deer at this point that toe terms used

in this work are defined from the sociological point of view

rather than the philosophical one. Terms, such as ideal, real,

right, might, reason, religion, and toe li/e, have no clear and

definite aeanings in philosophy. Philosophers are usually inclined

to deal with things in terms of metaphysics which are supposed

to lie beyond this phenomenal world. Sociologists, on toe other
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hand, tend to understand things aa they are in actuality. They

do not care, for example, to know what is "right" in its meta

physical, absolutistlc realm. They may doubt toe existence of

such an absolutistie realm. What la right" to them is what

men in their social considerations take as right. "Might" is

also what people consider as might.

The concept of social classes, which Is closely connected

with the subject of right" versus might," is taken here in its

sociological definition. Several theorists have tried to define

social elasses objectively, that is, on the basis of income,

occupation and the like.39 Sociologieelly speaking, social classes

are more or less spontaneous formations expressive of social

attitudes.^0 In the words of Maelver,

Whenever social intercourse is limited by con

siderations of status, by distinctions between "higher"

and "lower," then social class exists. A social class.

then, jjf any. portion of a. community marked ofT from,

the rest bjt social status.^1

The terms "Idealism" and "realiam" are also taken into

consideration along aociological lines rather than philosophical

ones. These terms are popularly used in differentiating between

39See M. Gordon, "Social Classes in American Sociology,"

American Journal o Sociology. Vol. LV, ?;o. 3, Nov. 1949, pp. 266-68.

*R. Maelver and C. Page, Society, p. 348.

LLoc. cit.
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two kinds of attitudinal complexes toward social life. In

the popular mind, there are two opposite types of ment "idealists"

who accept and live by lofty moral, aesthetic or religious stand

ards,*2 on toe one hand, and "realists" who devote themselves to

the facta and details of actual life as opposed to the imaginary

ideals,^3 on the otoer hand. Philosophers, however, mean by

idealism" and "realism" quite different things. Their main

intention in this respect is to discover whether the ultimate

reality of toe world consists of "idea" or "matter," of purpose

ful mind" or "blind nature."

As regards the term "religion," there also ean be; seen

some discrepancy between philosophical and sociological inter

pretation. The philosophically minded person often attempts to

discover the ultimate truth behind toe religious phenomena. He

may be inclined sometimes to seek some rule with which he can

distinguish the true from toe false religion. In sociology, on

the other hand, religion is treated as a part of a well-integrated

society. Whether a religion is false or true is not important

in this regard. As far as a religion is adopted by a society or

a class in a society, it becomes a social phenomena worthy of

study and investigation. In the words of Durkheim, "There are

^ee H. Titus, Living Issues ifi Philosophy, p. 236.

^JbJLl., p. 268.
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no religions which are false. All are true in their own fashion;

all answer, though in different ways, to the given conditions

of human existence."**

The philosopher, who takes "reason" as his guide, nay

find certain religioua beliefs irrational or illogical.
Is there

any reel basis for toe well-known antagonisa between rationalism

and religionT The factor behind this antagonisa is perhaps due

to the philosophical belief that the laws of "reason- and logie

are absolute. From the sociological point of view, logic
is

relative; and the laws of thought are social derivatives Just like

any noras of social behavior. Both thought and behavior develop

and become standardized under the impression of social norms.

Mills asyst

lo individual ean be logical unless there be agree

ment among the members of his universe of discourse as

to the validity of some general conception of good

reasoning. ... The 'laws of logic' impose restrictions

upon assertions and argument. They are toe rules we

must follow if we would socialize our thought. They are

not arrived at intuitively, nor are they given., innate

within the mind. '^5

In this way, "reason" can be regarded as a weapon i* to* hands

of man. Man can use it to f^t or to Agfaf sny system. Religioua

**E. Durkheim, Ihe Elementary Forms 2& Relljlou*

Life, p. 3.

*5C. fright Mills, 2. ii., f. 674.
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man may sometimes fear "reason." They fear it not because of

any intrinsic quality in it which is opposed to religion. They

fear it in fact as they fear any weapon used against then, while

they like at toe same time to use it, if toey can, against their

enemies. "Reason" is, as William James points out, a tool put

in the hands of man to help him in toe struggle for existence.



PART I

IDEALISM VERSUS REALISM

In this part toe dichotomy of idealism versus

realism is treated. We are going to see here, from

whence the "ideal" and the "reel" have come, why they

are often opposed to each other, how toey become some

times reconeiled, etc. At the end, toe opinion of Ibn

Khaldun on these controversial points is discussed.

20



CRaPTIR II

THOUGHT-STYLI

Before discussing idealism and realism, it may be neces

sary to study toe nature of human thought. Many of the writers

who deal with the subject fail to realize toe fact that idealism

and realism are patterns of toought, or to use Mannheim's termin

ology, "thought-styles." It is not enough, therefore, to elassify

men into idealists and realists without going further into men's

minds and studying how toese two mental orientations have risea.

The concept of thought-style" is most probably in

comprehensible to those who think according to the classic way

of thinking. In their opinion, the thinking process is absolute

1*Thought-8tyle" is a literal translation of Mannhein 's

term "DenketU." It neaas, according to Mannheim, *the model

that is implicitly in the mind of a person when he proceeds to

reflect about an object.
" Karl Mannheim, Ideology and, Utopia.

p. 247. It may also mean, as Mandelbaun puts it, a "systea of

categories with which a person or an age . . . seeks to grasp

the nature of toe world." M. Mandelbaun, JJja. Problem of. His
torical Knowledge, p. 11 . It should be mentioned here that the

English translators of Mannheim's book, Ideology and Utopia.

have translated the German tern "Denkstil" into "thought-model."
It seems, however, meaningless to prefer one translation to the

otoer. Boto denote the same meaning indeed, that is, the

implicit preconceptions or categories which form the frame of

reference or toe perspective through which a thinker views toe

world around him. It is needless to say that this runs contrary
to toe spirit of toe Aristotelian logic which considers pre

conceptions and eategoriea of thought as "innate" notions of

human mind which in turn correspond to the eternal qualities of

nature.

21
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and universal. It is toe same wherever man can think. To

them, truth is something that exists distinctly "there," ready

to be picked up. The thinker has only to look out and see it.

All thinkers are able, as long as they are capable of correct

thinking, to see it as it is, without any alteration or dis

tortion whatsoever.

However, this view is no longer held to be valid. Thought

is, as John Dewey points out, a sort of human act.2 It tends ,

like any other act, to follow the rules set by society. Logic ean

be taken to be as relative aa any systen of social values. C. W.

Mills says i

... What we call illogicality is similar to

immorality in that both are deviations from norms.

We toow that such thought-ways change. Arguments,
whioh la the diacourae of one group or epoch are

accepted as valid, in otoer times and conversations

are not so received. That which was long meditated

upon is now brushed aside as illogical. Problems set

by one logic are, with a. change in interests, out

grown, not solved. . . .*

This opinion may be extremely shocking to the claaeieal

thinkers. The idea of relativity of logic say have the ?"ne effect

"v. Dewey, Human Nature and Conduct. Pt. 3, passim.

3Cf. L. Rougier, "The Relativity of Logic," Philosophy and

Phenomenological Research. Dec. 1941, Vo! . II, No. 2, passim.

*C. W. Mills, "Language, Logic and Culture," American

Sociological Review. Vol. IV, No. 5, Oct. 1929, p. 674.
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on thea as that of the relativity of morals has on the primitives.

It can be safely said that both the belief in the absoluteness of

rules of logic and that of values apring from toe same source

i.e., human society.

It is now considered that toought follows the pattern of

conversation.5 It is in a sense a silent conversation wito the

self." When one feels that ideas are illogical, It may mean

that the "self" has mot approved of t-.trc. Reasoning, says Pierce,

involves approval of >-' reasoning.

G. H. Mead attributes the rise of nind," and consequently

7

of thought, to toe process of "taking toe role of the other."

8

When man thinks, toerefore he merely converses with that "other."

It is observed in everyday life that people sometimes talk with

themselves when they think, as if they were talking to some

imaginary adversary. This adversary we may call, as "ills does,

"the generalised other."9 Most of the time, we think silently.

Our thought is, then, a ailent conversation.
"It Is," Mills says,

6Ibld. . p. 673.

7G. Mead, Mind., figlf find Society. Part II, passim.

8C. Mills, oi. cii., p. 672 et seq.

9Loc. clt.
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"from this socially constituted viewpoint that one approves or

disapproves of given arguaents as logical or illogical, valid

or invalid."10

From thi.-i, we ean conclude that rules of logic are not

absolute or "innate within the mind" as Aristotle thought. They

are products of debate and discussion. In a sense, they are

social regulations to cheek eonversstion when it goes beyond toe

limits set by the group in which the thinker happens to live.

When a person begins to doubt the logic of his own idea, it is

an indication that the imaginary adversary of the conversation or

"the generalised other,* to use Mead's tern, has registered a

valid objection to it.

An idea reeeived, unaccompanied by explicit or implicit

argument, is an item to be memorised rather than evaluated. No

idea becomes a datum for toought unless it can be utilized as a

point of diseuasion, a subject with pros and eons, a matter for

lively eonversation. This ^hows how the modern method jf education

encourages thoughtfulnese and mental creativity by means of its

encouragement of curiosity and discussion among students. The old

method, on the other hand, suffocates creative toought because of

its emphasis upon memorizing rather than upon controversial think

ing.

10Loc. eii.
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It is indeed interesting in this connection to notice

that toe rise of highly complicated systems of philosophy in

the Ancient Greek, for the first time in toe history of mankind,

was actually correlated with freedom of speech and a certain sort

of democratic government which permitted men to express toeir

ideas without much fear of punishment a situation which could

seldom be found in any otoer part of the ancient world. At that

time, the Sophists appeared on the stage of Greek historya

strange class of professional teachers whose main business was to

teach toe Greek youths how to win an argument in a political or

Judicial aeeting.11

The Sophists furthered the transition froa dialeetio

to logic in two ways. In the first place they made it

possible. Incessant questioning leads to answers. Hair

splitting, even where mischievous in intent, leads to

distinctions of value. Paradoxical insistence on toe

accidents of speech-forms and thought-forms leads in the

end to perception of toe essentials. Secondly, they
made it necessary. The spirit of debate run riot evokes

a counter-spirit to order it and control it. The result

is a self-limiting dialectic. This higher dialectic is

a logic.12

As result of the intellectual tumult caused by the appearance

of the Sophists, thinkers began to feel the need for rules to

11See Henry Jackson, "Sophists," Encyclopedia Pfli^sVfUTitfW -

Vol. 20, pp. 999-1000.

iaH. Blunt and A. Wolf, "History of Logic," Encyclopedia

grlfaimlftf- vl* U, p. 137.
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regulate toe debate. Aristotle happened to be the legislator

of those rules which he called "the rules of logic.
m13 It is

aot strenge, therefore, that toe word "logic" means, in Greek,

speaking.U This may be similar to the enactment of law in

modern times. The legislators, in their atteapt to settle the

confliet of the various Interests, enact rules according to which

the various sections of toe society are supposed to proceed in

their aetivitiea.15 Any act which violates these rules is then

considered illegal. In the same way, any act of thinking which

violates the Aristotelian rules of logic is eonsidared illogical.

as we have observed before, toought is a form of human

action. Dewey has rightly pointed out that all forms of human

action result from disequilibrium. It is absurd to ask what

induces man to action. Ha is an active being, says Dewey. You

begin with human beings who are alive, active and part of

sequence or in some kind of context. There is some degree of

disequllibrlua present at all times. This disequilibrium calls

^See ia. cit.

i*It is interesting to note here that the Moslems called
one of toeir sciences the science with which the/ tried to
reconcile religion and reason"the science of Kalaa," that Is,
toe science of speaking and argument. See T. Da Boer, Tarikh Al-
Falaafa. Eil-JajLaj., p. 50.

^^ **

5See W. Seagle, Sociological Trend In Modern Jurls-

prudenoe," in H. Barnes, H. Becker and F. Becker, Contemporary
Social Theory, passim.
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forth tendencies to act. In infants or animals, the tendency

or the impulse to aet is not limited by any social norm. When

the beast of prey, for instance, sees his prey, he Jumps on it,

struggles with it, overcomes it and finally eats it. There is no .

place for thought in this operation. The animal feels, uader the

pressure of hunger, some sort of disequilibrium, some sort of a

biological impulse or a tendency to act. He has no "self" which

might converse with him or inhibit his action. He has, toerefore,

no "ooaaeienoe" as wall as no toought.

Man, on the otoer hand, baa self." He lives with other

men and so ha is accustomed, as Mead paints out, to take the roles

of other human beings. Thus, when ha feels a tendency to set,

under the pressure of certain biological impulses, he finds his

"self," or toe "geaaralised otoer," watching hia and, in many cases,

inhibiting him. Ha la then obliged to converse wito his "self."

He starta thinking about how to overeome this social obstacle.

When he is hungry and sees delicious food in toe hands of other

fellows, his natural tendency is to take the food, by force if

necessary, sad immediately eat it; but hia "self" would say "No,

this is not the way to earn your food. People will laugh at you,

will condemn you, i I punish you!" The silent conversation will

xoJ. Dewey, oo.. clt.. passim; Mary Follett almost hits

toe seme point, "... we can see in our own lives that urge is

always the laek." See M. Follett, Creative Experience, p. 81.
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then continue until he reaches a solution of how he ean get food

in a way whieh his "self," or bis group would approve.

Here one may notice some sort of resemblance between thought

and "conscienee." Freud almost hita the same point when he calls

conscienee "the superego," or in other words, the super-self."

Using Mead's terainology, it may be right to say that when yoo think

you mentally talk with the group of whieh you take the rolo. And

when you feel the pangs of conscience, you merely feel, as Professor

Harry Moore points out, that toe group of which you take the role is

peeping at you.17 One of this writer's friends in Bagdad related

one day toe following episode as he remembered it froa the early

days of his childhood:

When I was still child, my father used to buy for
toe family dinner more meat than was needed. He seemed
to feel very ashamed to buy from toe butcher a small

quantity of meat. I discovered later that the main reason

behind it was tost my father's shop was located near a

sharp-tongued butcher. My father used, therefore, to
hear a lot of bitter criticism and dispraise from that
saucy butcher everytime a customer bought a small quantity
of meat. Thus, my father, unconsciously developed some

sort of contempt&r those who used to buy little meat for
their homes. Ha called them misers and even raseals.
When he went to any butcher shop to buy meat, he seemed
to take toe role ^f that censorious butcher and to think

through his perspective.

It should be mentioned at this point that this exaaple of the friend's

'From Professor Harry Moore's lectures on Social Theory in
The University of Texas.
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father is by no means rare. Almost all men fall more or less

under the same pattern. Nobody seems to escape taking the role

of a certain Individual or group when he thinks. Even the

scientifle author, who is usually supposed to be absolutely objec

tive in his thinking, takes, when he starts writing, the role of

some of bis students, colleagues, friends, critics or some other

persons, and begins to Judge toe logic of his writing through

their own perspectives.

In the light of toe preceding discussion, one may under

stand toe nature of thought-style and the main factors behind its

development In man's mind. Man is, then, not free to become

completely objective and impartial in his observations. The dice

are, as M. Moore says, always loaded In favor of sons preference.1'

One can rightly come to toe conclusion here that as far as man

may have several "conscienees" to cover the different value-systems

of the various groups to which he belongs, he may have several

thought-styles too. It can be easily observed that man thinks and

behaves differently as soon as he moves from one group to another.

18See K. Mannhein, 2. cit.. p. 240.

19Merrit Moore, "Introduction," in G. H. Mead, Movements

fi Th^Jght g toe, "Int^tftflth Century, p. xrix.

^ee J. Roucek, Sociaj. Control, p. 40.
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The system of categories and preconceptions, which implicitly

underlies his thought, changes along wito his moving from one

social environment to another. At one time you may see him sober,

critical and wisdom-seeking; at another, careless and childish.

At one time, he may pedantically blame you for some formal mistake

you have made; at another, he may Joyfully commit the same mis

take and advise you to do so, too. This, it is true, can be

attributed sometimes to a psychic or emotional factor. But toe

social factor is nevertheless quite obsrrvable on various occasions.

An oriental proverb says, "There is a special kind of speech for

every kind of situation." William James says that man has as many

different social "selves" as there are distinct groups of persons

about whose opinions he cares; ha generally shows a different

side of himself to each of these different groups.21 This great

insight of William James is quite instructive. Since man has as

many "selves" as necessary to cover the various groups around him,

he ean equally have many thought-styles.

It seems as if self, conscience, and thought-style are

different phases of one single realitythe social self. Man is

said to be a "social animal." As a result of living in society, the

human animal developa self, conscience, and thought-style, and con

sequently distinguishes himself from other animals.

23W. James, Psychology, p. 179, cited by E. V. Stonequist,
The "iTfrl"?"1 Man, p. 4.



CHAPTER HI

THE TYPES OF THOUGHT-STYLE

As wa have noticed in toe last chapter, man thinks dif

ferently as he moves from one group to another. This can be

taken as an indieation of an unlimited variety of toought-style

due to the fact that there is no limit to toe number of groups

in which man may become involved at one time or another. In toe

present chapter, however, an attempt is made to construct some

ideal-types of thought-style in which the minor differences of

individual thinking are ovarlaokad, while toe fundamental features

of group thought are duly emphasised.

In modern civilization, man has membership in various

groups and associations at toe same time. As Pigors points out,

he does not share in the activity of each group wito all his

personality. However, it should be remembered here that this

is not the ease with toe so walled primitive people. The primi

tive man enters his group with all bis personality. Nothing is

left to be acted upon in another grouping. The primitive group

is usually small in number. All its activities are done in a

face-to-face pattern.2 When toe primitive man thinks he always

1P. Pigors, Leadership and. Domination, p. 50 et seq.

2
Cooley, Angell and Carr, Introductory Sociology, p. 55

et acq.
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takes the role of bis small group. His "generalized otoer" is,

therefore, one at all tires. In such primary grouping," things

are the same for a comparatively long period of time. In other

words, the mores and the social values of the group are fixed and

considered sacred. A certain spiritual element is supporting

them, ready to punish anyone who violates then. This spiritual

element ic called by various names, such as "mana," "totea,"

"gods," "charisma," but it has in any case toe same effect of

value-fixation.* In such environment, man tends, therefore, to

think along a conservative Una. He takes the role of one un

changeable group all toe time.' There la no place in his thought-

style for a relativistle or temporalistis point of view. Thia la

no doubt contrary to toe thought-style of a wan who lives la a

-'Prcfesi'or Cooley give* the face-to-face association the

classical tern of "primary grouping." Be includes in it, in

addition to the primitive societies, the family, the agricultural

village, toe play-group, toe neighborhood, etc. The character-

istiee of the primary group according to Cooley are* (1) face-

to-faee association (2) the wnspeeiallsed character of that associa

tion (3) the reletive permanence (4) the small number of persons

involved (5) the relstlvc intimacy aaong the participanta. Sea

Ibid., p. 55, Chap. TV, passim.

*Cf . R. K. Morton, Social Theory and. Social Structure.

p. 30.

c

"The folkways," says Murdock, "are further regarded as

natural and right, sad any deviation free thea as unnatural and

wrong ... aeabers of otoer groups, who follow other codas, are

perversa, immoral, savage or heathen." G. Murdock, "Ethnooentrism,
"

Encyclopedia o S^cJ^ Sjojeneja., Vol. V, p. 613.



secondary" group, where he participates in various groups,

shifting from one to another as time marches on. To quote Karl

Mannheim,

For the son of a peasant who has grown up within

the narrow confines of his village and spends his
whole life In the place of his birth, the mode of

thinking and speaking eharacteriatlc of that village
is something that he takes entirely for granted. But

for toe country lad who goes to toe city and adapts
hiaself gradually to city life, the rural mode of liv

ing and thinking ceases to be something to be taken

for granted. He has won a certain detachment from it.
And distinguishes now, perhaps quite consciously,between
"rural" and "urban" mode of thought and ideas.6

From the above discussion we may construct two ideal-

types of thought-style in correspondence wito the two ideal-types

of groupingthe primary and the secondary.7

It is customary to attribute to the "sacred" thought-

style the characteristics of being tbsolutistic," "eternalistic,
"

and "spiritualistic."* In the same way, we ean say that the

6f. Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, pp. 252-53.

'It is in vogue among modern sociologists to classify
human societies into two main types, similar to toose of Professor

Cooley. For example, Becker classifies them into Sacred &xA

Secular; Maelver, Community and Society; Durkhelm, Mechanical

and Organic; Tonnies, Gemeinachaft and Gesdlschaft; SoTokin,
Unibonded and Multibonded; Ogburn, Stationary and Changing; etc.
For certain considerations, linguistic and otherwiie, Becker's
terms will be used throughout the present work.

^The term "spiritualism" is used here to indicate boto toe

philosophical term, "idealism" and toe ethnological terms "anlaisa,"
"aaiaatisa," "Totemlsia," and the like. In toe opinion of this

writer, both toe philosophical "idealise" and the priaitive belief
in "nana," "spirits," and "gods" springs froa the same reason. Cf.
P. Sorokln, Social flM Cultural Djaaiics., Vol. II, p. 183.
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"secular" toought-style is, on the contrary, "relativistic,"

"teaporalistlc," and "materialistic."9

It seems that these three characteristics of the "sacred"

toought-style are highly suitable to each other. They can be

said to fora a well-ir>+?grated whole, or a "Gestalt," to use the

modern term of psychology. Howard Becker defines toe "sacred"

societies as "communities in which a sort of emotional halo en

circles toe ways of fathers and thereby prevents their profana

tion by change."1** This may mean that the member of a "sacred"

society cannot escape viewing the world through a "static" perspec

tive in which the truth is considered absolute, eternal and

sacred. It seems difficult for him to think of the truth as a

changeable or relative phenomenon.

Generally speaking, man derives, as Durkheim and Scheler

point out, toe categories of his thought from the structure and

norms of his group. To quote Scheler in this regard,

Since explaining means relating the relatively new

to what is already known, end since society is always
'mora known' than anything else, the arrangement and

elaasifleatioa of groups which compose society, determine

toe subjective forms of thinking and perception as well as...

toe claasifieatovy arrangement of the world in categories.

9Cf. H. 0. Dehlke, "The Sociology of Knowledge," in H.

Barnes, H. Becker and F. Becker, onjyaojaxi Social Theory.

pp. 75-6; F. Sorokin, go., cit.. Vol. II passim.

10: . Barnes and H. 3ecker, Social Thought from Lor*? jo
Science. Vol. I, p. 10.

incited by K. 0. Dahlke, o. cj,t., p. 76.
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Accordingly, it is possible to infer that, in the sacred society

which is normally built on a "permanent" and holy basis, thought-

style should be eternaliatic, absolutistie and spiritualistic.

In such mental atmosphere, values seem to be sacred because toey

are unchangeable, and also, toey are unchangeable because toey

are sacred. Each quality appears to be the cause and the effect

12
of the otoer at the same tine.*1* In otoer words, they are parts

of one Gestaltic whole.

Anthropologists agree that toe so-called primitive people^

believe, in one form or another, that toe world is inhabited by

spirits of various kinds. Every value or cultural trait has, in

their eyes, a "mana" or "spirit"1* behind It, ready to punish for

violation and to reward for conforming.1*

Several anthropologists, sociologists, and psychologists

have attempted to explain toe universal tendency of "spiritualism"

along toe priaitive peoples. The question is always raised as to

12This becomes quite understandable in the light of toe

so-called "olrcular response" theory. See for detail, Mary

Follet, Creative Experience. Chap. Ill, et passim.

^It is important to note at this point that the primitive

society is discussed here aa a representative jjar. excellence of

toe sacred society. By studying the priaitive thought-style, aueh

light can be shed on that of the civilised nan.

^Morat and Davey, From Tribe to Empire r p. 47.

1-TUns Kelson, Society and Natore., pp. 13-15, 55-58, et

passim.
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why are religion and toe belief in spirits found everywhere among

primitive peoples? It is strange indeed that these theorists

always raise the question about the origin of "spiritualism" among

priaitive peoples, without turning back to themselves and asking

why are the civilized peoples "materialistic" in their thinking.

It seems that these theorists, whose minds are impressed by the

"aaterialiatie" orientation of their civilization, consider

"materialistic" thinking merely natural, whereas "spiritualism"

needs to be explained. They overlook toe fact that a ran living

ia toe "sacred" soeiety has an equal right to consider "spiritualism"

as the natural tendency, while "materialistic" thinking needs

explanation. The problem lies in the fact toft modern thinkers

tend to take toe categories of their own toought ss natural and

absolute and so try to impose them on the thought of other cultures.

Aa far aa human nature is concerned, "spiritualism" may be more

"natural" than our arrogant materialism." Aa a matter of fact,

causality, which is toe core of "aaterialiatie" thinking, i* not

a fora of toought wito whieh human consciousness is endowed by

natural necessity. It is not, as Kant calls it, an "innate

notion."16 "Spiritualism," on the other hand, may be more suitable

to toe nature of human mind. It is not so strange for * to

^t. Kelson, 22. cijfc., p. vil.
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think in a "spiritualistic" mode. It is rather strange if he

thinks in terms of cause and effect.

Ia order to understand more clearly the preceding dis

cussion, it is neeessary to study the psychological process through

which human mind develops. As was said in the previous chapter,

human "Bind" and "self" develop together through the same process,

17
i.e., through toe process of taking toe role of others. Man

starts to think and to be conscious of his "self" at toe same

time. He becomes consci us of his "self" because be begins to

18
look at himself as an object through the eyes of others. And

he becomes able to think because he begins to take toe role of

others and converses silently with then. It is quite natural,

therefore, that man tends, aa soon aa he feels the rise of "self,"

to project toe same on everything around him. Thus, everything,

animate and Inanimate, has a certain kind of "spirit" or "mana"

which aakes it behave like a human being. Everything can, there

fore, be said to have "self." This is often observed among children

of toe civilized peoples. Children, as well aa priaitive people,

17The behavoristic-pragmatistic theory of Mead which

emphasises the importance of taking the role of others in toe

rise of "mind" and "self," seems to be toe accepted theory in

the field. Most of the modern psychologists and sociologists
aeem to pay some tribute to it in one way or another.

18G. Mead, Mind. Self and Society. Pt. Ill paasim.
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treat the inanimate things around them as if they were human

beings like themselves.1^ To them, even social values have "mana"

and behave like men according to the law of retribution. In

the eyes of the primitives, as Moret and Davy say,

It ia mana which makes the net catch, toe house

stand fast, toe canoe be seaworthy. It is toe fertility
in toe field and the healing or the deadly virtue in

drugs. In the arrow it ia mana that kills.21

This "spiritualistic" or "animatistic" world-view among the prim

itives can be said to be the projection of one's self or spirit

on the cosmos.

As a matter of fact, there may be no difference in the

primitives' eyes between self and spirit. This differentiation

has been recently developed by modern philosophers who are

accustomed to ask questions about everything coming under their

cognition. The primitives, on the otoer hand, are not inclined

to ask philosophical questions. They take everything around thea

for granted. They firmly believe in the dualism of body and

spirit. They simply feel it in themselves, and clearly see it

in the case of death or sleep. There is no obvi us reason to

doubt this dualism or ask questions about it as the wise-men of

*H. Kelson, op. cit.. p. 6, et passim.

^Ifcii., PP. 5, 7-8.

2Tloret and Davy, From Tribe t fin'lrfr p. 47.
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civilization usually do. They actually feel the effect of toe

"spirit" or toe "self" or the mana" as living within their bodies.

They consequently tend to attribute the same thing to the various

things of nature. There are spirits everywhere, and God may be

considered the chief spirit who lies behind the great universe.

His position relative to the other spirits may be parallal to that

22
of toe leader of a tribe or the father of a family.

It is interesting to notice, as Kelson points out, toe

complete difference in the world-view between toe primitive and

toe civilized man. Whereas the priaitive nan tries to interpret

nature in the terns of human society, the civilized people try,

Just on the contrary, to Interpret human society in toe terms of

nature.23 And consequently each accuse the other of superstition

and irrationality. The civilised man tenda to deny every influence

of "spirits" on nature. To him, nature is entirely governed by

certain inescapable laws; and human society, as part of nature,

should be interpreted, therefore, in the terns of toese natural

laws. The primitives, on the other band, are so impressed by the

mould of toe social environment that they see all nature likewise

impressed by it. They are then rather to be called "social" people

^Cf. E. 0. Dablke, ojd. cit.. p. 76; H. Barnes and H.

Becker, fi. clt.. Vol. I, pp. 33-34.

23h. Kelaen, op., cit.. pp. vii, 1 et passim.
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than to be called natural" people. Kelson says,

For toese reaaona the customary characterization of

primitive man aa a 'man in a state of nature' or a

'natural man' is inept. Nothing appeara 'natural' to

hia beeauae everything, aa soon as he seeks to explain

it, is 'artificial' or 'made,' not necessarily by hia-
self but by his fellow-men or even by super-human
beings.24

Aa we have noticed, children of toe civilized people are

usually inclined to think in a similar way. There is, indeed, a

profound insight in Jung's theory whieh says that the primitives

are toe children of human race. It ia right to note that toe

primitives' mind ceases to develop beyond that of civilised

children. There ia, it is true, aothing deficient in the biological

structure of toe priaitives' minds. Human mind ceases to develop,

generally speaking, on account of certain deficiencies in the

socio-eultural contact. Mind is in reality a product of contact

and communication.25 ja toe "sacred" society, where the primitives

and all culturally-isolated peoples live, mind cannot develop

beyond certain liirita. There, man does not find anything new or

different from what he haa been used to sinee his early childhood.

Everything is permanent and sacred; what was yesterday is today,

26
and shall be tomorrow. As we have notieed before, things do not

^Jkid.., p. 48.

2'sce G. Head, o. cit.. Pt. II, passia.

^ea N. Miller, JJu Child Ja. p*1i,MTT Society, p. 253.
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change because they are sacred, and they are sacred because they

do not change.

M

In toe "secular society, on toe other hand, things are

greatly different. They change from time to time, and from plaea

to place. Their aacredness loses, therefore, its grip upon the

huaan Bind. Man begins in such environment to seek connection

between cause and effect. There are no "spirits" behind toe

phenomena of nature. When things change rapidly man begins to

search for the underlying laws whieh do not change. Man seems

always looking for a permanent basis behind toe chaageablc phenomena.

In the tacred" society, there is no need to look for such a basis,

because aothing ohaages. Things are takem as toey appear, being

moved by spirits like man himself. In the "secular" society, oa

the other hand, man tends to become rationalistic, materialistic

and philosophical. He asks questions about everything in aa

attempt to reach toe solid foundation of the universe.

In ancient Greece, where society was highly secularized,

philosophers triad to see, in the "atom," the "four elements" or

the like, the answers to toeir perplexing questions. As a re

action against these secularizing and socially-disorganizing

tendencies, there arose Socrates and Plato, the prophets of toe

ancient Greeks. Plato tried, wito some success, to combine the

"materialistic" tendency of toe early philosophers with the

"spiritualistic" tendency of toe wacred" society which he greatly
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admired.27 Ha consequently developed his well-known toeory of

"toe Ideas*^ in whieh ha found the permanent basis that lay

behind toe changing and illusory phenomena of toe world.

In conclusion, we may say that, in the sacred" society,

the human mind is normally inclined to think according to the

spiritualistie-etemallstie-absolutistie toought-style, while the

secularised aind tends to think, on toe contrary, according to the

materlalistic-temporalistic-relativistic one. The controversy of

"idealism" versus "realism," can be safely regarded as an aspect

of toe conflict which usually arises between these two contra

dictory thought-styles. "Ideals" are, as Cooley would say, products

of the "sacred" thought-atyle. They are regarded in such a society

as eternal and absolutees existing beyond this temporary and

changeable world. They are taken aa spiritual too. Idealists

firmly believe In some spiritual power that supports the ideals

and guarantees toeir final victory. Ideallsa is, as Mathews points

H. Barnes and H. Becker, pjj. cit.. Vol. I, p. 8.

28It ia interesting indeed to find in the Platonic "Ideas"

a philosophical system that successfully solved, in the ancient

times, toe secularization dileama of rationalisa versus religion,
realism versus ideallsa, secular toought-style versus sacred.

This may explain why Plato has won toe admiration and reverence

of an unlimited number of thinkers throughout history. Neo-

Platoniam which developed afterwards a strong religious inclina

tion could be regarded aa an Inevitable evolution of toe Platonic

idealism."
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29

out, closely akin to religious faith.

Charles Cooley says, on this point,

Life in toe primary group gives rise to social

ideals which, as they spring from similar experiences,

have much in common throughout the human race. These

naturally become toe motive and test of social progress.

Under all systems men strive, however blindly, to

realise objects suggested by toe familiar experience of

primary association. Hence, again, the gravity of the

increasing substitution of seoondary for primary associa

tion in modern life.30

29s. Mathews and G. Smith, A. Dictionary of Religion and

Ethics, p. 216.

30Cooley, Angell and Carr, Introductory SocWfff> p. 60.



CHAPTER IV

COMPARTMEWTALI2ATI0N OF THOUGHT

It should be remembered that toe classification of thought-

style into "sacred" and "secular," as it haa boon discussed in

the last chapter, is merely a constructive typology. It is an

"ideal-typical" classification, which does not show things in toeir

actual process of becoming. It is, in otoer words, a heuristic

construction1 made for toe purpose of contracting toe two extreae

points of a continuum along which the actual societies and the

thought-styles can be arranged side by side.

Actual societies can neither be placed in the %ncred"type

nor in toe "secular. " Each ean be shown with some tendency toward

one or the other extreme. However, one can find many societies

and groups closely approaching the "sacred" type. But it is quits

difficult, indeed, to find societies approaching toe "secular."

Most of the priaitive and the noaadic tribes, many of the isolated

villages and mountainous communities, etc., can be classified

wito a strong inclination toward the "sacred" type of society.

The "secular" type, on the other hand, is actually approached by

comparatively very few. This may be explained by toe fact that

See for a good discussion of constructive typology la the

social sciences, H. Barnes, H. Becker and F. Becker, Contemporary

goclal Theory. Pt. II, Chap. 2.

44
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secularization of human society ia a new phenomena in the history

of mankind. Man lived in "sacred" societies for hundreds of

thousands of yeara before the dawn of civilization, and the process

of secularization arose in history Just a few thousand years ago.

Moreover, the effects of secularization have penetrated only a few

societies here and there which have happened to fall under one or

the other of the secularizing factors.2 The remaining majority of

peoples have stayed in their sacredly isolated ways of life.

This may explain why "eacred" toought-style can be observed,

more or less, everywhere, and even in the midst of the most secu

larized and materialistic section of modern civilisation. Very

few men indeed can think today in a completely relativistic-

temporaliatio-aaterialirtio thought-style. The late riae of

sociology and the other social sciences may indicate toe same point.

Social sciences, whieh are usually based on a relativistic-

teaperaliatic-aatcrialistic foundation, found, and still find,

Sociologists widely differ in their opinion about the main

factor behind the secularizing of a sacred society. Durkhela con

siders it to lie in the growth of population and toe riae of divi

sion of labor; TAnnies believes it to lie in trade and commerce;

Veblen. in the introduction of technology and scientific knowledge;
Gumplowicz. in conflict and war; Becker, in cultural contact and

communication; ?fyKepr in toe dialectical process of the socio-

cultural dynamics; etc. It is perhaps permissible to conclude that

a sacred society can be secularized by each one of these factors.

It is not rare to find two or more of these factors working together
in the process of social secularization. It can be rightly said

that, other conditions being equal, the more the secularizing
factors, the greater is toe momentum of secularization.
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great difficulty in penetrating the human mind. The "sacred"

thought-style usually persists, and "lags" behind, in almost

every society which comes under the influence of the seculariza

tion process. This may be due to what Ogburn calls "cultural

lag."3 In a secularized society, man easily follows the dicta

tion of expediency when he is earning his living or raising his

position. Under the pressure of the rapidly changing situations,

he may lead a "secular" career in his everyday life, but when

he comes to think about the larger world around him, he tends to

toink according to toe old "sacred" way of thinking. In the words

of Louis Weber,

It is said when man thinks about nature and its

conditions, he thinks wito the brain of another age,

and, though possessing toe technical knowledge of the

adult, he philosophizes, nevertheless, as a child.*

It is indeed interesting to observe men leading a compart

mentalised life, thinking in a contradictory way, without being

aware of it. This can be observed in an intense form in societies

which have newly fallen under toe impact of civilisation. Whan

man is in the market-place or amidst his political activities, he

JSee for details and criticism of "cultural lag," '.i. F,

Ogburn, Social Change. Chap. IV, V; R. *. taclver and C. I;. Page,
Society, p. 574 et esq. ; P. Sorokln, Social and Culture! Dynamics.
Vol. IV, Chap. IV.

*Loula Weber, Ljg Rythae du Progrea. cited by P. Sorokin,
Social and Cultural Dynamics. Vol. IV, p. 158.
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forgets the absolute-eternal-apiritual truth. He merely seeks

toe best practice 1 way leading him to his "secular" ends. As

Boon as he leaves the spot and goes to enother place, such as

a religious or intellectual meeting where the "sacred" truth

hangs in the air, he forgets his otoer "self" and begins to

preach and teachto get enthusiastic about how tan should

Btrictly live up to bis eternal principles. To quote Kimball

Zoungi

la our society, we have two moralities, one

derived from Christianity and the Golden RuDe, and

the other from business enterprise, where sharp

dealing and cutthroat competition are considered

virtuous practices. Sometimes the strain induced in

persons who are culturally indoctrinated in both

codes results in schizoid, or split, personality.'

Following toe toeory of William James of the variety of

men's "selves," we can ccnelude that in a "secularized" society

man usually takes the roles mainly of two groups; the prime ry

group in which he haa been brought up, on toe one hand, and the

group of his economic and political interests, on the otoer

hand.
^

He then has two "selves," the first tends to live up to

the "sacred" values of the primary group, and the second self

is motivated by toe expediency of his "secular" life. To quote

Young again,

5k. Young, Social Psychology, p. 145.

6cf. Reinold liebuhr, Moral Man and. Immoral Society.

pp. 13-14.
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In moral matters we may thoroughly accept the

codes and v c+icer of primary group controls but

feel free to break these_codea in dealing with

competitors in business.

This "compartaentalisation" of thought-style seems to

be rife in a society, like the United States, where boto reli

gious sentiment and economic activities are strong. What Myrdal

calls "the American Dilemma" may be well-represented in this

reala. Strecker and Appel ssy,

A certain business man was the leader of the com

munity in a town in toe middle west. He was President

of the Board of rnde, Superintendent of the Sunday
School, and a generous contributor to the Boy Scouts.

Yet he pressed a very close business deal, and several

times ruthlessly ruined competitors. Religion may be

love for fellowmen on Sunday, but In this instance,
business was strictly business on the remaining six

days of toe week.

This is the motif of Ibeen's 'Pillars of Society1
toose who lead double lives or practice secret vice*

may use toiis double type of thinking."

Parallel to what i& called in psychology the "schizoid"

personality, we can develop in sociology the concept cf "schizoid

society." Aa a matter of fact, "compartmentallzr^ion" of thought

is sometimes more obvious in society than in the individual.

Almost all of the societies tout are somewhat raised above the

level of primitives have, more or less, some sort of "compartmentalized1

'K. Young, oj. cit., ... 130.

g
E. A. Strecker and K. E. Appel, Discovering Ourselves.

P. 251.
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q
thought-style.7 Thinkers have always, since the classical

tine, talked about the confliot between the so-called "idealism"

and "realism." Society is often pulled hard from two opposite

sides. 't feel, on the one hand, obliged to follow the "ideals"

inherited from the primary group, and tend, on the otoer hand,

to drift along with social "currents" regardless of toese sacred

"ideals."

Im order to solve this dilemma, society may resort to

toe distribution of toe conflicting values among the various

elasses. To quote Professor kerton,

Abstractly inconsistent values are often rendered

compatoble by their distribution among various statuses

in the social structure so that toey do not result in

conflicting demands upon the sr.me persons at the same

time. Potential conflict of values nay be obviated by
+ >< ir segregation in different universesof discourse

and their incorporation in different social rolesr0

In this way, people way allot, as it is often observed, the

a> rviee of the "eternal truth" to certain classes, such aa the

prieatr, toe monks, the wise-aan, etc., whereas, the other classes

go ahead in their secular activities unmolested. It may be,

permitted for men to Indulge in "sins," or in "eecular activities."

'it is a well-known saying that the "prinitive" ia much

leas hypocritical than the "civilized" i n. This >a> indicate

toe fact that "comoartmentalization" of tooupht-style does not

exist among primitives.

jU". F. V-rtcn, Social Theory and Social Structure, p. 258.
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But, they must go, as soon aa possible, to the guardians of

the "eternal truth," so to speak, for the purpose of cleansing

themselves from toese "sins." The only duty which is required

from toe ordinary Ban as regards toese guardians and functionaries

is to provide thea with decent living, fulsome respect, and

certain lip-service once in a while.

In fact, it can be noticed, in every institutionalised

religion of the present civilization, some sort of "compartmental

ised" toought-style and "schizoid" tendency. Durkheim seems to

consider this "compartmentolisatlon" the essence of religion in

general. To Durkheim, the essence of religion is the division

of all things and phenomena into two kingdoms t the profane and

the sacred. Ita teachings urge the members of a religion not

to mix these two kingdoms because mixing is a sin or a religious

sacrilege, and it teaches thea to approach the kingdom of toe

sacred or, when mixing does happen, in order that they may annul

its sinful results, it urges then to perfora religious purifica

tion, whatever its concrete fora may be. These functions and

characteristics of religious phenomena are, according to Durkheim,

manifeated in toousands of forms: in a special separation of the

place for religious services fron toe places of usual profane

activities; in a prohibition to use such places for everyday

affairs; and in separation of the time devoted to the sacred from
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that devoted to the profane; hence, says Durkheim, arise

holidays when it ia forbidden to do nrofane things, es is

specified in the fourth Commandaent. Tre aame essence of

religion, is, in Durkheia's opinion, exhibited by religious

cerenonies whose purpose Is either
to purify man from sin, as

in toe eaae of confessions; or, like toe Eucharist and baptism,

to make a profane man a participant of toe sacred; or, like a

consecration, to give bin an ed itional portion of toe sacred.

However, this religious phenomenon, which Durkheim

claims to be the essence of religion in general, seems to

characterize more obviously the civilized than the primitive

society. The primitive life is too simple to suffer "compart-

mentalization" in any of its varioua aspects. The separation of

tine, space, or claaa for religioua devotion is not so important

among toe primitives as to sake them behave or think in two

different realaa. There aay be no exaggeration in saying that

almost all of their activities
are in some sense religious,

that is to say, performed according to the "sacred" thought-

style. "All in all," saya Becker, "It may be said with con

siderable assurance that there is no phase of preliterate life

UE. Durkheim, The Wjle^iita-i-y Forma of. Rllgious Ijife,

Chaps. II-IH; See also P. .nroki", r-^tcnTt ry Sociological

Theory., pp. 473-74.
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unaffected by supernatural or religious factors. ..."

There is no differentiation, to refer to Maelver' -. theory,

between value-as-end and value-as-means in the "primitive's"

eyes.13 Everything is ruled by certain spirit or "mana," and

so, should be done according to the "eternal" and "absolute"

way whieh is inherited from their grand fathers and their great

grandfathers.1* The "primitive" man acts in a certain f!xed

way regardless of whether he is acting for sacred or secular

purposes. His behavior, as well as his thou, 't, is done accord

ing to the spiritualistic-eternalistic-absolutistie points of

view. In other words, there is no place in his life for toe

materialistio-temporalistle-relativistic perspective.

As aoon aa civilisation dawns upon the horizon of human

society, we find some segregation beginning to appear between toe

"sacred" and the "aecular," or, as Maelver puts it, between

value-as-end and value-as-means. The secularisation nrocess

will then draw certain things from their sacred places and throw

l^H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from ^>re to.
Science. Vol. I, p. 36.

^See R. 1'aclver and C. Page, society, p. 630 et seq.

^**As thirg-," says Brown, "were in the days of long aro,

so they ere today, so they must remain. . . . Things remain; they
don't pass away; they don't change ... as the saying is 'the

unconquerable tv ngs have been ever aince the beginning.'" See

H. Miller, Tne Child in Primitive Society, i . 2-jj.
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them into the rapidly changing current of life; while otoer

things remain in their old plaeas comparatively unmolested.1*

The politico-economic values, for example, may not be capable

of standing still in toe midst of the tumultuous process of

civilization. A ruler, who followa the old rigid standards,

will be sooner or later overrun by hia newly rising rivals. A

business man, too, will be deatroyed by his competitors if he

"piously" sticks to toe "sacred" rules of the primary group.

Men will be forced, therefore, by the pressure of tine to adopt

toe new waya of behavior and thought. The "secular" thought-style

will be, then, inevitable. The old "sacred" waya will be no

longer effective. To eaae bis conscience as regards toe sacred

"ideals," man may resort to logic-tight "compartmentalizaticn"

of thought and behavior. He will be permitted then to commit

"ains." But, in order to clean his soul from it, he quickly goes

to a "specialised" professional functionary and pays or performs

whatever he is ordered to do according to the circumstancer..

Consequently, the schizoid type of personality becomes

rife. The drama of "Dr. Jekyll and Kr. Hyde" may be played by

vsny persons, on the social stage. To quote Strecker and

Appel,

15Cf. W. Ogburn, y.oci- + Chang*. p. 259, <-t seq.
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Barriers, apparently, may prevent one side of toe

personality from observing what the other side is

doing. Instead of tniflxiug them out and reconciling
them or adjurtinsr then consciously, we follow one line

of conduct and t en another without ever bothering
about inconsistencies, we develop a blindness to our

contradictions which may be so patent to others that

it becomes humorous if it is not tragic.10

It is interesting Indeed to see, aa 'ax Lerner says,

"that men, whether in politics, in business or in private life,

17
do not act according to their rrofeasions of virtues." Men,

as Machlavelli rightly m tiros, thinks differently in the

piazza and palaaza.1" When one talks in a "salon," speaks in

a meeting, addresses a crowd, writes a book, or the like, he

preaches about the "ideals" as if he is a completely different

person from his usual self. To use again Head's terminology,

he takea then the role of a primary group with its unchangeable

ideals. But, aa soon as he turns back to his usual life, he

forgets the high "ideals" he was preaching. His thought-style

goes in almost toe opposite direction.

One of the senior governors of the Islamic Empire of

the Medieval Ages once sent a long letter of advice to his son

loE. Strecker and K. Appel, 2. cit., p. 252.

17l'ax Lerner, "Introduction" in U. Machlavelli, The

trlnee, p. xj.ii.

Cited by K. Mandelbaun, The Problem of historical

Knowledge, p. 69.
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who was newly appointed to the office of governorship. It is

really astonishing to find that toe elaborately written advice

of toe governor rune Jurt contrary to how he actually behaved

in his owh political career.1' He diligently urges bis son,

for example, never to flatter an enemy, believe a spy, befriend

s libertine, ally a non-believer, reward a flatterer, forgive a

sinner beoause of hia high position, etc. In fact, it is

unimaginable how a ruler in a "secular" society ean strictly follow

such sdviee without losing his Job. It is difficult indeed to

believe that the governor's purpose is really to want his son

to follow literally bis "idealistic" advice. He intended perhaps

to perfora, by sending such a pedantic letter, his formal duty

as a ruler in a politico-religious state.

People are used, it seems, to forgive being "evil" in

actual behavior. But they never forgive, on the other hand,

believing in "evil" behavior. They may believe that actual

behavior beongs to this changing world, while belief belongs to

the eternal and absolute one. If you aet "badly," it is f

temporary phenomena, you may repent someday in the future and so

you wash away everything you hare done. But when you think

^-^aee the text of toe letter in Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddlaa.

p. 303, et ae<^.

20ibid.., p. 3C7.
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"badly," your eternal soul is polluted. You doubt the absolute

wisdom of God and side with His enemy, the Devil, and so He

will not forgive you. This appears to be derived from the

tribal spirit of toe "sacred" society. You may be forciven if

you act "badly" within your rroup as aoon aa you revert to believ

ing in lta "Just" cause and siding with it against its eneales.

But when you cross toe line and go to the side of the enemy,

only once, you are a "traitor." The only punishment for this

unforgivable act is death.

In this way, it is supposed , people are wont to differen

tiate between thought and behavior. They allot to each a world

whieh is completely different from the otoer. Thinking belongs

to the realm of God, ideals, eternal values, toe-other-world,

etc. Acting, on the other hand, belongs to this changing and

temporary world. So, the author of a book or orator should

forget bis actual behavior and place before himself and his

audience toe "eternal, absolute truth." Otherwise, he may be

eonsidared a traitor, infidel or advocate of the Devil.

When Machlavelli wrote a book in which he tried to advise

his prince to push aside these "idealistic" penadtries and deal

with people in a truly "realistic" way, he became associated In

the populer mind with the Devil himself. "Old Nick" became an
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epithet equally applicable to both.21 It is right to aay

that most of those who condemn Machlavelli actually behave in

the same manner as he advised them to. They condemn in fact

bow he dares to exploit toe realm of the eternal truth in the

explaining of such changeable phenomena as those of political

or military affairs. These phenomena which belong to this

illusary world should, toey would say, be kept away from the

books of schools, the pulpits of churches, toe platforms cf

meetings, ete. In their opinion, people must be always taught

with these sacred means in terms of what ought to. be. rather than

what is..22

However, there are many thinkers who consider this

"compartaentalization" of thought quite advantageous to the

human society. They are of toe opinion that "idealistic" think

ing has, in spits of its contradiction to actual life, toe

advantage of reminding man that there are certain "ideals" ahead

of him that should be sought and strived for. In this way,

society can move forward and release itself from toe rigid

"cake-of-custom," in which it usually arrests Itself. To quote

Von Wiese, the German sociologist,

216ee Barnes and Becker, 2. clt.. Vol. I, pp. 301-02.

22Cf. Max Lamer, Introduction in M. Machlavelli, The

Prince, p. xliii.
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Utopia and Topia are always in deadly combat;
ideal perfection continually olaahes with real

imperfectionperhaps imperfect because reel. And,

Just as the Topia must always and everywhere be

present if any ordered social life ia to exist, so

must the Utopia be similarly immortal, for one is

toe necessary complement of the other. Few of us

are willing or able to dispense wito toe vision of

a more perfect world; we gain courage to struggle in

the here and new by envisaging toe nowhere and never.

Sone of us look forward for that vision, some look

back, but almost no one wishes to banish it from the

view.2-'

According to some sociologists, "ideals" are necessary for human

society whatever It may be. The names or the forms of toe

"ideals" may change, but there til never be a society without

them. In Durkheim*:- words s "Society ean neither create nor

recreate itself without t the same time creating ideals."^

As far as society is now In a stage of transition froa toe

lfeaered"type to the secular" one, "ideals" seem to be Inevitable

as well as necessary. Compartment" 1 Lzation of thought-etyle is,

no doubt, harmful and indeed ridiculous. But, on the other hand,

to live along completely "realistic" lines in such a transitional

stage may be harmful also. It is, undoubtedly, a dilemma in

which both horns are sharp, but life in itaelf is a huge dilemma.

No aspect of human life seems to be free from such critical

23Wiese-Beeker, Systematic Sociology, p. 410.

^E. Durkheim, The Forms of Elementary Religions, cited

by G. Gurvitch, Twentieth Century Sociology, p. 276.
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situations. In order to be alive and active man needs, as

Dewey points out, some goal toward which to strive. On arrival

at that goal, toere should appear another to be attained. Lack

of atriving and action may mean a laek of life.2 5 There is,

therefore, always a dilemma between toe one horn of attaining

toe goal deaired and the other of not attaining it because It

is the beginning of a new striving.

A typical "secular" society, it is true, can be said to

laek "
compartmentalizetion" of thought-style. Man may be able

there to think and act in the same aay. A typical "secular"

society may be likened in ita lack of "eoapartaentalisation,"

to a typical "sacred" society, as we have noticed before. 26

In priaitive society whieh has been taken aa "aacred" society

par excellence toere is almost no conflict between the "actual"

and the "ideal." As Cooley says,

2^Thls is strongly reminiscent of Schopenhauer's

philosophy of life. See W. Durant, The. Story o Philosophy.

p. 244* et scq.

26
It should be remembered here again that a typical

society, whether sacred or secular, does not exist in actual

life. Every society in the world can be said to be in some

sort of transitional stage. "Shangri La" is nowhere on this

"sinful" globe. The dilemma ia, more or leas, present every
where.
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. . . /The primitives.^ do not formulate any

such ideals, but toey have it nevertheless; they see

it: they see themselves and toeir fellows as an

indivisible, though various, "we," and they deaire

tola "we" to be harmonious, happy, and successful.2'

In otoer words, toe primitives are not aware of the "ideal"

because their "actual" does not differ froa it. In brief, they

act and think in toe same way. A typical "secular" society

will do the same, if it really arises somewhere in modern civiliza

tion. Man will then think about toe world cround him in toe

same manner as he acts upon it. He will no longer have "ideals"

that differ froa bis actual behavior. If the new "dynamic"

eystea of education prevails in the fealty and the school of

modern civilization, the child will no longer see the "ideal" as

a "static" idea loftily existing in toe eternal-absolute-

spiritual world. There may be no such world to hia. What ought

^'Cooley, Angell and Carr, Introductory Sociology, p. 61.

It is interesting indeed to notice at this point that toe

goal of human ideals is, as Cooley here alludes to, to lose one's

self in toe group, that is, to give up one's own interests for toe

sake of the group's interests. Hence, we ean consider the primi
tive man highly "idealistic" because he usually identifies himself

with what Cooley calls toe "we." This has wrongly led some

anthropologists to toink that the primitive man has no ego-

eonsoiousness, and no developed experience of his "self." It may

be more correct to say rather than he has no clear individuality.
To interpret this into Mead's terainology, we can say that he has

a week "I" and a strong "ae"; that is to aay, he sees his "self"

aa others see it; he feels that way very clearly, but he does not

feel it as an independent entity for itaelf. In brief, he has

social "self" > ut no individuality, Just contrary to the civilized

nan.
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to. be. will become what is.. His logic will be then, aa I. M.

Baldwin suggesto, a "cinematographic" rather than a "photographic"

one.28 The "ideal n for toe typical "secular" man will be a

relative, temporal and rational one, which pragmatically changes

along wito the change in time and space. Instead of the ancient

idea that history is a series of struggle between good people

and bad people, the new logic will teach that many of the bitterest

struggles are oppositions of one group's good and some other

group's good. It will be no longer good versus bad, but good

versus good and evil versus evil.2'

It should be remembered that this is a typolotical des

cription of some fictitious society which is expected to be

closely approached someday in the future if toe process of social

"secularisation" continues along the saae trend that has been

observed since the beginning of modern times. There are, however,

certain evidences that support this prophecy. Comparing the

modern situation where a writer like Machlavelli is welcome and

respected, to the past where there was a wide dlscrspency between

how people actually behaved and what they confessed, we may find

28See H. Thomaa, The Living World jj Philosophy, p. 99, et seq.

29See W. A. Leys, Ethics and. Social Policies, p. 257.
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that we are really aoving, fast or slowly, toward toe afore

mentioned goal.3 The dilemma of idealism versus realism is

now losing much of its vigor in the mental atmosphere of the

cosmopolitan cities of today. There may appear here and there

numerous writers, like T. V. Smith,31 who do not see any conflict

whatsoever between philosophical speculations, on the one hand,

and political activities, on the other. "Compromise," rather

than dogmatic attachment to eertain absolute values, becomes

the shibboleth of the age.

T. V. Smith says as regards "compromise,

To demand the maximum of idealitythe highest
demands of the private conscieneeas toe rule of

collective action is to suffer toe minimum ideality,

for, since otoer consciences will not agree with toe

30
It is interesting to notice that the thinkera in many

of the oriental countries of today still live in the same mental

climate of the past ages. The conflict, between what is. and

what ought to be. is still going on in the same scale as that of

the tine of Machlavelli and Ibn Khaldun. In the Bast, it is

enormously hazardous, on the part of a writer, for example, to

write today a "realistic" article which violates some of the

favorite "ideals" of toe public.

31T. V. Smith is a politician-philosopher. He may be

considered toe secular version of the Platonic "king-philosopher."
Instead of dogmatically clinging to certain fixed ideas or ideals,
he believes in compromise. "In his recent publicsti n," Says

Loys, "Professor Smith has blessed the paaeeaakers (the politicians)
who mediate and wear down the demands of the rival pressure groups.

He has also suggested that conscientious citizen will be acre

civilized if be loses some of his self-rightousness and abowa more

readiness to go 'beyond conscience.'" ". . A. Leys, pj>. cit..

pp. 313-14.
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highest vision of any conscience, this vision can

be put into action only by coercion, which in turn

outrages all otoer values and mutilates its own by
the form of implementation. To settle collectively,
on the other hand, for the minimum ideality is to

facilitate toe realization of toe maximum. This is

sS because the minimum can be agreed upon; the agree

ment establishes a domain of peace and permits each

conscience to go back to its groups of like-minded

people and then work out its highest promptings
directly for toe subsequent indirect improvement of
the body politic.32

The above quotation is an example of a secular thought-

style. In it, one can clearly see a relativistic, temporalistie,

materialistic reasoning. It is undeniable that this sort of

reasoning is comparatively rife among modern thinkers. It seems

to be gradually spreading day after day. It ia, therefore,

reasonable to oonolude that the time when it becomes dominant

will come sooner or later, and then the pattern of behavior and

the style of thought will, for better or worse, coincide.

32T. V. Smith, "Compromise, Its Context and Llnits,"
Ethics. Vol. LIU, No. 1, October 1942, pp. 7-8.



CHAPTER V

THE ISLAMIC THOUGHT-STYLE

The confliet between the "ideal* and the "real* and

their final eompartmentalisation" within the social structure

can be clearly obaerved in the early history of Islam. The

Islamic society may be taken as an excellent exaaple of what

haa been called toe "schizoid society."

Mohammed founded Islam in a "sacred" society; and shortly

after his death, toe Moslema rapidly spread over a wide variety

of cultures and civilizations, where they estoblished one of the

biggest empires in history. The transition from an extremely

"sacred" society to an extremely "secular" one was enormous and

very fast indeed. The well-conserved and well-memorized tradi

tions of Mohammed, "Al-Hadith," stood fees to face against the

secularised and disorganized affairs of the Islaalc Empire.

The external ware which successfully built the empire

were immediately followed, as Toynbee points out, by the internal

wars1 which arose between toe two camps of Islam: the "ideal

istic" and the "realistic." Some of the Moslems had drifted

1In this Arab act of brigandage," says Toynbee, "the

twelve yeara of conquest were followed by twenty-four yeara of

fratricidal atrife." A Toynbee, A Study of History. (Abridged),
p. 343.

64
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along wito the currents of toe time and so adopted a relativistio,

temporalistie, materialistic attitude; while others remained

in the mental ataoaphere of the old time in which secular life

was bitterly criticized and vehemently fought. The confliet

between toe two camps was, as Professor Ahmad Amin notices,

severe and long.2

The Moslem historians are wont to claasify the history

of the Islamic Empire into three clear-sut periods! (1) the

period of toe "Rashidin" (orthodox) caliphs which immediately

succeeded the death of toe Prophet and lasted for about thirty

yeara (2) toe period of the Oaayyad dynasty which succeeded toe

first period and lasted for about a century (3) the period of the

Abbasid dynasty which succeeded the second period and lasted

until the invaaion of toe Mongols, who rensacked Bagdad (656,

A. H. 1358, A. D.) and marked toe beginning of the Islamic

dark ages.3

Thia classical division of the Islamic history can be,

in spite of its dynastic basis, highly instructive in tracing

the successive stages through which toe Islamic thought-style

haa developed. We can safely say that these three periods

2A. Amin,j Al-Ialam. p. 82.

3See D. Miqdadi, larJLkb Al-Ummat Al-Arablyva. p. 330

et passim.
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closely correspond to a pattern according to which toe thought-

style of most societies, who came like the Islamic society

under the impact of a sudden secularization, develop.

The first period waa comparatively short. It ean be

likened to the "eala before toe storn." At the end of it, some

sort of social eruption took place. During the short reign of

All, who waa the fourto and practically the last of the "Rashidin

Caliphs, "4 the conflict between the "ideal" and the "real," arose

intensively. Many have accused All of being toe main factor

behind that fratricidal conflict, overlooking the fact that it

was in some sense inevitable.'

Finally, All was defeated and killed, and then, the

Omayyad Dynasty was established on a highly "secular" basis.

Thus, the second period actually started. In this period, the

name of All became toe shibboleth of toe "idealiatic" movement.6

Religion and politica virtually became two separate realms . The

rulers were entirely engaged in their political affairs without

*P. Hitti, History of toe Arabs, p. 183.

*See A. Aqqad, Aboariwat H-Jettl, passim.

See it. Nicholson, m
Literary History of. toe. Arabs.

p. 191; P. Hltti, so,, cit., p. 183.
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7
paying much attention to the Mohammedan traditions. The

"idealists" and the religious men, on the other hand, devoted

themselvea to the collecting and preserving of toe sacred tradi

tions of Mohammed and his "Rashidin" successors with no inclina

tion whatsoever toward the understanding of actual development

of life.* The gap between two camps gradually Increased with

the passing of time. One Omayyad Caliph, Omar II, seriously

q
attempted to reconcile toe two and revive the old "golden" time,7

but without much success. Ths only reward he got for his pious

attempt was being included, by the orthodox historians and

toeologians, among the "Rashidin Caliphs." His attempt was like

"a blow in the ashes," aa the oriental proverb would say.

An important event took place during the Omayyad regime,

which eventually turned out to be a highly explosive mine put

under the whole edifice of the Omayyad Caliphate. This event

was the murder of Hussein, toe son of All and the grandson of

Mohammed through his well-known daughter, Fatima. Hussein was,

'See L. D. Vida, "Uaayiad" Encyclopedia of Iflftl, Vol. IV,

p. 998; Ahaad Amin, Dhnha il-iilai, Vol. I, p. 374; Vol. II, p. 162.

8J. Schacht, "Sharia," Encyclopedia o Ielaj|, Vol. IV,

p. 322.

*See Abu Yusof , Kltab Al-Kbarai. pp. 18-20.

10A. Aqqad, AJbu. Al-SJuhajla., p. 140, et passim; Amir All,
The Spirit o r.^. p. 464 et acq.
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like bis father, All, a man of ideallsa and extreme piety. He

revolted with soeo few followers against the drunkard Omayyad

Caliph, Yasid. A government army met him in a place in Iraq

called Karbala, and savagely murdered bin along wito his sons,

relatives and followers. Modern orientalists and students of

Islaa are usually inclined in favor of the Oaayyad Caliph

against Hussein. They tend to consider Hussein a mere rebel

against his legitimate government. The orthodox Moslems, on

toe otoer hand, view the event quite differently.

Mohammedan tradition, whieh with rare exceptions
is uniforaly hostile to toe Uaayyad dynasty, regards

Husayn as a martyr and Yasid as his murderer; while

modern historians, for the most part, agree with Sir

W. Muir, who pointo out that Husayn, "having yielded
himself to a treasonable, though impotent design upon

toe throne, was committing an offense that endangered

Bociety and demanded swift suppression." This was

naturally the view of the party in power, and the

reader must form his conclusion as to how far it

Justifies toe action which they took. For Moslems the

question is decided by the relation of the Umayyads to

Islam. Violators of its laws and spurners of its

ideals, they could never be anything but tyrants; and

being tyrants, they bad no right to slay believers who

rose in arma against their usurped authority. The

so-called verdict of history, when we come to examine

it, is seen to be toe verdict of religion, the Judgment
of theocratic Islaa on Arabian Emperialism. On this

ground the Umayyads are Justly condemned, but it is

sell to remember that in toe Moslem eyes the distinc

tion between Church and State does not exist. Yasid

was a bad Churchman: toerefore he was a wicked tyrant;
toe one thing involves the other.

UR. Nicholson, o. cit.. p. 197. It is significant to

note here toat the above quotation is one of toe rare examples
in which orientalists study Islaa through its own nerspeetive
rather than through toeir own.
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However, this hiatoric tragedy of Hussain provided the

"idealistic" camp wito a tool of propaganda that could never

be obtained otherwise. Many historians agree that the Abbasids

based toeir whole movement on toe idea of "avenging the murder

of Hussain."12 As a matter of fact, the classical slogan "Oh,

revenge for Hussaini* was a motto around whieh many Moslems

rose ia rage and sacrificed toeir Uvea.

Finally, toe Oamayyad Caliphate crashed, and the Abbasid

regime became firaly established. In toe opinion of Aair All

and aome otoer orientalists, toe orthodox Islaa is entirely

built on the self-interest of the Abbasids.
^

Thla opinion how

ever, is not wholly free from exaggeration. The orthodox Islaa,

it is true, took its final fora at the time of the early Abbasid

Caliphs. Most of the Islaaie "sciences," especially history and

Hadith," were encouraged by thea and became firaly established

under their supervision. The history of Islam began then to be

molded In ite final form. Moreover, It began to be overloaded,

consciously or unconsciously, with undue praise for the abbasids

12Their war flags were black in color In order to indicate

their mourning for the death of Hussain and the other Alid martyrs.

See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddiga. p. 259.

uSee G. Zaidan, Ai-Tjjmeddun. j} -Wa1\ r VI* t P- 1U

et aeq.

^Amir All, oj&. ci., p. 287, A. Guillaume, Traditiona

of. Islaa. p. 60; R. Nicholson, ojp.. cit. , p. 365.
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and dispraises for toe Omayyads.15 The Aristotelian logic was

introduced at that time, and became a useful tool in the hands

of the historians and carriers of "Hadith" in toeir praising-

dispraising tendency. Philip Hitti says,

At the time of its achievement the Abbasid victory
was generally hailed as representing the substitution
of the true conception of the caliphate, the idea of
the theocratic state, for the purely secular state (Mulk)
of toe Umayyads. ... the highly organized machinery
for propaganda which helped to undermine public con

fidence in toe Umayyad regiae was now cleverly directed
toward permanently entrenching toe Abbaaids in public
favour.

LO

It was impossible, of course, on toe Abbasids' part to

really combine toe old "ideal" of Mohammed with the secularised

"reel" of actual politica, and make thea act together in the same

pattern as toat of the early time. The "real" <X the Islaaie

Empire waa at that time too secular to be basically reconeiled

with the sacred "ideal." The Abbaaids resorted, therefore, to

the trick of "compartmentalisation" wito which they could satiafy

both needs separately without bringing thea face to face on a

common ground. To quote Professor Hitti again,

As a matter of fact toe religious change was more

apparent x.han real; although unlike his Umayyad
predecessor he assumed piety and feigned religiosity,

15
A. Aain, Djnjhja. Ai-iga, Vol. II, pp. 26, 124; L. D.

Vida, "Umayiad," Encyclopedia of Islam. Vol. IV, p. 999.

16P. Hitti, fcu. cit., p-;. 288-89.
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the Baghdad Caliph proved as worldly-minded as

he of Damascus whom he had displaced.1'

They devoted special times and placea for prayer and "idealistic"

contemplation and discussion, while the remaining times and

places became free for secular activities. They appointed offi

cial functionaries for each realm and ordered them to go ahead

with their fields of specialisatioa without paying any attention

to what the other specialists would say.

When the Abbasid caliphs found themselves in a situation

where the "ideal" and the "real" came into open conflict, they

did not hesitate to call the orthodox Jurists and thinkers in

order to find some "legitimate tricks" wito whieh they might be

18
able to evade the conflict. It was not rare, for example, to

find a caliph legitimately releasing himself from an oath or a

promise through a religious or "idealiatic" excuse that waa

19
readily sanctioned by the orthodox Jurists.

The caliphs were accustomed to fill their luxurious

palaces with thousands of concubines and slaves, and hundreds of

A'lbld.. p. 289.

18A. Amin, Dhijha. ii-JsifJb Vol. II, p. 33.

^See, for example, Ibn Khaldun, Kitab Al-Ibar. Vol. Ill,

pp. 208-, 218.
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20
specialized singers and dancers, and enjoy life to the utmost.*

But, as soon aa toe time of foraal prayer case, everything would

be adjourned and the psychological atmosphere then became com

pletely different.21 One of the Abbasid Caliphs, Al-Mutawakkll,

was so unjust and ruthless in his secular life that he was

called toe "Nero of toe Orient. "
2

He waa nevertheless con

sidered by the traditionista as one of the best caliphs in Islaa

merely because ha upheld the traditional orthodoxy and suppressed

sectarian tendencies wito utmost severity. Ahmad Amin says

about him,

la spite of the fact that he waa one of toe most

unjust caliphs, the orthodox Moslems eulogised him,
and pardoned hia for his mischievous deeds. Many
traditionisto saw in their dreams that Allah had

forgiven him.23

Ibn Khaldun relates a story about a certain caliph who

was widely known for his extremely vieioas life whieh ran contrary

to the Islamic standards of piety and moral integrity. Con

sequently, he was killed. However, some men finally discovered

20Sec P. Hitti, on., cii., p. 302, et seq.

^ee G. Zaidan, oj. ci., Vol. IV, pp. 196-98.

22D. Miqdadi, 0. (fit., p. 320. "Al-Mutawakkll," says

Hitti, "according to a report, had 4,000 concubines, all of whoa

shared bis nuptial bed." P. Hitti, op., CJ&., p. 342.

23Ahaad Aain, Dhnhr H-iala*, To1* * P* W8.
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toat the caliph was not so bad as it had been Judged. He waa,

they realised, highly meticulous and careful aa regards hia

formal prayers and religious eeremonias. When the time of prayer

approached, he was accustomed to take off the clothes in whieh

he committed hia vices, put on clean oner, perfectly perform

the rite of ablution, and then, perform the required prayer as

humbly as any other pious Moslea would do. His murderer, toere

fore, aade a great mistake in killing such a "good" caliph. In

their opinion, it seems, whether a caliph is good or bad, depends,

not upon his actual behavior but rather u^on his lip-service

towards his God.

As we might have noticed in the preceding chapter, a

Moslea ruler was practically peraitted to act within his political

field according to what toe societal expediency or his personal

sentiment would dictate upon hia; but, when he waa to speak froa

the pulpit of toe mosque or to deliver formal advice, he should

act according to the strict "ideal" of the Prophet. The later

action had absolutely nothing to do with the former. Each bad

its own independent field. When the Moslea governor mentioned

in the preceding chapter advised bis son In his "idealistic"

letter to do in politics as he would do in toe mosque, i.e., to

befriend pious men and repal aen of this world, ha did not really

^ee Ibn Khaldun, Kltab Al-Ibar. Vol. Ill, p. 106.
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mean that his son should take his advice literally. In otoer

words, he did not mean to ruin his son's future aa a successful

governor. Perhaps he meant to make hia appear that way in his

public performances.

Gradually afterwards, the Islenlc society developed what

may be called "vicarious religion." Successful men in politics

or business aight hire, with money, some other men to perform

religious duties for them, such as prayer, pilgrimage, fasting

and the like. Many mosques, religioua schools, monastery-like

institutions were erected by the upper and wealthy classes of

toe society for toe purpose of pleasing or appeasing Allah. It

appeared aa If God became in their eyes a monarch-Ilka person

who was to be propitiated by gifts, flattery and signs of personal

submission and obedience. One can easily notice toat toe number

of religious establishments usually ran proportional to toe

injustice done to the society by toe ruling class. A modern

writer in Egypt observes that the darkest age in the history of

Egypt, toat is, toe age of the Turkish Maaluks, was also the

greatest age in mosque building. Nizam Al-Mulk, toe well-known

councilor of the Saljuqi Sultanate in Iraq, spent a great pert

of the Sultan's money on building mosques and alahouses. Whan

toe Sultan blamed him for that extravagance, he frankly answered

that all of then as well as toeir soldiers and officials indulged
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in varioua sins and vices. Nothing, therefore, the councilor

continued, could save thea froa Allah's punishaent except to

mobilise a huge army of pious worshippers who would spend their

nights in worshipping, "crying" and praying for them.25

Religion became then extremely formal, with little

attention paid by Ita followers to its original spirit and

morality.^ Secular life became completely separate from reli

gious life. Each had its special attendants, functionaries and

funds. A ruler would be popularly considered pious and good as

far aa he had "taken care of the shrines and provided for toe

maintenance of toe regular offerings." His unjust deeds in his

secular life might be taken as relatively inaignificant. Theae

deeds were temporary phenomena which would be soon forgotten.

The religious institutions which he had established, on toe

25G. Zaidan, 0. cit., Vol. Ill, p. 202.

2This seems to be toe final stage in the evolution of

every religion arising in a secular society. Aa we shall see in

the third part of this work, every religion tends to be moral

istic in its beginning and formalistic at the end. What has

happened in Islaa is quite reminiscent of what had happened, for
example, in the religion of ancient Babylon. As i . Smith points
out, the Babylonian priests flatly ascribed the fall of Babylon
to the fact that its king, Nabonidus, had not taken care of toe

shrines and provided for the maintenance of the regular offering.
:iee P. Smith, he prophet ajjd. Hia, Pmh^ r p. 221. Judaism,
which arose partly as a reaction against this formalistic religion,
finally beceae itself formalistic. See J. Driscoll, "Pharisees,"
The. Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. XI, p. 790.
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otoer hand, were long lasting, and long eulogized.2''

The ruling and the wealthy classes had a full right to

immortalise their religious aehievementa by writing them down

or hiring someone to write them down in a form of book. This

was considered permissible and even good. By writing a book

about religious achievements, other men, it was expected, might

be encouraged to do the same. It was, on the other hand, deemed

bad for a ruler to write down his seeulsr activities as they actually

happened without some sort of apology or rationalization. Book-

writing waa regarded at that time similar in effect to preaching

from a mosque pulpit. A writer, at least while writing, was

expected to be "Idealistic." His books were intended for read

ing by many aen and for future as well as present times. They

were required to deal with the eternal truths instead of the

ephemeral concerns of a particular group of men at a given time

with the "ideal" world instead of the "real" one.

There appeared only one writer in the whole history of

Islaa who once belonged to the ruling class of the society and

who frankly wrote a book about his secular activities as truly

as they happened. This was Ibn Khaldun. In addition to his

*'It is interesting to note here that all of the old

mosques and religious establishments that remain until today
carry on toeir walls the names of toeir builders surrounded by
plentiful ceremonial phrases and Koranic verses. Nobody can

imagine, therefore, that those great builders go to "Hell" after all.
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famed Prolegomena which is the main subject of toe present dis

sertation, he wrote a long autobiography2*5 in which he flatly

told all toe "badness" sad "fickleness" of his secular life

with no tendency whatsoever to apologize or rationalize.
^

Ibn

Khaldun'.' autobiography was no doubt an astonishing and unexplain-

able phenomenon to his contemporary fellow-writers. Until the

present time nobody has been fully able to explain how and why

Ibn Khaldun dared to write such an extremely frank and "real

istic" book about himself. It is possible, however, to consider

Ibn Khaldun' s Prolecoaena as a sort of indirect or semi-conscious

rationalization of bis "fickle" political career whieh he honestly

told in bis autobiography. At any rate, Ibn Khaldun 'a whole

work was an exceptional phenoaenon in view of the entirely

"idealistic" intellectual environment in which he appeared.

Just like toeir rulers, the Moslea writers did not raise

any serious objection against the extremely secular trends of

their society;3** while toey were, nevertheless, highly "idealistic"

in toeir literary and formal engagements. They persisted in

writing v-Ver.tly about toe Mohammedan "ideals" ia spite of the

Z8Ibn Khaldun, Kltol Al-rbar. Vol. VII passli.

29m. Enan, Jbn Khaldun.
-

. 28; Taba Hussein, Falsfat Ibn

nftftldan A1-T1MwlTli P* ZJ*'

^ee T. Arnold and G. Gullrnr., Jhe Legacy si Islam, p. 302.
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fact toat no one would be influenced by them. They themselvea

were not different from others in accepting secular trends,

despite their own writings.3

Several books had been published during this period,

sad all of them were written, not to describe what to., but

rather to diacuse what ought to be. The orthodox writers seemed

to Indulge in some sort of Platonic Utopias where things were

supposed to be achieved exactly according to the old "Ideals."

In the opinion of Schaeht, they intended by writing toeir books

to show bow things were going to be at the time of the "Mahdi,"

the future deliverer of Islam.32 They appear to have been lost

between toe past of the Prophet and the future of the "Mahadi."

They had paid so much sttention to toe pact and toe future toat

they had missed the present.

In this light, many of toe classic books of Islaa which

deal with political affairs ean be understood. They have been

written to preach rather than to describe, to dreaa rather than

to see objectively.

One of these books deserves a special mention ia this

31See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddima. p. 224.

32J. Schaeht, "Sharia," Encyclopedia of; Islam. Vol. IV,

p. 323.
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connection. This book, The. Virtuous City, was written by

Farabi, the great philosopher of Islaa (d. 950, A. D.). It is

not different in its general outlook from any otoer book written

in Islaa about social phenomena. Farabi was aost probably

inspired in the writing of it by Plato's Republic.33 He attempts

in his writing to describe an ideal state or what he calls a

"virtuous city." Nothing strange or new can be found in it as

far as he continues to describe his "virtuous city." But, great

sociological insights suddenly appear in toe book when he comes

to describe what he calls "anti-virtuous cities." Here we find

him a man of Treat scientific ability and keen observation.3*

In order to show how things become corrupted in actual life and

very low in comparison to those of toe ideal city, he gives some

details of real cities. By these details which reflect, to a

large extent, the every day life of his time, Farabi provides

us with a sociological description of the first grade.3'

It is interesting to Imagine, while reading this excellent

work, how many great sociological works like this could have

been produced by the claasic writers of toe old time, if they

33C. De Voux, "Farabi," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Vol. II,

p. 54.

3^C. De Vaux likens some of his theories in this regard
to toose of Nietzsche. See M. A. Rasiq, Failasu f Aj-Arab. pp.
91-92.

3%ee Al-Farabi, il-M,fdjnat Al-Fadhila. p. 90 et seq.
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had not been so much preoccupied by their "idealiatic" tenden

cies. Some of those writers seem to be highly capable of

sociological study. The main reason, which has prevented them

from doing that, Ilea perhapa in the fact that they consider it

bad" and "devilish" to study temporary phenomena that belong

to this corrupted world.3" Farabi has devoted a small part of

hia book to the description of actual life only for the purpose

of condemning It and laughing at its "absurdity." If he had

been free from such mental preoccupation, he might have produced

a much greater work.

When we come to study Ibn <v.aldun, it seems necessary to

treat his sociological Hilary in toe light of what has been Just

discussed. Ibn Khaldun is, no doubt, a great thinker and original

writer. But, we should not over-emphasise this fact to the

3oThe author of Akhjeai Jjlfii which is considered the

most esteemed ethical work of Islam divides men into four grades

according to toe ability to understand the absolute truth; the

highest grade includes philosophers, while the lower grade
includes toe idiots who do not penetrate in their world-view

beneath the surface of things into toe absolute truth. In his

own words, "Next comes toe class of those short sighted mortals

who cannot idealise at all beyond toe order of things sensibly

manifest, and who stop short at remote ideas and images; and

those we term imbeciles." 71. F. Thompson, Practical Philosophy

of the Muhaaaedaja People, p. 369. In view of this classification

of men, no writer is encouraged to deal with the actual things
which are deemed superficial. Every writer likes, of course, to
be graded within the upper rr.-iUe ith the pi ilosopbers who over

look the temporary phenomena of the world for toe sake of its

sternal and absolute reality.
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extent that we neglect to go deeper into bis mental preoccupa

tion and preconception in order to understand toe origin of his

theory. The key with which we may be able to appreciate fully

Ibn Khaldun' a originality lies in toe fact toat he was toe only

writer in toe medieval Islam who became free in his political

and social writing froa "idealistic" orientation. He differs

froa Farabi, for instance, in toe fact that he tends to describe

actual life, not to condemn it as Farabi has done, but to seriously

analyse it in order to understand it and adapt himself to it.

There are, of course, several factors behind this "real

istic" orientation of Ibn Khaldun. Why he beceae "realistic" in

his toought-style in spite of his "idealistic" education, is s

complicated subject indeed. Several aspects of this subject are

to be studied in toe following parts of this work. In the next

chapter, however, one single point is going to be discussed;

that is, toe way in which Ibn Khaldun haa tried to reconcile toe

"ideal" and toe "real" in his toeory.



CHAPTER VI

IBM KHALDUM'S TH0UGHT-STYL1

Ibn Khaldun can be rightly considered the Islaaie ver

sion of Machlavelli. Boto Ibn Khaldun and Uachiavelli have

distinguished theaselves froa their scholastic contemporaries

by treating social affairs within a highly "realistic" freae

of reference. There is, however, a big difference between toe

two which should not be overlooked. Whereas Vnchinv 11 1 rejecto

"ideallsa" for "realisa," or in the words of Max Lerner, what

ought to be for what if, Ibn Khaldun acknowledges toe validity

and importance of both. To Ibn Khaldun, what ought to be is as

valid as what Xt* Dn* tney should be completely separated, each

to be placed in its special raala without permitting it to inter

fere wito toe otoer. He bitterly attacks orthodox thinkers in

several parts of his famed Prolegomena on toe ground that they

are in the habit of mixing the two, toat is, of having a

"schizoid" thought-style.

In certain places, he attacks toe historians who are

accustomed to write history and to discuss its problems in the

Tlax Lerner, "Introduction" in N. Machlavelli, The Prince.

p. xlvi.
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same spirit as that in whieh they treat toe hadito (i.e.,

traditional sayings) of toe Prophet. Ibn Khaldun is of the

opinion that religious affairs should not be mixed with secular

affairs.* The Pro het's sayings normally deal with what ought

to be; the "traditlonists" therefore have toe right to busy them

selves with toe question of whether a certain "tradition" has

been really said by the Prophet or not. But they should not,

Ibn Khaldun says, use the same method in history. History deals

with what to., with the actual affairs of society, and so, ia

order to study it you must study at first toe social laws whieh

rule people in their everyday activities. The method of the

"traditlonists," in investigating the integrity and truthfulness

of toe men who bear the Prophet's saying, is no longer important

in history-writing, lost of the Moslem historians and social

theorists are, in toe opinion of Ibn Khaldun, like preachers and

teachers telling what ought to be, while their real Job is to tell

a

what actually happened to the past.-*

At any rate, Ibn Khaldun does not belittle the significance

of toe "ideal" and religious, aa Machlavelli does. In fact, he

himself claims to be a very pious and religious person. The

2See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddima. p. 37 and passim.

3
Ibid., pp. 37, 40 and passla.
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thing he hates most in this respect is the interference of

religious "ideallsa" or utopianiam In the affairs of actual

life.* In order to fulfil your duty as a religious man, he

says, you should retire from secular life and go worshiping

Allah in some isolated places which are particularly devoted

to such religious activities." It is not rr< ctical or useful,

in his opinion, to disturb society with "idealistic" haluclna-

tion or religioua utopianism. Instead of disturbing the social

order by dreaming reform?), Ibn Khaldun advises, one should

submit to the social necessity and expediency to which all men,

since the beginning of history, have submitted.

Ibn Khaldun attacks the "idealistic" thinkers for their

*It should be mentioned at this point that the orthodox

writers, in spite of their actual drifting with the expediency of

secular life encourage at times utopianistic reforms and revolu

tions. At the tine of Ibn Khaldun, several revolutions arose

in North Africa as a result of their Utopian writings. Much

blood was shed for the sake of soae impracticable "ideals."

5See Taha Hussain, Falsafat Ibn Khfldnn Al-IJtlaaiya.

Vol. 25, p. 80.

*Iba Khaldun, ^p.. cit.. p. 160 et passim. It is interest

ing to notice that Guaplowics, who is considered one of toe great
admirers of Ibn Khaldun among modern sociologists, has come to a

conclusion quite similar to that of his admired master. "In fact,"
says Barnes, "Gumplowiez maintains that the chief practical value
of his soeiology is that it will prevent toe waste of human energy
in futile Utopian schemes of social reform." H. Barnes, "The

Social Philosophy of Ludwig Gumplowiez" in H. Barnes, History of

Sociology, p. 201.
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overlooking of toe present and their concentrating on toe past

of the Prophet along with the future of the "Mahdi." To him,

the Prophet's "ideal" was suitable to toe time and the place

in which the Prophet happened to live.7 It is quite useless sad

even harmful sometimes to apply this old "ideal" to the present

which is quite different from the time of the Pronhet. As to

toe future, Ibn Khaldun flatly denies the coming of eny "Mahdi."

Thus, Ibn Khaldun ean be regarded as the first, and perhaps the

last, writer in tolas who dares to deny the "Mahdi." To hia,

the future, as well as the past, runs on toe same pattern, and

goes according to toe aame laws, that ean be observed in toe

present. The similarity between toe past end the future, Ibn

Khaldun says, is nore than that between two drops of water.

'In bis own words, "Ages differ froa each other . . . and

each must be specifically Judged." Ibid., p. 211.

a

Ibid.. p. 10. One aay notice here some sort of contra

diction between this opinion of Ibn Khaldun and a former one whieh

says that ages differ froa each other and each rust be specially

Judged. It is undeniable anyhow that Ibn Khaldun 's work is not

free from inconsistencies. No creative mind, in fact, ean eacape

inconsistency of some jort. Z. T. Pstton says, consistency is

the refuge of small minds." (Cited by J. . Ferguson, Ljndaarks.
of Economic Thought, p. 131.) At any rate, Ibn Khaldun 's present
situation ean be easily defended. He believes that ages differ in

their particular conditions, but all of thea nevertheless are ruled

by toe same social laws. According to his toeory, the time of toe

Pronhet, for example, is different from our time on the ground of

differences to type of customs, cultural development, social

structure, etc., while toe general rules which govern various kinds

of human society are toe same in the past and toe present.
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Ibn Khaldun paya great attention to the historical con-

Q

troversies of All versus Muawiya, Hussain versus Yasid, and,

finally, toe "sacred" Caliphate versus the "secular" kingship.

As we might have noticed, these controversies characterized the

eonflict between the "ideal" and the *rln In the Oaayyad period,

and eventually became rigidly institutionalized within the

Islaaie orthodoxy to toe Abbasid period. Ibn Khaldun faces,

toerefore, a perplexing dilemma. Following bis "realistic" tend

ency, or in other wards, his seeulsr" toought-style, he should

side with Muawiya against All, wito Yasid against Hussain, and,

ia general, wito the Oaayyads against the "idealistic" camp. But

this would surely bring trouble to Ibn Khaldun and to anyone who

dared to doubt the absolute validity of the orthodox dogma.

However, Ibn Khaldun was clever enough to cone out un

harmed froa that critical situation. It was quite possible that

he sight have come out, otherwise, with the same result as that

VMuawya is the chief rival of All and the founder of the

Omayyad dynasty in Islam. The conflict between All and Muawiya

is considered the first event in the hiatory of Islaa in which the

"ideal" and the "real" came into clear-cut contrast. Muawiya is,

as Hitti points out, no favorite with several historians whose

works came down to uc. They regarded him as the first "king" in

Islam. The historian's attitude is a reflection of that of the

"idealistic* puritan, who accused hia of secularizing Islam and

^nging the theocratic caliphate to a temporal kingship. (P.

Hitti, History of. toe. Arabs f p. 197.) Ibn Khaldun Is one of the

very few hiatoriana who praise and admire Muawiya in Islaa. Thla

is one aspect of Ibn Khaldun' a "realistic" orientation.
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of Machlavelli, i.e., cursed and eternally condemned, If he

had not protected himself by some traditional sayings with

which he superficially supported his theory. He got, it is

true, a general neglect from the Moslea readera, aa a result of

his "realistic" outlook; but no religious "curse" has ever

fallen on him.

Ibn Khaldun cleverly defends Muawiya, criticises Hussain

and favorably discusses the secular tendencies of the Omayyads,

without arousing any suspicion or Indignation In orthodox

Mosleas. He theorizes in a completely secular thought-style, but

be resorts to a "saying" of Mohammed or a "doing" of the

"Rashidin" caliphs as soon as he finds himself in a "dangerous"

10several writera have tried to explain the reaaon behind

the general neglect to which Ibn Khaldun 'a theory waa treated in

the Islaaie world up to a very recent time, koat of toe writers

Been to agree that his toeory was forgotten and neglected in

Islaa only because of toe general decline in which the Islaaie

civilisation had been completely immersed after Ibn Khaldun.

This may be true but ia a rmry indirect way. Many of toe thinkera,
who appeared about or after Ibn Khaldun' 8 time, won long-lasting
faas to spite of the so-called "decline of the Islaaie civiliza

tion." In toe opinion of this writer, Ibn Khaldun was forgotten

by toe Mosleas mainly because of bis "realistic" outlook whieh

they did not understand, or rather, did not appreciate. They
were perhaps aaazed at the aeriousness wito which Ibn Khaldun had

treated the affairs of this temporary world. For them, these

affairb did not deserve to be written in a formal book; everybody
knew thea for everybody practiced them; there waa, therefore, no

advantage of wasting "pens and papers" on them, while ideas of

eternal value waited to be contemplated upon and written instead.
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situation. Most of toe traditional "sayings" or "doings,"

whieh he has used, do not fit well the theory he propounds.

Sobs of them may be, in reality, contradictory to the spirit

of his theory; but he seems to be satisfied with thea as fsr ss

toey talisaanlcally protect hia froa the "curse" of the "Jurists"

12
and theologians.

His writing in this connection is clearly "secular,"

that is to say, relativistic, temporalistie and materialistic

In toe fourth part of this work, the personal and the class factors,

which underlie his "seeulsr" thought-style, will be duly dis

cussed. It aay be satisfactory here to discuss how he has applied

the relativistic, temporalistie and materialistic methods on the

aforementioned controversies.

Ibn Khaldun agrees with the orthodox writers that toe

sacred caliphate came to an end when Muawiya, the founder of the

Omayyad dynasty, ascended to the throne.13 Ibn Khaldun night be

unable to deny this because there was a well-known saying,"

attributed to the Prophet, to toe effect that the caliphate

would last only toirty years after toe Prophet's death, and then

^Cf. T. Hussain, oo.. cit. , pp. 94-95.

^Jbid.., p. 128.

^Ibn Khaldun, 0. clt.. p. 206.
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an unjust kingship would prevail.1^ Ibn Khaldun admits, how

ever, that Muawiya waa a "king" rather than a "caliph." But,

what is wrong with toat? he seems to ask.1' In his words,

"kingship is a relative thing.
"lo It is, therefore, not bad in

itself. It Is like any thing huaan bad when used for bed

purposes, good otherwise.1' In his opinion, toe Prophet did not

dispraise or condemn kingship as such; ha rather condemned its

usual by-products such as injustice, luxury and the like.1"

When it is used, on the otoer hand, to help Justice, defend

religion and encourage religious ceremonies, it becomes un

doubtedly sorthy of praise. Condemning kingship is, according

to Ibn Khaldun, Just like condemning anger or sexual desire.

These instincts, he says, are not intrinsically bad; they are

causes of preserving the human race and protecting it against

agression. They become bad only when they are unjustly or

illegally used.19

1*This saying ia said to be invented by toe orthodox

carriers of Hadith as s protest against the worldly Omayyads.

^See Ibn Khaldun, 2E,. cijj., p. 206.

l6Ibid.. p. 188.

17ibid.., p. 192,193.

l8Jbii., p. 192.

^Ibid. . pp. 202-203.
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To Ibn Khaldun, Muawiya was a true Moslea and a good

ruler. He adopted a pompous kingship merely because the con

ditions of the time obliged him to do so. He lived in an age

which was greatly different froa that of the Prophet and/or his

"Rashidin" successors. Luxury and pompous appearances became

in his time necessary in order to be a respectable ruler. Aa

to Muawiya' s rebellion against the legitimate caliph, All, and

his taking of toe caliphate by force, Ibn Khaldun refers to toe

21
social pressure which obliged him to do so. Farther, Ibn

Khaldun says, Muawiya did not show by bis revolution a wrong

aim. Muawiya fought All merely because he found himself better

equipped for toe caliphate than All. Muawiya 's "asabiyya" (or

party) was stronger than that of All, and ao he was in a better

position to enforce toe divine law than All.22 All had a weak

^Ihid., p. 203.

21Ibid. . pp. 205-206.

22Iba Khaldun does not directly say that. But, in several

plaeee of his Prolegomena, he notes that one of the aost Important

qualifications of a caliph is to have a strong party, or to use

his terainology, a strong "asabiyya," for the purpose of support

ing hia to executing the divine law. (See IbjLd.., up. 193,Jl95,
216, 224.) In his own words, "No one is ordered by Allaj/ * do

something which he is unable to do." (Ibid., p. 196.) Generally

speaking, Ibn Khaldun ean be said to be of the opinion that it is

for toe welfare of the people to have a caliph froa the strongest

party in the nation, and the strongest party or tribe has full

right to revolt against any ruler who belongs to a weaker party.
This is, of course, an opinion that shocks "idealistic" thinkers.

It is interesting to mention here that a certain Moslem thinker
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"asabiyya" behind his back. He was, toerefore, to be, sooner

or later, replaced by a more powerful leader. This leader

happened to be Muawiya. If Muawiya refused to lead toe revolu

tion against All some otoer leader of his tribe would eventually

23
lead it. Muawiya did, toerefore, what was inevitable.

Ibn Khaldun supports this extremely relativistic point

of view by a "saying" attributed to All himself. He stresses

the fact that toose who died on both sides of the fight between

All and Muawiya were martyrs.2* Ibn Khaldun approaches here the

same relativistic view as that of T. V. Smith; he comes to the

conclusion that toe fight was not along the line of good versus

ba, tat rather, of good versus good. As he puts it, "You will

excuse everyone, if you examine bis case with toe eye of Justice

and neutrality."2' Here he finda good support in the very

hadlth" of the Prophet. The Prophet ia known to have said that

any one who forms his own opinion by exerting his own reasoning

shall be favorably rewarded by Allah. To quote Macdonald, "For

thus applying hiaself he would, according to a tradition froa the

of the secondcsantary A. H. suggested that the caliph should have

bean selected from the weakest party, for it would be then much

easier to depose hia in ease of corruption or injusticeen

extremely idealistic" opinion in comparison to that of Ibn

Khaldun. (Sec Ahmad Amin, Dhuha Al Islaa. Vol. Ill, p. 77.)

^Iba Khaldun, ^-M?rll'M1llll pp. 205-206.

^Jbld., p. 215.

25te. cji.
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Prophet, receive a reward even though his decision were wrong;

while if it waa right he received a double reward".26 It is

greatly advantageous, Ibn Khaldun concludes, to see toe Prophet's

companions disagree in toeir opinions about religious matters

and fight each other about them. This may be, he says, taken

by the Mosleas as a guide in their actual life, so toat everyone

can find, among the different opinions of toe Prophet's companions,

one that fito bis particular conditioa..

Iba Khaldua treats the controversy of Hussain versus

Yasid in the same relativistie-temporalistic-materialiatie frame

of reference aa that la which he treata the controversy of All

versus Muawiya. Kert
,
we find Ibn Khaldun condemning Hussain 's

rebellion against Yasid. He admita with the orthodox historians

toat Yasid was a vicious libertine; but toat was not enough, in

his opinion for a rebellion against bin. Ibn Khaldun defends

Muawiya' s rebellion against All on the ground of "asabiyya." He

28
trnndeans Husssia's rebellion on the saae ground. It appears as

26D. B. Macdonald, "Idjtihad," Encyclopedia of Islam.

Vol. II, p. 448.

27Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddima. p. 213.

^Ibn Khaldun' s concept of "asabiyya" will be fully dis

cussed in the following parts of this work. It may suffice here to

say that "asabiyya" to toe nomadic culture can be paralleled to a

political party to civilization. "Asabiyya" is the loyalty of one

or acre tribes to a certain leader. Ibn Khalawm condemns Hussein's

rebellion on toe ground that his "asabiyya" was wsaker than that of

Iasid; Hussain then had no right to revolt whatever the corrpution
of Yasid might be.
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if Ibn Khaldun' s standard of good and bad rebellion lies in

its final success. He seems to have this extremely pragmatic

point of view unconsciously concealed in the depth of his mind.

He might have been unable to openly express it to himself or to

his readers.

In fact, the "asabiyya" is too vague a factor to be so

much depended upon in political and social affairs. The history

of Islam shows that the same "asabiyya" may increase or decrease

in power according to the change in situation. Many leaders lost

their own "asabiyya" after they had suffered a defect in one way

or another. Many others gained strong "asabiyyas" after some

accidental victory or suddenly rising fortune. The life of

Mohammed himself is a good exaapla of toat. He waa at toe begin

ning powerlessly striving for his "idealistic" principles without

much avail.29 When he at last won the battle of Badr, which

almost happened by pare chance, he gradually developed the

strongest w.8ablyya"in Arabia at that time.'"

Ibn Khaldun seeas to over look the fact that politics ia

a sort of gaabling. It cannot subait itself to exact calculations

or measurements. He bad aost probably witnessed the gaabling

29A. Toynbee, A. Study of. History. Vol. in, p. 468.

30R. Nicholson, A, Literary History of Jjhe Arabs, pp. 174-75.
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nature of politica within his own care r. However, in criticis

ing Hussain' 8 rebellion, he seems interested primarily in belit

tling "idealistic* movements in general. "Idealistic" inclina

tions should be, in his opinion, expressed, not in the social

rcala where everything ia fixed according to an inevitable pattern,

but rather in their own specialized places where they will never

be interfered wito by any secular considerations. Accordingly,

Muaiwya wight be considered as a "realistic1' leader who wanted

nothing but to reach the throne of toe Caliphate, and then, to

maintain the status quo wito no intention for change whatsoever;

while Hussain was, on the otoer hand, an extremely "idealistic"

man, who always strove to revive the sacred traditions of hia

grandfather, the Prophet. Ibn Khaldun condemns Hussain 's rebel

lion perhaps along theae linea. He dislikes any one who disturbs

the social order for some impractical "idee's." When Muawiya,

however, diaturbed the social order, he merely tried to replace

All on the ground that he was more powerful than All in the main

taining of the social order he disturbed it a little only to

maintain it better. But Hussain disturbed the social order,

according to the theory of Ibn Khaldun, without having enough

"asabiyya" for maintaining it again. "Ideals" alone are not suf

ficient, or to use Ibn Khaldun's words, "religion without

asabiyya' ia incomplete."31

Ibn Khaldun, 0. cit.. p. 159.
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Ibn Khaldun' s view of the social order can be, in some

sense, likened to that of toe classic economirt^. He seems to

believe that human society is constructed and directed by e

benevolent invisible hand, the hand of Allah himself, for him,

Allah is the creator of both the good and the evil of the

world;32 and toe evil is a necessary by-product of the good.
*

So, if you let society alone, says Ibn Khaldun, with no inter

vention whatsoever, you will enable it to correct itself and to

turn back to its original and well-arranged equilibrium. Society,

it may be said, goes on along its inevitable lines whieh have

been wisely arranged by ita omnipotent creator.3* Things may

beco.i.6 bad sometimes and even get gradually worse day after day.

This by no means Justifies revolt ->r protest against them.

Revolution may be harmful rather than useful to the society.

It is better, instead, to drift along wito it. It will sooner

or later turn back to ita original goodness.3'

It can be observed in several places to Ibn Khaldun* s

^Jbii., p. 143.

33Ibld.. p. 390.

3*See Ibid., pp. 390-91. Ibn Khaldun once indirectly
declared that Allah was more Just toan to permit a bad caliph to

rule the peo- If. (See Ibn Khaldun, Kitab Al-Ibar. Vol. Ill, p. 106. )

35see Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moqaddlma. Part II, Chaps. 15, 20

et pasaim.
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works that he sees in the social dialectic an efficient tool

for revi\-ing social Justice when it periodically goes on a

decline. Modern writers are wrongly inclined to consider Ibn

Khaldun a pessimistic writer.3 Just on the contrary, he can

be considered quite optimistic in his social theory. In order

to devaluate the "idealistic" tendency of his contemporaries,

it aight have been necessary for hia to propound an opttoistic

philosophy of life. He appears to tell thea that there was no

need for their "idealistic" efforts because society would

eventually and spontoneoualy get better aa far as they would not

molest it with their impractical ideals.

Like the English Deists of the eighteenth century, Ibn

Khaldun seems to believe that Allah after creating the world

has left it to be run by its own laws without intervention of

any sort. Even the prophets, who are sent by Allah himself,

tend to achieve toeir sacred mission according to the social

lawc They conform, says Ibn Khaldun, to the dictation of

"asabiyya" like any other men. In other words, they do not

attempt to change the customary ways and mores of ,-cieto . They

leave everything as it is, or rather as it has been arranged by

36ceorge Sarton, for example, regards Ibn Khaldun' s

Prolegomena as a melancholic book and Ibn Khaldun himself aa

a precursor of Spengler. See 0. C. Sarton, M^tory of Science .

Vol. Ill, p. 1770.
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ita wise creator.3

Ibn Khaldun frankly refers to the Prophet, Mohamred,

saying that he was aent for the purpose of teaching us religion

rather than the affairs of this world.3* Ibn Khaldun appears

here as if he distinctly differentiates the religioua froa the

secular affairs. This of course runs contrary to the spirit of

Islaa as defined by its orthodox followers. Islam is, aa we

have noticed, a politico-religious systen. The traditions of

Mohammed deal with secular as well as with religious affaire.39

The orthodox Jurists and "Ahl Al-Hadith" (i.e., the carriera of

the Mohammedan traditions) are accustomed to view social phenomena

in toe light of the Prophet's teachings. They tend, therefore,

to condemn any phenomenon or custom that differs from the

Mohammedan pattern regardless of the difference in time or place.

It can be safely said that the Moslems in general take the

Prophet 'a traditions as if they carry "nana"; they always

remember the fact that the Arabs were before Mohammed an humble

3""Thus," says Ibn Khaldun, "the Prophets, peaee be upon

then, resorted to their divine missions to the "asabiyya" and

the tribal support, while they eould, if they wished, win victory

by the mere help of Allah. Thla is because Allah doea things

according to the social customs." Ibn Khaldun Al-Moaaddlma.

p. 159.

^Jbid., p. 494.

39See M. Khadduri, The Law. of far. and. Peace ia Islaa.

p. 3.
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and poverty-stricken people, and they became after bin wealthy

and victorious over a greet part of the world. They firaly

attribute that historical success to toe sacred influence of

Mohammed and his teachings. This may partly explain the

vehemence and the extreme meticulousness with which the early

Moslema preserved the ninute details of every saying or doing

of the Prophet.*0 They deal with these well-preserved traditions

of the Prophet in an absolutlstic, eternaliatic, spirltualistie

frame of reference. Everything the Prophet did should be taken

to fit all times and places, and to bring victory to everybody

who devotedly conforms to it.

At the time of Ibn Khaldun whieh was one of the darkest

times in the history of Islaa, the Moslea "traditioniato"

attributed the decline of the Islaaie society mainly to its

deviation from the original "ideals" of Islaa. Ibn Khaldun

bitterly attacked this aort of "idealistic" orientation, or

"sacred" thought-style. He tends to consider it a aort of

hypocrisy and double-faced arrogance. To hir, the true pious

*"In the Moslea world there had grown up the 'well-

established sciences whieh have traditions as their objects.'
The method consisted in a complicated system of checking and

cataloguing the isnade. or the bearers of tradition, so as to

toow just who they were, froa what sources their traditions

eaae, and the degree of confidence that eould be assigned to

them." H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to

Science. Vol. I, p. 267.
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men are those who retire from this world and sincerely worship

Allah in their devoted seclusion. These are, as he puts it,

the real "inheritors of the prophets."*^ The "jurists" and the

"traditlonists," on the oth<r hand, do nothing of the sort. They

teach people how to behave, while they do not do according to

what they have aaid. They are, says Ibn Khaldun, religious men

only in appearance and pretence.*2

Ibn Khaldun views the traditions of the Pronhet in a way

which distinguishes hia froa almost all other Moalem writers.

His method in dealing wito these "sacred" traditions is completoly

"secular," that is to say, in accordance with the relativistic,

temporalistie, materialistic thought-style. However, he does

not express his "secular" thought-style in an open and direct way.

He uses in this regard a highly clever method in order to pro

tect himself from a public curse or perhaps froa a "mob lynching.
ni

In his opinion, the Prophet was aent not to teach us how

*iSee Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddlma. pp. 223-24.

^Ibid. . p. 224.

43lt is relevant here to mention that one of his favorite

friends was savagely strangled, as he points out, on account of

some unorthodox ideas. (See Ibn Khaldun, Kitab Al-Ibar. Vol. Ill,

pp. 341-42. ( At the time of Ibn Khaldun, people seemed to be very
fanatic and intolerant against any ideas that slightly differed

from traditions. (See T. J. DeBoer, Tarikh Al-Falsafa Fll-Islaa.

p. 238 et seq. )
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to behave in our secular activities.** His sayings or doings

in this regard contain no "mana" or talisman for luck. Ibn

Khaldun explains, for example, the Arab victory after Mohammed

with an entirely aociological explanation. The Arabs, since

they are very nomadic and "savage" in their characters, can

conquer other peoples any time they are united by one cause.*'

They failed to do that before Mohammed merely because they were

antagonistic toward each other due to toeir strong tribal

spirit.
* in goon as they were brought together by Mohammed to

fight for one cause, that ia, the cause of Allah, they conquered

the world. Moreover, they may be able to do that again if they

become reunited in some way or another.

Ibn Khaldun reviewed several of the Mohammedan tradi

tions that deal with the secular affairs and then hit what

might be called, his greatest and most dangerous stroke. These

traditions should not, in his opinion, be treated aa absolute

and eternalabove and beyond the effecta of time and place.

Mohammed did not intend that they would be exactly followed with

out looking at the reason behind them. Everything the Prophet

44lbn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddiaa. pp. 493-94.

*5see Ibid., pp. 138, 145.

**Ibld.. pp. 150, 151.
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said or did as regards the affairs of this world should be

taken, according to Ibn Khaldun, within its temporal and

relative context. There will be no advantage in following It

as such. Unlike purely religious traditions, the secularly-

intended traditions fit only the time and the place in which

they were issued. The orthodox traditlonists have, therefore,

no right to impose, for instance, what the Proohet did as

regards the politics of bis time on toe politics of our time.

In brief, the conception of time is very important in Ibn

Khaldun 'a thought-style, in contraat to that of his "idealistic"

contemporaries.*"

Ibn Khaldun ean be rightly considered as the first

thinker in Islaa who put the sacred traditions of the Prophet

on the dissection-table of time and place. There appeared, it

is true, a Moalea writer called Al-Jahidh, several centuries

before Ibn Khaldun, who faintly tried to criticise the absolut

lstic, eternalistie attitude of the "traditlonists" and to

exaalne the traditions In the light of time and place.*8 This

*'"Froa the extreme ideational position, no change, no

process, and no sensate time really exists; true reality is

eternal and unchangeable. However, even from this standpoint
the phenomena of change, though illusory, must be admitted i^

the illusory world of senses." P. Sorokin, Social and Cultural

Dynamics. Vol. II, p. 153 (footnote).

*8See Al-Jahidh, Haiwan. Vol. I, p. 1A8.
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writer was, however, no match for Ibn Khaldun, in this respect.*9

Al-Jahidh waa extremely logical minded. He criticised the

traditions, in fact, a, ia Aristotle. Ibn Khaldun, on toe other

hand, is free from any consideration of logic. As we shall see

later, he vehemently attacka the Aristotelian logic and ita

application in actual life. He views the Prophet's traditions

within the context of social customs and norms, while Al-Jahidh

views thea within toe context of formal logic and static syllo

gism. The gap between the two views is quite wide indeed.

One of the important Islamic subjects which was highly

controversial at the time of Ibn Khaldun was that of the Cali

phate. The Prophet is known to have said that the caliph must

be from the tribe of Kuraish. At the time of Ibn Khaldun, there

was practically no Kuraishite caliph to the whole Islaaie Empire.

The orthodox writers stayed to the "ivory tower," assenting

that the Caliph should have been Kuraishite, with no considera

tion of the real conditions of their state. To Ibn Khaldun the

problem is very simple. Looking at the point through his

relativistic-temporalistic-materialistie perspective, he sees

that it is not necessary for the caliph to be Kuraishite in

all times and places. When the Prophet restricted the caliphate

to the tribe of Kuraish he did not mean that Kuraish had certain

*"lt ia interesting indeed to notice that Ibn Khaldun

was once accused by some orthodox writer of being an imitator

of Al-Jahidh. See U. Enan, Ibn. Khaldun. p. 94.
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spiritual characteriatics which other tribes had not. The

reason behind the Prophet's saying lay, according to Ibn Khaldun,

in the fact that Kuraish was at the time of the Prophet the

strongest tribe in Arabia. Ita "asabiyya," in other words, was

the aost powerful. Consequently, a caliph from this strong

tribe would be an effective factor in subduing the whole of

Arabia to the sovereignty of Islam. 50 But now, Ibn Khaldun

avera, after Kuraish has lost its "asabiyya," any powerful tribe

that la able to support a caliph to his position, haa the same

right as that of Kuraish in the past.'

Ibn Khaldun discussed another question aa regarda toe

caliphatethe question of the popular election of the caliph.

Immediately after the death of the Prophet, popular election

was, Ibn Khaldun says, possible. The influence of the prophetic

miracles was still fresh. People were still Impressed by the

historical events of the Prophet's life. But, later, things

became different. Secular considerations became more effective

than religious ones on the minds of the Arabs. The Caliph

should, therefore, have been a son or close relative to his

predecessor. In fact, he should have been appointed by his

predecessor, in view of toe fact that the same "asabiyya" which

50lbn Khaldun, n-Maoafldi - p. 195.

^Ibld. . p. 196.
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bad supported the predecessor would support his son after

his death.
"

Popular election is then ineffective in the secu

lar society of Islaa.

This may appear ridiculous in the eyes of the Moslea

thinkers who are accustoaed to see things according to what

ought to be., rather than to what Js.. Until now the principle

of the popular election of the caliph is one of their favorite

subjects to spite of its impracticability In the actual politics

of their societies."

Ibn Khaldun is opposed to the Moslem writers in another

point about toe caliphate, due to the "realistic" orientation of

his thought-style. According to :. . Khadduri, Ibn Khaldun is

the only writer in Islaa who approves of more than one caliph

to rule the wide Islaaie Empire, whieh is very difficult to be

ruled by only one.
54 In this point as in all other points, Ibn

Khaldun ia sociologically minded. He tends to treat Mohammedan

traditions, not as idees existing in a vacuum, but rather as

real phenomena existing in actual society.

It is interesting indeed to observe that Ibn Khaldun

52Tbis can be more clearly understood if we remember that

family relationship rules supreme in the Arabian society uatil now.

^See T. W. Arnold, "Khalifa," Encyclopedia of. Islam.
Vol. II, p. 884.

5*See :.. Khadduri, 0. cit.. p. 43.
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tries to explain on a sociological basis, not only the sacred

traditions of the Prophet but also all sorts of popular beliefs

and Fyths. He touchea toe questions of luck, intelligenee,

publie health, and the like, and attempts to explain their origin

along materialistic or sociological lines. *or example, he dia-

cusses toe problem of Mast and West and why Eastern people were

aore intelligent and scientifically-alnded than toe Western

people (ia his time, of course). He firaly declares that this

is not beeauae of any difference in the original constitution

of aind as ignorant travelers tend to believe. 55 m his opinion,

all men, Weatern and Eaatern, are almost the same In toeir Beatol

potentialities. The difference arises only as a result of dif

ference in culture and social development.
56 The Western people,

he says, are mostly nomadic in culture. They are not faailiar

wito the things wito whieh toe civilized people of the East are

familiar. In his opinion, mind is largely a product of the

aocial environment. It increases or decreases in wisdoa according

55rbn Khaldun, al-Mooaddiira. p. 432.

56Ibid p 433. Some of the old writers even attribute

the difference"' in intelligence between the West and East to an

astrological factor. Ibn Khaldun, however, acknowledgea aome

geographical effect in thia respect. Geography works Pfrhaps
indirectly by facileting or handicapping civilization which is,

in his opinion, the main factor in developing human mind from ita

potentiality to ita actuality. Just contrary to what is popularly

aacribed to him, he doea not leen heavily toward the geographical

interpretation of social phenomena.
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to the contacts and training it receives froa its surroundings.
*'

Some nomads, Ibn Khaldun resumes, are originally more intelli

gent than many of the civilised men. It is the artificiality

of civilization that makes civilized aen appear more sophisticated

than the nomads. 58

In another place in bis Prolegomena. Ibn Khaldun

observes that the more the population to a city or a country

the better is the public health.
59

However, Ibn Khaldun fails

here to plaee the horse before the carriage. He fails, in other

words, to realize that large population ean be a result (rather

than an effect) of good health conditions. His methodology in

this point is, nevertheless, far better, from the sociological

point of view, than that of his contemporaries. One of hia

fellow-writers attributed the bad health conditions of a certain

60
place to North Africa to a talismanic work. Ibn Khaldun re

acted against this superstitious explanation and put forth,

instead, his rational explanation. In his opinion, toe reason

behind good health conditions in the cities of large populations

57Loc. ci.

58Jbid.., vp. 433-34.

59ibld. . p. 348.

6oSce details in Ibid.
, p. 347.
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lies in the fact that the brisk movements of large populations

cauae the air of toe city to move accordingly. This iroving

of the air consequently prevents the putrefaction of things and

the spread of fevers.
61

At toe time of Ibn Khaldun, there was a popular belief

to the effect that knowledge and luck were rarely found together

in one person. Man gets knowledge at the expense of his means

of living.
"^ ibB Khaldun attributes this phenomena to a socio

logical cause. The man of knowledge, he says, is normally

proud of himself and his intelligence.
3

This is, according to

Ibn Khaldun, one of the bed characteristics which handicap man's

success and prosperity in this world. Material success needa,

in his opinion, the use of flattery, humbleness, and readiness

to submit one's self to those of higher social positions.
4 Many

Ibid. . p. 348. Ibn Khaldun seems to be influenced in

this explanation by a certain linguistical consideration. In

Arabic, the same word is used for toe motion of air as well as

for the motion of crowds and population. When Ibn Khaldun thought

of a large population he probably connected it unconsciously with

the motion of air and then he put forth his strange theory about

toe good health in big cities.

^hia belief Is still held to be true by aany in the

Eastern countries of today. It can be explained by the fact that

knowledge in theae countries is still idealiatie" in its orienta

tion. No wonder that it handicaps man in the getting along with

his actual life!

63Ibid.., p. 391.

^*See Ibid.. Part V, Chap. 6 passir.
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ignorant and illiterate men have won great luck merely because

they are submissive and not proud in their character.
'

Ibn Khaldun' s sociological insight greatly shines when

he discusses another superstition of his timethe belief in

the connection between the planting of a certain fruitless tree

and the decline of the people's prosperity. There is no magical

or spiritual factor, Ibn Khaldun says, in this kind of tree that

brings about bad luck as ignorant aen believe.
6

in his opinion,

the pleating of fruitless trees of any kind is an indieation of

extreme luxury. It then indicates the approaching decline of

the nation. Ibn Khaldun is highly firm in his conviction that

luxury always leads to the destruction of civilization."' He

ridiculea those people who abstain from planting fruitless trees

to their gardens. For him, this abstention is meaningless and

useless. Luxury is an inevitable part of civilisation. It will

lead sooner or later to its destruction regardless of whether

people plant or abstain from planting this insignificant tree.

65Ibld. . p. 392.

66jbid., p. 373.

67ibn Khaldun 'a opinion as regards civilisation is quite
similar to that of. K. Marx as regards the capitalistic system.
Ibn Khaldun believes that civilization carries within itself its

own contradiction and the seed of its own destruction. In his

own words, "civilisation ia the goal of society, the cause of its

decline, and the end of its life." Ibid., p. 371.

68lbld.. p. 373.
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The tree is an indication, rather than a cause, of the civiliza

tion death. It is important to note here that Ibn Khaldun

regards individual efforts completely useless in this respect.

Society, like any otoer living organisa, eventually dies when

its reaches its old age, toat to, civilizatlonal atage of its

development. No one is able to prevent the social dialectic

froa Its cyclical evolution.09

The reader ean find otoer examples to Ibn Khaldun 'a

Prolegoaena that indicate his "realiatic" thinking. In some of

thea, the reader may find, aa Howard Becker says, "the most

strangely aodern-aounding theories that one eould imagine."

He even explains the phenoaena of "prophetoood," as Taha Hussain

points out, on a pycho-soclological basis. He seems to regard

"prophetoood" a normal phenomenon which any man may be able to

71
experience to some degree in hia dreea or mystic ecstasy.

This, however, should not blind us to the fact that Ibn Khaldun

is not completely "secular" or "realistic" in his thought-style.

His "secular" thought-style is reserved only for secular affairs.

^See Ibid.. Part III, Chaps. 13 and 14 passim.

"^See T. Hussain, g. cit.. p. 81.

"-See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddlma. Introduction VI passim.
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Thus, he differs froa the other Moslea writers who treat even

the secular affairs with "sacred" thought-style, as we have noticed

before. However, when he comes to discuss purely religious matters

he writes in a way that amazes the reader with the sadden change

of tone. Ibn Khaldna, then, jumps surprisingly froa a materialistic

72
attitude to a spiritual one, froa rationalisa to myaticisa. In

this regard, he greatly differs froa Machlavelli who entirely

rejects toe "ideal" for toe "real."

In conclusion, it ean be said that Ibn Khaldun has adoptsd

toe orthodox "eoapartaantalisation" of toought and developed it to

its logical conclusion. He agrees wito the orthodox thinkers that

there are two distinct realms, ideal and real, but toe two should

be, in bis opinion, completely separated froa each other. According

to his toeory, man should not molest the "real" world by some

impractical ideas derived froa the "ideal" world; there is absolutely

no connection between toe two worlds. Man can be, therefore,

idealistic and realistic at the saae tiae; he can be both a religious

man as well as a secular man, without feeling any conflict inside

his soul. Ia contrast to the orthodox thinkers, Ibn Khaldun doea

not Like to play the drama of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," in the field

See for example hia discussion of pilgrimage ceremonies

of Mecca, ibid.., pp. 411-12. See also what he says about the

religious situation to bis time, Ibid.., p. 208.
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of social activities. He hates those pedantic men who act in one

way and think in another, and who do not "really" behave according

to what they "idealistieally" preach. Ibn Khaldun seems to believe

that "eompartaentalization" should be complete, and the partition

between the religious realm and toe seeulsr one should be impervious

and idea-proof. Accordingly, man has no right to carry wito him,

wham he cones out froa bis religious devotion, an ideal or idea

that aay disturb the on-going process of social life. Each realm

has to be completely independent from the otoer.



PART II

MIGHT VERSUS RIGHT

In this part, the classical conflict between

right" and "Bight," ita origin and its importance

from the standpoint of soeiology of knowledge, are dto-

eussed in general terms. Then, a particular discus

sion as regards the role played by this conflict in the

development of Islaaie thought is presented. Finally,

Ibn Khaldun' s opinion about these points is carefully

studied.

Ill



CHAPTER VII

MIGHT AND RIGHT

The chronic controversy, whieh has engaged the philoso

phical aind since the classic time, of "night" versus "right,"

politics versus religion, realism versus idealism is meaning-

leas in a "sacred" society. In such a aociety there is no gap

between the so-called "might" and '"ri^.t."1 Among primitive

peoplea men of power usually go, hand to band,with the carriers

of traditions. Thus, it is hard to find toere despotic or

unjust rulers. To use Pigors' tern, the ruler in toe "sacred"

society is a "leader" rather than a "doninator. "2 He usually

leads hia people toward what they want. There is normally no

place for a ruler who leads his subjects toward what only ho

himself wants. In short, there is no class exploitation or

social injustice in the "sacred" society. The leader to such

1It should be remembered here that toe terms "Bight" and

"right" are used in the social or relative sense. What is right
Is no more than what is regarded so by toe people. "Right" is

traditionally derived. People do not usually aak what is right
or wrong. They inherit it aa such within their social heritage
or culture. Only philosophers of the extreme secular type ask

about theae things and try to find metaphysical bases for them.

"Might" is also a relative term, socially defined. Criteria of

eight" or power ehange with the change in the value-system and

social heritage.

^ee Pigors, Leadership and. Domination, passim.
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a society is usually the "father," the "sheikh," the "elder,"

or the like. He follows toe saae tradition, believes in the

same "mana," fears the saae "tabu," worships the same "god,"

as hia followers. To use Mead's terainology, he takes toe

role of the saae "generalized other," that of hia subjects.

He looks through toeir eyes, and feels the same as they feel.3

The dilemma of the ideal versus the actual, wh'.ch toe

sociologists of religion are fond of discussing these daya,^

hardly exist in "sacred" societies. It, too, is aost probably

a product of civilization, that is, of toe "seeulsr" society.

The hiatoriana of civilization almost all agree that the rise

of civilisation was accompanied by the rise of social injustiee,

the oppression of one class by another, the use of force for

social control. 5 In Briffault'a words, "The development of

civilization is not, accordingly, a gradual transition out of

lower forms of culture, but a revolution froa a state of social

equality to one of social inequality."6 The appearance of toe

3See K. Durant, Ihe Story of Civilization, pp. 23-25.

*See Wieae-Becker, Systematic Sociology. Chap. XLTV;
J. M. linger, Religion ia toe. Struggle /or. Power. Chap. II.

5see H. G. Sella, Outline o Hiatory. p. 228; R. Niebuhr,

Moral Man and Immoral Society, p. 127.

6r. Briffault, Rational Evolution, p. 32.
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first written code in history, that is, toe "code of Hamurabi"

in ancient Babylon is interpreted by sociologists as an indi

cation of the weakening in the spontaneous social control of

the primary grouping.''

The stato, which is a fundamental element of every

"secular" society or civilisation, to viewed by many sociologists

as to have been originally established and based upon oppression

and social inequality. "The state," says Lester Ward, "as dis

tinct froa tribal organisation, begins with the conquest of one

race by another." "Everywhere," says Oppenheimer, "we find

some warlike tribe breaking through the boundaries of some less

warlike people, settling down aa nobility, and founding its

"state.*9 "Violence," says Ratsenhofer, "is toe agent which has

created the state."10 "The state," ssys Gumplowiez, Is the result

of conquest, the establishment of the victors as a ruling caste

over the vanquished.11 "The state," says Sumner, "is the product

'H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to.
Science. Vol. I, p. 87.

8Cited by W. Durant, op., cit., p. 23.

9F. Oppenheimer, The State, p. 16.

10Cited by E. A. Rosa, S""*al, Control, p. 50.

11Cited by U. G. Sumner and A. G. Keller, Science of.
Society. Vol. II, p. 704.
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12
of force, and exists by force." In brief, toe "confliet"

toeory, and consequently olass oppression has gatoed, as Barnes

points out, such general acceptance among sociologists that

it may almost be considered aa the sociological theory of the

origin of toe state.13

To quote Durant about this point,

Every growing civilisation ia a scene of multiply

ing inequalities; toe natural differences of human

endowment unite with differences of opportunity to

produce artificial difference of wealth and power, and

when no laws or despots suppress toese artificial

inequalities toey reach at last a burating point where
toe poor have nothing to lose by violence, and chaos

of revolution levels aen again into a community of

destitution.

Hence the dream of communism lurks in every modern

society as a racial memory of simpler and more equal

life; and where inequality or inaecurity rises beyond

sufferenee, men welcome a return to a condition whieh

they idealize by recalling its equality and forgetting
its poverty.1*

The above-quoted argument of Durant is quite reminiscent

of Nietzsche's toeory of the geneology of morals and the process

of transvaluatlon.
5

Xn the growing eivilisation, the oppressed

classes tend to revolt or protest against the prevailing values

which usually support the upper classes to their oppression.

^Ibld. . p. 709.

!3h. e. Barnes, History of Sociology, p. 195.

14j. Durant, gp.. cit., pp. 18-19 (footnote).

15see F. Nietsaehe, Geneology of Morals, passim.
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They may invent another system of valuea aa a reaction against

the dominant one.16 Thus, the gap between "might" and "right"

appears. Two separate systems of values then develop; one for

the man of "power" and sight," and the other, for toe men of

"religion" and "right."17

Among toe priaitives and in sacred"aoeietiea to general,

on the other hand, where oppression and unjust government seldom

exist, it is safe to say that there is no gap between "might"

and "right." Ethnologists give us many actual evidences to support

1t. De Ore, Society and Ideology, p. 2.

17It ia quite interesting indeed to notice that the period
around the sixth eentury (B. C.) strangely witnessed many religioua
revolutions against the prevailing value-syateaa of the time.

Mahavira and Buddha rose in India, Lao-tse and Confucius to China,
some of the great Hebrew Prophets to Judea, Socrates and Plato in

Greece, Zarathustra in Persia, etc. Will Durant seems to attribute

the simultaneity of toese religious risings to some sort of cul

tural contoot between the nations of the ancient world. (Sec W.

Durant, op., clt.. p. 422, footnote). However, it seems that to

this period, the various civilizations of the world reached a

peculiar stage In their social developaent where social injustice
and class oppression were no longer bearable. Thus, the various

Prophets mentioned above appeared to lead toe oppressed classes

to their transvaluatlon tendencies against the oppressors. It is

highly Instructive to this regard to obaerve that the various

civilizations of toe old world, from the Far East to the Near East,
appeared alaoat simultaneously on the face of the globe. Why?

Nobody seems to know exactly why. Anyhow, in that period of the

Prophets mentioned above, all the civilisations of the ancient

world seemed to have reached what Durant calls "toe bursting

point." Hence, most of the great religions of toe present world

started and so put human morale on the wove.
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18
the point.4,0 To quote Jaaali about the institutions of "sheikh-

hood" among the nomad tribes of Arabia i

In order to be worthy of his post, a sheikh must

possess a great capacity for leadership. In the desert,
of course, this would be Interpreted to mean physical
strength, morel and physical courage, far sightedness
and good judgment, personal magnetism, and a great con
sideration for the rights of the poor, of the refugee,
and of the guest.

Theoretically the sheikh power ia absolute, but
his actions and decisions are always guided by the publlo
opinion of toe tribe. . . . Thua this apparent absolut
ism is in reality only relative, aince it Is always
checked and balanced by the opinion of the men of the

tribe. Indeed, the shaikh usually consults members of

toe tribe whose good judgment he respects.19

Viewing "right" end might" through the primitive or

"sacred"perspective, we can see that the two are looked upon as

one. The priaitive ir.an cannot imagine toem as separate. If some

men in modern civilisation begin to believe that "might" makes

"right," priaitives can be said to believe to the reverae, that

is, "right" makes "aight." The primitive man, in other words,

regards any kind of success as a result of the work of some

Invisible or supernatural power. According to Morot and Davy,

^Ajf. R. M. Maelver and C. ii. Page, Society, p. 594
et seq.

iq
7M. Jaaali, The. Jfew. raa., p. 28. See, for a similar

opinion, E. Main, Iraq, p. 20.
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It is mana whieh makes the net catch, toe house

stand fast, the canoe be seaworthy. It is the fertility
in toe field and the healing or the deadly Yi*tue to

drugs. In the arrow it is nana that kills.20

Thus a chief has not been able to reach his high posi

tion unless he has obtained in advance toe right qualifications

of chiefhood, he has become a chief because certain "mana" or

21
"spirit* has supported hia in his becoming so. Speaking of

"charisma," which is not much different in this respect from

"mana," Max Weber sayst

If proof of his charismatic qualification fails

his for long, toe leader endowed with charisma tends

to think his god or his magical or heroic powers

have deserted him. If he is for long unsuccessful,
above all if hia leadership fails to benefit his

followers, It is likely that his charismatic authority
will disappear. This is the genuine charismatic

meaning of the "gift of grace."

Even the old Germanic kings were sometimes rejected
with scorn. Similar phenomena are very common among

so-called "priaitive" peoples. In China the charismatic

quality of the monarch, which was transmitted unchanged

by heredity, was upheld so rigidly that any misfortune

whatever, not only defeat to war, but drought, floods, or

Astronomical phenoaena which were considered unlucky,
forced him to do public penance and might even force

his abdication. If such things occurred, it was a sign
that he did not possess toe requisite charismatic _

virtue, he was thus not a legitimate "Son of Heaven."

Tforet and Davy, Froa Tribe to Eaoire, p. 47.

^^ee H. Becker and A. Barnes, op,, cit., p. 23.

"Max fleber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organisa

tion, p. 330.
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The chief then is usually aware of the "mana" behind him.

When he fails in some of his enterprises, he is sure that he

has lost his "mana." He has no right, therefore, to persist

in claiming a high position in his group. The group merely

shifts its loyalty to another chief. It is, in this sense, as

objective in its selection of its leader as an engineer in his

search for a new machine or an invention.23

The noaad Arabs are known as fickle men, changing their

loyalty as soon as their chief loses his fight. "The first

among toose who loot his tent," says Wihba, "are his friends.

"Since he has been defeated," they usually sey, "we have more

right to take his property than his enemies."^ This quality of

the nomad Arabs has been widely condemned by their critics.
25

It is quite interesting to notice that the critics, who are

mostly Christians or devoted Moslems, impose toeir own eategories

23It should be remembered here, again, that we are talk

ing about an ideal-type which does not exist in reality as such.

This is the tendency, rather than actual happening. Mo doubt

much oppression and social injustice can be observed among primi
tive people and primary groups, but this can be taken as an

exception that proves the rule, ss old thinkers would say.

24H. Wihba, Jaziral il-Ajafe, p. 275.

5xn the judgment of the Koran (9t98), "The desert

Arabians are most confirmed in unbelief and hypocrisy." (See
also P. Hitti, History of the Arabs, p. 26.)
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of values and thought on the noaad Arabs. They try to view

the Arabs in the light of Christ's or Mohammed's principles.

Viewing this characteristic of the nomad Arabs in the

light of toe sacred thought-style, i.e., through the abaolutistic-

eternalistic-splritualistie perapective, we find thea quite

26
rational and consistent within toeir own logic. According

to the "sacred" thought-style, the failing chief is no longer

a chief. There is no use to cry over spilt milk. Since the

values of the "sacred" society are eternal and absolute, nobody

dares to violate thea. The new chief is therefore not different

froa the previous one in bis value-system. He strictly follows

the prevailing system as did his predecessor. The only difference,

which favors of course toe new against the old chief, is the

newly rising "mana." The new chief has more right to be followed

by the group becauae he is more successful in his leadership. He

has a victorious "mana." As soon as he fails, a newer leader ia

2oAe we have noticed before, logic and rationality are

relative. Thus, it to unjust to condemn other peoples through
our own logic. "True," sayB labor, "a Hindu mystic suddenly

transplanted to a center of Catholicise would not be regarded

as in any way rational; value systeas of toe contrasting civili

zations are too far apart. Still, it is cleer that within any

given civilization the scope of rationality is always Implicitly

detersined, and taken for granted in passing social judgment of

every description, fle have, as it were, a sort of secret yard

stick by whieh we measure conduct, sometimes without any clear

idea of what we are doing." (Cited in H. Barnes, H. Becker and

F. Becker, Contemporary Social Theory, p. 520.)
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found whose "mana" ia fresh and effective. In this way, the

nomads, and toe primitive peoples in general, ean maintain a

successful and good system of leadership, and ao eliminate,

in one way or another, toe gap between the ruler and the ruled.

Even the general respect with whieh primitives normally

treat toeir elders, can be explained along the saae lines. It

may be right to say about this point, the more hazardous the

life is, the higher will be the power of old men. This ean be

attributed to the fact that the mere survival of a man in a

dangerous environment, may indicate his possessing a strong

"mana." Among primitive peoples, an old man is respected not

merely because he is an old man per se. He is respected because

his mana" has been so powerful that he eould emerge safely

out of all various risks and battles of life, until he haa reached

finally his old age. In some primitive cultures they kill their

old men and eat toeir flesh. This aay indicate that they do

not respect the old man as an individual; they rather respect

bis successful "mana." By eating his flesh toey imagine that

27

they say acquire some of his capacities. In the Near East,

until now, people consider that eating certain ceremonial food

prepared after the death of an old man, lengthens the age of

See H. Barnes and H. Beeker, op., cit.. p. 23.
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28
the eater.

Accordingly, the old men, who normally form the upper

class in toe "sacred" society, are looked upon as the carriers

of traditions and the possessors of rightful spirits. The

ordinary member of toe society does not feel then any sort of

oppression under their rules. He takes toeir rulea aa natural

and right. As we shall see later, there seldoa exists a feeling

of resentoent among the lower classes against their elders. To

conclude, we may say that the members of the "sacred" society

are to a sense grop-conscioue rather than class-conscious.

When the first civilisation arose in the ancient East,

this queer amalgamation of "right" and might," began to weaken

and finally was shattered to pieces. Ia the next chapter, we

are going to discuss what this new phenomenon to the structure

of the aneient society would lead to to the realm of thought.

28Durant says, "everywhere among nature peoples' blood

is regarded as a delicacy never with horror; even primitive

vegetarians take to it with gusto. Human blood is constantly
drunk b; tribes otherwise kindly and generous; sometimes as

medicine, sometimes aa a rite or covenant, often in toe belief

that it will add to toe drinker the vital force of toe victla."

... Durant, o. i., p. 11.



CHAPTER Vin

THE MILLENNIAL HOPE

la the left chapter, we have seen how, in toe "sacred"

society, the wen of power is, at the same time, the upholder

of tradition, the syabol of religion and the owner of a strong

"mana." As soon as civilization arose in the ancient times,

and with it the state, toere appeared sobs disorepeney between

"sight" and "right." H. G. Wells describes, with his lucid

pen, toe new phenomenon when he discusses ths Suaerie civiliza

tion whieh is considered one of the first, if not toe first,

civilizations in the world.

The early rulers of Sumer we know were all priests,
kings only becauae toey were chief priests. And

priestly governaent haa its own weaknesses as well as

its peculiar deep-rooted strength. The power of a

priesthood is a poser over their own people alone.

It La a subjugation through mysterious fears and hopes.
The priesthood can gather its people together for war,
but its traditioaalisa and all its methods unfit it for

military control. Against the enemy without, a priest-
led people is feeble.

Moreover, a prleat is a man vowed, trained, and con

secrated, a man belonging to a special corps, and neces

sarily with an intense esprit de corps. He haa given

up his life to his temple and his god. This is a vary

we should note at this point, that "anna" is no longer
recognised as such among toe civilised peoples. It would take

toe names of "Spirit," "Idea," "Charisma," "God," "Sakhina,"
"Divine Right," etc.

123
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excellent thing for the internal vigor of his own

priesthood, bis own temple. But in toe next town

or village is another temple with another god. It

is bis constant preoccupation to keep his people from

that god. Religious cults and priesthoods are

sectarian by nature; they will convert, they will

overcome, but toey will never coalesce. . . .

It waa out of the two main weaknesses of all priest
hoodsnamely, the incapacity for efficient military
leadership and their inevitable jealousy of all other

religious cultsthat power of secular kingship arose.

The foreign enemy either prevailed and set up a king
over the poo; Is, or the priesthoods, who would not give

way to eaeh other, set up a common fighting captain,
who retained more or less oower in peace-time. The

secular king developed a group of officials about him,
and began, in relation to military organisation, to

take a share in the administration of the people's
affairs. So, growing out of priestcraft and beside

the priests, the king, the protagonist of the priest,

appears upon the stage of human history, and a very

large amount of the subsequent experiences of mankind

is only to be understood es an elaboration, complication,
and distortion of the struggle, unconscious or deliberate,
between these two systems of human control, the temple

and the palace.2

As a matter of fact, tola conflict discussed by . G.

Wells, between toe temple" and the "palace," ean be found in

one fora or another wherever a civilization, that is to say, a

"secular" society, arisea. The priest, who is the successor and

the replica of the priaitive leader, and who has been obliged to

Incarnate bis "mana* into a "temple" in order to satisfy the new

2H. G. Wells, Outline o History, pp. 215-16.
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taste of the rising material civilization, finds himself weak

to front of the "secular" king. As Mr. Wells has shown, the

priest is effective within the village around his temple. The

growing state, which is usually formed by the coalition of

several villages, needs another kind of ruler. The state needs

a aecular ruler who does not rely on the face-to-face ways of

social control, but rather on force and sometimes on reign of

terror. The social control of the primary group, in whieh too

"priest" is quite effective, is no longer efficient. The state

needs a Hamurabi rather than a Patesi. It needs a written code

rather than a systen of local folkways and mores. The secular

king with his disciplined army and obedient officials around hia

becomes toe core of the new state and the builder of the rising

civilization.

Maelver has shown that one of the sain differences

between what he calls culture"3 and "civilization" lies in the

fact that to "culture" values are means and ends at the saae time.

3MaeIver uses the term culture" in a sense quite different

from that used by anthropologists. For the anthropologist, "cul

ture" signifies the total aocial heritage. For Maelver, on the

other hand, "culture" ia takes as the opposite of "civilisation."

In order to decide whether certain value is cultural* or "civili-

sational," in Maelver' s sense, we may ask ourselves* Do we want

it for itself or do we merely use it in order to attain some other

thing we want. The value-as-end ia usually "cultural" whereas

the value-as-means is "eivilisatlonal."
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In his opinion, toere is no distinction in "culture" between

value-as-end and value es weans. Things are done as means

for certain ends and as ends in themselves, at the same time.

In civilization, on the other hand, certain kinds of values

begin to be labeled as ends in themselves; the other kind, aa

means for other ends. Thus, among "culture" peoples a tool is

not only a means handled for the purpose of achieving certain

material ends, but also as an end in itself. In otoer words,

the tool has a "mana* which wants to be particularly satisfied.

To quote Maelver,

A factory, or a acchaaisa like the printing press

or the ring spindle, does not count among toe things
that people enjoy or venerate or dance around or sing

songs to or to any sense "live for." It is thought of

solely as a productive mechanism. Its efficiency is

its sole and sufficient justification. . . .

Turn to a primitive society and the contraat becomes

manifest. ... Such people hunt and fish and dig and

weave and trade, but theae utilitarian processes are

woven into the social life and are invested with cul

tural significance. They are surrounded with tradi

tion, with cereaony, wito legend, wito tribal lore.

Scarcely anything is purely utilitarian, and conversely,
toere Is scarcely anything that is purely cultural.*

Quoting Maelver again,

Ritual to as important as craftaanahip in the making
of a canoe or to the cultivation of the soil. Prayers

are as important aa arms in the conduct of war. Religion
is compounded with magic and cannot be divorced from the

business of living. . . . Everything in nature is

*R. t. Maelver and C. H. Page, Society, pp. 630-31.
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instinct wito social meaning and enshrined in social

ceremony. Culture, technique, authority, people and
land are subjectively unified. 5

This may explain why the "priest" loses his effective

ness as a ruler is the rising civilization. He atrictly followa

ths traditions inherited froa bis predecessors without being

able to change thea in order to fit toem to the new social situa

tion. The secular king, on the other hand, haa a certain sort of

mental elaatlcity through whieh he ean distinguish between value-

as-end and value-as-means. He is able to adapt his political

and judicial decision to the changing situations. He does not

care about what other peoples feel. His "self" is not the "look

ing glass," to use Cooley' a tera, of a certain village, like the

"aelf" of the "priest." His aim is to sin political and economic

control of a certain area. The only role he takes is the role

of the victorioue fighters around him. He ia happy only when he

leads then to victory. Ha does not care about the various value-

systems he is going to violate in the process of conquering the

various peoples.

The conquered peoples begin to see clearly that sight and

right are completely separate. The man of power is no longer the

upholder of their traditions or the carrier of the "sacred nana."

How are toey going to meet the situation? It is a greet problem,

5>.. k. Maelver, The Historical Pattern of Social Change,"
Journal of Social Philoaophv. Vol. II, No. 1, Oct. 1936, p. 47.
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indeed. Their deep-rooted beliefs tell them that "might" and

"right" cannot be separate, while in their actual life they

see then Just on the contrary. The only aolutlon open to

then in such a critical situatioa seems to lie in toe so-called

"millennial hope." In order to reconcile the old "ideal" with

toe present "real" they have no choice but to resort to toe

doctrine of future hope, or to what Sorel calls "social myth."

Thus, they begin hoping that, although "aight" and "right" are

now separate, they shall someday in toe future unite again.

Eventually, as the Bible puts it, "The laat shall be first."6

It is interesting, indeed, to find the "aillennlal

hope," rife, in one fora or another, everywhere in the various

civilisations of the ancient tines. Each civilisation has its

own conception of toe cyclical fluctuation of toe world accord

ing to whieh things are supposed to become bad and then good

again. As a Better of fact, the Hegelian dialectic is not

original with Hegel. It ean be found in one fora or another

everywhere ia the ancient tiaes. It should be remembered, at

this point, that both social dialectie and aillennlal hope

denote one single fact, toat is, the expectation of how "aight"

and "right" will be combined again after they have beam

separate.

*See K. Mannhein, Idealogy and Utopia, pp. 22-23.
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In ancient Babylon, for instance, the doctrine was

represented in what was called annus magnus (or the world's

year).' "Sinee each year had its days of youth and its declining

season of old age, so the world waa supposed to pass through a

series of births and deaths as the successive world-years eaae

and went."

In ancient Egypt, this notion waa specially prominent,

as Case points out, in toe popular Isis-Osiris cult whieh had

a wide Vague not only to Egypt itself, but all about the Mediter

ranean in the ancient times. The myths of the cult tell of a

fierce eonflict between Osiris, the brother-husband of Isis,

and a mighty fos who slays Osiris. But a restoration to life

is accomplished by the effort of Isis, and toe slayer of Osiris

is finally conquered.9 The alayer of Osiris is called Seto

who is the prototype of Satan,10 while the divine couple Osiris-

Isis can be safely considered the symbol or the totem of the

'See P. Sorokin, Social and Cultural Dmamlca. Vol. II,

P. 362.

S. J. Case, The. Millennial Hope, p. 16. As we shall

see later, this notion of annus. aajBxua. ean be clearly seen in

Dchvan AL-Safa in Islaa, from whieh Ibn Khaldun aost probably
took the nucleus of his theory of social dialectic.

9Ibld.. pp. 9-10.

10H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to.
Science, p. 98.
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prehistoric clans of Egypt. The restoring of Osiris' life

and toe destroying of Seth aay represent, in a sense, the hope

of the ancient Egyptians to their future deliverence from the

evils of social secularization and of civilisation which dis

turbed tS- /rlaitive pattern of their old tribal life.

In ancient Persia, the notion of bitter warfare between

the power of light and the power of darkness lies at the very

root of the popular beliefs and religion.11 At an early date

old nature-myths had been transforaed into ideal moral struggles

between the god of righteousness, on the one hand, and the

forces of evil, on toe other. The world began with the good

god's creative act in roducing beings worthy of hiaself. This

was followed by the counter-activity of the evil spirit, who

created many demons and fiends to assiet him in his malicious

designs. Thus, toe world haa become a great battleground when

God, hia angelie assistants, the beneficient powers of nature,

and toe righteous men arc pitted against Satan, his demonic

allies, malignant natural forces, and evil forces. However,

the events connected with the final triumph of God were exten

sively elaborated by Persian fancy. Shortly before the end

lxLassalle regards Zoroaster, the great Persian prophet,
as a precureer of Hegel. See S. M. Iqbal, Xhe Development of

Metaphysics ia Persia, p. 6.
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the world will suffer great distress aa ths Satanic powers

make a last gigantic effort at self-aasertion. The people

will be corrupted at that time through the worship of idols;

friends and relatives will become estranged from one another

and a large part of the nation will perish, finally, these

terrible conditions will be relieved by the appearance of a

savior. . . .^

In ancient India, the millennial hope takes a similar

form through the fluctuation of "Krita" and "Kail" ages. At

the "Kali" age, the rulers will be,

of churlish spirit, violent temper, and even

addicted to falsehood and wickedness. They will
inflict death on women, children, and cows; they will

seize the property of their subjects; they will be

of limited power and will rapidly rise and fall . . .

toeir Uvea ahort; their desires insatiable, and toey
will display but little piety. . . . Thea property
alone will confer rank; wealth will be the only source

of devotion; passion will be the sole bond of union

between sexes; falsehood will be the only meana of

success to litigation; and women will be objects

merely of sensual gratification. . . . Dishonesty will

be the universal means of subsistence ... menace and

presumption will be substituted for learning . . .

actual assent will be marriage; fine clothes will be

dignity. . . .

Then, the age of purity (Krita) will dawn upon the world.

A Brahaan with supernatural powers will destroy

^ee S. J. Case, 0. sit., pp. 18-28.

^H. H. Wilson, The. Vishnu Purna, Vol. IV, p. 224 et

seq., cited by P. Sorokin, . clt.. Vol. II, p. 356.
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. . . all thieves and all those whose minds are

devoted to inequity. He will then re-establish

righteousness upon acrth.

Thea purified and awakened men "shall give birth to a race

who shall follow toe laws of the Krita age."1*

In ancient China, the principle of "Yang" and "Yin"

represents a certain kind of aillennlal hope. It is a principle

akin, as Sorokln says, to the Hegelian "thesis-antithesis. nl5

Still, another kind of millenlal hope ean be noticed in the

Confucionlst theory of toe three stages. According to it,

mankind passes through three main stages to the course of timet

the disorderly stage, wito its anarchy, continuous warfare, and

laek of efficient social eontrol; the stage gf small tys.B'fllal^Tr

characterised by the institutions of family, private property,

egotism, social instability; the stage si great similarity.

marked by social order, almost common property, mutual benevolence,

and r^erence.16

After all, in ancient Judea, the aillennlal hope took

its final fora whieh was destined to play later on a great role

In thought-developaent of mankind all over the world.

Professor Case ia inclined to explain the "millenlal

1*Cited by P. Sorokln, SR* clt.. Vol. II, p. 356.

15ibid.., p. 358.

l6Cited by Ibid., p. 360.
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hope" of the ancient civilizations on a geographical basis.

In bis opinion, it is due primarily to the severity of toe

climate and the like.1' He Bays so, perhaps, under the in

fluence of the geographieal school which waa greatly tofluential

among social scientists in the last eentury. As a matter of

fact, the primitive peoples are more exposed to toe influence

of geographieal factors than the civilised.19 Nevertheless,

it is difficult to find a clear formulation of the "aillennlal

hope" among them. Sociological explanation seems to be more

acceptable In this regard then the geographieal one. Man is

usually more sensitive to the social injustice than to toe

natural severity. An oriental proverb sayst "A calamity shared

by all is quits bearable." The primitive peoples, generally

speaking, faee natural hardships on a somewhat coamunistie basis.

To quote Durant,

It wa8 usual among "savages" for the man who had

food to share it with the nan who had none, for

travelers to be fed at any home they chose to stop at

on their way, and for oommunitiea harassed with draught

S. Case, ojd.. cit.. passim.

18See P. Sorokln, Contemporary Sociological Theories,
pp. 99-101.

^"An important principle," says Maelver, "is revealed by
the relation of nan to geographical conditions i As man's control

increases he beoomes less directly and less completely dependent

upon and influenced by the immediate environment in which he is

situated." R. Maelver and C. Page, 2R. sit., p. 103.
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to be maintained by their neighbors . If a nan sat

down to hia meal in the woods he was expected to call

loudly for someone to come and ahare it with hia, before
he might justly eat alone. When Turner told a Samoan
about the poor in London, the "savage" asked in astonish

ment! "How is it"? Mo food? No friends? No house to

live to? Where did he grow? Are there no houses

belonging to his friends? The hungry Indian had but to

ask to receive; no matter how small the supply was,
food was given him if he needed it; "No one can want

food ..Ll'.t there is corn anywhere in the town." Among
the Hottentots it was toe custom for one who had more

than others to share his surplus till all were equal.
White travelers in Africa before the advent of civilisa

tion noted that a present of food t other valuables

to a "black man" was at once diatrtouted; so that when

a suit of clothes was given to one of then the donor

soon found toe recipient wearing the hat, a friend the

trousers, another friend the coat. . . .20

Therefore, there is very little place for "rillennial

hope" among the primitive peoples because things are not "bad"

as far as social relationahlps are concerned.

Actually, however, one may find here and there among the

primitive peoples some Bort of exploitation of one class by

another, or some gap between the leaders and the subjects. Never

theless, one can hardly observe, as we have noticed in the pre

ceding ehapter, a feeling of resentoent aaong the lower elasses

that gives rise to any "millenlal hope." Resentment does not

rise among lower classes, as Max Scheler rightly points oat
,

when toey regard their status aa being natural and right.21

Commenting on this, De Ore sayst

20*. Durant, Je Story of Civilization, pp. 16-17.

21Sce G. De Ore, Society and Ideology, p. 12.
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Long lasting oppression and inferiority of

status, therefore, does not guarantee the formation

of resentoent; it must be coupled with strong feel

ings of personal importance and self esteem. *2

Thus, the prevalence of the doctrine of *mana" or

"charisaa* to the priaitive soeiety makes resentment difficult

to arouse aaong the exploited subjects against their exploiting

leaders. The subjects aay regard the exploitation-system, if

it exists, ss natural or impersonal. They feel as If toey are

submitting to, and slaving for, a subline "spirit* that lies

behind the leader, not the leader himself. Stomal, the German

sociologist, thinks toat, in general, depersonalization of

authority relations make subordination more tolerable and less

humiliating.23 it ean be observed in some primitive societies

that the "father," the "sheikh," the "Brahman," the "Raja," and

toe like, are sometimes in "dominating" positions over their

subjects. But, in the eyes of their subjects, they are merely

exercising the authority which is rightfully vested in them by

some "sacred" power. Might and right, toerefore, are not deeply

separate.

The separation between "night" and "right" really appears

when the state arises and the palace, to use Nells' terms, is

^Loc. clt.

^See R. Heberle, "The Sociology of George Siaael," in

H. Barnes, Hiatory si Sociology, t.. 259.
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erected beside the temple. Then, the ren of the temple, as

the carriers of toe sacred traditions, begin to open toe eyes

of the lower classes to the unnatoralneas of the oppression

committed against then by the men of the palaee. The temple

consequently becomes the publishing house of the "aillennlal

hope." It arouses Indignation against the palaee and Ives hope

that social injustice will eventually be overruled by diety

when "toe last shall be first."



CHAPTER U.

RIGHT VERSUS MIGHT IN ISLAM

Islam la, as Strothaann points out, a politico-religious

phenomenon. Its founder, Mohammed, was in his last years the

"sacred" as well as the "aecular" leader of the Moslea community.

However, most of the Western historians and orientalists dis

praise Mohammed on the ground of his secular career. To quote

Reynold Nicholson who is considered an objective student of

Islaa,

Mohaaaed to the early part of hia career presents
a spectacle of grandeur whieh cannot fall to win our

sympathy and admiration. At Medina ... he appears

in a leas favorable light i the days of pure religious
sntousiasa have passed away forever and the Prophet is
overshadowed by the Statesman.2

Many other writors attoek Mohammed m re severely and to a less

objective tone.3

It should be remembered that these Occidental writers

view Mohammed through their own perspective; they impose toe

"categories" of their own culture on a man living in a quite

1R. Strothmann, "Shia," Encyclopedia pf Islam. Vol. IV,
p. 350.

2R. Nicholson, A Literary Hiatorv the Arabs., p. 169.

3See A. Toynbee, 4 Study of. History. Vol. Ill, pp. 468-69;
H. G. Wells, An Outline of Hiatory. pp. 607-608; J. Schaeht,
"Mohammed," Encyclopedia of Social Sciencea. Vol. X, p. 570.

137
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different one. Most of thea are Christiana or living in a

Christian environment where the dictun, "Render unto Caesar

the things which are Caesar's and to God the things that are

God's," is considered logical and natural. They usually have

been taught since toeir early infancy that Christ refuses the

"crown" offered to hi-, and so they tend to regard Mohaaaed as

"a vulgar impostor" merely because he did accept the "crown. "*

It seeas toat they overlook the big difference between

Christ's society and that of Mohaaaed. In fact, Christ lived

in a "aecular" society, where toe gap between "aight" and "right"

was enormously wide, whereas, Mohaaaed, oa the other hand, lived

generally speaking in a nomad society in which the "sacred"

tribal association was most prevalent. In discussing the dif

ference between Christ's social environment and that of Mohammed,

Toynbee almost cornea to toe same conclusion. Toynbee sayst

Perhaps, toe explanation is to be found in the

nature of the social milieu into which Mohammed hap

pened to be born. If it is asked why he did not

"render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's,"
toe obvious answer is that, unlike Jesus, Mohaaaed

did not happen to live under Caesar's jurisdiction.

Whereas, Jesus was a member of toe internal pro

letariat of the Roman Empire, and as such, was at toe

Romas government 'a mercy, Mohammed was a member of

the external proletariat whose home was in the

*"In quarters," saya Toynbee, "hostile to Islam and to

its founder, this worldliness has been a popular object of denun

ciation. . . ." (A Toynbee, 4 Study of Hiatory. Vol. Ill, p. 468. )
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no-man's-land outside the Roman frontiers and beyond
the reach of Caesar's arm. This extreme difference

of milieu explains, at least in part, the extreme dif

ference between the earthly fortune of these two

prophets. . . ."5

In spite of his penetrating Insight into the difference

between the social milieus of Jesus and Mohammed, Toynbee seems

to lack the more comprehensive explanation offered by sociology.0

The Roman rule, whieh has been emphasised by Toynbee as to be

toe main difference between the two social milieus, is merely

an aspect indicating, rather than causing, the difference.

Jesus' society was a "aecular" society in contrast to tost of

Mohammed. Jesus could never be a successful secular ruler. The

gap between religion and politics, between what ought tg be and

what ia, was so wide that no man on earth eould really reconcile

them. In the "no-*an's-land" of Arabia, on the other hand, the

society was, and atill to, typically "aacred." Its nucleus is

a well-integrated tribe' whose "sheikh" honestly serves Its

public Interests. Actually, Mohammed tried to be a Christ-like

5lbid.. p. 469.

6as a matter of fact, Toynbee is known by his general laek

of knowledge in the new sociological ideas whieh ean be said to

have revolutionized the thought-style of the modern social scientists.

See H. Barnes and H. Becker, Social Thought from Lore to Science.

Vol. I, p. 764.

7P. Hitti, History of the Arabs, t. 26.

8Ibid. . p. 28.
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prophet for about thirteen years without much avail. To quote

Toynbee again,

Down to the thirteenth year of the mission, when

Mohammed finally withdraw froa Mecca to Medina and

abandoned the purely prophetic for the politico-
religious career, Mohammed 'b preaching was manifestly
from toe worldly point of view, an utter failure. As

a. result of thirteen years of propaganda, he had won

no more than a handful of converts most of whom had

been compelled to fly the country. . . ,"9

Mohammed failed because the nomad Arabs eould not under

stand "right" without aight" behind it. As we noted in a pre

vious chapter, "right" and "sight," er to other worda, religion

and politica, go band in hand in "sacred" societies.

A very few followed him while he was preaching peacefully

and devotedly in IV cce. Most of the early converts were recruited

from toe slaves and toe lower classes of the town.10

9A Toynbee, }. cit., Vol. Ill, 468.

10S. Lane-Poole, Jhe. Speeches and. Jabia-Jalka of the

Prophet lohjajad, p. xxxili; H. Masse, Ltlaa. p. 37; R. Levy,
The Sociology &f Islaa. Vol. I, p. 77; R. Nicholson, sp.. clt..

p. 154} P. Hitti, History si the Arabs, p. 133.

It should be mentioned here toat '.ecca alone, in contrast

to all of its neighboring societies, fell under some Bort of

"secularization" process due to its brisk commercial activities.
There appeared, therefore, certain individuals who felt the

oppreasion of the "secularisation" process and so were attracted,
as Nicholson points cut, by the leveling ideas of Islaa (joe, clt.).
Except these few individuals who aostly belonged to the oppressed
class of Mecca, practically no one was attracted to Mohammed's

preaching for about thirteen years.
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As soon as Mohammad changed, after the "Hljra," to a

aecular ruler and a successful commander to war, the nomad

Arabs began to change their attitude toward him. They begem

to regard hia as a ssered prophet "reelly" sent by Allah. "The

victory itself," says Professor Hitti, "was interpreted as a

divine sanction of toe new faith."11 After the battle of Bcdr

in whieh Mohaaaed was overwhelaingly victorious over bis enemies,

the Koran says,

la have had a sign ia the two parties who act;
one party fighting in the way of Allah, the other mis

believing; toese saw twice the same number as them

selves to the eye-sight, for Allah aids with his help
those whoa He pleases. Verily, in toat it ia a lesson

for those who have minds.12

Commenting upon the victory of Badr, Nicholson sayst

Here, at last, waa the miracle which the Prophets'
enemies demanded of him. . . . The victory of Badr

turned all the eyes upon Muhammad. However little the

Arabs cared for his religion, toey eould not but

respect the man who had huabled the lords of Mecca.

He was now a power in the land"Muhammad, King of toe

Hijaz." In Medina his cause flourished mightily. The

zealots were confirmed in their faith, the waverers

convinced, the disaffected overawed.13

When Mohammed finally entered Mecca aa a conqueror, his

chief opponent, Abu Sufian, declared his conversion to Islaa,

UP. Hitti, ss.. sit., p. 117.

^The Korpn. Chap. Ill, Verse 11.

13
R. Nicholson, o. cit.. pp. 174-75.
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saying, "Oh, Mohammed, if our idols were real gods, they should

have protected us from you.
"^

H. G. Wells severely criticizes Mohammed on the ground

that he left his followers wito no clear scheme according to

which the election of his successors might be smoothly achieved.
'

Abdul-Raaiq, a modern Moslem writer, advocates, perhaps under

the influence of Wells' opinion, that Islam is a purely religioua

system. Political entanglement is, in his opinion, merely an

incidental phenomena, not intended by the Prophet to be estab

lished upon a permanent basis. Thus Mohammed, says Abdul-Raziq,

was completely right to neglecting the question of succession

after his death. He was just a prophet, founding a religion, not

a king.16

The difficulty wito Wells, and Abdul-Raziq, probably lies

in the fact that they forgot that Mohammed was living, as we have

noticed before, in a "saered" society in which the problem of

1*This well-known saying attributed to the Arch-enemy of

Mohammed at his conversion to the religion of Islam, dearly
indicates the popular belief that "aight" is necessarily associated

wito "right." ( Cf . Al-Sshhar, Ahl Ai-ait, pp. 25, 27.)

15H. G. Wells, oj3. cit., p. 622.

16Ali Abdul-Razi ,
Al-Islam 5a Upul Al-Hukm. pp. 93-95,

et passim.
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electing the leader did not practically exist.17 Here again, the

writers impose the "categoriea" of their own society on a dif

ferent one. It was not imperative, in fact, for Mohammed to plan

a scheae of succession or election for a society which was not yet

18
born. Mohammed can be considered, in this regard, a "sheikh"

rather than a king. The "sheikh" of a tribe does not worry at all

about who ia going to succeed hia after his death. The successor

will be chosen eventually according to bis own capacities1? and

his "aana." It is true, the successor is sometimes required to be

from the family of his predecessor. This, however, can be inter

preted as to indicate the possessing of "good" blood20 which

1 'There are acme well-supported evidences which indicate

that Mohammed had tried repeatedly to appoint All, his favorite
cousin and son-in-law, aa his successor. It seems that the objec
tion against this appointment raised by some of hia influential

companions had finally caused him to drop it. (See Amir All,
Spirit si ialSl* P* 431; D. Donaldson, Aoldat Al-Shia. pp. 60, 22-
27; Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddlaa . p. 212, A. Aqqad, Aboarlrat 44-
ja&a, pp. 165-167. )

18
It is interesting indeed to notice here that Ibn Khaldun

haa a similar opinion as to the unimportance of appointing a suc

cessor at the time of the Prophet's death. ( See Ibn Khaldun, pp.

cit.. p. 213. )

19e. Main, Iraq, p. 20.

20Until the present time, the nomad Arabs pay extraordinary
attention to the "blood" and the blood relationahip (Sec W. R. Smith,
Ktoahip and. Marriage ia Early irafeia, pp. 26, 46). In fact, no other

people to the world is so careful about the purity of its "blood"

and its long pedigree aa the Arabs (See P. Hitti, ojg. clt.. p. 28).
They even guard the "blood" purity of their horses. They keep the

lineages of their horses as carefully as they keep their own.
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ensures a powerful "aana." The tribe aay prefer the son of the

old "sheikh" to be his successor believing that the "sheikh's"

capacities have been Inherited by hia son. Nevertheless, the

succeeding son will be deposed froa his sheikhhood aa soon as he

21
shows any kind of Incapacity, i.e., as soon as he loses hia

"aana." In toe words of Hitti, "His tenure of office lasts dur

ing the good-will of his constituency."22

When Mohammed died, the Moslems immediately hurried to

elect his successor. They soon elected Abu Bekr, one of the

most celebrated disciples of the Prophet. There arose, it is

true, some disagreement and slight disturbancea about the election,

but no serious eonflict resulted from that. After the death of

Abu Bekr, almost all the Moslems quietly submitted to his suc

cessor Omar I. There appeared ao trouble aa regarda toe succes

sion merely because the Islaaie society was still standing on

ita old foundation, it had not yet come out froa the "sacred" to

the "secular" pattern. The gap between the upper and lower

classes had not yet developed.

In spite of his great integrity and wisdom, the second

caliph, Oaar, did soaethlng which, to the opinion of some thinkers,

facilated the riae of the gap. Oaar began to distribute the

21See Jaaali, The. New Iraq, pp. 27-28.

22p. Hitti, o. sii. P. 28.
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spoils froa the conquered countries, not equally as his predeces

sor did, but inequallyt to each according to his past record

of service and devotion to the cause of Islam.*' This inequal

distributioa can be rightly regarded as one of the factors that

led to the rise of an aristocratic class in Islaa. Oaar seeaed

to become sonewhat aware of the social consequences of the

pouring spoils of war. When the extraordinary spoils froa toe

Persian conquests came to Medina, Oaar bitterly wept, saying to

one of his intlaate friends t "But Allah does not give this

material treasure to a people witoout sowing at the aame time the

seeds of hostility and hatred among them."^ In fact, this

prophecy of Omar became true shortly after his death. A wide

difference in wealth and prestige arose aaong the Moslems. The

influence of social secularization began to gradually increase,

particularly when the Mosleas eaae into contact with the con

quered civilizations and tried to adopt acme of their luxuries

and complicated life.25

Unfortunately, the third Caliph, Othman, was weak and in

toe habit of favoring his relatives to the distribution of war

'"Abu Yusof
,
Kitab Al-Kharai. p. 50 et seq.

^Ibid., P. 56.

25See Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddlma. pp. 204-205.
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spoils or the appointment of officials.26 A significant fact

should be mentioned at this point. Othaan's relatives happened

to be the same aen who led the historical opposition of Mecca

against Mhoaamed and who did not adopt Islaa except at the last

27
hour when Mecca was oonquered. Othaan practiced, or was

obliged to practice, an extreme nepotism in favor of these men

who were looked upon by the pious Mosleas as "bad believers."

In the words of Nicholson,

They soon climbed into all toe most lucrative and

important offices and lived on the fat of the land,
while too often toeir ungodly behaviour gave point to
the question whether these converts of the eleventh

hour were not still heathens at heart.28

Thus, two separate camps were formed. One waa led by

All and some other pious "companions" of the Prophet, and the

other camp was led by the Ommyyads, the relatives of the aging

caliph, Othman. A man who belonged to toe pious camp deserved

here some special note. This person is Abu Thar who is considered

by modern writers as the prophet of socialisa in Islaa.29 Abu Thar

^A. Gllaan, Tha Saracens, p. 266.

27xt 1b interesting to note that the saae men led after

wards the opposition against All, the fourth caliph, and finally
established their "realistic" dynasty, the Oaayyad, during whose

rule the conflict between the "ideal" and the "reel" reached ita

climax in the history of Islam, as we have seen in the preceding
part.

^l. Nicholson, o. sit., p. 190.

29See Al-Sahhar, Abji Thar 4l-Ghifari; Q. Qalachi, Aba

Thar Al-Ghifarlt A. Al-Subaiti, Abu Thar fi-0h*frj
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vehemently protested against the big difference in wealth among

the Mosleas of his day.30 He preached that the rich should have

31
distributed their wealth aaong the poor and the needy. After

32
a long and severe strife, he helplessly died in exile.-'"' How

ever, the seed he sowed, rapidly grew after his death. His

tragic episode associated with the continuous propaganda of the

pious eaap finally led to toe murder of Othman by an Indignant

mob.33

The pious camp temporarily triumphed with the election of

All to be Othman' s successor in the caliphate. The "idealistic"

rule of All was destined to last a very short time. The conscious

lower elasses who supported All to this election seemed to be

too weak to prevent ths "realiatic" tide froa rising. As we saw

before, Muawiya led the opposition against All and eventually

defeated M*1.

During the Oaayyad dynasty which waa founded by Muawiya,

toe contrast between what Hells calls the Palace" and the

^Abu Thar was toe only nomadic person aaong the Prophet's

companions. This iray explain his extreme vehemence against the

inequality in wealth whieh developed after toe death of bis beloved

master, Mohammed.

31A1-Sahhar, op., sit., pp. 124-31.

32q. Qalaebl, SR. sii-, pp. 58-60.

33Ibid. . pp. 61-70.
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"Temple" was very clear. The name of All became at that tire

the motto around which the camp of "right* gathered, while

the camp of "might" gathered around toe triumphant Oaayyads.3*

It is interesting indeed to notice that the Arabs

aostly sided with the Omayyads. While the non-Arabs, on the

36
other hand, sided against thea in the idealistic" camp. Most

of the modern students of Islaa tend to explain this phsnoasnon

according to the theory of racial determination. They usually

believe that the Arabs are different in their innate capacities

or tendencies froa the non-Arabs.-" There is perhaps no need

to say that racial determination, aa sell as the geographical

one, is no longer considered valid in the explanation of social

phenoaena. There aay be no exaggeration in saying that socio

logical explanation is much aore instructive and comprehensive

to this regard.

Looking at toe controversy through the perspective

established in toe present part, we aay easily discover the

reason behind the siding of the Arabs with the Omayysds in

3*Cf. J. Schaeht, "Usui," Encyclopedia of islaa, Vol. IV,

p. 1055.

35See Ahmad Ami, Dhuha Al-Islam. Vol. I, p. 33.

36See Ibid.
, Vol. I, p. 32.

37Cf. R. Nicholson, op., cit., 214.
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contrast to the non-Arabs. The reason, to fact, does not lie

in the Arabs' hedonistic tendency or laek of religious sin

cerity, aa modern students tend to think. It Ilea rather in

toe fact toat the Arabs were at that time mostly nomadic ia

their culture and social values. They were, in other words, in

the habit of looking at "aight" and "right" through what has

been referred to ia this work as the "priaitive" perspective.

when the Oaayyada defeated all and established their victorious

dynasty, the Arabs saw in this a sign surely indicating that

"right" was siding with the Oaayyada. This will be more clearly

understood if we remember the fact that the Oaayyada respected

the noaadic folkways and Boris more than toey respected those

38
of Islaa.'' Moreover, they enlarged toe area of the Islaaie

Empire to an astonishing extent. In fact, the greatest of the

Islaaie conquests took place under the Omayyad regime. The

aralec, which helped to achieve such a "miraculous" victory

38D. L. Vida, "Umaiyad," Bncyc^podto of falsa, Vol. IV,
pp. 998-99; *The Oaayyad dynasty," says Macdonald, "we should

remember, was in many ways a return to the pre-Muslia times

and to an easy enjoyment of world things; it was a rejection
of toe yoke of Mohammed to all but form and name." (D. B.

aacdonald, Jhe Development of faalsa Theology. Jurlgpru.dence,
and Constitutional Theory, p. 13C)

^Al Miqdadi, Tarlkh 41-,UBBai ii-^rabivya, PP. 233-

37.
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and enjoyed its booty, were aostly recruited froa the Arabs

themselvea/0

Actually, the Arabs believed in toe righteousness of

the Oaayyada aa a result of toeir victory. Several evidences

can be gathered, to support this point, from the incidental

talks of the Arabs that happened to be preserved for one reason

or smother by the Moslea historians.*1 Mauviya, the founder of

the Oaayyad dynasty, himself, declared once, froa the pulpit

of the aosque, that he was better in the aight of Allah than

All. "The two," Muawiya said, "lay their eaae in front of Allah,

and Allah settled it by Judging in favor of Muawiya against

All."*2 Muawiya considered his victory over All as an indubitable

proof of his "rightfulness" to the sight of Allah. He night not

actually believe in that, but to declare it froa the pulpit of

the mosque indicated the inclination of the audience to believe

to it.

At any rate, toe Arabs began under the leadership of the

*It is neeessary to note here that one of Ibn Khaldun 's

ancestors served aa a general in the Omayyad army that conquered

Spain. This is an important factor in the development of Ibn

Khaldun 's thought-style, especially if we remember that the

Arabs tend to be loyal to the same party that has deserved the

loyalty of their ancestora.

^ee for example, Al-Sahhar, sk~ aii., pp. 227, 260, 324.

"Ibid., p. 260.
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Oaayyads to develop a deep contempt toward the non-Arab Moslems.

They began to consider toe non-Arabs as acre slaves or booty

of war. Muawiya is reported to have once said,

I notice that these reds ^i.e., the non-Arab

Moslems/ have increased in number ... I imagine

they will, someday, rebel against the Arabs and the

governaent, and so I have an Intention to kill part
of thea and leave the other part enslaved for the

purpose of establishing markets and building
roads. . . .**

As a reaction, deliberate or unconscious, against this

racial discrimination, the non-Arab Mosleas resorted to the

collecting of the sacred traditions of Mohaaaed and hto "Rashidin"

caliphs. The rrosques became then schools for the learning of

the newly-rising "sciences" of Islam. Almost all the "scientists"

in Islaa were, as Ibn Khaldun points out, non-Arabs.** Sayings

were spreading at that tiae to the effeet that the non-Arabs, and

particularly toe Persians, were, by nature, more scientific and

more religious than the Arabs. Even the Prophet was included

aaong those who believed to the scientifie ability and honesty

of the Persians .*5

^Cited by Ahaad Amin, Fair Jl-IflfiBr P 90.

UIbn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddiaa . pp. 543^45.

45see Ahaed sain, Dhuha Al-Islan. Vol. I, pp. 76-78.
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Thus, toe Mosleas were divided, along racial lines,

into two separate groups* soldiers and scientists, followers

of "Bight" and followers of "right." Each race followed the

way that was opened before thea. The Arabs represented the

conquerors who believed that the sword was the last judge in the

world, whereas toe non-Arabs represented the conquered who

resorted to the realm of ideas and ideals, or what Nietsschs

called "transvaluatlon," as a protest agatoat the severe judgment

of the sword. Consequently, the contrast of the "temple" as

against the "palace," or in this case, the "aosquo" as against

toe "qasr" became obvious.



CHAPTER X

MILLENNIAL HOPE IN ISLAM

Islaa was, and still is, full of the millennial hops.

Ths hops usually goes in Islaa under the name of "Mahdisa." It

is natural, of course, on the part of the Mosleas to wait always

for the expected "Mahdi," since they often feel a wide dis

orepeney between the ideal principles of Mohaamed and the actual

conditions of their politico-religious life.1

The modem students of Islaa think that Mohammed did not

hiaself expound toe idea cf "Mahdi." The idee rather, toey say,

developed in Islaa during the Oaayyad period under the influence

of the Jewish and Christian Messianlsa; then, it was Invented

and attributed to the "Hadith" of Mohaaaed.2 Modem students,

it seems, consider that Mohaamed was interested in no aillennlal

hope, due to toe fact toat he was a victorious prophet. They

seem to see little reason on the part of Mohammed to prophesy

^ee J. Schaeht, "Sharia," Encyclopedia si tolas. Vol. IV,
p. 323.

^e Conn, "Messianlsa," Mnavalopedto si Social Sciences.
Vol. X, p. 363; D. S. Margollouth, "Mahdi," Encyclopedia of

Religion asd Ethics. Vol. VIII, p. 636; D. M. Donaldson, Aoidat

41-Shia, PP. 230-31.
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about a "future savior," since ha considered himself the

"future savior" of his people, and he, moreover, actually

achieved what waa expected from him in this respeet. Here again,

we notice that scholars impose their own presuppositions and

eategories of thought on others. In fact, there was a great

reason on toe part of Mohaaaed to be interested in the millennial

hope particularly ia the first period of his prophetic aissioa

whoa hs was helplessly and hopelessly striving against over

whelming forcea.3 Mohaaaed was, as wc have seen, not victorious

froa the beginning of his mission. In the first period of his

mission, he was, in some sease, a prophet of the Biblical type.

At that tiae, he was greatly influenced by the Judaeo-Christian

attitudlnal-coaplex.* It is natural, therefore, to find in

Mohaaaed the same interest to "Messianlsa" aa that of the Jess

end toe Christians before hia. The difficulty with the modern

students is that they usually overlook the fact that Mohaaaed

was a great adairer of toe Hebrew prophets and vehemently tried

to follow their footsteps as far as possible.
5

3A Toynbee, 4 Study si History. Vol. Ill, p. 468 et seq.

*P. Hitti, History of the Arab, p. 113.

'Alaost all the historical narratives of the Koran have

toeir biblical parallels. Many of the Hebrew Prophets are men

tioned in the Koran wito great reverence as if toey were the only

prophets sent by Allah to mankind.
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Studying the attitudinal-coaplex of Mohammed through

this perspective, we may be able to see that the "Mahdi" is

aothing but the Mohammedan version of the Hebrew "Messiah."

It is interesting tost modern students always wonder as to toe

source from whieh the word "Mahdi" eaae. This word, in fact,

was unknown in Arabic before Mohaamed. The students differ as

to the root from whieh it waa derived, and to the reaaon behind

it.6

The problea seems to be very simple. It is most probable

that Mohaaaed developed the word "Mahdi" just to be the Arabic

equivalent of the Hebrew term of "Messiah." Both are "passive

participles," grammatically speaking, and both indicate almost

the same meaning. Whereas * essial" means the anointed one,

"Mahdi" means the divinely guided one.7 The "Mahdi," like the

llessiah," is believed to sppear in some future time to deliver

the "believers" from toe prevailing social injustiees. The fact

that he will be "divinely guided," or "anointed" to use the

D. S. Margoliouth, "Mahdi," Encyclopedia of Religion
and Ethics. Vol. VIII, pp. 336-37.

'This seems to be the most acceptable interpretation
of the term "Mahdi" among orientialists. See Ibid.. Vol. VIII,

p. 336.
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Hebrew terainology,** denotes that in his person "sight" and

"right* will be combined together again, after they have been

separated.

It is interesting at this point to observe that the

Mohaaaedan traditions often mention the coming of Jesus along

with toe rise of the "Mahdi." The two "deliverera" ill,

according to the traditions, cooperate to the fight against the

anti-Christ, or "Al Masih Al-DaJJal"9 as the traditions call

hia. Macdonald says,

But in this developaent /fit the "Mahdi" tradition7
the roles assigned to Jesus and to the Mahdi came to

be confusingly alike, and one party tried to cut the

knot with a tradition from Muhaaaed. "There is no

Mahdi save Isa B. Maryaa."10

"The anointing of Kings represented the foraal investi

ture with an office that was alsaya regarded aa sacred aaong the

Hebrews. . . . That the act indicated, besides the purely formal

investiture, that actual transfer of Divine Powers to the person

anointed, aay be concluded from the explicit atatement in con

nection with the anointing ceremony that 'the spirit of Jehovah

rested with toe anointed one.' ... (A Crowley, "Anointing,"
Encyclopedia of. Religion and Ethics. Vol. I, p. 556. It to

interesting indeed to notice that anointing aaong the primitive
Maleneaiana still indicates ths imparting of "aana" by the

medicine-man to the anointed one. See Ibid., pp. 550-51.)

^he "Masih Al-Dajjal" means in Arabic the "False Messiah."

(See ftenstok, "Masih," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Vol. Ill, p. 391;
B. C. De Vide, "Dodjdjal," Encyclopedia si Islfl> Vol. I, p. 887;
D. >. Donaldson, on., cit.. pp. 242-43.)

I0r. b. Maedonald, "Isa," Encyclopedia of. Tl. Vol. II,

p. 525. "Isa Ibn Maryam" means: Jesus, the son of Mary.
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However, thla tradition which declares that there is no Mahdi

save Jesus has for long troubled the minds of the Moslea "tradi-

tionlsta."U What did the Prophet really mean by that? The

traditlonists widely differ in answering this perplexing ques

tion. It appears toat Mohaaaed meant what he said. There is

no "Mahdi" save Jesus. This will be clearly understood if we

reaeaber that Mohaaaed developed late in his life an intense

dislike agatoat the national pride and arrogance of the Jews.12

We can find, aoreover, some verses in the Koran which obviously

indicate the siding of Mohaaaed wito the Christians against the

Jews.13 Looking through this perspective, we aay be able to see

in toe aforementioned tradition, whieh identifies the "ahdi"

with Jesus, aa indirect challenge froa Mohammed against the Jews.

At any rate, "Mahdisa" seeas to lose gradually its grip

upon the minds of the Mosleas after toey became victorious and

begaa to build their huge empire. The flowing hope of the early

days began to die out aa a reault of the rising "sight" of [slam .

iXIbn Khaldun, |]-MnorifH. pp. 322, 325, 327.

^See Heinrich Speyer, "Yahud," Encyclopedia of Islaa.

Vol. IV, p. 1148.

13The Koran says, "You will Beet no greater enemy of the

believers than the Jews and the Heathens and more inclined to

friendliness to bflievers than those too say, We are Christians,1
for there are priests and monka among them and they are not

arrogant." Chap. V, Verse 85.
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During the "Rashidin" period, "sight" and "right" appeared to

go hand in hand. The "Mahdi" was then not wanted. The ides

of the future deliverer was saved at the depths of the Mosleas'

ainds to some later days, iven when Muawiya defeated All and

founded the "unorthodox" dynasty of the Oaayyada on the throne

of the caliphate, no "Mahdi" was in sight. The pioue Moslems

were then still believing that the right kind of government

would be sooner or later restored to its previous position.

However, the first "Mahdi" in Islaa, as history tells

us,** appeared immediately after the r-urder of Hussain, the

grandson of Mohaamed, at the hands of an Oaayyad aray.5 This

"Mahdi" was Ibn Al-Hanafiyya, a half-brother of Hussato. It

seems that Ibn Al-Hanafiyya did not actually want to be mailed

so. Some Moslems were perhaps so depressed at the murdering of

^ee D. S. Margolioutb, "Mahdi," Encyclopedia si MiaaSm
and Ethicr. Vol. VIII, p. 336; Ahaad Aain, Dhuha Ai-islaM, Vol. Ill,

p. 23o; D. M. Donaldson, op., sit., p. 231.

5jfohaBaed is known to have loved his grandchild, Hussain,
a great deal. There are several traditional sayings attributed to

Mohaaaed denoting toe high position of Hussain to his eyes, 'hen

Hussain was brutually killed with his fasily and followers by the

Oaayyad amy, the pious Moslems were enorsously shocked. This

may explain why the first "Mahdi" in Islam appeared after his

murder. "The death of Hysayn," says Lane-Poole, "as idealised in

after ages, fills up a want in Islam; It is the womanly against
the iraacullne, the Christian as opposed to the Jewish element,
that this story supplies to the work of aohaamed." (Cited by C.

Sell, Studies is igiaa, ?. 53.)
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Hussain that they could not refrain froa reviving the long-

forgotten tradition of the "Mahdi." When Ibn Al-Hanafiyya died,

his followers believed he did not actually die. He was, they

said, merely retiring from this "evil" world, living somewhere

to toe mountains outside the "Medina," waiting for the order of

Allah to come out and deliver his people froa the prevailing

social injustice.16

During the Oaayyad period, and the Abbasid period after-

warda, many "Mahdis" arose. Almost all of thea were alids,1'

i.e., descendants of All. The name of All waa, as we have seen

before, a pregnant syabol of pretest against the secularization of

the Caliphate, that is, against the separation of "aight" and

right." Henoe, we find the adjectivea "Alid" or "Fatiaid"18

pftsn associated with the name "Mahdi.'1 In fact, aost of the

traditions of the "Mahdi" whieh are usually attributed to the

Prophet indicate tois association.19 This led Professor Amin of

16Ahaad Aain, on., cit.. Vol. Ill, pp. 236-37.

17D. S. Margoliouto, "Mahdi," Encyclopedia of Religion and.

Ethics. Vol. VII, pp. 336-37.

18Fatiaid means a descendent of fatiaa the daughter of

Mohaamed and the wife of All. Hence, Fatiaid and Alid are taken

soaetiaes aa synonyms.

19See lbs Khaldun, ^HMlfrlllifl. P*. HI* Chap. 52

passim.
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the Egyptian University to the conclusion that the idea of the

"Mahdi" is a Shiite20 invention.21 He attributes, aoreover,

toe spread of the idea among the orthodox Moslems to the work

22
of toe Sufites who adopted it froa toe Shiites. Professor

Aain overlooks the fact toat "Mahdisa" is a kind of aillennlal

hope, or aeasianiam, that can be found, in one font or another,

in alaoat all societies in whieh "aight" and "right" are thought

to be in eonflict against eaoh other. To quota Conn,

Messianlsa, aoreover, is never mere theoretical

speculation about things to cose; it is always a

living practical force. . . . There is always in

messianism a non-acceptance of the present order and

a sentiment of revolt against things which seea

unbearable. -*

The Shiites, it is true, were the first of toe Islaaie

group who seriously believed in the "Mahdi." They did so aainly

because they were toe first group in Islaa who felt the burden

of Injustice under the Oaayyad callphaie. Aetually, the Oaayyads

did not hesitate to use every aeens possible to suppress Shiisa

and to bleaiah the name of All which was considered the seed

^be Shiites are the partisans of All.

21Ahaad Aain, on., sit. , Vol. XII, p. 236 et seq.

^ifiid.., 245^6.
23
H. Conn, "Messisnisa," Encyclopedia of Social Sciences.

Vol. I, p. 357.
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of Shiisa.2*

Afterwards, "Mahdlsa" was adopted by the Sufites. Sufiaa

is a kind of mysticisa developed in Islaa as a protest against

the profanation of the caliphate, on the one hand, and against

the aorel disintegration of the Islamic society on the other

hand.2' Following wlese's theory, we can regard Sufisa as the

"cult," whereas Shiisa is the "sect" of Islaa. In toe opinion

of Wiese, both of these two ideal-types, the "cult" and the

"sect," rise, generally speaking, in reaction against the secu-

26
larisation of religion or the edulteration of its old ideals.

No wonder, therefore, that the doctrine of the "Mahdi" appeared

first among the Shiites and the Sufites, and then spread to

the orthodox masses of Islam.

However, there Is a big difference between toe "Mahdi"

of the Shiites and that of toe Sufites that penetrated finally

^Abu Ai-Rsdid, sjara ai-iaai, vol. i, p. 356, 358, 359

and Vol. Ill, p. 15, cited by >'. H. Zain, 41-Saia W-T-rllch.

p. 24.

25See I . Browne, 4 Literary History, of. Persia, p. 416;
Ahaad Amin, Dhjjbjr 41-iglga, Vol. I, p. 121.

26See Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociology. Chap. VLIV,

passim. The only difference between the "cult" and the "sect"

in this respect lies to the faet that the former is an individual

reaction whereas the latter ia a social one. "The sources of

emotional satisfactitn," says Wiese, "for the cult behavior lies

wholly within himself; the injustiees or good fortunes whieh

others may suffer affect hia to be sure, but the eenter of his

cosmos is his "I." Ibid.., p. 267.
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into the whole body of Islam. The Shiites believe that the

"Mahdi" is now living in a plaea of retirement beyond toe

reach of ordinary aen. He is waiting the order of Allah in

order to appear and "fill the earth wito justice after it has

been full of injustiee." According to thea, the "Mahdi" is a

historical man who lived once in the past, and then disappeared

and retired into his unreachable place. He did not die and

will not die until he appears again to this world and fully

27
fulfills his aission. The Sufites, cm the other hand, believe

that the "Mahdi" is an ordinary aen. He will be bora some day

in toe future, just like any other man, and after he reaches

the age of maturity, he will rise to achieve bis Bission of

social delivery.

This difference in doctrine haa led to a great dif

ference in actuality. In fact, we seldoa see a "Mahdi" rise

among toe Shiites. This may be due to toe supernatural and the

Impossible qualities which toey attribute to toe life and past

career of the "Mahdi." They do not easily respond to a claim

of "Mahdisa" rising in their midst. Any claimant of "Mahdisa"

should prove beyond doubt, in order to win the confidence of

the Shiites, that he was not born in the present age, and that

he has just core out froa bis hiding plaee to which he was

See D. M. Donaldson, Aoldat Al-Shia. Chap. XII, passim.
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living for ages. This is, of course, highly difficult, if not

impossible, to do on the part of any rising "Mahdi." This may

explain why toere have appeared, comparatively speaking, very

2fi
few "Mahals" aaong the Shiites during the dark ages of Islaa.

Aaong the orthodox groups of Islaa, on the other hand,

toe doctrine of "Mahdiaa" is a dynamic social factor. It pro

duced, and still is producing, many uprisings, upheavals, and

social movements in toe Islaaie society. To the orthodox

masaes, toe "Mahdi" is an ordinary man, so amy man with a pro-

phetie tendency may feel that he is the expected deliverer of

Islaa. Thus, "Mahdism," became one of toe few doctrines that

saved the Islaaie society froa a complete stagnation during its

dark ages.29

^There appeared among the Shiites only one important
"Mahdi" in toe recent times. This was All liohammed, of Persia,
who is considered the founder of the Bahal religion. It is

interesting to notice toat, in the beginning of his preeching,
he did not, at all, clala to be the "Mahdi" himself. He called

htoself the "Bab," that is, the door or toe introduction to the

coming of toe "Mahdi." He met, nevertheless, an extraordinary

opposition froa toe Shiites of Persia. (See D. M. Donaldson,

SS. fiit., p. 352 et seq.)

^In the opinion of Ahmad Aain, "1'ahdisa" was, on the

contrary, a sort of opiua to the aasses. In his own words, "the

ruler becomes corrupt while the masses dream." Ahmad Amin,
Dhuha 41-Ialaa. Vol. HI, p. 246. In another place, however,
Ahmad Amin ascribes many revolutions and social upheavals,
especially in the West, to the idea of "Mahdism," (Ibid.. Vol.

Ill, p. 244.)
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At any rate, the Sufites were the leading factor

behind this kind of social fermentation. Their mysticism and

ecstatic tendency provided many of thea with some sort of

prophetic inspiration, or "Mahdie" inclination.3 It is

interesting to notice at this point, that the Sufites have somewhat

released the doctrine of "aahdisa" froa its traditional con

text and placed it, instead on a philosophical basis. They

consider "Mahdisa* as a phase of toe dialectical process which

rules society as well as nature. In the light of this dia

lectical theory, they regard the appearing of the "Mahdi" as an

inevitable phenomenon since Allah has wisely arranged things to

be finally corrected after toey become corrupted.

The Sufites have not found much difficulty in attribut

ing tola dialectical doctrine to Mohammed himself. The Prophet

is said to have predicted the gradual decline of his religion,

after his death.32 He has predicted also that Allah will send

3"Here and there," says O'leery, "we find Sufi revivals;

indeed, Sufi am is the only phase of Islaa which kept free froa

the rigid conservatisa shieh has laid ita iron hand of repression

upon Muslim life and thought generally." De Lacy 0' leery,
Arabic Thought and Its Place to History, p. 224.

31See Ibn Khaldun, AlHfcoaddJaa, p. 324.

32
J. Schaeht, "Sharia," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Vol. IV,

P. 3 3.
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in the beginning of every eentury a reformer to order to revive

the decaying body of Islaa.33 To the Sufites, the successive

reforaers of Islam are ordinary aen inspired only for the

purpose of keeping the body of Islaa Intact and safe for certain

periods of tiae. The final and the revolutionary revival of

the religion wi 1 be achieved by the "divinely guided" Mahdi.

And this will take plaee at the end of time.3* According to

toe Sufites, it is the law of the world that things run on a

circle, getting low and high again. Allah destines everything

to turn back to its old original pattern. The disparity between

"right" and "aight" ia therefore temporary. The pious Moslems

have the full right thea to expect a savior. It is difficult

to imagine that Allah shall permit the world to run into its

final end before toe appearance of the "Mahdi. "35

Where did the Sufites get this dialectical theory? It

appeara that they got it, directly or indirectly, from Babylonian

and Peraian origins. As a Batter of fact, the influence of the

Babylonian "annus aagnus" can be clearly observed in the writings

33al-Gbassali, Al-Monoldh Win Al-Dhalal. p. 132.

3*D. B. Maedonald, "Mahdi," Encyclopedia of Islam.

Vol. Ill, p. 114.

"ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddima. pp. 323-24.
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of ths Retinites long before the Sufites. Ikhwan Al-Safa,

the Betinite'a aost fsaous writers, say i

Time is divided into two parts; a shining day and

a dark night, a hot summer and cold winter; and the

two parte always follow each other. . . . This is

also observable to the history of dynasties, sometimes

the state is in the hands of good people, and in other

tiias, it fells into the handa of the bad. This is the

law of nature as Allah says. . . . And today, we find

that the power of the bad people to ita priire; this
indicates that they are about to go down because a

decrease comes always after an Increase.36

It is quite instructive indeed to note here that the Sufites

were greatly influenced, ss 0'Leery points out, by the philoso

phical teaching of the Retinites and especially of "Ikhwan Al-

37

Safe," quoted above. Moreover, many of the early Sufites were,

according to O'Isary, converts from Zoroastrianisa, or toe sons

38
of such converts. Therefore, one can easily come to the con

clusion that Zoroaster, who is considered the precursor of

36Ikhwan Al-Safa, Raafiil, pp. 111-12.

37See De L. O'Leary, SB., clt.. p. 167. Ikhwan Al-Safa

was, later on, introduced to Spain and the "West" and toere

exerted an undeniable influence on the "Western" philosophers
and then on Ibn Khaldun as se shall see later. It is interesting
indeed to find in Ibn Khaldun' s Prolegoaena a clear allusion to

the similarity between social dialectic and the fluctuation of

day and night. (See, for example, Ibm Khaldun, Al-Mooaddima.

pp. 208-09.)

^a L. O'Leary, oj_. sil., p. 190.
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Hegel,39 can be also considered the teacher of the Sufites,

to his dialectical toeory. In fact, the Sufites' writings are

full of dialectical concepts and interpretations.*^ The follow

ing quotation, froa O'Leary, aay give the reader a general

view of toe dialectical theory in Sufisa.

The Sufi doctrine of God as the only reality has a

direct bearing not only on creation but also on the

problem of good and evil. As a thing can only be

known by its opposite, light by darkness, health by
sickness, being by non-being, so God could only be made

known to man as reality contrasted with non-reality,
and the singling of thssa two opposites produces the

world of phenomena in which light is aada known by a

background of darkness, which dartoeas ia itself only
the absence of lightt or, as being proceeds by succes

sive eaanationa froa the First Cause, it becomes weaker

or less real to eech emanation as it recedes further

froa the great Reality, it incidentally becomes more

perceptible as it becoaes less real. Thus evil, whieh
is merely the negation of the moral beauty of the

Reality, appeara is the latest emanation aa the unreal

background which ia the inevitable result of a pro

jection of the emanation from the First Csuae, who is

entirely good, into a world of phenomena. Evil is,

therefore, not real, it is merely the result, the

inevitable result, of toe mingling of reality with

unreality. Ia fact, this is implied in the doctrine

that all other than God is unreal.*1

39
S. M. Iqbal, The Development of Metaphysics in Persia.

P. 6.

*See C. Sell, Studies Jji Islaa. pp. 5-7; Afifi, Ibn

41-irabi, p. 159; De L. O'Leary, 0. eij., pp. 199-200.

*T)e L. O'Leary, SB., clt.. pp. 199-200.



CHAPTER XI

IBN KHALDUN AND "MAHDISI3M"

Ibn Khaldun was bora to a time when the Islamic aociety

was in ita aost critical situation. The Moslems bad been

encircled and attacked from three different fronts at almost

the saae time. The Mongols attacked thea froa the east, the

Crusaders froa toe north and the Spaniards froa toe west.1

The Moslems were helplessly defending their "holy" lands and

perplexedly wondering what waa the cause behind all these

deadly troubles.

In this critical situation, Ibn Khaldun waa born.

History tells us that the Suflte influence was extraordinarily

2
strong in North Africa at ths time of Ibn Khaldun. Every now

and then there appeared a man who claimed to be the expected

"Mahdi." Most of toe "Mahdis" failed in toeir missions leav

ing behind them social unrest and widespread resentment.

Most of the students of Ibn Khaldun agree, more or

less, that he was favorably influenced by the Suflte doctrine.

M. Enan believes that Ibn Khaldun had a strong Suflte tendency.

^ee A. Toynbee, Civilization on Trial. Chap. 10 passim.

2T. Hussein, Falsafat Ibn Khaldun 41-IJtlmaiyya, P. 75.

3M. Enan, Ibn Khaldun. p. 31.

168
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According to Maedonald, Ibn Khaldun was a convinced Ghassal-

ian,* i.e., a follower of Gatszali, the great Suflte who made

Sufisa an acceptable doctrine in Islam. Was Ibn Khaldua really

Suflte? This writer is of toe opinion that he was Sufits as

far as religious affairs ware concerned, then he wrote about

Allah and how aan should behave toward Him, he appeared as a

pious believer and a devoted mystic. But he, nevertheless,

differed fros the Sufites and all other religious groups, as we

have seen before, in regard to social affairs. Unlike the

Sufites, he believed that religion had nothing to do with society

or politics.

If we are pemitted to liken ths Sufites In their dia

lectical theory to Hegel, Iba Khaldua can be likened in this

sense to Karl karx.5 As we have seen to a preceding chapter,

Asee D. B. Maedonald, JJhe. Heligjous Altitude and Life In

jalaa, p* 131

5farx says that he merely stands the Hegelian dialectic

on its feet. In the words of Loucks and Hoot, "It sight be said

that Marx rejected Hegel's ideallsa and substituted for it realisa.

The thesis and antithesis became to F.'arx actual opposing forces

existing to the universe, with a synthesis as the resulting objec
tive phenomenon which, becoming in its turn thesis or antithesis,
played its part in the creation of a new synthetic phenomenon.
That this realism constituted a vital modification of the Hegelian

systea is attested by the numerous clashes Marx had with the

followera of the more purely Idealistic Hegel. Whereas, the latter

never departed from the realm of mental images, Marx set out to

study the operation of this (to hto) universal truth in the every

day events of the world of human affairs." (W. N. Loucka and J. W.

Hoot, Comparative Economic Systems, p. 181. )
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Ibn Khaldun believes that society, aa well as nature, is ruled

by the dialectical nroceas. But he seems to see in the Suflte

dialectic too much of "spiritualism" or "ideallsa" to be rightly

applied to the actual process of society. Ibn Khaldun took the

Suflte dialectic, as Marx did long after hia as regards Hegel,

and "stood it on its feet."

Ibn Khaldun' s social theory is deeply penetrated by a

dialectical inclination showing society to move on a cyclical

pattern but he to not of the opinion that this cyclical movement

is run by a spirit or an idea. He firaly believes that tha

social dialectic is run by certain factors springing up froa

society itself. Thus, Ibn Khaldun has taken up the Suflte theory,

deprived it of its "spiritualistic" coloring and fixed it anew

upon a "materialistic," or "aociologistic," basis.

The price aover behind the social dialectic is, according

to Ibn Khaldun, toe "asabiyya."6 The "asabiyya" to Ibn Khaldun

In the opinion of Hasri, the "asabiyya" forms toe core

of the entire social theory of Iba Khaldun (See S. Haarl, Dirasat.

p. 285). What Ibn Khaldun exactly means by the tern "asabiyya,"
is difficult to decide. Whether it is the tribal spirit, esprit

de corps, or the social relationship to general, nobody knows. In

spite of bis great reliance to bis social explanation on the

"asabiyya," Ibn Khaldun does not give us a clear definition of it.

This may be ascribed to toe fact that the tern was quite usable

in his ti e, and so he did not feel any need for defining it. It

amy be sufficient for the purpose at hand to define "asabiyya" as

toe tribal loyalty or spirit which makes the individual give up
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scobs to play the same role as toat of Allah's will to the

Sufites. This does not mean that Ibn Khaldun denies the effect

of Allah's will uoon social process. In faet, he, as a true

Moslea, firaly believes that Allah's will is behind every

phenomenon in toe world, natural or social. But Allah does not

usually do things, Ibn Khaldun says, in contradiction to the

f
laws which He Himself has created. Particularly in social

phenoaena, Allah docs things, when He wants, to accordance with

the laws of society. Even the prophets, who were entitled to

hiaself for the sake of hia tribe and view the world through its

eyes. It is, as Hitti puts it, "the individualisa of the member

of toe elan magnified." (P. Hitti, History of Jjhe. Arabs, p. 27.)
This say express, as near aa possible, what Ibn Khaldun meant

by "asabiyya." This is what ccn be observed in the noaadic

culture of which Ibn Khaldun was an admiring student. In the

nomadic society, as well as in all typea of primary groups, as

we have seen before, man's individuality is weakened at the

expense of his strong "social self." At any rate, Ibn Khaldua

believes, as we shall see later, that the stronger the "asabiyya"
of a people, the greater will be its role ia the social process.

. hen a people has a strong "asabiyya" they can easily conquer other

peoples, establish a state, and run society according to their

own interests. Then they will yield to luxury and soft life,
rnd so gradually lose their "asabiyya." Another people with a

freshly strong "asabiyya" will appear on the stage cf society
and repeat th9 cycleconquest, establishing the state, and thea

luxury and decline. Nobody, according to Ibn Khaldun, is able

to prevent this cycle froa its up-end-down movement.

7
As we have noticed before, Ibn Khaldun can be likened in

this sense to the English Deists of the eighteenth century who

believed that God left the world, after He had created it, to
be run according to its own laws, without interference.
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perform miracles against toe law of causality, did, neverthe

less, their reforms in the social field according to the dicta-

0

tion of the "asabiyya." The "Mahdi" is toerefore no exception

to toe rule.9 Anyone who wants to reform ths huaan society

aust follow its inevitable lava. The "divine guide" is not

enough for the "Mahdi." He should have, in addition, a strong

tribal power, or "asabiyya," to support him in hie divine mission.

Ibn Khaldun is considered the first, and perhaps the

last, writer in Islam who flatly denies the eoaing of any

divinely guided "Mahdi." In reality, he is not against any kind

of "Mahdi," as he is supposed to be. He refutes only toe idea

of the "Mahdi" who is supposed to cone out of nothing as far as

power relationship is concerned and to achieve his Bission by

some sort of miracle or divine assistance.

Ibn Khaldun is particularly against what he calls the

Fatimid,"10 that is, the "Mahdi" who is a descendant of All

and Fatima. He seems to have some deep, unconscious hatred

against the Alida, in general, perhaps because of the extreme

DIba Khaldun, Al-aooaddiaa. p. 159.

9 Ibid., pp. 327-28.

10Sec Ibid.. Part HI, Chap. 52, passim.

^See Ibid;., p. 446.
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"idealistic* tendency, which characterized thea for a long

time in toe early history of Islaa. He is of ths opinion that

toe Alids cannot produce any "Mahdi" in the future, becauae

they have no strong "asabiyya" to support toeir "Mahdi '
when

he arises.12

Of all toe "Mahdis" who appeared before his tiae, Ibn

Khaldun admired only one. This one was that who successfully

established alaohad dynasty in North Africa.13 According to

Ibn Kbaldun's toeory, a good "Mahdi" is toat one who leads a

growing "asabiyya* to its natural endthat one who helps toe

social dialectic to its cyclical movement. To Ibn Khaldun, as

we have seen before, society does not need a reformer. It can

correct itself by itself. In brief, there is a need for those

who facilate the spontaneous correction of society, not for those

who handicap it by their "idealistic" and impractical day

dreaming.

When Ibm Khaldun cones to the problea of evil, he studies

it In a way quite reminiscent of the Suflte 's view in this regard.

12
Ibid., pp. 327-28.

13
It aay be relevant to mention that Ibn Khaldun dedicated

his Prolegomena and General History to the King of Tunisia, of

his time, mho was related, in a way, to Alaohad dynasty, (oee R.

Brunschvig, "Tunisia," Encyclopedia si Islaa. Vol. IV, p. 851.)
This aay pertly explain why Iba Khaldun waa favorably inclined

toward the Alaohads and their successful "Mahdi."
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For him, evil is not a fundamental element in the social struc

ture. Evil is merely a by-product of good. It is, moreover,

very little in comparison to the good achieved in producing it.

In otoer words, evil and good are not, in his opinion, two

separate things opposed to each other as orthodox writers are

aecustoaed to think. They are rather two phaaes of one reality,

the reality of existence. In this way, Ibn Khaldun haa done away

with the disorepeney between "might" and "right."

It ia true, Ibn Khaldun admits, that "aight," or hat

he calls "Jab," aay lead its owner to do some acts of injustice,

but this is an inevitable by-product of the good resulting froa

toe exercising of "jah." According to hia theory, society with

out upper classes, is impossible. ith an argument reminiscent

of Hobbes' philosophy, he coaes to the conclusion that a group of

aen living together, witoout some upper hand regulating their

activities, aay become beasts fighting eech other, instead of

social beings cooperating with each other. In other words,

might" ia necessary for establishing "right." The eonflict

that appears between the two is relatively insignificant, and

should be considered a saall cost for the maintaining of the

?Ibn Khaldun, op,, sit., n. 390.

'ids- sii-
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highly advantageous social life.10

Here, Ibn Khaldun obviously shows a strong upper class

orientation. The upper classes naturally believe, as Yinger

points out, "that there is nothing basically evil about a

17

society shieh hae treated thea ao well."xr It is usually the

lower class which believes that society is full of isjustiec

and that power is evil. Me have usually two opposed idealogies

or perspectives, each sees social conditions froa its own side,

entirely overlooking the other side. The upper classes tend to

refer to theaselves as toe guardians of social order and the

agents of God for that; whereas, the lower classes believe that

society will do much better if the upper classes refrain froa

their unjust interference ana exploitation. Flebuhr says,

Privileged groups have other persistent methods

of justifying their special interests in terms of

general Interest. The assumption that they possess

unique intellectual gifts and morel excellencies which

redound to the general good, is only one of then.

Perhaps a core favorite nethod is to identify the

particular organization of society, of which they are

beneficiaries, with the peaee and order of society in

general and to appoi .t themselves the apostles of law

and ordjr. Since every society has an instinctive

desire for harmony and avoidance of strife, this is s

ymry potent instrument of maintaining the unjust status

quo. No society has ever achieved peaee without

incorporating injustice into its harmony. Those who

would eliminate the injustice are therefore always

loSae IduI.. Part 5, Chap. 6 passim.

J. " linger, Religion in toe Struggle /jar Power.

p. 26.
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placed at the moirl disadvantage of imperilling its

peace. Ihe privileged groups will place thea under

that moral disadvantage even if the efforts toward

justice are made in the moat pacific terms. They
will claim that it is dangerous to disturb a pre

carious equilibriua and will feign to fear anarchy
as the consequence of the effort. This passion for

peace need not always be consciously dishonest.

Sinee those who hold special privileges to society
are naturally inclined to regard toeir privileges
as their rights and to be unaindful of the effects of

inequality upon toe underprivileged, toey sill have

a natural complacence toward injustice. Every effort

to disturb the peace, which incorporates the injustice,
will therefore seem tc them to spring from unjustified
malcontent. They will furthermore be only partly con

scious of the violence and coercion by which their

privileges are preserved and wi .1 therefore be particu

larly censorious of the use of feres or the threat of

violence by toose who oppose thea.

Iba Khaldun, toerefore, is looking through the perspec

tive of the upper, or what Neibuhr calls the privileged,

elasses.
9

Be doea not see a fundamental discrepancy or conflict

18R. Niebuhr, Morel Un and Jmmnnt Society, pp. 129-30.

19It should be remembered et this point that Ibn Khaldua

actually belonged for some time to the upper classes of his

society. He served, under various rulers, as a diplomat, a

royal usher, a secretary and the Ilka. But there is still a

great difference between him and a typical member of an upper

class. He started his life, more or less, as a member of s

lower elass, and was educated by his ascetic-pious father to be

a man of religious devotion and "idealistic" learning. After

the death of his father, his strong ambition led him on the road

of political and secular activities. Thus, a great psychological
conflict sight have raged within himself, and probably caused hia

to theorise and rationalize. A typical upper elass member, on

toe other hand, does not have to theorize or rationalise about

his position. He takes everyth'ng for granted and goes ahead
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between "aight" and "right," just in contrast to the view of

the lower elasses. He views the role of the "asabiyya" through

the same perspective too. The students of Ibn Khaldun 's theory

usually aisunderstood hia about this point. They often judge

hia by the saae standard as that by which they judge otoer

writers of old times. Hence, they tend to condean hia and con

sider his theory of the "asabiyya" aa a flat worship of power

for ito own sake. Ibn Khaldun, as a matter of fact, does not

worship power, or "asabiyya," for its own sake. When he requires

a strong "asabiyya" for toe "Mahdi" or any other revolutionary

leader, ha docs not wean, as flatly as it appears, that "aight"

aakes "right."

It should be remembered at this point that "asabiyya"

is aostly a noaadic trait, and Ibn Khaldun is studying it in its

noaadic context. As we have seen before, the noaadic sheikh

who haa a strong "asabiyya" is usually a good leader. In his

person "aight" and "right" normally go hand in hand. Ibn Khaldun

does not mean, therefore, by "asabiyya" Barely a social power.

It neauo to his opinion much more than that. Having a strong

in his "realistic" life unmolested by any sort of ideas or ideals.

There ia, in other words, no difficulty or psychological con

flict arising inside the "self" of such a man. The difficulty
arises usually in a man, like Ibn Khaldun, who stands on the

margin, between toe classese marginal man.
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"asabiyya" indicates also having good character and high

qualifications of leadership. In his own words,

If we look at the owners of the "asabiyya" and

those who have won the vietory over many countries

and nations, we see thea competing with each other

to toe characters of goodness, such as generosity,
forgivlngness, patience, hospitality, charity, endur

ance, fidelity, helpfulness; and spending money for

the protection of honor, the glorification of religion,
the respect and obedience of religious "scientists," the

reverence of the pious -ism and toe seeking of their

blessing, modesty in front of the shiekhs and the

big nan, the submission to justice, the good-treatment
of the oppressed, the huaility toward the lower

classes, toe responding to the cry for help, the
avoidence of cheating, treachery, or breaking of a

promise, and the like. These are the qualifications
which the leaders have obtained and so deserved to

be the rulers over their subjects. In general, it to
a boon given thea by Allah proportionally to their

asabiyya and vietory. It is not given in vain or

uselessly. Kingship is ths aost suitable reward for

their asabiyya. Allah has permitted them to be kings
and He led then to it. Things will be on the contrary,
if Allah leads a people to ita decline. . . ,21

The above quotation clearly shows how Ibn Khaldun sees

no natural conflict between "aight" and "right," and how to the

institution of the "asabiyya" the two ean be successfully com

bined. However, this toeory of Iba Khaldua will be better

understood if we reaeaber the fact toat, like Pigors, ha classi

fies rulers into leaders and doalnators.22 When ha sees "aight"

"xIbi*., pp. 143-44.

^See ibid., p. 139.
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and "right" combined in the ruler, he most probably has in

aind leadership rather than domination. In fact, there is no

place for the "asabiyya" where doalnation prevails. He clearly

shows, in other places of bis Prolegosena. that as soon as

doalnation begins to replace leadership in a dynasty, the

"asabiyya" gradually loses its vigor and its binding force and

eventually diea out.

In the nomadic culture, leadership always prevails.

According to Ibn Khaldun' 8 theory, "aight" and "right" remain

eoabined as long as the tribe remains to its nomadic stage. But

toe point which he emphasizes in this regard is that so society

to the world, noaadic or civilised, ean withstand the process

of time without suffering some change. The nomads are always

allured and attracted by the luxuries of the cities. The sheikh

tends to gather around hir aore and aore "aaabiyyar," and then

tends to attack some of the neighboring states and establish

there e royal dynasty. This process appears to Ibn Khaldun

unescapable as far as there is some contact between nomadic

tribes and cities.23 As soon as toe new dynasty is established,

toe combination of "might" and "right" tends to be gradually

loosened. Luxurious life begins to strike a sedge between the

23 Ibid.. Part II, Chap. 17, paasim.
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two. The sheikh who was a mere tribal leader, highly sensi

tive to the public opinion of his followers, becomes now a

king, leading a luxurious life whieh ean hardly be shared by

all of bis tribe. A sort of jealousy and hostility may arise

between toe king and his former followers. He may attempt to

suppress toe pride and vanity whieh naturally arise to thea

after the victory has been won by them.^

In order to play safe against his former tribe, he may

raise a sercenary army. The new army will not be as strong

as toe old one which was based on the "asabiyya." A mercenary

amy, anyhow, denotes the beginning of the decline in the

dynasty's life. It relies on money rather than on egprlt dj

corns. The bigger tbe payment is, the greater will be the

temporary vigor of the hired soldiers.

The king may be obliged later to levy heavy taxes for

the purpose of aeeting toe extraordinary expenses of the state.

The heavy taxes will lead, however, to the impoverishing of

the subjects and toe discouraging of Industry. The dynasty to

now therefore in its last stage of its life. Economic and

political affaire go, to the opinion of Ibn Khaldun, hand in

hIbid. . Part III, Chap. 10, passim.
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25
hand.1' A new dynasty will be sooner or later established to

order to begin a new cycle again. Thus, the social dialectie

is always on the -rove. It is a guarantee that social Injustiee,

when it appears, does not stay for long.

To Ibn Kbaldun, the life cycle of a dynasty has the

same stages as that of the individual. It has its birth, youth,

eld age, and death. No dynasty ean escape it.2 An average

dynasty normally contains four successive kings.2'' The first

one is usually good and just. He is the founder of the dynasty,

and he has been able to found it mainly because he is good and

juat. He still has the good characters and the high q; llflca-

tions of leadership which have made hia a successful sheikh.

ills son however may imitate his fether in some of his

good characters without knowing why. He is therefore somewhat

less good than his father. An imitator, Ibn Khaldun says, can

hardly equal the imiteted. The following king, that is, the

third, is still less good in his imitation t >jn the second. The

fourth is usually the last link of the chain. He finds himself

25See Ibid.. Part II, Chaps. 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,

paasim.

26Jbid., pp. 293-04.

27Ibld. . Pt. II, Chap. 15.
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in a very high position, and he ignorantly attributes it to

his honorable "blood" or his extraordinary pedigree. He is

accustomed since his early infancy to see nan around hia blindly

revering bin and unhesitatingly obeying his whims. He does

not realize that this has been established by his grandfathers

with strong "asabiyya'1 and good aharactors. He naturally becomes

careless as regarda the neeessary qualifications of a good ruler.

To use Pigors 's terainology, bis rule became "doalnation"

instead of "readership.
" This surely indicates the approaching

death of his dynasty.28

In general, it seems that Ibn Khaldun, like Pigors,

considers "leadership" to thrive particularly in the "aacred"

society, while "doalnation" to be found only in the "secular"

society.29 To hia, leadership" ia toe natural type. Originally,

human society does not eaaily subait to a bad ruler. To be a

leader nomally aeans to be good.3 The intruding factors, which

lead to a deviation froa this rule, are due to the rise of

civilization and to the luxurious and vicious life associated

with it. Civilisation usually leada to the weakening or neglecting

*BIbld.. pp. 140-41.

^Iba Khaldun calls "doalnation" and "leadership,"

"kingship" and "headship" respectively. ( See Ibid. , p. 139.)

30ifeid.., p. 143.
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of the "asabiyya."^ The crown of "kingship" in the cities is

often inherited, and so the election of the leader by the led

is no longer available. ''Might* becomes, therefore, separated

froa "right." But this is, Ibn Khaldun would say, a temporary

phenonenon. The deviation froa good leadership is a warning

of the coming end of the ruler. The bad king will be, sooner

or later, replaced by a good one, and the "cycle" begina then

a new turn again.32

In this way, Ibn Khaldun adapts toe "spiritualistic"

dialectic of the Sufites to bis "secular" thought-style. There

is no need then for a divinely guided "Mahdi" in order to coa-

bine "aight" and "right" once more. Society has its own machinery

for the spontaneous correction of itself. Ibn Khaldun likes

those who rove with, rather then those who resist, the social

dialectic.

He even dislikes the ruler whose intelligence is higher

than the average. A highly intelligent ruler, he says, may

see things to their final realities or according to their logical

consequences, and then impose hia profound conclusions on his

ibid.., pp. 144, 168-69.

'Ibid., p. 298 et seq.
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33
subjects who are naturally unable to understand them. A good

ruler should be, therefore, of an average intelligence in order

to understand his subjects and make himself understood by ther.

As Iba Khaldun puts it, "a high intelligence to a defectiveness

to the rulsr.?3* This aay indicate Ibn Khaldun' 8 strong inclina

tion to let the social process move along by its own spontaneous

foree, without Interference of any sort.

To sua up, Ibn Khaldun ean be considered, to some sense,

optimistic in his world-view. According to his toeory, society

aay at times become corrupt, but there is a certain social foree,

or an invisible hand, to use Adaa Smith's terainology, toat

tends to correct, sooner or later, what temporarily goes wrong

in society. "Allah 1b aore aereiful than to let his subjects

be wronged forever."

**Ibld. . p. 189.

3*Loc. Sit.



PART III

RELIGION VERSUS RATIONALISM

In the early history of Islaa, a veheaent

controversy or conflict arose between those who advo

cated a blind submission to religious autoority, on the

one hand, and those who placed reaaon above revelation

as the guide to setters of belief or conduct, on the

ether hand. In the present pert, this controversy is

discussed froa the geaeral as well as froa the partieular

point of view.

This controversy had, as we shall see, an

enormous Influence on the mind of Ibn Khaldun. In fact,

his social theory can be considered, in some sense, aa

an end-product of toe successive thought-moveaento that

evolved in Islaa as a result of this controversy.
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CHAPTER III

RELIGION AND REASON

Sinee toe beginning of recorded history, man has wit

nessed, in one fora or another, a certain sort of antagonisa

between religioua belief and free reasoning. It is often

maintained that it is highly difficult, or maybe impossible,

for man to be piously devoted to certain religious dogaa, and

to be, at the same time, a free thinker or a rationalist.

Rationalism, ssys A. '/.. Bean, aeana hoatile eritieisa of theo

logical dogaa, "the nental habit of using reason for the des

truction of religious belief."

Is there really any natural antagonisa between religion

and reason as is often maintained? It seems quite useful,

before answering this question, to toow what type of religion

one has in aind when he discusses its antagonisa with reason.

Ia fact, religion is not of one type. One can distinguish

between at least two types of religions i between the religion

whieh thrives is the "sacred" society and that which is found

in the "sceular" one. In the religions of the "secular" soeiaty,

-*-&. W. Bonn, History si hl,M'1' Bh^IyMJ i fff 111 ife Nine

teenth Century. Vol. I, pp. vlii, 4, 6. Cited by H. Nodehousc,
"Bationalisa,

" Encyclopedia of. Religion and Ethics, Vol. I,

p. 580.
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one can also distinguish, as sociologists have recently dis-

covered, between toe "church" type and the "sect" type.*

The common mistake of many students of religion is

that they try to define, and to discover the essence of all

types of religion within one frame of reference. This may be

the main cause of their failure.
^

Durkheim, for example,

believes that in order to understand the profound reality of

religion in general one should study it in its simplest form,

which can be found, he thinks, in the simplest cultures.*

This writer is of the opinion that there is a funda

mental difference between the religion of primitives and that

of the civilised peoples, or, to put it more definitely, between

^he typological classification of religion into "church"

and "sect," has teen originally developed by Troelsch, the

German philosopher and sociologist of religion. Now, it is

becoming in vogue among modern sociologists. See, for example,

J. linger, Religion to toe Struggle f^r Power. Chap. II; Wiese-

Beeker, Systematic Sociology. Chap. VLIV; J. Wach, Sociology of

Religion, pp. 297-98.

Religion is one of the aost disputable terms. Dozens of

definitions were tried; no agreement has yet been reached as

regards toe essence of religion. It is quite interesting to

notice that Marx, for example, describes religion aa "the opiua

of the meases," while Nietzsche describes it, on the contrary,

as "the revolt of the slaves." It seems that each of the two

authors has in his aind a type of mligion that is quite different

froa that in the aind of the other.

*See E. Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious

Life, p. 1, et passim.



toe religion of the "sacred" society and that of the "secular"

one. In the "sacred" society, religion and society are, in

some sense, synonymous. To use Professor ! erton's words, the

membership of religion and that of society are "co-extensive."5

Durkheim shows that the source of religion is the society itself,

that religious conceptions are nothing but syabols of the

characteristics of the society, thrt the aacred, or icd, is but

a personified society and that the substantial social furction

of religion has consisted in the creation, reinforcement, and

maintenance of social solidarity.6 Here, Durkheim 's mind is nc

doubt coneentrstod on toe religion of the "sacred" rociety. He

overlooks the fact that the religion that rises in a "secular"

society may have a completely different function or meaning.

In a "secular" society, the membership of religion is

not necessarily co-extensive wito that of society. Religion

becomes, ^en, colored, more or less, with some clsss ideology,

Religion, as Hogbin rightly points out, "reflects rather than

dictates social relationship."7 It, therefore, reflects
the

clash of claases among the civilized people, while it reflects

5r. ;;. Merton, Social Theory * Social Structure, p. 32.

6Cited by Sorokln, Contemporary Sociological Theories,

p. 474, B. Durkheim, The Elementary Forms si fipUKl0'*? Ufi>

passim.

7H. J. Hogbin, Law SSl Order i Palvmaais. p. 80.
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the whole society aaong the primitives. As we have seen

before, class consciousness usually rises with the rise of

"secular" society. It toen tends to color religion accordingly.

Nietzsche, with his peculiarly poetic style, defines

religion as ths "revolt of toe slaves." There are soae his

torical evidences which indicate that Nietzsche's definition

contains a certain element of truth. As a matter of fact the

history of many of toe world religions which were first estab

lished In secular societies supports Nietzsche's theory. A

religion often rises in a "aecular* society to provide the

lower, or oppressed, classes with a new system of values, for

the purpose of protesting and perhaps struggling against the

prevailing values of their oppressors.9 De Gri says,

The suppressed stratum, Instead of Baking a direct

frontal attack on toeir actual or supposed oppressors,
turn their resentoent against toe system of values and

world conception of the dominant stratus. It is this

helpless hctred, impotent in that it cannot manifest

itself in violence or a direct challenge to the exist

ing power relationship because it lacks the strength,
the courage, the historical preparation, or the ripe
societal conditions to do so, which to ita internalized

negation of those values supported by the then dominant

social class, achieve that transmutation and inversion
of values which Nietzsche has so aptly teraed "trans

valuatlon.*10

Cf. G. De Ore, Society and. ideology., p. 1, et seq.

9Cf. Briffault, P.sti nsl Evolution, pp. 206-207.

10G. De Gre, on,, ail.* P. 2.
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This "transvaluatlon" normally takes toe fora of religion.

In fact, no protest or revolt against an existing regiae can be

sueeessfttlly schleved without being first sanctified by religion.

Even toe communistic revolt of the present time has, to spite of

its apparent indignation against religion, some religious ele

ments. Religious belief, or what s^rel calls "social myth" is

necessary for any movement that attempts to attack the status

12
quo.

In contraat to toe religion of the "sacred* society, the

religion of the "secular" society ia, in the beginning at least,

a "elass" religion rather than a "rrojp" religion. Whereas in

the "sacred" society, religion is a great integrating and solidi

fying factor, to toe "aecular" society it may be a dividing or

breaking factor.13 Its rallying call is, "come along and become

separate," while the religion of the "sacred society" cries i

"Be one solid body against yenr enemy." Among the "sacred"

societies, the struggle for existence usually plaeas each society

against the others, Esprit de corns, therefore, rules supreme;

UJ. L. linger, s. si$., pp. 8-10; R. Niebuhr, Christian

ity and Power Politics, p. 191.

et seq.

13

^ee L. P. Edwards, Natural History si Ravolutlon. p. 90,

See R. K. Merton, u^. cit. . l. 30, et seq.
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and religion naturally reflects this sort of social solidarity.

In tola type of religion, it can be easily observed

that there is no plaee for reason. As far as religion and

society are co-extensive, or in other words, (.ell-integrated

pcrts of the solid psttern ;f culture, free play of reason or

rationalistic tendency aay become dangerous to the social soli

darity and may result in some disorganising consequence:;. The

Beaber of the "aacred" society tends to take any doubting to the

religioua beliefs as a sign of betraying the cause of the group.

One should be fira beyond any doubt as regards religious dogaa

in order to be considered an honest Beaber 1' toe "aacred"

society. Here, the social function of religion, as Durkheim

rightly s^ows, consists in the creation, reinforcement and main

tenance of social solidarity.^ Any question, therefore, raised

by a member, as to toe rationale or the utilitarian reason

behind religious beliefs, is considered doubting the cause of

the group. Everything must be token as natural and indubitable.

In this light, toe toeory of DeMoistre, the vehement

exponent of social stability and religious Catholicism, can be

understood.

K amserted that discussion and argument are fatal

to atability, that a constitution or social order which

^See E. Durkheim, op., cit. , paaaim.
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is rationally achieved and understood is by that very
fact incapable of winning the support and obedience

upon which social order end stability rest. Men obey

only what they venerate but cannot understand . . .

Society must be ruled by customs and institutions,
the origin of which are lost in the mist of history.
Laws must be the edicts of a king which are accepted

blindly, not on their merits, but as emanating froa a

source of autoority divinely ordained.1*

It is quite interesting to notice, that, in the "sacred*

society, toere is no difference between toe person and his

opinion. Thla reflects, of course, the identity of the group

and ito beliefs. It is not easy to say to a person, in such a

situation, "I do not agree with your opinion." Non-agreement

with soaebody's opinion ?eans toe declaration of personal hostility

against bin. Friendship includes, not only mutual liking and

helping, but also complete agreement of opinions. It requires

one's siding wito his friends in any argument, right or wrong.16

Along theae linea, one can understand the oft-maintained

antagonisa between religion and rationalism. In the "aacred"

society, religion is not an individual concern which can be

1'*Barne8 and Becker, Social Thought froa Lore to. Science.

Vol. I, p. 491.

loThis may explain why democracy falls in countries based

on a "saered* pattern of societalization, such as those of South

America, West Indies, Balkan and the Near East. Free argument
and respect of different opinions, which are necessary to

deaocracy, hardly exist in such countries. Revolution, there

fore, takes the plaee of peaceful election, bullets and used

Instead of ballots.
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based on personal taste or intellectual Inclination. History

tells that noaadic tribes, whether Arabs,17 Berbers,1* Turks19

or even Germans, were in the habit of entering a new religion,

where they were converted to it, by group rather than Individually.

They to geneml ean be aaid to be unable to understand individual-

latie conversion. All the members of toe tribe enter a religion

or leave it together. As soon ss they see that certain religion

brings power or lucl , toey adopt it as quickly as toey leave it

when toey are disappointed with it. We seldoa find a break or

conflict within a "saered" society aa a result of a new religion,

just contrary to what normally happens in the "aecular" society.

This indicates, of course, the inclination of "sacred"

societies to take religion aa collective concern. It is up to

the sheikh or the tribal council to decide whether the tribe

shall adopt a certain religion or not. The sheikh may decide

about this question just exactly as he decides about intertribal

raids and the like. This does not aean that, by adopting a new

religion, the tribe is going to change its traditional noma.

17R. Nicholson, A, Literary History ^f .toe, aEl P. 178.

*Q. Tver, "Berber," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Vol. I,
pp. 699-701.

19Ahmad Aain, Dhuhr Al-Islaa. Vol. I, p. 32.

^ee Briffault, oj:. $., p. 116.
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With a new religion, the tribe changes only the "god" or toe

"aana," i.e., replaces the old by a new and a more powerful

one. The value-systea reaains the saae; only its sanetifier

changes.

In contrast to this, the religion of the "secular"

society is usually adopted for the purpose of ehanging the pre

vailing social valuesfor the purpose of transvaluatlon.

It is worth noting here that the religion that arisea

in a "secular" society, tends to view the world through a

"saered" thought-style. The lower classes, who resort to

religion, as a protest against the upper classes, may find in

toe eteraalistic, absolutlstic, spiritualistic logic a powerful

tool with whieh the secular tendencies of the upper claasea ean

be severely criticized and condemned. linger, a student of

modern religions, defines religion aa "the attempt to bring

the relative, the temporary, the disappointing, the painful

things in life into relation with what is conceived to be

21
permanent, absolute and eosaieally optimistic." This defini

tion clearly shows, in spits of its generalised connotation,

the tendency of religion in the "secular" society to view the

J. M. linger, gp.. ci., p. 5.
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world along the lines of "sacred" thought-style.22

When a society becomes secularised, ita rulers and

upper classes tend to adopt a "secular" toought-style with ito

relativistic, temporalistie, materialistic logic. In fact,

toey have not been able to climb the social ladder without such

"realistic" orientation, as we have seen before. What is right

is to thea what leads to power or success. They do net like to

live in a world of ideals and ideas.23 What ia is right.2* Ths

lower elasses, on the otoer hand, in order to compensate for

their low status in the actual world, resort to a world of idaals

and Utopias. To quote Mannheim,

The group oriented to the left intend to make

soaethlng new out of the world as it is given, and

therefore they divert their glance froa things as

they are, they become abstract and atoaise the given
situation into its component elements in order to

recoabine thea anew.2'

However, any religion that crises in the "secular" society

inevitably comes, sooner or later, to be involved in what the

This definition, to fact, ia implicitly meant to be

applied to those religions whieh grow in the "secular" society.
See Ibid., p. 23 et passim.

^"Advantageously," says Merton, "located classes ("con-
servativea") may be loath to theorize about their situation. . .

R. K. Merton, S. cit.. p. 257.

2*Cf . T. Veblen, Theory si iSS Leisure Class, p. 207.

2^K. Mannheim, Ideology and Utopia, p. 246.
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modern soeiologists of religion call "the dileama of the church."

Its "idealirtie" orleatatI<-m, whieh has been just discussed,

cannot be maintained in its original purity for a long period

of time in face of the various entongleaents in which the religion

has to be Involved during the process of its developaent and

growth. There are, as linger points out, two opposed alterna

tives lying before religion in this regard i "the demands of the

26
religioua ideal and the claims of secular Interests."

Religion mur.t compromise in order to grow and spread

among toe various daasas of the society. By refusing to coapro-

aise, it places itself to an opposition against soae of the aost

powerful groups of the society. Thus, boto horns of the dileama

are sharp. linger says,

Either it has to accept their legitimacy and there

fore to compromise its own demand when they are in con

flict with toe prevailing secular claims, or itaust be

ready to accept a limited sphere of influence.27

No religion in the "secular* world, whatever might be its

original "idealistic" orientation, can refrain for long froa

compromise or soae sort of secularization and societal entongle

aents. Hence, it will sooner or later become an institutional

ised "church" whose goal then lies in the solidifying of society

dinger, 00.. git., p. 25.

27Ibid. . p. 26.
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on the basis of status quo, rather than toe improving of the

social relations between the oppressor and the oppressed. It

is now no longer a "class" religion as it waa in the beginning.

Both the upper and the lower elasses sill be equally included

within toe institutionalised frees of the "church." The "church*

then becomes similar in a sense to toe religion of the "saered"

society where the gronp and religion are co-extensive. The

ehurchaan" is no longer interested in bow the upper classes

treat the lower. He will leave that to the mores and folkways

of the soeiaty. His aato interest lies to the Increasing of the

aeabershlp of the "church" by every means he can lay hands on.

The religious group enters, as Max Weber points out, the arena

28
of the struggle for power like any other secular group.

In protest against this secularisation of religion, the

"Beet" arises, like a new "idealiatie" religion, froa among too

lower clashes, and so the "dilemma of toe church" is intensi

fied. History of religion in the "secular" society shows a

strong tendency to run on a dialectieal cycle. Every new religion,

shieh is at first oriented toward some lofty ideals, tends to

become, sooner or later, secularised and institutionalized, and

so gradually loses its original "idealism." The "sect," whieh

Sea Ibid., p. 230.
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rises to protest in favor of the old ideals, becomes in turn

secularized too.2' We ean safely conclude here, that the upper

elasses are often the vain cause behind the secularising process

of religion, whereas the lower classes are toe aain source froa

whieh a new religion or a "sect," springs.

In the light of the above discussion, the antagonism

betweea religion and reason can be aaid to be neither natural

nor absolute. It nay be regarded as a result of the seculariza

tion of the "church." It aay be, in otoer words, one of toe

foras shieh toe confliet between the "church" and the "sect"

takea. The "churchmen," as well as the upper classes who support

thea, require froa their followers only a blind submission to

toe institutionalized orders of the church. They do not favor

any sort of philosophization or ideation. Any tendency of this

sort wil1 lead, they think, to undermine their position. They

do not like, in other words, for toe "church" meabers to become

aware of toe disorepeney between the old "ideals" of the "church"

and it- present situation.

Actually, ideals and ideas go together. The thinker who

"^Cf. C. A. Dawson and W. E. Gettys, Ja Introduction to.
Sociology, p. 689 et seq. ; L. Edwards, Natural History si Revolu
tion, p. 91.

30Cf . Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit si
Capitalism, p. 1 (e).
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is inclined toward ideals," tends at the saae time to think

in terms of ideation and philosophy.31 In fact, every new

social aoveaent, which preaches for certain ideals, is inclined,

in one way or another, to use the rationalistic way of thinking.

In order to attract the asses to new "ideals" and sake

thea abandon their eustoaary ways, it to neeessary to use some

sort of reasoning and "idealistic" logic. It ie, however, a

psychological fact that when a person is satisfied with his

position he JuBt drifts along with his whias or eaotions with no

tendency whatsoever to think rationally as to hy he to doing

this or toat act. As soon as his eaotions are disturbed, hs

begins to use his Bind diligently to order to overcome the dis

liked obstacle to bis contentaent. If his eaotions are turned

against someone whoa he is unable to overcome directly, he may

resort to soae indirect aethod to orove "rationally" and "logi

cally" that toe hated person is a public enemy, a Devil's agent,

or the like.32

John Dewey's toeory of toe genesis of thought to general

is highly instructive to this respect. In Dewey's opinion,

reflection is an aspect cf an nterruptlon in soae sort of

31Ses G. De Ruggiero, "Idealism," Encyclopedia of Social

Sciences. Vol. VII, p. 568, et seq.

32Cf . G. De Or*, Society and. Ideology, p. 2.
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habitual, regular or on-going activity.33 This interruption

can occur as a block, and in this eaae the resulting effect is

that of ambivalence, or the simultaneous occurrence of two

opposing tendencies to act. Even such ambivalence, Dewey says,

is associated with those qualitiea to which we refer as intel

lectual. To Dewey, mrmry tendency to act carries wito it a

certain amount of energy and this energy bus t be expended either

by direct carrying out of the act toward which the energy is

oriented, or by soae devious method such as subliaation and

rationalization where soae eleaent of imagination plays a role.

One tends then to substitute a thought-out, or concocted meson,

in plaee of the real reason. And so, Dewey continues, toese con

cocted reasons tend to develop in haaas beings as a repertoire

of apologies for action not acceptable to terms of conventional

standards.3*

It is interesting indeed to see that the tome pftafflall+T

and rational! . f^cp are derived from toe saae mot.
'

It aay be

no exaggeration to aay that ratio\jn ir to aome sense, s form

of the psychological process of rationalization. Man is said to

33
"I. C. S. Schiller agrees with Dewey on this point. See

Schiller, Logic for Pee, p. 195.

i to. ^JT^ m li11^ p*"1"' J- B,tBeP ftWllWWf
ifi JBS Modern World

f p. 851 et seq.
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be rational Barely because he ean rationalise, that is, he can

find aoae acceptable reason for actions that run contrary to

conventions.

In this light, we, therefore, can clearly understand why

the upper elasses in the "secular" society are less inclined than

toe lower classes toward idea-isa and ideallsa. When the upper

classes think, they usually think in toe relativistic-

temporalistic-aaterialistic way. This is the only way with which

they can maintain their position or promote their interests In

their "secular" environment. They are, as Schiller points out,

far froa thinking in terns of the "ideolistic" logic.3 This

logic handicaps, as Iba Khaldan says, toeir secular activities

rather than promotes them.37 The lower elasses, on the other

hand, resort, when toey develop an oppression psychosis, to

logic and mason. This seems to be the only way in which they

ean fight their oppressors who are normally fortified by the

institutions of the "church." Thus, the "churchaen" fear

rationalisa. In other words, rationalisa becoaes than an effective

35Cf. Qreel, Siaiaa, p. 19.

3*F. C. S. Schiller, Logic Xffi Hfi PP 5-6.

37Ibn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddima. p. 543.
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weapon to the hands of the heretics. It is, therefore,

dangerous.

To sua up, we ean say that reason is not hostile to all

types of religion. It docs not fit, it is true, what may be

called toe "group religion," that ia, toe type of religion

whieh symbolises social solidarity, and aoml integration. When

religion represents a group, it is quite unsocial to question

or doubt any of ita dogaas or aythology. Hare, the antagonisa

is not between mason and religion as such. It is, rather,

between free reasoning and social integration. Values, which

are the underlying bases of social integration, should be viewed

as natural, indubitable and aacred. The function of religion,

to this regard, is to provide toe aanetifying eleaent behind the

social values. Consequently, a doubt in the religious beliefs

or mythology may endanger toe whole structure of society. A

"class religion," on toe other hand, is quite friendly te

reason. The "revolting" elasses, which normally resort te

religion for support, often build their religioua scheae on free

reasoning. "Come along and be separate." "Leave the obsolete

values of the grandfathers and adopt new and aore valid ones."

It is often found that free reasoning and heretic tendencies

are associated with each other.

It can be said, toen, toat free reasoning does not
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naturally lead to social disintegration, as De Maiatre believes.

It say be just the reversethat social disintegration leada

to the use of free reasoning, then society is well-integrated,

and all of its members are, consequently, content with its

traditional valuee, free reasoning is hardly used. Men are,

then, not inclined to think in rationalistic or logical terns,

even if they are deliberately taught to do so. They aay not be

able to understand the deep meaning of such kind of thinking.

Levy-Bruhl and his school aaintain that toe primitive is not

38
rational in his world-view. As a matter of fact, there is no

function for rational thinking in his extremely traditional life.

Rational thinking has a function, when the social structure

becomes disorganized, toe elasses antagonistic against eech

other, and the prevailing traditions criticised.

The founder of a new religion, it ia true, usually claims

that his primary purpose is to revive or restore the old tradi

tions of a past "golden age," or to bring practlcea and doctrines

into coincidence with the "tme spirit" of the prevailing religion.

38See B. Malinowski, Mafic. Science, and. Religion, p. 9.

It should be mentioned here that Levy-Bruhl' s theory is now

widely criticized. It is now believed that the primitive is not

entirely illogical in his thinking, he has bis own logic whieh

differs froa ours. In any case, the rationalistic, "idealistic"

logic which has been rife in our eivilizatlon is incomprehensible
to toe primitive's mind.
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But tola does not indicate a truly traditional inclination In

toe new aoveaent. Consciously or unconsciously it may repre

sent a mere cover for the revolutionary tendency of the new

aoveaent. In order to criticise successfully the traditional

religion and, at the same tiae to allay fears of religious

change, the founder may find it neeessary to speak in terms of

certain revered and well-establiahed traditions of the pest.

However, these older traditions are often re-interpreted and

given a new meaning whieh the members of the new cult aay assert,

and truly believe, are the "real" or "true" aeanings which have

been misunderstood or even corrupted during the course of time.

In conclusion, we may say that reason is merely a tool

that can be used to defend or attack any object. When a new

religion starts its preaching movement, or when it rises as

"a revolt of toe slaves," as Nietzsche puto it, reason is usually

found to be an obedient servant in the hands of religious men.

But, when religion develops afterwards to be toe "opiua of the

masses," to use Marx's oft-quoted label, eny stirring factor

becomes dangerous to it. Free reasoning and rationalisa aay

contain, then, aome disorganizing and even demoralizing

influence.

Along these lines, the relations between Islam and

reason are going to be traced in the following chapters.



CHAPTER XIII

ISLAM AND REASON

As we have noticed before, Mohaaaed did not rise in a

typical noaadic society. In the "sacred" society of the nomadic

tribe, there is in fact no chance for a prophet. It Is, as

Professor Margoliouto says, "the better the order of the com-

Bunity, the less chance has a prophet." Mohammed appeared to

the city of Mecca whieh was at that time in a state of intense

secularisation. It was the center of commerce and usuary.

Wensinck calls Mecca of that time "a merchanta' Republic."

Lssaens calls it "a clearing house" or "a hn*i"g town."3 A

wide gap appeared between the upper and lower classes.* The

tribe of Kuraiah which formed the aristocracy of the city was

also the guardian of toe "Kaaba," the pilgrimage eenter of Arabia.

1D. S. Margoliouth, MohaamedanisB. pp. 51-52.

2Ahaad Aain, FaJl Al-Ialaa. pp. 13-14.

hi. Laaaens, "Mecca," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Vol. Ill,
p. 440.

*It ia interesting to notice that toe ecological arrange
ment of the Heccan classes of that time was just the reverse of

what is now observed In the typical city of America. The eenter

of Mecca was allotted to toe aristocrats and the rich while the

outskirts were inhabited by the slaves and the lower classes.

See II. Lessens, "Kuraish," Encyclopedia of tojay r Vol. II,

p. 1123.

205
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Many of the Arabian idols, 365 idols to be exact, were placed

to the "Kaaba" under the supervision and care of Kuraish.

Kuraish encouraged, in vrery means, the pilgriaage of the Arabs

to the "Kaaba." The institution of pilgrimage was indeed highly

effective in increasing the prestige and wealth of Kuraish. It

ean be rightly said that the economic and religious interests

of Kuraish were perfectly conblned in the institution of the

pilgrimage.

We ean safely conclude that Mohaamed had been greatly

impressed by the misery and lowly eonditions of the lower classes

of Mecca. During the Meccan period, Mohammed was similar to

the Hebrew Prophets who vehemently preached for the nomadie

7
Ideals of justice, equality, and brotherhood. In order to

attract converts to his new religion, he resorted to "reason."

He began to attack the traditional way of thinking, and to

ridicule the customary saying, "We have found our fathers doing

that and we are following their footsteps."

In the Koran, toe praise of reason and free thinking

9A. Oilman, The, Saracens, p. 31.

^See P. Hitti, History si Jael&! P i^.

7Cf. R. Nicholson, a Literary History si IhS. arabs. p. 154}
Ahmad Aain, Dhuha Al-Islaa. Vol. I, pp. 359-60.

Tbis phrase can be found in several places of the Koran.

repeatedly stated in order to be condemned and ridiculed.
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can be found in very aany and diversified forms. It is not

possible, of course, to find a strict form of logical syllogism

to the Koran, but the way with which Mohammed attacked the tradi

tions and conventions of Mecca is reminiscent of the two-

valued reasoning of the Aristotelian logic

Von Noldeke, the faaous Geraan orientalist, is of the

opinion that Mohammed was not quite rationalistic in his preach

ing argument. To quote him,

Muhammad's single aim in the Meccan Suras, is to
convert the people, by means of persuasion, froa their
false gods to the One God. To whatever point the dis

course is directed, this always remains the ground-
thought; but instead of seeking to convince the reason

of his hearers by logical proofs, he employs the arts
of rhetoric to work upon their minds through the

imagination. Thus he glorifies God, describes His

working in Nature and Hirtory, and ridicules on the

otoer hand the impotence of the idols. Especially

important are the descriptions of the everlasting bliss

of toe pious and the torments of the wicked i these,
particularly the latter, must be regarded as one of the

mightiest factors in the propagation of Ialan, through
the iqpressicn which they make on the imarin.-. tian of

simple men who have not been hardened, fron their youth

up, by similar theological ideas.9

This is another example in which a writer imposed his own eate-

~cri'* of thought on a different culture. Woldeke seems to

require from Mohammed the same rationalistic forme of thinking

that now prevail to the present civilization. Studying Mohaamed

ia the light of bis own culture and social values, we can consider

9Cited by R. Nicholson, ojd.. clt. , p. 160.
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hia quite rationalistic in his thinking. Reemployed, it is

true, a certain aort of rhetoric and poetie argument to con

vince his contemporarlea. But this by no means indicates in

him an anti-rationalistic tendency. Rationalism is, as we have

noticed, relative. It is instructive here to quote Max Weber

about the relativity of rationalism,

. . . True, a Hindu mystic suddenly transplanted
to a center of catholicisa would not be regarded as to

aay say rational; value-systeas of the contrasting

civilizations are too far :;r'. Sell it ia clear that

within any given civilize ti n the scope of rationality
is always i&plicity determined, and taken for granted in

passing social judgaeat of every description. We have,
as it were, a sort of secret yardstick by which we

measure conduct, soaetiaes without any cloar idea of

what we are doing.10

I4 should be remembered here that in the culture, in

which Mohammed lived, poetry and rhetoric sere not considered

the saae as we consider thea now. A well-arranged line of poetry

or a terse statement with a musical rhytha were takea at that

tiae as 3ure indications of the truth stated in thea. It was,

and rtill is, easier to convince an Arab by a short line of good

poetry than by a long syllogistaie argument. Poetry, as

Nicholson points out, rooted in the Arabs' life, insensibly

moulded their minds and fixed their characters.1

10Cited in Barnes, Becker and Becker, Contemporary Social

Theory. ^. 520.

^R. Nicholson, fi. sll., p. 72.
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Consequently, Mohaamed was unable to make himself

understood without coloring his preaching argunents with some

poetic and rhetorical ornaaentation. The Koran is full of

verses encouraging aen to think and pointing out his responsi

bility to use the capacity to reason which is given him by

Allah.12 In one place we read.

Verily, we created man free a mingled dot, to

try his"; snd we gave him hearing and sight. Verily,
se guided hia in toe way, whether he be grateful or

ungrateful .

^

Ne rerd in another plsee,

Fve re not rade for hlir two eyes and ? tongue,
and two lips? And guided hia in the two highways?
but he will aot attempt the steep 1 14

We read in still another plaee,

Verily, in the creation of the heavens and the

earth, and in toe succession of night and day, are

signs to toose possessed of minds; who remember Allah

standing and sitting or lying on their sides, and

reflect on the creation of toe heavens snd the earth.

"0 Lord! Thou beat not created this ia vain. . . .b1*

Speaking about the dwellers of Hell, the Koran quotes then say

ing, "if we were able to heer and think, we would not be among

^See il-Maghribi, Ai-Akjjlafl Wel-Wallbat. pp. 49-50.

^The Koran. Gb p. LXXVI, Verse 3.

**The Kor.n. Chap. XC, Verses 9-10.

15The Koran. Chap. Ill, Verse 189.
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the Hell dwellers."16

These quotations indicate, to spite of their terse and

musical tone,17 some underlying rationalistic elements. This

ean be clearly understood if we compare then to the Arable

poetry that prevailed at the time of Mohaamed. Arabic poetry

was, and still is, overpowered by caption rather than by reason.

The severe struggle for existence that prevails aaong the hostile

tribes seems to strengthen the role of emotion in toe Arabs'

lives at the expense of reaaon: the Arabs, in feet, are well-

known by their quick anger and easily-provoked feelings of pride

18
and homer. An Arab ia, as Hitti puts it, a bundle of nerves,

19
bones, and sinews. He represents what Nietssehe calls toe

"strong man."

l6Cited by Al-Maghribi, ojd.. sit. , p. 55.

17It should be reaeabered that the {graft i to its

original language, highly ausieal. Much of its original rhythm
and eloquence disappear when translated to another language.
"It was addressed to the ear, not to the critical eye; it was

uttered by s living voice that impressed those who heard it wito

toe power and enthusiasa of the speaker; it made a personal

appeal.* M. Nicholson, "Introduction," to h. H. Palmer, The

Koran, p. xvi.

18Mohaaaed'a emphatic condemnation of anger aay indicate

its prevalence along bis contemporaries, see Al-Maghribi, op.

clt.. pp. 63-66.

19P. Hitti, History of. the. Arabs, p. 24.
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According to Nietzsche,

la the strong asm there is very little attempt
to conceal desire under toe cover of reason; their

simple argument is, 'I will.' In the uncorrupted
vigor of toe master soul, desire is its own justifi

cation) and conscience, pity or remorse ean find no

entrance.20

Against men of such an eaotional type, Mohaamed launched

his preaching campaign. According to some of the authentically

preserved sayings of Mohammed, he is known to have personally

encouraged thinking and free use of reaaon. "Religion," he once

declared, "is reason. He who has no reason haa no religion."

"The religion of man will not be complete unless his reasoning

21
capacity is complete." Mohaamed particularly ridiculed those

pious aen who blindly indulge in worshipping ceremonies without

realising the reason behind then.22 He did not like dogmatic

or fanatic attachment to toe rules of religion. He vehemently

eneouraged his followers to exart themselves and uae their reason

ing power in the solving of religious problems. For thus apply

ing themselves, toey would, according to a tradition froa the

Prophet, receive a reward even though their decisions were wrong;

23
while if they were right, toey would receive a double reward.

20W. Durant, The. Story si Philosophy, pp. 316-17.

^Al-Maghribi, oj>. cit., p. 50.

22Cf. laid.., p. 55.

23See D. B. Maedonald, "Idjtihad," Encyclopedia of. totowr
Vol. II, p. 448.
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However, Mohaaaed waa unable, in spite of bis relatively

Strang rationalistic tendency, to influence the Binds of the

noaadic Arabs. As a result of thirteen years of veheaent preach

ing and arguing, only one nomadic person was converted to his

religion.^ This person was Abu Thar.2" But, afterwards, when

the noaadic Arabs saw that Islaa brought vietory to its converts,

26
they entered it, as the Korap puts it, "to shoals." After

victory, almost all the tribes of Arabia sent their delegations

27
to Mohammed declaring their "sincere" adoption of Ialam. What

historians call "the year of delegations," (9 A. II., 630-31 A. D.)

was indeed an excellent example of toe collective conversion.

It is interesting to notice that Mohaamed changed, to

some extent, his tone of reasoning owing to the rise of his worldly

^As we noticed before, most of the converts at the Meeean

period eaae from the lower elasses of toe commercial town of Mecca.

Purely nomadic persons were hardly influenced by the Prophet's

reasoning.

'This man, whose strong socialistic tendency has been dis

cussed in the preceding part, was a peculiar person indeed. He

strangely adopted Idea at toe beginning, and strangely strived to

preserve its original principles afterwards in spite of the rising
secularization. Abu Thar can be an excellent ease of study for

psychologists or sociologists.

2~The Koran. Chap. CI, Verse 3. Immediately after the

death of Mohaaaed, the Arab tribes abandoned lalan in the aaae way

aa they entered it, "in shoals."

rP. Hitti, S2. Si. P* n9.
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fortune. He began to attract the attention of toe noaads to

toe fact that his vietory over his enemies was a sure sign of

his rightfulness. The a&raa ays in this regard,

Ie have had a sign in the two parties who met;

one party fighting to the way of God, the other -le-

believing; these saw twice toe sane number as then-

selves to the eyesight, for God aids with His help

those shos He pleases. Verily in that is a lesson

for those who have perception.
**

and again,

29
Te alev thea not, but God alow then.

7

This kind of masoning is, in spite of its flat identifi

cation of "right" and "aight," not less rationalistic than toe

old one. The proof haa changed, It is true, because of the change

in toe mental orientation of the audience; but the chain of

argument that connects cause and effect is still rationalistic

in nature. In the Veccan period, Mohammed waa mostly addressing

the oppressed classes of toe town. Any proof, therefore, based

on toe identification of "night" and "right" was naturally con

sidered irrational and illogical, for the simple mason that it

contradicted the actual eventa of the tiae. After the "Higra,"

Mohaaaed began to addmss the noaadic tribesaen of Arabia. The

illogical" proof of the Meccan period beeaae then quite logical.

^Thc Koran. Chap. Ill, Verse 11.

^Ibld.. Chap. VIII, Verse 17.
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Logical apparati to general are formulated, as C. W. Mills

points out, by the rebuffs and approvals received froa the

audiences of our thought. What we call illogicality is similar

to immorality in that both are deviations from norms set by the

group. Arguments which in the discourse of one group or epoch

are accepted as valid, in other times and conversations are not

so received.3

One of the well-known characteristics of t,he religion of

Mohammed is toat it permits no place for functionary priesthood.

"Islam," says Wells, "to this day has learned doctors, teachers,

and preachers; but it has no priests.*^ Every Moslem can be his

own priest. The hostility of Mohaaaed against formal priesthood

may be attributed to his general hostility against conservatism

and blind traditionalism. It nay be safely said that Mohammed

was quite antagonistic toward the institutionalization of religion,

or in other words, toward the development of the "church" in

religion. He met in his prophetic mission with an enormous opposi-

tion from the priest-like Kurashites. The greatest obstacle that

stood in hia way to convert his countrymen was their institutionalized

C. W. Mills, "Culture, Logic and Language," The American

Sociological Review, Vol. IV, No. 5, Oct. 1939, pp. 673-74.

31H. G. Wells, The Outline si History, p. 611.
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conservatism. He frequently found them saying, as the Koran

puts it, "We have found our fathers doing that, and so we are

following toeir footsteps."

Here, we come again to the general problen of "church"

versus "sect" whieh has been partly discussed in the last

chapter. "Some of the aost toteresting phases to the history of

religion," says Nach, "are characterised by the struggle between

charisma and offiee, spiritualism and eedeeiasticisa, or betweea

prophet and priest."32 Almost all prophets who preach for new

principles and beliefs come sooner or later into conflict with

the existing religious institutions. Mohaaaed, ia fact, was not

the only prophet who hated official priests and churchmen. To

uae Treetsch's terainology, every newly rising "sect* is a

natural enemy to every old-established "church." This enmity is

not less natural than the political enaity between conservatives

and revolutionariea.

In this light, one ean readily understand toe wellknown

attitude of Mohaamed against the rigid institutionalization of

religious ceremonies and worships. He looked at worship and

32J. Wach, Sodologr si Religion- p. 361.

33aax Weber used to think of "church" and "aect" in

general aa types of "parties," that is, as groups specifically
concerned with toe struggle for power. See J. linger, Refrtolon
to. toe Straggle for Power, p. 230.
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prayer ceremonies not as a formal duty that should have been

performed for its own sake, but rather as a living symbol of

submission to, and belief in, Allah. He repeatedly emphasised

the fact that the prayer and all other rituals were meant to

reaind toe pious believers of their aoral and social duties.

We read in the Koran. "Verily, prayer prevents vlee and evil

act." Mohaaaed eoaaented on this Koranic verse by saying that

he whose prayer did not prevent hia from vice and evil acts becaae,

when he prayed, aore distant froa Allah than ever.3* He das

said,

A stupid worshipper obtains by his ignorance aore

ham than a sinner by his evil doing. Verily, aen

come neerer and nearer to their God according to toeir

ability of understanding and reasoning.-*5

According to a saying attributed to All, whieh ean be rightly con-

36
sidered aa a true reflection of Mohammed's teachings, many of

toose who devote themselves to praying and fasting gain nothing

37
but toil and hunger.

Mohammed emphatically declared that his religion was built

3*A1-Maghribi, SE* si*. , p. 33.

35Ibid. . p. 55.

3*Ali waa the cloceat disciple of the Prophet and so

regarded as the best authority on toe origind principles of

Islaa. The Prophet is known to have said, "I an the city of

knowledge and All is its door." See Amir All, The Spirit of

Islam, p. 335.

37,M. Abdu, Nahi Al-Bdagha. Vol. HI, p. 185.
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38
on morality and good deeds.

"^
He flatly preferred justice and

acts of relief and help for others to prayer and fasting. In

one of his traditional sayings we find that "an hour of justice

is better than sixty years of worshipping."39 This clearly

indicates that Mohaamed was bent in favor of the lower class

ideology, and that Islaa was Inclined, like any other new religion

that rises in the "secular" society, toward toe "sect" type of

religion as against the "church" type toward toe oppressed as

against the oppressors. In fact, there are many sayings attributed

to Mohaamed which denote his preference of the poor to the rich.

One of then, for example, says, "The poor enter Heaven five

hundred years before the rich."*0

Goldsiher is of the opinion that these sayings shieh are

inclined toward toe poor are not traly Mohammedan. They rather,

according to Goldsiher, entered Islsm after it ease into contact

with Christianity.*1 It seems that Goldsiher overlooks the fact

that Mohammed had been himself greatly influenced by the Christian

ideology. In toe opinion of Nicholson, Mohammed at the Meccaa

3BA1-Magnrlbi, sfi. si*., pp. 28-31.

39Ibld. . p. 33.

*Ahmad Amin, Dhuha IJ-IqlM- Vol. I, p. 359.

^Loc. sit.
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period believed the doctrines of Islsm and Christianity to be

essentially the saae.42 In other words, Mohammed arose almost

for the saae da as toat of Jesus and any other prophetto

lead the oppressed against the oppressors. In Mecca where

Mohaamed started his prophetic mission, the gap between the poor

and toe rich was enormous, aa we have aeen dready to the present

chapter. "Ia Mecca," says a Mohammedan tradition, "he who was

43
not merchant counted for nothing."*^ It is quite interesting

that Mohaamed himself was in his youth, to spite of his aristo

cratic birth, very poorso poor that he waa obliged to work as

a shepherd in order to earn bis livelihood.

However, Mohaamed seeaed to be aware of the fact that

his moralistic principles might be institutionalised wito the

paaaing of time after his death, and then Islam wodd develop

into a formalistic "church" with no care whataoever for the lower

classes.

Perhaps as a check against such a possibility, ha expounded

a peculiar doctrine ia Islaa under toe name "bidding toe good and

*Tt. Nicholson, cd.. sit;., p. 155 (footnote).

^Cited by H. Laaaens, "Mecca,
" Encyclopedia of. ialfla,

Vol. in, p. 440.

**A poor ariatoerat is often a revolutionary leader. In

a sens*, he is a aargind man pt;r excellence.
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forbidding the evil." Mohaaaed ordered his followers, as a

religious duty, to protest against injustice whenever it was

committed.*5 In one of the sayings attributed to him, toe

Prophet add, "When ay followers begin to be afraid to protest

against an evil act, it is an indieation of their approaching

dooB.**^

The doctrine of "bidding the good and forbidding the

evil," actudly played a very sigdfleant part in the history of

Islam. It indeed delayed and handicapped the evolution of a

foraalistic "church" in Islam. As soon as the Mohammedan ideala

begam to be somewhat overlooked or neglected, particularly dur

ing the time of Oaayyads, many Mosleas rose in protest.

Here it should be remembered that not all toe Moslems

interpreted or adopted toe doctrine in the same way. They dif

fered widely in this regard. We ean arrange thea dong a continuua

beginning, on the one extreme, with the "Kharijites" who opedy

resorted to the sword to defend the Islaaie ideala,*7 and ending

on the otoer extreae, with the "Murjlites" who refrained froa an

4:>See Al-Maghribi, oj. sit., pp. 159-165.

*6Ibld.. p. 160.

*7Ahmad Aain, Fair Al-Ialai, p. 263.
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AS
iamediate judgaent as to what is good and what is evil.

There were some groups in the middle who were of the opinion

that in order to protest against injustiee, the protester shodd

have possessed enough power behind his beck to support hia in

49
his dangeroua errand.

The aajority of the Moslems were of the opinion that

there were three degrees of protest i by hand, by tongue, or

by heart. 50 since men, toey said, were usually unable to pro

test against a powerful despot by hand, and even sometimes by

tongue, it is their religious duty, therefore, to do what waa

safer and aore practicalto protoat within heart ody. This

was, of course, the weakest fora in which a Moslea eould fulfil

52
his duty, but it dso waa the aost practical.

This la8t opinion eventually developed to beceae toe

nucleus of toe Islaaie "church." The doctrine of "heart"

**Ibid., p. 292; Ahaad Aain, Dhuha Al-Islam. Vol. Hi,
p. 324.

i9Ahaad Aato, Dhuha al-Ialaa, Vol. Ill, p. 66.

^They rely in this upon a well-known saying attributed to

Mohammed and to di dso. See Al-Maghribi, op., qit.. p. 162;
M. Abdu, op., sit., Vol. Ill, pp. 243-244.

51Ahmd Amin, Dhuha Al-Islaa. Vol. Ill, r. 64.

^Al-t aghribi, s. cit.. p. 162.

53Cf . Ahaan Aain, Dhuha Al-Islaa. Vol. Ill, p. 64.
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protest is in fact a cover under whieh the red intention of

drifting along with the instltutiondization Droeeas is hidden.

The orthodox "church" of Islaa Is based on this "drifting"

principle.

Consequently, there developed to Islaa a new doctrine

which completely counteracted the effect of that of "bidding

the good and forbidding the evil." This was toe doctrine of

"Ijaa."54 ..ith thla doctrine, the "church" of Islaa had been

firaly established. According to it, the agreeaent of the ortho

dox Mosleas on a certain thing, aakea the thing permissible what

ever aay be ita logicd contradiction to the origlnd principles

of Mohaamed. Aa they put it, toe "Ijaa" of the Mosleas is

infallible. According to Schaeht, even the Koran and the true

traditions of the Prophet were permitted to be abrogated by the

infdlible authority of toe *Ijaa."55 Mohaaaed is supposed to

have said, "My followers never agree on an error." In the

words of Maedonald,

Its existence on any point is perceived only on

looking back and seeing that such an agreeaent has

actudly been attained; it is toen consciously accepted

^*The word "Ijma" literally means in Arabic "agreement of

opinion.

55See J. Schaeht, "Usui," Encyclopedia of Isles. Vol. 4,

p. 1057.

56
See D. B. Maedonald, "Idjaa," Encyclopedia of Islam.

Vol. II, p. 448.
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and called an Idjaa. ... It codd be expressed in

speech or in action or by silence regarded as

assent. . . .

In this way, Idaa drifted away froa its origlnd spirit

of revolt and aoraliatic transvaluatlon, and gradually developed

into a foraalistie "church" which maintained the status quo. By

aeana of the doctrine of "heart proteet" and that of "IJae," the

Moslems began to approve of everything toat would happen in the

political and socid processes. Islam became then a "group

religion" rather than a "claas religion." The horrible dsery

and the extreae poverty of the lower classes began to be of no

importance to the "churchmen." The "churchmen" began to look at

the group aa a whole, or in other words, at the Islaaie Empire,

as the aost iaportant thing to be taken care of. Any caliph

who was efficient to expanding the boundaries of the Empire,

against the outside world, and suppressing seceding or heretic

movements, inside, waa considered by them good and great. They

demand free their followers nothing but blind obedience to the

existing government," and unhesitating abstention froa "dangerous"

toought and philosophicd contemplation. They began to teach,

5'Loc. clt.

^Abu Iosof , Kitab Aj-Kjiarai . Introduction, passim.

"m. Abdd-Raziq, Fellaauf al-Jrab, p. 124.
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"whosoever rebel against the cdlph rebels against dlah."60

They alao began to see in reason the opposite of Revelation

and divine teaching.

60
A. T. Arnold, "Kbdifa,* Encyclopedia of. Islam. Vol. HI,

p. 884.

^ee M. Abdd Resiq, as. gjt.. p. 121.



CHAPTER XIV

ARISTOTELIAN LOGIC IN ISLAM

The establisbaent of toe Abbasid regiae waa peculiarly

associated with two events which eaae afterwards to be of

crucid importance in the developaent of toe Islaaie thought.

Firet, the developaent of the "church"; second, toe introduction

of the Aristotelian logic.

The Abbasid cdiphs encouraged the developaent of the

formd "church" in Islam. In order to ahow the difference

between toeir own regime and that of their "irreligious" pre

decessors, they attracted toe bearers of "traditions" and the

religious leadem to their court, huabled toeaselves in front of

then and respectfully listened to toeir preaching. To quote

Nellhauaen,

They wished, as toey said, to revive the dead tradi

tion of the Prophet. They brought the experts in the

Sacred Law froa Medina, which had been toeir hoae, to

Baghdad, and dways invited their approbation by taking

care that even political questions should be treated in

legal fora and decided in accordance wito the Korea

and the Sunna. In reality, however, they used Islaa

oiily to solve their own interest. They taaed the divines

nt their court and induced thea to sanction the aost

'See R. Nicholson, 4 literary History si %SS& Arabs.

pp. 365-66.

224
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objectionable measures. They aade toe pious opposi
tion hamless by leading it to victory. With tha

downfall of the Oaayyada it had gained its end and

oodd now rest in peace.2

Consequently, Islaa becaae once aore a politico-religious

systca. The orthodox Mosleas hailed toe change and considered

it a red revivd of toe origlnd religion of Mohaaaed. However,

toere sas, as we have noticed, a big difference between the Islaa

of Mohaaaed and that of the Abbasids. At the tiae of the

Abbasids, Islaa was no longer toe religion of a "sacred" society.

It had to be built, then, on a "sospartmentdised" basis with

two different patterns of behavior. The duty of the cdlph bcgaa

to be, aot to apply the Mohaaaedan principles in letter and

spirit, but to perform the foraal cereaodee required froa hia

before the public eyes, and, then, turn back to toeir usud

activities like any otoer secular" raler.

During the Abbasid regime, the Aristotelian logic was

translated to Arabic and introduced into toe learned eirelea

of the Moslea society. It was soon adopted by a certain hereticd

"Beet," and consequently came into an open conflict wito toe

newly rising "church." It aay be not exaggerating to say that

this conflict, and the long repercussion resulting froa it,

produced a treaendous influence on the Islaaie thought ia generd

^ited by Ibid.
, p. 365.
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and on that of Ibn Khddun to particdar. However, it ia

highly advantageous, before directly launching into this compli

cated subject, to understand the nature of the Aristotelian

logic in the light of the preceding discussion.

The Aristotelian logic Is in redity, as recent re

searchers have clearly shown, a "societol" tool rather than a

"scientific" one. In other words, it is fit to be a tool of

attack and defense in the hands of conflicting societies or

vdue-systeas, rather than to be a tool in toe hands of a neutrd

investigator.3 Its goal is not to discover, but to prove or

disprove.* In brief, It can be a powerfd weapon in the hands

of a group which tries to prove that what it has, ia the truth,

and what its eneay has, oa the other hand, ia the fdsehood. In

describing the logic viewing of the truth, Schiller sayat

The absolute systen of immutable truth is one.

Not aore than one view, therefore, can be true. You

either have the truth or you have not. If you have

it not, you are lost; if you have it, no one shodd

dare to contradict you. Ton do right, therefore, to

get angry with thoce who dispute the truth. The

truth is yours, nay, it is you, if you troly purged

yourself of all huaan feelings.5

3See F. C. S. Schiller, Forasl Logic. Chap. XIV, passim.

*It 1'
, says Henry Thomas, a dogaatic logic of established

beliefs rather than a free logic of progressive knowledge. H.

Thomas, Xfce Living World si Philosophy, p. 103.

5F. C. S. Schiller, op.. si., pp. 398-99.
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This indicates that toe Aristotelian logic springs out

of, and correlates with, toe ethnocentric spirit of the "sacred"

society.6 This may explain why it haa been readily accepted

by many peoples for over two thousand years. In fact, man can

easily find to this logic a tendency similar to what hs has been

accustomed to in his primary group. Through the perspective of

this logic, one views toe world, as Dewey points out,7 in pdm

of dichotomies, good versus evil, beauty versus ugliness, truth

versus falsehood, etc. It is impossible, wito this world-view

in aind, to find a ddway between two extremes. Xou are either

good or bad, either have the whole truth or none. By studying

toe well-known laws of thought which are supposed to underlie

toe whole edifice of the Aristotelian logic, one ean readily

As we have seen before, ths aeabers of the "sacred"

society are accustomed to consider their own value-system as the

only netural and valid systea in the whole world. They see in the

values of the others, perversion, criminality and something to be

ridleded and be amazed at. The truth is onf and everything that
differs froa it is absolutely false. They look at the world

through the perspeetive of a dichotomy or a eonflict between good
and evil. They see a spirit r a "aana" behind every value. A

value is gsed sorely becauae a good spirit lies behind it. One

cannot, of course, entirely deny the advantage of such dogaatie
world<vlew in the ceaenting of ths socid solidarity. To believe

to toe absolute validity cf values may be fundamental to the

developaent of aanAs self aa well as to toe rise of society.
Cf. G. Murdoek, Fthnocentrlsm," Encyclopedia of Socid Science.

Vol. V, p. 614; L. H. Bristol, Social Adaptation, p. 304.

7
John Dewey, Logic, p. 89.
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notice its strong inclination toward the "saered" thought-style

in general,8 and ito diohotoaous orientation to particular. Let

us briefly examine toem one by one.

(1) Jhe. Ljj. si Identity. This law says that "everything

has a certain character which it retains more or less."9 This

indicates the indgnificance of time. If a given thing ia good

once it is good forever. Froa the societol standpoint, this

eteradistic" view is qdte advantageous. It provides the Beaber

of the society dth an indubitable fdto in the peraanent character

of its vdues and makes hia confident of toeir absoluteness.

"By studying the origin of the Aristotelian logic and how

it arose in ancient Greece, one can easily understand the reason

behind its inclination toward the "sacred" thought-style. Aa we

noticed to the first part, one of the aost important factors that

lay behlad the rise of the Arlstotdean logic was the ooming of

the Sophists. The Sophists were itinerant teachers who came to

Greece froa some foreign countries, aost probably froa Egypt and

Mesopotamia, the cradles of the ancient civilizetiona. They were,
in other words, "strangers," to use Simmel's term. They repre
sented the secularisation process that was strongly under way in

the Greek society of that tiae. They taught a highly relativistio

doctrine. To them, *man was the measure of everything." Their

profession waa to train their students how to win an argument

by every means available. The Aristotelian logic aost probably
arose as a reaction against such "secular" thought-style. Aa a

Batter of fact, Plato, who had an undeniable influence on the

codification of the logic, waa a greet admirer of the "sacred"

society. His fazed "Republic" ean be rightly oonsidered as an

attempt to apotheosize certain sort of "sacred" society as he

Imagined it to be. See Barnes and Becker, Social Thought from

Lore to. Science. Vol. I, p. 8.

\. Blunt and A. Wolf, "Laws of Thought," Encyclopedia

Mtnalffi Vol Tait p. 175.
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(2) The. lai a contradiction. "A thing cannot both

have snd have not a certain attribute."10 This law is obviously

hostile to the "relativistio" point of view. A thing eamnot be

good and evil at the saae tiae. The "relativistic " formula of

"good versus good," is, of course, out of court. This is dso a

soeially advantageous view. Esprit de corn seeas to be impossible

dthout such an "absclutictle* orientation. As soon as one begins

to believe ia the relativity of the socid vdues, he can no

longer retoln the veheaence and sincerity whieh are necessary for

an active member in a "saered" sodety.

(3) The las of excluded dddle. "A thing must either

have or aot have a certain eharaeter." Thla law, in other

words, excludes aay dddle between the two opposed points of a

dichotomy. It indicates toe "spirltudistie" orientation of the

Aristotelian logic. Thinga are dtoer godly or devilish. Tom

are, as Jesus puts it, dth us or against us. There is ao ddway

betweea good and evil. In the light of modern sciences,

natural and socid, this two-valued, or bivdent, pattern of

10lfi. sli.

^^Loc. dt.

"Those who think along toese lines, are, as one writer

puts it, "color-blind." They view the world either in white or

black. Mo intermediate color is possible in their eyes.
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thinking is no loager held to be valid. Things are now arranged

dong continuua rather than to dichotomies of ody two poles.

There are aetually a Ltoltless nuaber of degrees that inter

vene between the two poles of the classic dlehotoay. The

polyvdent logic, rather than bivalent one, is the acceptable

pattern of thinking in the modern time.13

The story of the Aristotelian logic in Islaa is quite

interesting indeed. When it was introduced into Islaa, the

aental climate had bees already prepared to understand and

digest its diehotoBous argumentation. Two factors paved the

ground for it. First, toe rise of Mutasilisa, the rationalistle

sect of Islam. Second, toe establishing of the Abbasid caliphate.

There are some modern students who consider these two factors as

one. In toeir opinion, the Mutasilites were merely Abbasid

propagandists.^ However, both Mutasilisa and ths Abbasid aove

aent were well fitted for the two-vdued spirit of the Aristo-

tdias logic. Both used the claasied type of reasoning to

their politico-religious campaign against the Oaayyads. They

often tried to criticise the Oaayyad regime to the light of the

^See Louis Rougier, "The Relativity of Logic," Philosophy and

Phenomenolodcd Research. December 1941, Vol. II, Wo. 2, pp. 146-50.

^""Everything leads us to believe that the theology of

Wasil and the early Mu'tazila represents the official theology
of the Abbaaid aoveaent." H. S. Nyberg, "Mu'tazila,* Eneydooedla

Si Idas. Vol. Ill, p. 789.
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origlnd principlee of Islaa. By some sort of diehetoaous

argumentation they placed the Oaayyad "red" beside the Moham-

aedan "ided," and so they strongly supported their propaganda

by shewing the wide discrepeney between the two.

When the Abbasids won toe fight, and then established

their caliphate, they kept their friendship and intimate relation

ship dth the Mutasilltcs.15 It waa, of course, a superfield

relationship, for the Mutazilitea continued in their rationd

istie veheaence, while toe Abbasids drifted dong with toe

tostitutiondisation of Islaa and toe developaent of its foraal

"church." But the mental dimate retained its dichotoaous

spirit. According to Xddaa, the Mutasilites wars acquainted

wito, and inclined toward, what toey edled toe Greek logie long

before its translation Into Arabic. It seeas that toe Abbasids

theaselvea uneonsciously encouraged the rationdistie and logiod

tendency ia Islam.

The Abbasids encouraged, as we have already seen, the

devdopment of the Islamic "sciences" especially the sciences

of "tradition" and hiatory. Consequently, the "traditiodsts"

and historians began to draw a very dark picture of the Oaayyads

l5See Ahaad Aain, Dhuha Al-Islaa. Vol. HI, p. 202.

16G. Zaidan, d-Tamaddon A>to]Mlr Vol. HI, pp. 140-41.
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in eontrast to the bright picture of Mohammed and too "Rashidin"

ediphs.x' They began to view the controversy of the Abbasid

versus Omayyad dong the saae line aa that of good versus evil,

God versus the devil, and the like. History-writing waa

intended not to tell what had reelly happened, but rather to

teeeh and preach by means of historical lessons.1"

When the Aristotelian philosophy19 was first made known

to the Islamic world, "It was received," O'Leary says, "almost

20
as a revelation supplementing the Koran." This harmony between

the loran and Aristotle may be attributed to the faet

that both of them were advantageously utilised by toe Abbasid

propagandist for the purpose of critidstog and underatoing what

had remelned of the Omayyad regime. It was a temporary harmony

that was doomed to last for ody a short tiae. The confliet

between Aristotle and the Koran or between rationalisa and the

*7Sce Ahmed Amin, Dhuha d-Islaa. Vol. II, pp. 26, 124;
L. D. Vida, "Oaaiyad," Encyclopedia si Islam. Vol. IV, p. 999;
J. Schaeht, "TJsd," Encyclopedia of Islaa. Pt. IV, p. 105.

1*See D. S. Margollouth, The Early Developaent of Moham-

ltitftllli P> M3.

"Aristotelian philosophy /in Islaa7 became important,
although more, et the least in the beginning, as logie and

aethodology." D. D. Runes, Dictionary of. Philosophy,, pp. 17-18.

20De L. O'Leary, Arabia Though* ajjd. Ito Place to. History.

p. 123.
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"church" was then knocking at the door. It was, in other words,

inevitable. The conflict started at first in the theoreticd

realm. Then an official war was in a sense declared.

Cm the side of the "church," were the Moslea masses lsd

by the "traditiodsts" and the pious eleaent of the society. On

the side of rationdisa and reason, on the other hand, stood the

Mutasilites whose leading idea, to quote Steiner, "is best

cbaracteriscd as -the enduring protest of sound human understanding

against the tyrannied deaanda whieh the orthodox teaching imposed

21

upon it."" It seems that the confliet between the "traditiodsts"

and the Mutazilitea resembles that whieh arose in France, as s

result of the French revolution, between the conservatives and

the progressives, between the so-called 'sociology of order" aa

propounded by De Maistre and De Bonald, on toe one hand, and the

"sociology of progress," aa propounded by Condorcet and Proudhon

on the other hand.22 The "traditlonists" believed that rational

isa and logic wodd produce disorgadsing and deaoralislng effects

if they were taught to the masses. The masses shodd, in their

optoion, be kept away froa free reasoning and Aristotdian logic;

Cited by E. G. Browne, A. Literary History si Persia.

Vol. I, p. 281.

22See 0. Gurvitch, "Social Control," to Gurvitch and

Moore, Twentieth Century gqctology, p. 274.
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they shodd, instead, be taught to unquestionably subait to

the will of Allah and to blindly obey Bis orders.23 The Muta

silites, on the otoer hand, believed that man should, before

everything else, listen to reason. By this way done, they said,

aan ean discover the red orders of Allah, for Allah never orders

soaethiag that differs froa the dictation of reason. "It was

possible," they said, "to know God and distlngdsh good froa

evil witoout any Revelation at dl."2*

The Mntasilitee were firn in their conviction that God

could not and wodd not sanction a bad thing to be good and

vice versa. Things are good or bad by their own eterad nature.

Gad ody sees that a thiag is good to order to sanction it as

snob. In otoer words, toe Mutasilites sought, as Nicholson points

out, to replace the comaon idea of God as dll by the Aristoteliaa

ooneeptioa of God as law.2" The "traditlonists," on toe otoer

hand, considered Revelation as the only source of moral Judgment.

Things were good or bad merely because God had ordained thea to

be so. Human reason had, toerefore, nothing te do wito the

^See Ahmed Amin, hnha Al-Islaa. Vol. Ill, p. 179.

2*R. Nicholson, ojj. clt.. p. 368.

25Ibia., p. 369.
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26
distlagdshtog between good and evil. If there wem no prophet

sent te distingaish between good and evil, nobody deaerved to

be pomished by God for his violation of the aoral law.27

Finally, this theoretical conflict, between the "traditlon

ists" and toe Mutasilitae, became intensified and entered into the

arena of politics. The upshot eaae when one of the Abbasid

edipbe, Al Msmun, who was well-known by Ms extraordinary rationd

istie tendency ascended the throne of the cdiphate. The year

218, H. A. , is quite sell-known ia toe history of Islam for it

^Fhis is quite rednisoent of the voluntarisa-totelleetudisa

controversy that arose between Duns Sootus and Thoaas Aquinas at
the end of the aedievd ages. Whether ths good is good because

God haa ordained it to be so, or just the oontrary God hes ordained

it because it is good in itaelf. see Rudolf Eucken, Jda Currents

2l ModjEft Tft0"?^- P* 7I*

27See M. i . Al-Dhawahirl, Al-Tahdc Al-Tamc. p. 146.

28
As a matter of fact, Al-aamun can be taken as a rare

exaapla af a man who is hardly aware of, or careful about, his
self-interest. At ths very beginning of his reign, he tried te

eede toe caliphate to an Alid. When the did refused it, he

Bade hlir his crown prince. This was considered a Shilte inclina

tion on Al-Maaun's part. However, after the did 'a death, Al-
Mamun shifted to the side of the tutasilites. Finally, he declared
Mutazillan to be the state religion, without being attentive to the

danger inherent in the situation. Ha had eonteapt for the orthodox

aasses and perhaps considered thea toe biggest obstacle to the

way of bmmaa ealightacnt. (See Ahaad Aain, Dhnha Al-Islaa. Vol. Ill

pp. 152-53.) Al-Mihna, toe sell-known event to the history of

Islaa, was instituted at his order. Through it, a wide-spread
inquisition and persecution to favor of Mutdisisa was carried

out, ss we shall see.
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aarkad the beginning of what was lator called d-Mihna.29 After

Al Maann declared his conversion to Mutaziliss he ordered all

the "jurists" and toe rdlgious leaders to be exaaiaed and con-

sequeatly persecuted on account of toeir "irrational* beliefs

about toe origin of the Koran. In discussing toe central point

of d-Mihna, Nicholaon says,

It was the saae eonflict that divided Noaiaalists

and Realists to the days of Thoaas Aquinas, Duns Scotus,
and Oecaa. As often happens when aomentous principles
are at stake, the whole controversy between Reaaon and

Revelation turned on a single question 'Is the Koran

created or uncreated'? In other terns, is it the work

of God or ths iord of God? According to orthodox belief,
it to uncreated and has edated dth God froa all eternity,
being in its present fora Barely a transcript of the

heavenly archetype. Obviously tola conception of the

Korea aa the direct and literal Word of Gad left no rooa

for exercise of the understanding, but required of those

who adopted it a duab fdth and a blind fatolien. There

were many to whoa the sacrifice did act seem too great.
The Mu'tazilites, oa toe contrary, asserted their intel-

lectud fracdoB. It was possible, toey said, to know God

and distinguish good froa evil without any Revelation at

all. They admitted that the Koran was God's work, in the

sense that it was produced by a divinely inspired Prophet,
but they flatly rejected its deification. Soae went so

far as to erittoise the 'Inimitable' style, declaring toat

it could be surpassed in beauty and eloquence by the art

of aan.30

It is very strange indeed to find the exponents of free

reasodng and rationdisa iapoatog their beliefs by force on the

29A1-Mihna literally aeana toe tiae of inqdsitloa or

examination.

30
R. A. Nicholson, Literary History si X& Arabs.

pp. 367-68.
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opposing parties. This aay be considered as an unconsolous

ressgmltloa oa the part of the Mutasilites that the rales of logie

were not so uaiversdly vdid or spontaneously convindng as they

claimed to be. History tells us that the aore they enforced their

logied doctrine on others, the aore it waa rejected and dis

proved. They overlooked the fact that man was rationallsatlond

rather toan rational.

Findly, the "traditioalst" eaap won the battle. In the

year 232, A. H., during the reign of d-Mutawakkil, the seda was

overturned against the Mutasilites. They began, in their turn,

to be exaaiaed, persecuted and oppressed.32 Despite the fact

that Al-Mutawakkil waa one of the aost unjust and vidous caliphs,

toe "traditiodsts" considered hia, as Professor Amin notices,

one of the torse greatest ealiphs who revived the origlnd spirit

of Islaa.33

The "traditionists" victory, however, was tremendously

important in the development of the Islamic thought.3* The short

period of d-Mihna can be sdd to have influenced the ainds cf

31Cf. Ahaad Ada, DJnjba. d-Ialaa. Vol. II, p. 241.

32lbid. . Vol., HI, p. 198 et seq.

33Ibld.. Vol., Ill, p. 182.

3*See W. M. Patton, Jbaad. isa Haffbal. p. 2.
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the following generations with a certain dogmatic inclinstioa

against logic and rationdisa.35 Moreover, it dearly showed

that the masses wars tocspsble of following the rdes of logio

in their rdlgious life. Mutasilisa was, as Professor amin

points out, an aristocratic movement.3* Oaly the intellectual

(lite eould understand its profound Beaming. The masses must

have been driven ay foree to it. In this say, it beetae aa dog-

matie as any other sectarian doctrine.

At any rate, the logiod doctrine dd not entirely dis-

appeer froa toe Islaaie society after the dsappearaace of the

Mutasilites. A new vigorous sect appeared carrying in their

hands toe Bible of logie. This new sect, which was called the

Battoite,"37 did mot preach like toe Mutasilites for a direct

reliance oa reason and logie in toe religious activities. In

fact, they agreed dth the "traditiodsts" as to the danger

inherent in teaching logie to toe aasses. In order to solve the

dileama of reaaon versus tradition, toe Battoitea classified

35See M. Abdd-Maziq, Tnfr^- pp. 90-91 et passim.

36Ahaad Aain, on., ail-, Vol. II, p. 241.

37The ten Battoite is derived froa the Arabic word "batin"

which means "the inner meaning." They were called so becauae they
interpreted, as we shall see later, the religious teachings
according to the philosophical spirit behind thea.
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people aainly into two classes j the elite who were eapable of

understanding philossphy and behaving according to it, and the

aasses who eould ody be submissive end traditiond. The elite

bed to think and issue orders in accordance dth the rdes of

logic, while the masses shodd have unquestionably obeyed what the

(lite had dready issued.-8 All the prophets am, according to

the Battoite doctrine, philosophers in disguise, or as Al-Maqrizi

puts it, both the prophets and philosophers seek ths saae goal,

that is, toe public welfare, but the prophets are sent for the

aasses, while the philosophers are sent for the intellectud

39
upper class.-'7

The Retinites established for their politico-religious

propaganda a kind of "freemasonry" to eeven grades of idtiation.

To quote O'Leary is this regard i

The initiate was then taught that the true meaning
eould mot be discovered by private interpretation but

needed an authoritative teacher. ... In the higher

grades toe diseipls bad this inner meaning of the Qur'an
disclosed to him, and tola proved to be substantially
the aristotclean and Neo-Platode doctrine to general

outline, together dto certain orientol elements derived

froa Zoroastriadsa and aasdektoa. Theae orientd

elements figured chiefly in the doctrines taught to the

intermediate grades. The higher ones attained a pure

agnosticism dth an Aristotelean background.*0

3*Cf. H. Leamsns, Islaa. Beliefs and Institutions, p. 71.

39A1-Maqrisi, Khotat. Vol. I, p. 395, dted by Ahaad Amin,

phuhr Al-Islam. Vol. I, p. 191.

40'Leary, op., sit., p. 158.
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In eontrast to the Mutasilites, the Batinites were firm

in their belief toat toe masses eodd not be foroed to think in

the same way as the elite. This can be taken to be the first

instance in the dstory of religion in whieh a formal and elaborate

distinction is made between the two types of thought-styles, the

"sacred" and the "secular." The Battoitea seen to believe toat

the aasses who lead, more or leer, a secular life are not capable

of arriving at the religious truth. The truth can be arrived at

only by aome infdlible aen*1 infallible perhaps because they are

directly connected dth the infdlible world in which the Aristo

telian logic rules.*2 To quote Browne,

Man cannot attain to the Truth by his unaided

endeavours, but stands in need of the teaching (to' lia)
of the Uhlversd Reason, which from time to time becomes

incarnate to the fora of a Prophet or "Speaker" (Natiq),
and teaches, aore fully and completely in each succes

sive Manifestation, according to the evolution of the

Human Understanding, the spiritual truths neeessary for

Ms guidance.*3

The fallible man-in-the-etroet is entirely unable of attaining the

eterad truth of mligion. Ihe Batidtes saged bloody wars against

*1Sce d-Ghazzdi, Al-jfengidh., p. 108.

^In fact, toe infdlible elite of toe Battoitea am not

ordinary aen. According to the Battoite doctrine, they must be

direct descendants of the Prophet. Their infallibility is due

partly at least to their saered descent.

43
E. G. Browne, A. Literary History of Persia, p. 408.
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ths orthodox caliphs who were, in their optoion, just "fdlible"

like any other men. It is ridicdcua, they sey, that toe Mosleas

subdt in toeir rdlgious affairs te aen Ilka themselves who

are just aa ignorant of the eternd truth as anybody else.

In this way, the Batidtes solved, at least to toeir own

satisfaction, the Mutazilite dilemma. They were able, in a way,

to bridge the dde gap between the totellsetud {lite and the

ignorant masses. Thus, toey synthesized the valid elements of

both the "traditiodsts" and the rationalists. Both traditional-

lsa and rationalisa represent, accsrding to ths Battoitea, certain

phases of the truth. There are advantages and disadvantages in

both phases. Therefore, it is accessary to teach the aasses to

be subalssive and obedient, while their leaders are perdtted to

understand what goes on behind the linea in order to lead their

subjects to what is eternally and absolutely good.

However, the reaction of the "traditiodsts" against

this Battoite doctrine waa aore severe than that held against

toe Mutazilitea. If toe Mutasilitss were accused by the "tradi

tlonists" of being heretics, the Battoitea were accused of being

unbelievers whose goal was to destroy the whole religion of

Islaa and to establish instead of it aorae sort of atoeisa or

aateridistie philosophy.** It aay be safe to sey that logie and

**It is very interesting to notice that aost of the modern

orientdists have the saae optoion about the Battoitea. They
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philosophy became at that tiae synonymous with atheisa or

irreligiosity. Ia fact, it was not rare then to see philoso

phical books being burned to the market-place, or philosophers

being ostracized.

The last nail la the coffin of philosophy was driven by

d-Ohaszali. d-Ghazzdi was one of the greatest enemies of the

Batidtes. His eritieisa of thsir doctrine was quite severe and

highly convincing.*5 He, nevertheless, adopted toeir theory of

classifying people into elite and masses. One of hie nuaerous

books was entirely devoted to expounding the idea of preventing

the ignorant aasses froa theological contemplation.*6 However,

he differed from toe Bettoltes In this mspect. He nlaeed la the

apper class of the elite, not philosophers as the Battoitea did,

but Suflte leadera.*7

Accordingly, he ddlvered a deadly blow to the Aristotelian

logie. As a result of bis greatly convincing argument, reaaon

seea to have been Influenced in their study of the Batidtes'

doctrine by what the "traditlonists" have told about thea, without

paying much attention to what the Batlnltes themselves have said.

See E. G. Browne, 0. clt.. Vol. I, pp. 406-407; Ahaad Aain,
Dhuhr Al-Islaa. Vol. I, p. 191.

A58ee Al-Gaszdi, SR. clt., po. 108-121.

^Ibld.. p. 10.

*7It ahould be mentioned that d-Gassdi waa himself a

Suflte. In fact, he wbb the man who made toe orthodox Mosleas

lift the label of heresy froa toe Sufites.
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was entirely dethroned from its high position. Reason was no

longer the only means for attalaing the truth. Al-Ghaszdl had

a complete faith in what dght be called "intuition" or Suflte

revelation. "Intoition" was areferred, in his opidon, to

reason in the religious realm, just as reason waa preferred to

sensation in everyday life. When your senses, soys he, tell

you, for instance, toat the shade is aotionless, your reason

fdsifies your sensation and tells you toat toe shade gradually

and slowly aoves. d-Ghassdi coaes thea te toe eondusion that

perhaps there is soae other capacity to man that can fdsify

reason in toe same way and provide man with aore vdid inforaa-

tioa about the udvarae.*8 Ia discussing Al-Ghazzdi's philosophy,

O'Leary says,

By revelation only ean the primary essentials of

truth be attained. Philosophy itself ia no equal or

rival of revelation t it is no aore than comaon sense

and regulated thinking, which aay be employed by aen

about religion or any otoer subject} at best it sets

ss a preservative against error ia aedaetioa and argu-

aent, toe primary material for which, so far as religion
is concerned, can be furnished ody by revelation. . . .

Revelation indeed is gives by means of the Qur'an and

tradition, and it is sufficient to accept what is thus

revealed, but the dtiaato truth of revelation ean be

tested and proved only ay the experieace of toe indi

vidual. So far ss aen are concerned this is possible

by aeana of ecstasy whereby one becoaes a ksewer ('arif),
and receives assurance and enlightooaent by direct coa-

audcation froa God.*9

**Ibia"., pp. 73-75.

^e L. O'Leary, go,, cit.. pp. 220-21.
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Al-Gbasssli was indeed one of toe greatest Binds ia

too whole history of mankind. Fortunately or unfortunately,

ds lucid pen was aostly directed against reaaon and logic.

It is oftaa held that he was the aan who put an end to pdloecphy

in Islsm.50 To be aore exact, one aay say that he attacked oaly

the Greek philosophy and the Aristotelian logic. His influence

in this regard can be la some sense likened to that of Kant ia

the modern time. He considerably weakened toe faith ia ths

eapadty of huaan reason to understand the ultimate truth of the

world. The orthodox Mosleas began, after Al-Ghaszdi, to look

upon aadness as something saered or prophetic. Certain kinds

of ineamity began to be considered aa aa indication of divine

52
inspiration. Ibm Arabi, toe well known Suflte, boasts of

53
having lost his reason at tiaes. In toe words of Margoliouth,

"that toe higher stages of Sufisa were akin to aadness is not

only eleer of itself, but is acknowledged."5* It ia, in fact,

not hard to find in toe lalaale countries of today, aen of

^See T. De Boer, Tarlkh d-Fdaafa Fil-Islam. p. 231.

5lCf. De L. O'Leary, oa. ait., pp. 167-68.

^ec Ibn Khaldun, il-Moflli?illf PP 110-11.

"D. S. Margoliouth, o. cit., p. 176.

54Ifl cit.
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eccentric character wandering to the streets and being treated

wito awe and respeet.55

After Al-Ghaazdt, no important philosopher appeared

in Islaa except those who rose in the western part of ths Islaaie

world, under earmr or disgdse. It seeas as if philosophy was

driven under the pressor* of the Ghassdian doctrine trorr the

East to the West, i.e., to Spain and North Africa.56 In the

West, it should be noted, the social environaent was qdte dif

ferent froa that of the last. The noaadic influence was much

greater there than in the East.'7 This may explain why the

philosophers of the Vest were to the habit of disguising thea-

selves under various names or occupations. The lynching of

toose who were accused of philosophical inclination was not

55This writer saw sons years ago a Suflte in Bagdad who

was in the habit of riding on the front of any ear that happened
to pass by him. People did not usually prevent him froa doing
that. There was a ruaor spreading around hie saying that any
car that prevented hia from riding on Its front would sooner or

later step running. Consequently they pemitted hia to ride aa

nobody liked Me car to stop ruaning.

^See De L. O'Leary, SB. clt.. p. 295.

^This ean be madily explained by the fact that the

desert forms an overwhelming part to North Africa. The culti

vated part in very small and seattered here and there. Generally
speaking, toe towns and the cultivated part are often found

to fdl under the noaadic rale. Nomadle values are therefore

acre influentid than toe civilised ones.
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eft

infrequent. However, it ean be sdd toat the revival of

philosophy in the West reseabled the last flame of a burning

candle that was touched by a strong wind.

In deding dto the Western philosophy, Maedondd says,

... the problem of the philosopher was how to

gala and maintain a tenable position to a world

composed aostly of the philosopbledly ignorant and

the religiously fanstied. . . . waa how to so present
ds views snd adapt ds life that the life sndAbe
viewa dght be possible in s Muslim eoaaunity.59

It is interesting to notice that in the West, where the

noaadie or toe "sacred" society prcvdlcd, rationdisa was takea

as an indieation of doubting the cause of toe eoaaualty. As

we have already seen, there is no place for rationdistie ques

tioning or free reasoning to the "saered" sodety, where every-

toing is taken for granted, and where doubt ia considered as a

sort of betrayd.

^Cf. Afifi, isa Al-irabi, p. 175| T. Do Boar, SR. Si.

p. 238.

59B. B. Maedonald, TJjf Msvelopaent si JnUlim Theology.

Jurisprudence an* fi^ltofllcea? Theory, p. 250.

*%he saae thing happened to toe Bast when toe noaad

Mongols rded. It is dso noticed that one of the factors which

weakened the position of philosophy in the East after AlwMihna

was the rising power of toe noaadic Turks. (See Ahaad Asto,phubr.

Aj-tojajr Vol. I, pp. 41, 45.) Ia fact, the severe eonflict

betweea the "traditionalists" and ths Battoitss ean be token to

represent in s sense toe eonflict between the noaadie Turks and

the civilized Persians. Cf. E. G. Browne, op.. &., Vol. I,

pp. 406-407.
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The western philosophers particularly distinguished

theaselves by emphasising the complete separation between the

world of the elite and toat of the aasses. For thea, the

philcaspber should havs lived ia ds own world according to his

own logie. The masses arc, in their opinions, big children.

They cannot understand abstract universala. Their only field

of thinking and acting is that of concrete particulars.
u

It is

indeed interesting to notice in toe three well-known philosophers

of the West, Ibn Baja, Iba Tufail and Ibn Rushd, a gradual trend

froa a ceapleta state of intolerance to a state of soae tolerance

and understaading toward the way of life of the masses.

Ibm Baja, toe first of thea, teaches that philosophers

auat live in a pure world of abstraction and logically guided

ideation. They auat free theaselves froa the mean and hedodstie

world of toe aasses and unite theaselves dto the "active aind"

who is, in Ibn Baja 'a theory, God himself. Ibn Baja' a theory

is characterized by toe fira conviction of a complete, uncoapro-

dsable separation of toe phileacphers froa toe aaaaea. Fhiloao-

62
phers shodd live, Iba Baja says, in "a state dthin a state."

To quote Macdondd about Ibn Baja's scheae of philoeopMcd

retireaent,

'Cited by Ibid., p. 247.
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He aust live rationally at all points; be able

to give reason for every action. This aay eoapd hia

to live to solitude; the world is so irrational and

will not suffer reason, or soae of the disciples of
reason aay draw together and fora a coaanmity where

they aay live the calm life of nature and of the pursdt
of knowledge snd self-developaent. So they will be at
one with nature and toe eternal, and far removed froa

toe frenzied Hff-of the aultitude dth its lower aims

and conceptions.03

Ibn Tufail, who succeeded Ibn Baja as the leading philoso

pher of the West, waa somewhat ledent toward the rrasses. Ha

believes that the philosopher in spite of bis different orienta

tion shodd pay soae attention to ths masses. The philosopher

may be perdtted to take into eonsideration their "childish" ways

of life, for the purpose of ruling thea and consequently direct

ing toem toward toe good. The Prophet Mohaaaed hiaself, accord

ing to Ibn Tufail, did the saae. The Prophet could not show the

"perfect light" to the masses; he nevertheless was able to

achieve certain social reforms by means of showing thea some

"concrete examples."^

When we come to Ibn RushdJ^the last great philosopher in

Islsm, we dll find the tolerance toward the rasser
'
ways of

life obvious. In faet, Ibn Rushd did not ody tolerate then,

but dso attempted in a partiedar way to bridge the gap between

p3D. B. Maedondd, on., cit.. p. 251.

^9 T. De Boer, SR. cit.. pp. 251-53.

6^Europe of the aedievd ages knew Iba Rushd by toe name

of "Averroea." He waa of great influence on Aquinas and other

European scholaatic thinkers.
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them asd toe philosophers. He agrees with his predecessors

that philosophy and lo^lc are the only way for the eterad

happiness. However, sinee the masses are entirely Incapable of

understanding and following what logie ordains, it is neeessary

for the philosopher, therefore, to cone down to their earth and

66
try to educate thea to a way which they ere able to understand.

Ibn Rushd disagrees with Ibn Baja as to the merit of toe

philosopher's retirement and assstie dthdrawd from the aasses

world. Retireaent produces, to Ibn Rushd 's optoion, neither arts

nor sciences. The philosopher auat spend soae effort in reform

ing ds society.

Ibn Rushd is well-known by ds insistence on the fact

toat the philosopher should not expose ds philosophied doctrine

to the meases. It is a horrible criae oa the part of toe

philosopher to teach philosophy to the masses. They are sick

aen; it is poisonous toerefore to give toes the saae food that the

hedthy aan eats. The goveraasnt Bust stop, by severe pudeh-

sent if necessary, similar practiesa on toe part of philosophers.

tB&ee M. L. Juaa, Tajikb, Falaaifat d-Islaa. p. 120.

o7See M. I. Muse, Iba aaaM> P* 100

^See M. F. d-lfd, d-Ghazsdl. Vol. I, pp. 192-94.

9D. B. Maedonald, op.. ei%.. pp. 2-5, 9-10.
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The only medicine for the aasses is religion. Thus religion

must mot be confused dth philosophy. The toeologians who try

to compromise between the two are, according to Ibn Rushd,

completely wrong.70 It is haraful and therefore illegitimate

to iapoae the rdes of one on the other. The philosopher shodd

do what the Prophets usudly do teach the masses by applying

71
their own hedonistic concepts and customary ways of life.

In this way, the Greek philosophy ended its life ia

Islaa. Ibn Rushd was, according to Rosea, the last representa-

72
tlve of the Ialadc philosophy.

'*
His toeory which shows, aore

than any other theory in Islaa and perhaps in the whole world,

toe uhbridgable gap between the thought-style of the philosophers

and that of the masses, Indicates the death agony of philosophy

to IsIpb. In the opldon of Renan, the orthodox "church" rded

supreme, after Ibn Rushd, for over six centuries dthout facing

73
any important rival.

*

Tds writer is of toe opinion toat toe Greek philosophy

did not entirely dsappear after Ibn Rushd as Renan has tried te

70M. F. Rifd, SE. fi., pp. 205-206.

71See Ibid., p. 256 et seq.

72M. J. Musa, ss. ail., p. 102.

73Loc. clt.
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emphasise. Te be are exact, it waa disintegrated or broken

up into its two origlnd eleaentslogic and theory. In fact,

toe Greek phlloaophy can be rightly said to have reaained active

to Islaa under certain sort of schisopbredc disguise. It was

divided iato two distinct parts each of which went Its own viay

along separate liner. At tact tiae, one could readily find that

the Aristotelian logic was still active at the hands of orthodox

theologians and socid thinkers,
*

while the metaphysical and

toe psychological theory was amply rife in Sufise.7' It is

indeed interesting to find theory without logic on the one side,

and logic without theory on the other.

The orthocox theologians, or the "Kdada," ae toey were

76
edled ia Islam, exteasively ueed toe Aristotelian logic. Ia

the words of O'Leary, "Kdaa" was an orthodox theology "to which

the aethods of philosophy were used, but toe primary aaterid was

obtained froa revelation, and thus waa one which was closely

7*See A. J. Wcnalnek. The Mualil Greed. : . 83.

75De L. O'Leary, op., clt.. pp. 167-68.

^he Arabic tern "Kdaa" literally scans talking or

argument. The Islamic theology was ailed "Kdaa" perhaps in

order to be a pardlel ia religion dth logic in philosophy. It

should be remembered here that logie indicates in Greek the aaae

messing as that of "Kdaa" to Arabic la fact, the tern logic
was translated to Arabic as to ^een talking also. In brief,
logic and "Kalaa" were taken in Islam sm to be of similar nature.
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77
paralld with the scholastic theology of Latin Christendom."

In this way, the theologians did not resort to philosophlcd

theorization and speculation per gc . They found their philosopdcd

aaterial ready at hand to the Koran and the Mohaamedan traditions.

They had only to search for it in ita familiar places snd then

apply the logical sylloi r on it. They, aa Macdondd puto it,

with their forad aethods and syeteaa, their subtle deductions

and endless radficatlons of proof and counter-proof, drew away

78
attention froa the fact of natur- .

The Sufitea, on the other hand, used much theorizing and

philosophieal speedatijn, without paying enough attention to

logic and formal reasoning. To quote O'Leary,

In substance, it /i.c.t philosophy7 reaains in

Sufisa, and we aay say that the essential change Ilea

in the aew meadng given to "wisdoa," which ceases to

signify scientific facts and speculations acquired

Intellectually, and is takea tosses a supra-

intellectud knowledge of God.79

In other words, the Sufites relied too aueh on "lntdtion" and

ecstatic inspiration. They ridleded forad masoning, and soae-

80
tinea boasted of being mad or crazy.

^De L. O'Leary, s. sil., p. 211.

78D. u. Macdondd, o^. ail., .,. 135.

79De L. O'Leary, SR. sil. P - 167-68.

^-'u. C. Mergolioth, SR. cit.. p. 176.
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A very interesting example of the Suflte philosophy can

be found in Ibn Arabi who is regarded, ss Nicholson points out,

the greatest of dl Mohaamedan cystica. As we have dready

noted, Ibn Arabi boasted of having once lost his reason. His

highly celebrated and well-known works, Ths Meccan Revelations.

and The Bezels of Philosophy, were written, aore or less, under

"intoitiond" or ecstatic conditions. Jhe Meccan Revelations

was largely written, ss the title indicates, to Meccathe saae

towa where inspiration descended on Mohaaaed six hundred years

before. Iba Arabi believed, or preteaded te believe, that every

word of The Meccan Revelations, was dictated to hto by super-

go
Batumi meens. It is quite instructive in this connection to

quote Nicholson about how Ibn Arabi was inspired in Us Meccan

BfTfltHpn">

The author relates that he saw Muhammad to the

World of Red Ideas, seated on a throne addst angels,

prophets, snd sdnts, and received ds coamand to dis

course on ths Divine mysteries. At another time, while

circumaabdating the Ka'ba, he set a celestial spirit

wearing the fora of a youth engaged in the saae holy

rite, she showed him the living esoterle Temple whieh

is conceded uader toe lifeless exterior, even as the

eternd substance of the Divine Ideas is hiddea by the

veils of popdar religion veils through which the

lofty dnd aust penetrate, until, having reached toe

a. Nicholson, op. cit.. p. 400.

teLjfi. ail.
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splendour dthto, it partakes of the Divine nature

and beholds what no aortal eye can endure to look

upon. Ibnu l-'Arabf lmaediately fell into a swoon.

When he eaae te himself he was instructed te contemplate
the visionary fora and to write down the mysteries wdch
it would raved to his gaze. Then the youth entered

toe Ka'ba with Ibnu 'l-'Arabf
, and resuaing ds spirited

aspect, appeared to hia oa a three-legged steed, Breathed

tote his bresst the knowledge of all things, and once

aore bade him describe the heavenly fora to wdch all

mysteries are enshrined.
^

In this Intel lacted ataosphere, Ibn Khddun waa bora.

The Sufites, dth the "intuitiond" eapbasis, were pounding on

ds aind, froa one side, while the "jurists* and theologians,

dto toeir forad, logiod aanipulatlona, were active, on the

otoer aide. Between these two opposed influences, he seeaed to

have beea perplexed and pussled for soae time. A third tofluenoe

mlrht hare affected his dnd as a resdt of ds extreaely secular

career, and his sensational aoctel experience. It is quite pos

sible that what Sorokln calls the three-diaensiond truth dto

its sources of intuition, reason and senses appeared to Ibn

Khddun in a well-integrated fora. In fact, each of these three

sources of truth, done, can hardly lead us, as Sorokln points

out, to approach the infinite netdogical reality of the world

la general or the society in partiedar. Each of then, whoa

adequately uaed, gives us knowledge of one of the important

Loc. clt.
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aspects of toe true rodity. Oa the otoer band, each token

separately, not suppleaeated by toe others, aay prove dsleading.

Sorokln says,

The dstory of human thought is a graveyard filled

dth wrong observations and observationd conclusions,
wito dsleading reasoning and speculation, and dth

fdse totaltiond conclusions. In this respect the

positiom of intuition is in no way worse than that of

sensation or didecticisa. None of thea in itself, as

has beea sdd, ean eabrace the whole of truth. Ia the

three-diaensiond aspect of fdto, reason, and sensa

tion, integral truth is nearer to absolute truth than

that furnished by any one of theae three fores."

It is quite Interesting indeed te find that Ibn Khaldun

caught seme hold, to one way or smother, of all the three diaea-

dons or sources of toe Sorokidan truto. As regards the sensud

aspect of toe truth, it is really difficdt to find in Islam,

even in the present time, s writer, who matches Ibn Khddun in

the great attention pdd to, and toe extensive use made of, the

acted data of society. It is, aa Becker puta it, that "the

legieo-ebservationd character of ds work is striking through

out." Iba Khddun, as we have already noted, took the acted

events of human society as data of importance for intellectud

T. Sorokln, TJja Crisis si& aga Chap. Ill, peasim.

8*Ibld.. p. 112.

^Baraea and Becker, Socid Yhoqaht froa Lore to Science.

Vol. I, p. 269.
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study just contrary to the view held by the orthodox thinkers

who noraelly overlooked these temporary phenomena for the sake

of soae other eternal ones.

Ibm Khaldun did not, nevertheless, belittle the rele of

"intuition" to the intelleetsel realm. He often advised ds

readers to quit relying entirely on the formal logie in his

search for new ideas, and expect toe truth to be inspired Into

87
ds mind by Allah himself. In fact, ds whole theory is

supposed to have been inspired by Allah, as he clai s, dthin a

very short period of time during ds retirement to the noaadie

resort.
*

Ia his own words, "Allah has revealed it to se,

dthout a teaching froa Aristotle or an infomation froa a Peraiaa

so

ssge." In another place, he confessed that after he had read

the various historians' works for the purpose of preparing him

self to write his Oniveroal History. Ms "intuition"90 suddenly

^See Ibn Khaldun, i1-Moin1'il"lt P* 535.

^See S. Hasri, Pirasst, pp. 69-71; M. Enan, Ibn Khddun.

p. 56.

S^Ibn Khaldun, a* ii*> ' *

In fact, Ibn Khaldun did not mention "intuition" as

elcarly as the Sufites were in the habit of aentionlng it. He

sailed it "qariha," and this term is normdly used in Arabic by

poets to indicate a poetic type of inspiration rather than a

prophetic one. Ibn Khaldun used tds tern perhaps totentionally

in order te distinguish his own inspiration whieh dedt dto

socid and secular facto froa that of the Sufites which usually
dedt dth religious one?.
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was awakened in hia and thea drove him to establish a new

discipline for history in spite of the fact that he was bank-

91
rapt in dstorieal knowledge. Tds is quite reminiscent of

what we have seen in the ease of The Meccan Revelations of Ita

Arabi. In brief, we ean rightly say here that the "Inteltiond"

character of Iba Khaldun 'a work ia, just like the sensate

92
character, striking throughout.

As to toe strictly legiod character of ds work, wa

ean consider Ibn Khddun an inventor of a new logie. Tds ia

a complicated and highly important subject indeed. The follow

ing chapter is going to be devoted to this peculiar aspect of

Ibn Khaldun' s theory.

91ifeia., pp. 5-6.

''Bee De Boer, SR. sit., pp. 271, 279.



CHAPTER XV

IBM KHALDUN AND HIS NEW LOGIC

Ibn Khaldun can be considered in a sense a product of

the philosophical evolution that started early in Islaa with

the Mutozilitea in the East and culainated long afterwards dth

Ibn Rushd, the great philosopher of the West. Modern scholars

are inclined to see in Ibn Khddun' s theory an uaexplainable

stroke of gedus that sas the product of nothing but the inspired

dnd of its great author. Tds is, of course, too naive to be

maintained in the light of the recent sociological researches.

Sociologically speaking, there is no innovation in ths world,

theoretical or material, toat does not owe moot of Its eleaents

to a previous developaent.2 An innovater, whatever gedus he

aay have, esanot create a thing out of noth' ng. His contribu

tion consists aostly of combining some previously-existing

dements. Whet he edds is, in fact, as Ogburn points out, very

little in comparison to what has existed before dm.3 "The

aoaentua of change," says Briakaaan, "is overwheldngly on the

^ee A. Toyabee, 4 Study of History. Vol. Ill, pp. 321-

22; M. Enan, Ibn KbaJaaR, P 127

See W. Ogburn, S,ocial Channra. pp. 82-83.

3Ibid.. p. 88.

258
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side of collective action; the singularity of heroin of inven

tion and inventor is negligible."* It is therefom not entirely

right to maintain that Ibn Khaldun 'a theory was just bora in a

vacuus dth no influence whatsoever that can be traced in it to

ds socid and intellectud h- rito^o.

The question which needs to be answered in this chapter

1st Froa where and how did Ibn Khddun get toe starting point

of Ms fased socid theory? According to soae students, Iba

Khaldun was Ghazzaliaa.' According to others, he sas a Ruehdian.

This aay be eonfuaing In view of the fact that Al-Ghazsali and

Ibn Rushd were greatly opposed to each other to their philosephied

orientation. While Ibn Rushd was the most vehement student aad

admirer of Aristotle in Islam,7 Al-Ghaszali was its bitterest

a

eneay. One of the well-known controversies toat raged in Islaa

*Carl Brinkaann, "Invention," Encyclopedia si Socid
Sciences. Vol. VIII, p. 247.

'See D. B. Macdondd, Jhe Religious Attitude and Life ia
Illf fir P ^i*

6K. L. Juaa, Jerika Fdaaifat Al-Islam, pp. 234-38} Taha

Hussain, Faaafat Ibn thajfluf r p. 76.

7Eraest Renan, Averroes elj Averrolsme. pp. 54-56, cited
in De Boer, Al-Falaafat Fil-Islar... p. 257 ^footnote).

*De Boer, oj.. clft.. p. 206.
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was a resdt of the Ibn Rushd hostility to d-Ghazzdi.9 In

order to refute d-Ghazzdi'a work, Tne Destruction of. Philosophy.

Ibn Rushd wrote Jhe Destruction of. Destruction. The two books

are now considered classic in Islaa.

This writer is of the optoion that Ibn Khaldun can be

regarded as Ghaszdin and Ruehdian at the saae tiae. He ean be

sdd to have adopted froa d-Ghazzdi his "destrueting" hostility

to the Aristotelian logic, and, at toe aame tiae, to have adopted

the favorable attitudes of Ibn Rushd toward the masses. By this

peediar combination of two previously existing ideas, Ita Khaldun

eana out dth ds strangely aodern-soundtog theoiy, as Becker puts

it. Since toe Aristotelian logic is, as Al-Ghazzdi points out,

useless in the religious as well aa in toe seeder affairs, and

since the aasses' ways of life deserve, as Ibn Rushd points out,

to be attentively taken care of by the philosophers as against

the dictation of toeir lofty logic, one has the full right then

to look for a new logic that can be more suitable to the under

standing of acted life than the Greek logic.

This dght be the starting point of Ibm Khddun 's toeory.

Everything leads us to believe that Ibn Khddun intended, by

9Ibm Rushd edled d-Gbazzali, "toe wicked ignorant aan."

See M. F. Al-Mlfd, d-Qhazzdl. Vol. I, pp. 192-94.
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writing ds Prolegoaena. aaialy to develop s "realistic" kind

of logic in order to replace toe old "idedistie" one. As we have

seea before, he wrote ds Prolegoaena to be an Introduction to his

Dhlverad History. He saw that toe Moslea historians, who wrote

before hia,were overwhelaingly ridden by the two-valued orienta

tion of toe old logic. Influenced by his per3ond addration for

the Oaayyads in particular and the Arabs to general, he dght

have been quite indignant toward the dstoriana* anti-Omayyad

views. As a cunning diplomat, he dght have noticed the futility

of the attempt to directly correct or refute their views by means

of their own logic. He was then obliged to invent a new logicd

system through which an indirect, and aore penetrating, attack

could be aade against toeir dogmatic ideas.

Iba Khaldun can be safely considered the only writer in

Islaa who redised, consciously or unconsciously, the Importance

of presuppositions and categories of thought in the settling of

totellected dispute. The various schools and sects of Islaa had

struggled for centuries, before Ibn Khddun' s time, in order to

kaow which party was the right one, dth no avdl whatsoever.

All of thea have strongly fortified theaselves dth proofs

strictly inferred aecording te the Aristltelisa logic. The result

was, as one writer puts it that "what had been proved by logie
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eould be disproved by It too."10

In order to settle these controversies, the old logio

should bavs beea rnished aside, and a new tool of a higher effi

ciency should have been Invented. This need waa probably felt

by some Moslea thinkera before Ibn Khaldun. It seems that, in the

intellectud atmosphere in whieh Ibn Khaldun was born, soae pene

trating suspicion was rising iTrinst the efficiency of the old

logie to reach the absolute truth. It had been noticed that

there was no difference whatsoever between the logicians and the

illiterate in this regard. Each group disagreed aaong theaselves

about the supposedly sbsolute truth as ddely as the other.

Logie was therefore of no use in settling the disagreement. If

the function of logie was to lead to the Indubitable and undis-

putable truth, aa It was often rvi in twined, there must have beea

no dispute whatsoever aaong the logicians, the theologians, or

12
the philosophers.

See an interesting discussion of this point in Ibn Haza,
n-JHtol Wel-gihol. Vol. V, p. 119. There is a great possibility
that Ibn Khaldun had read this discusdon of Ibn Hazm. Ibn Rasa

waa a well-Joaowa authority ia toe "West" where Ibn Khddun lived.

In soae of ds arguments, Ibn Khaldun quoted Ibn Haza apparently
dth certain aort of confidence. See for exsaple, Ibn Khaldua,
Kltab Al-Ibar. Vol. VII, p. 380.

^Cf . Ahmad Aain, Dhuha Ai-Jalam, P 348 * seQ

^See Ibid.. , pp. 349-50.
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Soae of these ideas dght have struck Ibn Khaldun' s aind

when he set himself to write his Dhlversd History. However, he

did sot pay aueh attention to the truth in its metaphysicd or

religious sense. He left tois sort of truth, ss we havs dready

observed, to be discovered and fixed by the Prophets and the

aen of "intuition." The oaly type of truth, which he cared for,

was the historical one. He set hiaself, toerefore, to discover

a logio or what he called a "scientific tool," with which he

eould distingdsh between the true and toe fdae in the dstoried

data and so settle the age-long disputes and controversies which

were waged about thea.

Instead of toe eteraalistic, absolutlstic, spirltealistic

logic of Aristotle, Ibn Khddun invented, aa we saw in the first

part of tds present work, ds teaporalistlo, relativistic,

aateridistie logic. Instead of viewing the conflicting parties

of Islam through the dichotoaous perspective and trying to see

that some of then were right and the others were wrong, he came

to the eondusion that every one of them was right within its

own field) or as he put it, "If you look at all parties with the

eye of justice and understanding, you will find an excuse for

every one of them.*^

Ibn Khaldun, Ai-assflfldiaa., p. 215.
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It shodd be mentioned here that Ibn Khaldua did not

recogdse his new logic mm such. Me celled it "the science of

huaan assodation* or "the science of dvilisation."1* According

to Taha Hussain, Ita Khaldua wanted ds new "science" te be used

is history-writing just as the old logie was normally used in

philosophy snd theology.15 The socid laws, which he expounded,

were intended te be asre tools or rdes that codd be advanta

geously employed for toe purpose of verifying toe validity of

the dstoried data.16

Ia order te understand ths profound meaning of toe

Khdduniaa term, "science," it aay be ussfd to refer to the last

part of ds rrntofgamn ia whieh he elaborately dseussed the

evolutios and the dstory of the various "sciences" up te ds

time. According to Tabs Hussato, this part of toe Prolegoaena is

particularly aigdfleaat. It ia, ia hia epidon, the first attempt

in Islaa te view "seieaees" through the dstoried perspective and

te treat eaeh one of thea as a dstoried figure wdeh could be

**It is interesting indeed to see that this is the first

time in the dstory of mankind in which an eniim work of msearch

is partiedarly devoted te the study of human society. Iba

Khaldun can be In tds sense considered the founder of sociology.

See M. Fahmi, Jim i1~T1*1" PP 13-18.

l5T. Hussdn, R. ail., p. 34.

16See Ibn Khaldun, al-fVWJhUT- P. 6 et seq.
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separately studied jai aenejis..17 It seeas tost them is an

indicative connection between Ibm Khaldun 's elaborate discussion

of "sciences" and Us dscovery of the new "science" for dstory.

In each chapter, where one of the various "sciences" is

earefdly discussed, he seeas to be somewhat indined towards a

partieular mention of the founder of the "science." Ibn Khddun

shows that each founder has tried, by founding ds new "science,"

to establish soae rdes that ean be advantageously used in regu

lating the debate or settling the dispute aaoag the students of

oertato discipline. Iba Khaldun has aecordingly thought of hiaself

as a new founder of new "science," that is, the "science of human

association," just liks any other founder of the past.

Aetually, toe Islamic civilization is well-known by the

development of Its numerous and highly complicated "sciences."1"

The Modem thinkers sceaed to be fascinated and greatly influenced

by toe story of the Greek logic and how it was founded by Aris

totle for the purpose of regulating the debating tendency which

19
became rife in ancient Greece due te the rise of the Sophists.

17T. Hussain, SB.* cit.. p. 156.

^A good account of the Islsmie "sciences" ean be found to

the laet part of Ita Khaldun's Prolegoaena.

19Cf . d-Rasi, lanaala d-Shafii. p. 100 at seq, eited by
Ahaad Aain, PJjuba Al-Islaa. Vol. H, p. 228.
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In the early dstory of Islaa, and eapeeidly whoa the Persians

were converted, the fsanding of aew "sciences" beceae the fashion

of the tiae.20 Every now and toen, a new "science" wodd sppear,

carrying dth it toe fame of ite founder. A notorious example

of this tendency ean be found in the establisbaent of the "science"

of Usui Aj-Fiah (i.e., toe principle of jurisprudence) by the

famous jurist, d-Shafii. Al-Razi flatly paralleled and likened

the work of d-Shafii to that of Aristotle.21 Another exaapla

was toe founding of the "science" of Arudh (i.e., prosody or the

balance of poetry) by d-Farahidi. It is not exaggerating te

say that there was no ltoit to the number of "sciences* in Islaa.

Things that were quite 1.ns1 gn1 fleant aight dlure some innovator

to found a "sdenee" for thea. Iven dreams became subject of a

respectable "sdenee," the science of the dreem interpretation,

dth ito own rales snd generalisations.2-'

^A well-known "tradition" attributed te the Prophet says,

"If science were attached te the ends of the sky, soae amongst the

Persians wodd have reached it." Iba Khddun, op., clt.. p. 544.

21Cited by Ahmad Aain, sfi. ci., Vol. II, p. 228.

22The story of how Al-Farahidi was inspired in founding his

new "seienee" is well-known to the history of Arable literature.

According to the story, Al-Farahidi was walking one day in toe

bazaar of eoppersdtos. Suddenly he found himself unconsciously

regdating ds steps according to the rhytha of toe copperedtoe

hammerings. A motion then struck his aind, driving hia to establish

rdes for balancing the verses of poetry in the saae way.

23See Ibn Khddun, Al-Moaaddlaa . pp. 475-78.
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It is true, however, toat at the tiae and the place of

Ibn Khddun the fashion of founding "sciences" was very weak.

Tds cam be attributed aalnly te the prevailing of the noaadie

culture to Worth Africa in eontrast to the "East" where most of

the Islamic sciences were established. Moreover, toe tiae was

too late for any "scientific" inovator. Most of the then-

existing knowledge appeared to have been already exhausted, so

that there seemed no available plaee for a new "science" to be

developed. The dodnant idea was that everything had been already

discovered; and there was aothing new under the sun. Instead of

writing a new original book or expounding a new doctrine,

BCholara busied theaselves to explaining and interpreting what

had beea already written. Consequently, toere arose too many

commentators and annotaters, and very few origlnd authors. The

old masters were considered as extraordinary aen and inimitable

authors; the only thing possible then for the later generations

was te write eommentory notes on them. There was seldoa any

aster work of the old tiae that passed the hands of later genera

tions without being crowded, up snd down and on the aargia of

24
very page, by explanations and interpretations.

Ita Khddun seeas te complain of such conservative

^Actually, many of the master works of the early authors

of Islaa, whieh are republished today to aodera printing, carry,

around toeir pages, explanatory notes aueh bigger in volume them

the origlnd texts.
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tendency aaong ds contemporaries.25 He frankly declares that

the later generations amy be as efficient in their writing snd

origlnd ia their thinking as the early ones. "Merit," Ita

Khaldua ssys, "is sot a aonopoly of the early wasters." It

is quite possible that Ibn Khddun hes written the last psrt of

the Prolegoaena merely te show that "sciences* are, like any

other historied facts, evolving dth the passage of tiae, and

the later masters ean be as origlnd la developing thea as toe

early masters ia founding then.

At any rate, this genais eall of Ita Khaldun went into

the dstery of Islam like a cry is the wilderness . When he

founded his great sew "sciaaee" ef history, and proudly delivered

it te Us contemporaries, ao one seemed to have noticed emy-

thlag great in it. Their Binds were so tamed that they eould

not perceive any iaportanee in the ideas discovered in their own

tiae. Important ideas were supposed te have been already dis

covered by the eld sesters. His contemporaries, especially

those from his native country, considered hia void of say red

27

knowledge, as if the "sdenee" he discovered was nothing but

a worldly infatuation that did not befit a seriously devoted thinker.

25See Ibn Khaldun, d-Mooaddiaa. pp. 531-33.

26lald.., P. 532.

27Sce M. Enan, JbjL Th*iH- p. 94.
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Instead of dealing dth the eterad ideas of an ided

aorld, as was required of serious tdnkers, Ita Khddun indulged

in describing and cataloging the "silly" affairs of tds

illusory snd temporary world. He wrote about the acted happen

ings of society and the customary ways of life as if he con

sidered thea peraanent or wiahed thea te be so. Thinkers of ds

time were, aa we have seen, of the optoion that these eusteaary

ways of life, aecording te whieh toe ignorant aasses wars living,

should have been drastiedly reforaed or entirely replaced by

those of the old Prophets. In toe Binds of toese thinkers,

there sss s dear-cut dichotomy of geed versus evil. They

normally placed the eusteaary waya of life oa ths side of evil,

while the side of good was wholly devoted te toeir "idedistle"

dreams and utepiaa schemes.

In Ibm Khaldun 's optoion, on the other head, there is

no dichotomy of tds sort. Good and evil are two aspects of one

redlty, or as he puts it, "It is necessary for the great portion

of good te have a saall portion of evil aa a by-product."^ Ibn

Khddun s logie is didactical, to use e Hegelian tern, rather

than diehoteaous. He takes the actual happedngs of human sodety

ss inescapable. For hia, they run according te a peraaaent

Iba Khddua, o. clt.. p. 390.
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pattern, and so he set hiaself te discover that pattern.

Ita Khaldua entirely rejects toe Mutasilites' idea that

ignorance is not an acceptable excuse for wrong-doing, as we

have aotiecd, Ban's wind is, aecording te toe Mutasilites, dways

able te see the truto whenever or wherever it aay be; man's gdde

is dways dthin hiaself; and every wen can be a prophet for

hiaself. Ia toeir opinion, aan is able to discover, through

logied sylloglsa, toe existence of God snd the contents of His

Commandments. God, aecording te the Mutasilites, orders what is

good and man can therefore know the order of God by merely know

ing what is logically good.

There appeared several thinkers in the orthodox eaap who

rejected this extremely rationdistie doctrine. To the orthodox

writers, prophets are neeessary for the gdding of aan in toe

aoral realm. The good is what God has ordained it to be so, and

there is nothing tost is good by its own nature. Any aan who has

not heard of s prophet will not be pudshed by dish for his als-

belief or nlsbehavior, for he is unable by hiaself done to dis

tingdsh the good from toe bad.29 Ita Khddun seeas to have

adopted tois orthodox doctrine and then stomped it dth ds

mlatlvistic-teaporalistic-aateridistlc logic. Sinee aan is not

29See M. H. d-Dhawabiri , Al-Tahdo. Al-Taaa. p. 1A6.
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pudshed for whet he usudly does under the lapaet of Ignorance,

one has no right te eondeaa the eustoas of any society. The

idealistic mforaers and the followers of the foraal logic shodd

themfora ge away and strike their heads against the wdls.

Common people, of all tiaes and places, do or view things

aecording te shat they have been accustesed to. They inherit

their ouatoaary Banners and beliefs and consider thea the most

natural snd vdid things in the world. In other words, they are

eeapletely ignorant of ths "ideal" ways for whieh the logicians

and philosophers usudly preach. Besides, they may be incapable

of understanding then even if they were diligently taught. Ita

Khaldua seeas to acknowledge the fact that aan is ordinarily

unable to understand ths Ideas for which he hes ao presuppoei-

tiom or ssntal preaaredaess.30 Ita Khddun is, mom or less, of

31
the opimion that human mind is s product of environment, and

aan ia the child of ds habits and eustoas.32 Even the Prophets,

^Iba Khaldua tells a very instructive story of s boy
who was Imprisoned dth his father sinee ds early infancy and

so he was unable te imagine or think correctly of what ds father

told him about toe outside world. Aecording to Ibn Khddun, all
men are more or less like tois boy. They cannot correctly think

of things that are beyond their familiar experience. (Sec Ita

Khaldaa, R. sit., p. 182.) Ibn Khaldua dght have been influenced

ia tola idea by the Gfaassdin eritieisa of human aind.

31See Ibid.., p. 433.

-Ibid.., p. 125.
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says Ibm Khddun, who am supposed to perform miracles, achieve

toeir religious reforms in an indirect way, and in accordance

33
with ths eustoas of the people.

Ibn Khaldun has taken perhaps the doctrine of "IJaa" and

developed it to its legteel end. The "Ijaa" of toe orthodox

Mosleas cam be considered s eonservative institetion. Everything

that has been agreed upon by the previous generatioas is takea te

be Valid.3* A new thing ia, in the eyes of toe orthodox Moslems,

a "Bide," (that is, a forbidden innovation) ss fsr as It is new.

It will be permissible ss soon ss it beeoass a matter of the

past, already approved by toe preceding generations. Thus, aany

sasteas shieh are ia reelity eontradletozy to the spirit of Islaa

have beea finally Introduced sad approved by the orthodox jurists

rtth ths help of "Ijaa.*35 Ibm Khaldua aight find it possible te

extend the principle of "Ijaa," not oaly to shst baa hffipT>CBed-

but dso to what ia \rTmmnln* ** wh*t sell JjafiEStt' 8 ** one

hes the ability to anticipate what fill atBBal in the society,

he aay have a right te fellow its future trend, that is, te be

fickle like Iba Khddun]

33IfeaV, p. 159.

3*see D. B. Macdondd, "Idjaa," Encyclopedia si lalali

Vol. II, p. 448.

35See las. clt. | R. Nicholson, 4 Literary Hlsterr of tat

Arabs, p. 179} ahaad Aato, Dhaka U-lllsa, ?!. I, p. 396.
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Sinee "Ijaa" will sooner or later fellow the dictation

ef the expediency, for Instance, toere is no wrong therefore in

fellewing it froa bow, or in drifting with it wherever it goes.

In brief, it seeas mot evil, ia toe epidon of Ibn Khddun, te

fellow the rdes ef the mtotivistle-teapordistic-materteliatio

logic as far aa you am entangled dtoln the netting of the

society. There is no way out except through individual retire

aent and private devotion. Thee, sad only thea, aan earn apply

the religious, "idealistic" logic of the absolute-eternd-

spiritud truth.3*

For the first tiae ia ths history ef Idas, Iba Khddun

srete a detailed and long autobiography, aoreover, he wrote it

dth aa amazing frankness end literary honesty.37 Me described

what he had aetually done apparently dth no intention to dde

the dark dde of his life as aost of toe autebiographers do. The

Bodern students of Ita Khddun are sstesished at the frankness

ef de autobiography. Most of thea sppear unable te refrain froa

3*It shodd be aentioned at this point that the above dis

cussion of Ibn Khddun* s optoion does not exactly portray shst he
haa literally expreesed la ds work. It is rather an imaginary
construction" of what Iba Khaldun wodd say if he were absolutely
free te express hiaself sithout any fear of ostracise or persecu
tion. After earefully reading toe whole work of Ibn Khddun and

trying te view the world through ds own perspective, one aay

readily find that the "construction" made is ss near as possible
to the red optoion of Ibn Khddun.

37M. Enan, Jbs. Khaldun. p. 127.
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cendaaalng his fieklenees, aaeaaees, or laek ef loydty es

realistically told by him.38 As s Better of feet, Ibn Khddun' s

autobiography ess be rightly considered ss an sppllestion of

his socid theory. He seeas te be sure toat the reader, after

earefdly studying his arguments, will find no diffiedty la under

standing the reel asadng of his career and in approving of hia

"fickle" tendency.

Ita Khaldun sppears to be aa admirer of the Pharisdcd

dsdea that "where all ere at fadt, none are at fault." He is

not ashaaed of his fickleness sad diplomatic flattery because ell

39
aen are fickle end flatter to one may or smother. Te Ibm

Khaldua, it ia aot evil te he fickle as far ae you fellow the

socid laws, following what the expediency obligee yen to do.

'"Alfred Bel, "Ita Khddun," frTYil^iMf, si malms* *ol. II,

p. 395} M. Enan, ep.. sit,, pp. 28, 137, 140; T. J. De Beer, Tar<kh

Ai-Falaela Fll-Ttoi- p. 270} Tshs Hussein, R. ait. , p. 24.

39It is instructive te notice here that Iba Khddun lived

in a sodety whieh wes greatly similar te that wdeh produced
Maehiavelli. (M. Bsem, Ita toa^dan, p. 162} Cf. Taha Hussln, SB.

dt. . p. 24.) We aay then rightly conclude that Oiddings' con

cept, "eoaspiritel society," is quite applicable to the sodd

environaent in whieh Iba Khaldun lived. In describing an ideal-

type of the "eonspirital" sodety Professor Oiddings ssyst "/tds
type7 . . . crises ia populations that, like the Italian cities

at thdr worse estate, have suffered disintegration of the pre

existing socid order. Unscrupulous adventurers came forward sad

erected relations of persond dlegiance by neana of bribery,

patronage and preferaent. Intrigue and conspiracy are the sodd

bonds. . . ." (F. H. Oiddings, Readings ia Dcacrtotlve and.

Htotorlaal Sodoloav. Maeaillan Ce., 1922, pp. 12-13.)
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Ibn Khddun dearly distinguishes betweea toe aan of

knowledge and the aen of practice, or ia other words, between

those who follow the eld "idealistie" logie and those who follow

the "malietie" logie shieh he is himself following. He

emphasises the fact that the old logic is a handicap in the way

ef suecees in acted life. He declares that the logicians and the

men of knowledge in general ere dways far from success la the

politied field/0 Logic, he says, tends te ded dth abstract

ideas shieh usually differ froa aeteml things. Men of practice,

on the otoer head, do mot pay attention te these abstract,

imaginary ideas. They often restrict themselves te know what

aetually happems ia society and try te adept toeaselves to it.*1

Wherees the men of knowledge deal only dth the umlveraal," the

aen of preetiec ded dth the "psrtlsulsr,**^ snd them is,

aecording to Iba Khddun, a big difference betweea the two.

"Thus,* he says, "the disdpltoe ef logic ia mot a cafe way of

thinking, on account of ito tendency toward abstraction and its

farness from the tangible world."*'

Even in the religious realm, logic is act a safe or

*Ibm Khaldua, il-iooaddjaa, PP. 542-43.

aiaii., p. 543.

^Ibld.. p. 516.

^Jaii., p. 543.
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efficient tool of knowledge, according to Iba Khddun. Here,

the influence of Al-Ghazzali is deerly observable in his thought.

Iba Khddun greatly prefers, ss we have already noticed, toe

inspiratioa of Allah, or "inteition," te legic.** In his adviee

te Ms reader, he ssyst

. . . ridicde and never rely upon those who tell

you that aind is able to understand toe whole world

sad its uaderlying causes. Tom shodd know that the

world is, to every observer, whet ean be normally
observed by Ms observational means. But the truth

is much far beyond that. ... If we ask an salad about

mental conceptions, supposing it ean answer us, we will

find It eeapletely ignorant of thea as if they de not

exist at all* It is possible, therefore, toat there is
some aentel eapaeity that ia different froa ours in toe

seme way as ours is different from that of the anted.

Allah's creation is unlimited. The world is too big to
be wholly restricted witdn the boundaries of our know

ledge. Torn shodd, therefom, belittle the ebility of

your aind end obey shst the Prophet hes told as regards
belief or action. He ia aore concerned and aore informed

about your osm interests than you, because he knows soae

thing you do not know, and ds dnd reaches far beyond
the licit of your mind. This does not mean toat huaan

mind is entirely wrong. It is able to be indubitably

right and certala within ito own limit} but you auat not

be ao smbitious to try to dedde for yourself shout the

reality of diety, prephethood, the hereafter and the

like. This is an impossible endeavor. Ion become, thea,
like a aan who sees a balance of gold, and likes to use

it in the weighing ef aountains.**

**iaid.., pp. 535, 536.

**Ibid. . pp. 459-60. Notice that toese idess were expounded
about four centuries before toe appearance of Kant's Critic of

Pure Reaaon. It shodd be noticed alee toat Al-Ghaszdi advoeated

fltoj 1 ar idees about three centuries before toe appearance of Ibm

Khddun' s Prolegonena.
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Iba Khaldua seeas te have extended this idee, of the

lidtetions of human mind, te ite logled end} and consequently

asde it toe phileeepbled basis of ds socid toeory. Sinee

common people ia general arc aentolly unable te understand the

abstract conceptions of the legleians it is useless and waste

ful, toerefore, to foree thea to qdt their customary ways and

adapt, instead, shst logie suggests. It is aueh better oa the

part of logicians te eeae down froa toeir "ivory tower" and go

along dth the adtitede, thea te demand froa the adtitede te

come up dth thea. Mere, toe Rnshdlsn thssey is of soae unden

iable influence on Ita Khddun 's theory.

Ibn Khaldun flatly denounces toose trouble-makers who,

uader the influence of soae idedistie "eelueiaatiem," often

disturb ths sodety. In ds optoion, they eventeally pariah on

the ground of their thoughtless violation of toe rale of

"asabiyya.
**^ Then, he frankly declares, toey will die as

"sinners" rather thea "martyrs."*7 Whea Ita Khaldua coaes te

the Mohammedan doctrine of "bidding toe good snd forbidding ths

evil," on which these trouble-makers oftaa base their campaigns,

hs eonslders it e duty toat concerns oaly those who am able te

**Jhii., pp. 159-61.

*7Ibld. . p. 189.
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do it. If one is unable te bid the good or forbid the evil

48
openly, he shodd exercise it dtbln ds heart.

What does Ibn Khddun nsam by ability in this regard?

Most probably, he has meant it to be largely ia terns of "asabiyya."

He onee dludes te the fact that kings are normally too strong te

be successfully attacked dthout an equally strong "essblyys.**

In soae otoer place, he emphatically advocates that Allah never

orders aan to de anything that he to unable to do.50 Thus, as far

as aan has no strong party, or "asabiyya,* that supports him la his

bidding the good or forbidding toe evil, be shodd submit te what

ever the holders of "asabiyya" dictate upon hie, good or evil. Ia

fact, tds is wfast Ibn Khaldua persoaally did.

One of the basic quelifications of a good raler or a

ealiph, in Iba Khddun' s epidon, is to be well informed about,

and well-cequeinted dth, toe holders of esseiyya,"51 and to

respeet thdr positions.52 Ibn Khddun seeas to be of the optoioa

53
toat toe "asabiyya" is aothing but the public optoioa of people,

**!. sii.

*9Lcc. sii

^Ibid.. p. 196.

^Ibid. . p. 193.

52Ibid.. p. 143.

53800 Las. Sil*
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in the modem sense of the tern. A tribd chief should be

respected, therefore, end obeyed to proportion te the strength

of the "asabiyya" that he can command, that is, ia proportion

to the number of ds loyd followers. Consequently, the rder

should not be deled by the "ideslistie" formula tost "to each

sen according te what he abaelutely deserves," the rder should

rather follow the dictum of expediency, that is, "to each aan

according to his relative power."

It is worth noting that Ibn Khaldun prefers a stupid rder

to a very intelligent one. The very intelligent rder, in his

opinion, tends to overlook what his subjects usually need and

neglect shst they feel. Because of his well-developed mentel

conceptions, he may fome his subjects to do shst they am unable

to comprehend, and thus, he say greatly ham thea. Iba Khddua

wants the ralers to be sceewhet of the "drifting" type, that is,

the type who behaves according to the norsal and customary way.

Generally speaking, Ibn Khddun believes that aan is s

passive tool in the hands of sodety. Man is hardly able, ia

his optoioa, te affect any important change in toe pattern of

socid process. Msa has, therefom, te drift dong dth
the

S4ibid.
, p. 189. Iba Khaldun finally deddes toat the

dddle between two extreaes is toe best of all. The rder should

be neither too stupid nor too intelligent.
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ineseapable procees rather than te resist it." He psrtiedarly

believes tost any aan who holds power deserves te be obeyed and

respected. The aan of power aay act unjustly sometimes, but this

is, aecording to Ibn Khddun, too little to counterbalance the

social advantage that results from power relationahip. For his,

the aen of power are the aain factors behind soeld eontrol. With-

<6
out then, injustiee eertsialy becoaes aore prevalent. Tds idea

is, no doubt, in accordance dth Iba Khaldun 's "realistic" logio

whieh advocates that good and evil are two neeessary aspects of

one reality.

Iba Khddun bitterly attacks those aen of knowledge she

look deem upon the aen of power snd belittle the significance ef

their social role. He eonslders tola haughtiness on the pert ot

toe aen of knowledge bed Banners and basdess superciliousness.

He prefers, instead, toose yes-aen who try to propitiate, pieces

and flatter amy power holder, and consequently obtain wedth cad

position.
"

Finslly, after discussing certain aspects of Iba Khaldun 'a

new logie and Us eritieisa of the old one, a questioa aay be

"see Taha Hussain, SR. Sal** P* *2>

^Ita Khaldun, aR. cit.. pp. 390-91.

^Jaid.., pp. 391-92.

^Jald.., p. 393.
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raised with regard te mligion, snd what typs he has ia mind

in eonneetion with ds sew legied scheme snd socid theory.

Ibm Kbaldan, it is true, does not give a dear deftoition of

shst he aeana by religion, nor pay aay partieular attention to

toe discussion of mligion ss such. What type of religioa he

advocates, "church" or "sect," group mligion or elees religion,

la dffiedt to know. It is possible, nevertheless, te find,

here end there throughout ds work, certain allusions te religion

whieh amy provide us dth some clues te the answer.

Is view ef ds dghly "redistic" logie, one amy be eble

te infer that he must have advocated a church" type of religioa.

As s natter of feet, tola tendency ean be readily observed

throughout hie shds work. Be bitterly eritidses the Modes

theologians, or the "Kalads," for their atteapt to base religious

beliefs oa certain philosopded premises and defend thea dth

legied syllogisms. Ia ds optoion, ee we have dressy aotiecd,

mligion must be mstrieted te heart, where dnd hes aothing to

de dth it. In otoer words, he believes is a blind submissioa

to the "church" institutions snd beliefs rather toan e toee-

mtied sttochaent te a system of "ided" vdues.59

Ibm Khddum deerly distinguishes between Islam and any

'See Ibid., p. 460.
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other mligion. He considers toat Islam differs from dl otoer

religions ef toe world by its institution of "Jlhsd," i.e.,

holy war. Idea, aecording to him, positively requires free ite

followers te dedare war on otoer peoples, oonquer then sad

60
foree them to adept the religion of dish. For him, any other

religion is aaent to be practiced oaly dthia its own eoaaumlty,

dth no intention whataoever te conquer ether peoples as the

ease in Isles. Hence, Islsm has established the peculiar

institetion of ths caliphate by weans of which war and politied

affairs ean be managed for the advantage of the Islade com-

62
comity. Aecording te Iba Khaldun, there are twe kinds of "holy

war" i first, toe war performed, for the sake of Allah, against

the unbelievers} second, the intend war that is waged by a

rder against rebels and trouble-makers.

Ia the light of toe above discussion, one aay be able te

discover the strong tendency of Ibn Khddun toward the "church"

*This idea of Ibn Khddun is completely rejected by the

Medea writers of today. They consider Islaa as a religioa that

is entirely besed on persond conviction end legied proof. They

dways refer te an oft-quoted Koranic verse whieh declarea,
"There is no compulsion in mligion} the right way has beea dis

tinguished froa the wrong. ..." The Koran. Chap. II, Verse 258.

61
Ibn Khddun, SR. Sis** P* 231.

^Jfcia*. PP 230-31.

3n>id. p. 271.
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type of religioa In eontrast to the "sect" type. He is not

interested to how the raler treats ds subjects or bow the elass

relationships are aalntained in the religious coaaunity. He

seeas to take these considerations aa to be beyond the concern

of religion. He probably wants religion to be a solidifying snd

udfying factor dthin the group against the outside world.

He perhaps evduates the vdidity of a mligion in the saae way

as the noaadie tribe or any other "saered" sodety does, namely,

by toe fortune it has brought or will bring to its followers."

He onee sentions, in s tens of praise or pride, how the

Islamic fleet sas capable ia the old "golden" tiae te inflict

greet dosage and spread such destructioa upon the Mediterranean

coasts that belonged to aon-Moslea peoples.00 He appears here

sot different froa any "churehnan" who usually believes that God

is absolutely on the side of ds group against its anodes.

This is the attitede of every mligios that devdeps tote "church."

Eves in the aodero dvilisation where peoples are supposed te

be aueh aore rationd in their thinking and religious beliefs,

we ean eesily aotiee the Khddualan attitude prevailing. We man

fc^See Ibid., pp. 151-152.

65See ibid.. , p. 152.

WeaeaVf PP 253, 256.
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find in every front ef the wars of today "churchaen" vehemently

urging toeir followers te kill their enemies and destroy their

"wrong" beliefs or doctrine.

There ia some disagreement aaong aodera students es te

whether Ibn Khaldun was s really religious person or not. Ik

the optoion of T. Hussain, Iba Khddun was not truly religious

in view of bis svtreasly fickle snd perfidious character.67

T. Hussain nay sot be entirely right in this mspeet. He seeas

te impose Ms own religious rsluss oa Ibn Khddun. In order te

see whether a person is religious or not, it is necessary at

first te find out whet conception of religion he has in mind.

It is true, Iba Khddun ean be rightly regarded as an

irreligious person if we evduete religioa in teres of the origlnd

teaching of Mohammed. Mohammed, es se have already noted, viewed

religion as te cover dl the various aspects of man's life. But

this is positively not what Ibn Khddua had In aind about reli

gion. To Ibn Khaldun, religion hes nothing te do dth secular

activities of man. In fact, aan is unable, aecording to Iba

Khddua, to do anything but te drift dong dth toe irresistable

currents of socid life. In tds light, Ibn Khddun 's fickleness

or perfidy cannot readily be taken aa an indication of his irreligious-

ness.

67Tshs Hussato, ss cit.. p. 25.
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It is interesting te notice at tote point that Ibn Khddun

speakr., in Us Autobiography, of his perfidious behavior and

unfaithful character, as T. Hussain notices, in a tone of en

sasslng objectivity ss if he hes done nothing wrong.00 T. Hussain

notices also that Ibn Khddun was wont to refer te his socid

toeory, not es e philoeephied system, but rather as e religious

creed.** Here, it seeas ss if Ibn Khddun has viewed ds sodd

theory, that is, his "rsdietic" logie in the saae way es the

Mutasilites hsd viewed, before hia, toe Aristotelian legle. The

Mutesilitee, es we have alreedy seen, considered the Aristotelian

logic as a revelation suppleaenting the Koran. After attacking

this logic and expounding a new one, Ibn Khddun has perhaps

thought that ds logie has a right, aore than the old one hes,

to be considered as revelation suppleaenting the Koran.

In his optoion, the Koran is meant to be applied strictly

te the religious life where pious men devote toeaselves to the

worsdpping of Allah; but when aen come out of their devoted

retireaent and become active members of the society, they

inevitably follow ds "redistic" logie. If the Aristlteliaa

logie is often in eonflict dth religion, the "redistic" logie

^lai*., p. 24.

69jrbi4., p. 31.
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is, according te Ibn Khdduns theory, coapleaenting rather

than opposing religion. Tds is serely because of the fact

thet the "redistie" logie portrays the natural ways of behavior

which aan is unable to evade, while the Aristotelian logie is

neither natural nor inevitable.

Te Ibn Khaldun, rdigioa does not prohibit what is

necessary,
'"

or as he puts it, "It is seldom to find a religious

order contradicting the actual order.""1 The Khdduden logie

is the logic of the multitude, that is, the majority of people,

wdle the Aristotelian legle is the logie of the ninorlty.

However, Allah ia always, according to the doctrine of "Ijaa,"

on the side of the majority.

'UA1-Ghassdl, whose influence on Ita Khaldun's theory
is undedable, eaphaticdly declares that "neeesslty makes lawfd

what is forbidden." See T. Arnold and A. Onllasme, Tjje Legacy

Si IfiflB, P* 32.

^Ibn Khddun, Al-MsoaidiBa, P- 196.

'This argument is not aetually expressed by Ibn Khaldun,
but it can be easily observed in various points of ds writing.
In fact, Ibn Khddun often refers to toe doctrine of "Ijaa" in

order to support ds socid toeory. He is ef the optoion that

anything Is true and vdid as far as people in a certain tiae

or plaee believe it te be so. He has refuted, for instance, the
accusation of Fatiaad's enemies and vehemently supported the

Fatlmids ia their claim that toey are direct descendants of

Fatima, on the basis of "Ijsa." It is impossible, be says, for

a lying pretender to win the support of people. The mem fact

that the people have believed in their claim, is a satisfactory
proof of their rightfulness. (See, Ibn Khddun, sa clt..

pp. 21-25.)
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The old logio portrays ths rales aecording te wdoh ths

philosopher's aind thinks, whereas the new logie of Ibn Khaldun

shows the rdes aecording to whieh the adtitede 's mind behaves.

Whieh one of these opposed systems of thinking is nearer to

religioa? The answer depends on what kind of religion the thinker

has in dnd. Te those thinkers who adopt a "aordistie" religion,

the "idedistie" logie of Aristotle is, of course, preferable.

But those who adopt a "forsslistie" religion find in the "red

istie" logie of Ibn Khaldun toe only legitimate way of thinking.

Today, in view of the fact that aodorn social sciences

see in boto logics certain elements of truth, there is, as Max

Lerner points out, a third logic that lies in the dddle between

toe "ided" and the "red," between what ought 2 be and whet if,

that is, the logic of what eaJB fiS'73 * thi idealistio-realistic

pattern of thinking seeas to lie the dtiaate god of dl the

religions of the civilised world. After ruling out the vicissi

tudes in the history of religion, and erasing the ups-and-downs

of ito didactical evolution, there remains a core which ia

"redistic" and "idedistie" at the same time. The civilised

aan is, aa Von Wiese points out, hardly able to dispense with

the vision of a aore perfeet world. He is, too, unable to

""See M. Lerner, "Introduction," ia W. Maehiavelli, The

Pdnaa P xlvl-
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completely free himself froa the complicated network of the

aetud and "defective" world. As Von Wiese puts it, the ided

perfection contlnudly claahes dth the red imperfection.

And, just as the "red* sust always and everywhere be present

if any ordered social life is to exist, ao auat the "ideal* be

isaortd, for one is ths necessary eoapleaent of the other.

Man gains courage to struggle in the here and now by enviaag-

74
tog the nowhere and never.

*

*See Wiese-Becker, Systematic Sociology, p. 416.



PART IV

ISLAM VERSOS NOMADISM

Most of the aodern students of Islaa consider that

toere to e natural sntegodsa between the spirit of Islam

and that of noaadisa. Ia tds pert, we are going to

examine how this antagonisa has arisen to the Islaaie

society, what is the real reason behind it, and whether

it is natural or not. A large section of this part is

devoted, then, te the study of Ita Khddun' s pereonallty

and theory In connection with this oft aalntalned con

troversy.
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CHAPTER XVI

ISLAM AND THE ARABS

Most of the aodern students of Islam agree with Goldziher

that the spirit of Islaa runs contrary to the cultural pattern of

the nosed Arabs.1 The Kohamnedan ideala am, to them, primarily

intended to abrogate the Arabian H^r-] . To quote Nicholson

about this point,

The teaching of Islaa ran directly counter to the

ideda and traditions of heathendom, and, as Gold

siher has remarked, its origindity lies not in its

doctrines, wdch are Jewish and Christian, but in the

fact that it was Muhammad who first maintained toese

doctrines dth persistent energy against the Arabian

view of life.2

This writer Is of the optoion toat Goldsiher' s theory is

not entirely true. Following the logic of the present thesis, we

can find no fundaaentd difference between the spirit of Islam

and that of the Arab nomadism. It may be quite safe to generdize

that all the religions that arise in "seodar" aocietiea tend to

derive their fundaaentel Tine 1 'lea froa the ideala of the "sacred"

society. The disintegration of socid life under the impact of

^ee for example, S. W.choloon, 4 Literary History si the

Arabs, pp. 177-78} Ahmad Aain, Fair Al-Islaa. p. 76 et seq. ;

P. Hitti, History si* ilJS Arabs, p. 26; E. Brorae, 4 Literary

History si LSI&l&t "> 189-91.

2R. Nicholson, SR. si u. 177-

290
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the seculeridng or civilising process seems to be one of the aain

reasons that lie behind the rise of the greet prophetr. The strong

solidarity of the "sacred" society, and toe feeling of brotherhood

among its ncnbers are found to be, more or less, preached by all the

greet religions of the wotI :. Mohaaced is no exception to this

regard. Islam is known to have emphasized the fact that its fol-

lowers should act toward each other like brotherr. to one of the

Mohammedan sayin-r, It is urged that "mankind is the family of Allah,

and so, the most beloved man in the ei^ht of Al*1 ah
'

s that who la

aost helpful to His fjtatly."*

It is cniite lnstrucJ ive to notice that the Hebrew prophets,

whoa Mohammed greatly admired, were to fact vehement critics of

the moral disintlfrptl-ni and social seculnrirntl-n of toe ancient

dvilizrtl r. They were, In other words, preaching for the Ideala

of the old nomadic life after it had been replaced by sedentary

one to releitir<-. In the , ords of
r

. '. Wells, "They kept up the

5
noaadic traditions as against the 'new :.-rys' of settlements."

3*The believers arc* but Brethern, so make peace between

your two brothers." The Koran. Chap. XLH, Verse 1C.

*A1-Maphribi, a-,\khlf.c. Wel-tfallbat. p. 12*.

*].. 0. Welle, Outline si Hitpry. P 268.
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Will Durant ssys of thea,

In one phase they were Tolstoiens incensed at

industrial exploitation snd ecclesiasticd cdeaneryj
toey eaae up from the simple countryside and hurled

damnation at the corrupt wealth of the towns.

It shodd be remembered here toat the noaadic society of

Arabia was, snd still ir , dghly integrated aa far as the tribd

udt is concerned. Brotherhood, cooperation end loyalty are

undoubtedly prevdent aaong ell ths Bombers of the tribe, rich

or poor, powerful or powerless. The Arabian iu, as Professor Hitti

points out, a born democrat.7 The trouble coaes when he meets aen

from otoer tribes. Then he becoaes extready aristocratic. He

looks upon ds tribe as the best and aost honorable of all the world.

"He is excessively fond of prodigious genedogies and often traces

ds lineage back to Adas. Ho people, other than the Arabians, have

ever raised genealogy to the digdty of a sci ice."9

V Durant, The. Story, al CJTiUHTl9P> P- 316.

7P. Hitti, History, si tti AEsfet, P. 2?.

The students of Arab culture are usually perplexed as te

whether the Arabs are democratic or aristocratic by nature. In

the opinion of tola writer, there is no reason to be perplexed
about tola question. The Arabs are democratic and aristocratic

at the seme tiae. They are democratic dthin toe tribe, aristo
cratic dtoout, i.e., in the inter-tribd or inter-national rela-

tionahip.

Loc. sii*
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Here lies the aain source of conflict between lalan and

Arab noaadisa. It In, in fact, not a conflict between two systems

of valuer. It is rather a eonflict regarding the question of who

are going to be included witoln the syste- . In the eyes of the

noaads, aan mtrt be loyd to his tribesaen, hostile to the stranger.

According to the Mohammedan point of vlev, on the other hand, dl

the tribes within the boundaries of the Islaaie community are

equd. Hith one stroke Mohaamed shifts the center of loyalty from

the tribe to the community of religion. "All of you," Mohaamed

says, "are the children of Adam, and Adam was created froa the dust

of the earth. The best among you ia, then, the most pious of you."

"Know that every Moslem is the brother of every other Moslem, dl

of you are oa the same equdity."

To quote Jhe Koran i

Mohammed is toe messenger of Allah and thos* who are

with dm are severe against the unbelieverscompassionate

among themselves-; thou nayest see them bowing down,

adoring, craving grace from Allah and His goodwill, their

marks are in their faeea from toe effects of falli g down

in prayer;that is their similitude in the Bible and toe

Gospel; as a seedling puts forth its sprout and strengthens

it, end grows stout, and straightens itself upon its stem,

delighting the sowers! in order to tease unbelievers. ...

1UA1-Uiqdadi, Tarikh d-Omnat d-Arabiwa. p. 124.

^71. G. ' ilU, S. it., p. 611.

"The Voran. Cha: . XXVIII, Verse 29.
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Tds quotation from the Koran elcarly indicates the fact that the

tribd spirit of the nomads is adopted by Islam after it has bees

expanded to include the whole coaaunlty of toe "believers" as

against the "unbelievers."13 Mohammed vigorously attempted to

implant aaong ds followers the sane spirit of solldsrity and

loyalty that usually prevails within the noaadic tribe. This was

indeed a very difficult job te acdeve. The noaad tribesman is

hardly able to forget bis loydty toward Ms old tribe in order to

be immersed in an edarged sort of new loydty.

The extraordinary devotion of Mohaaaed to toe idea of one

God, Allah, and hia great hate of toe Arabian polytheisar* aay be

It is interesting indeed to notice that the nen socid unit

of loydty, wdch was supposed to replace toe old udt of toe tribe,
was edled by Mohaamed as "Dana,* (i.e., congregation or oommudty).
Anyhoifthis term has lost now its origlnd meaning. It is now used

by toe Arabs of today to mean nation or nationality, according to

the aodern conception of the tern as recently developed in aodern

times. In other words, toe Mohammedan term "Darns" is now used to

indicate ,
more or lota, a racial unit in contrast to a religious one.

TMs is of course contradictory to what Mohaamed really meant by it.

^*Islaa is ddely known by its antagodsa against all foras

of sculpture and representational arte. This antagodsa was

originated by Mohaaaed himself when he launched ds intensive cam-

pdgn against the Arabian itk >+r. "Destroy every image you see,"
was the positive order of < ed to ds generds. The Modem

theologians, later on, forgot the real factor behind that order,
snd began to take the "saying" of the Prophet to its literal sen .-*

.

A few years ago, when the Iraqi government erected a statute for one

of the Iraqi nationd heroes, some religious men rose in protest,
eheitl^;, "Destroy every image you Bee."
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attributed to ds intention to udte toe hostile tribes of Arabia

into one nation. The Arabian idolatry, or polytheism, wes, ia a

sense, se Ahaad Amin notices, a syabol of their tribd spirit.

Each tribe used to have a speeid idol, or a god, which was sup

posed to be ite protector against toe other tribes. Mohammed

came dth ds extreme monotheisn perhaps in order to make the Arabs

feel as if they belong to one communitythe commudty of Allah

rather than that of the various :od-. Professor Hitti saysi

Tds new eoaaudty ... waa established, on the

beds of religion se toe Unmet (congregation of) All eh.

This was the first attempt in the hiatory of Arabia at a

social organization with religion, rather than blood,
as its basis. Allah was the personification of state

supremacy. . . . All within this mamity, regardless
of tribd affiliation and older loydtiss, were now

brethern at least in orindple. . . . Thus by one stroke

the most vitd bond of Arab relatlonsd ,
that of tribd

kinship, was replaced by a new bond, that of faith; a

sort of Pax Islaaica was instituted for Arabia.

The aodern students of the noaad Arabs try to discover what

is ths oentrd point around shieh toe Arabian values revolve, or

to use Ruth Benedict's tera, the Arabiaa pattera of culture. After

studying the varioua optolons about this point, one aay coae to

the conclusion that alaost dl of the Arab values arc centered

l5Ahmad Amin, Fair Al-Ialam. y. . 74-75

Hitti, pa. Sit., p . 120-21.16r.
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17
around the tribal spirit.'1'' To belong to s strong tribe, te

protect its honor, te be "good" toward its membem and "bad" against

ite enemies, are the main characteristics of the nomadic life. To

quote Hitti,

No worse calamity eould befall a Bedouin thea to

lose Ms tribd affiliation. A tribeless man, in a

land where stranger and eneay are synonymous, like a

landless aen in feudal England, is practically helplec. .

Hia states is that of an outlaw, one beyond the pde
protection and safety ,18

Two characteristics cnn be observed in this strong tribd

spirit of the Arabai first, the complete incorporation of the

7It shodd be remembered at this point that Ibn Khddun's

term of "asabiyya" hes been popularly interpreted as toe tribd

spirit, or esprit da clan. (See "6. Hasri, Dirasat. pp. 302-303.)
This may explain why Ibn Khddun has paid so much sttention te the

"asabiyya" in hia socid theory. As we shall see later, Ibn

Khaldun 's starting point to ds sodd philosophy is the social

structure of the nomadic tribe:. Almost dl socid phenomena can

be, in ds optoion, explained by the changes that happen to the

"asabiyya" relationadp to the various stages of the- socid process.

However, the "essbiyya" Bay have, according to Ibn >..-. _dun't. usage,

a slightly different meaning. As we have noticed in some previous

chapters, it has been taken by Ibn Khddun at times to mean some

thing like a party affiliation that supporte tribd chiefs in their

politied activities. At any rate, the difference is not so big,
for toe "asabiyya* can represent the socid relationsdp dthto the

tribd unit and dso the loydty of the tribe to ita chief when he

comes into contact or conflict -i^h other edefs in the political
field. The "asabiyya* binds the members of toe tribe doeely te

each other, and, et the seme tim^, binds thea as a whole for the

support of their chief as against the outside world.

18P. Hitti, 0-. si. V". 26-27.
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individud in his tribe, that is, the dissolving of "I* into

19
we"} second, the vanity and the aristocratic pride dth whieh

the Arab treats men from other tribec The others are always con-

on

sidered by hia as to be below his Mgh honor, and to be Ms

21
legitimate victims and objects of plunder snd murder. According

to Sir William Muir, "honor and revenge" constitete the keynotes of

22
the Arab culture. ^c w 11., the disdainful new

,
ths vadty, and

the arrogance of the noaad Arab are well-known throughout history.

He cannot understand at dl that aen from other tribes have the sane

rights, as he has, for honor and decent livi -.g.

It is interesting indeed to notice that "the five pillars

of Islaa"23 are all intended to combat tds arrogant nature f the

Arabi . The non-Moslem observers are often astonished at t^e hard

ness, eoaplicatedness, and rigidity of these "Islaaie pillars"

which normdly consume a big part of toe Moslea' s tl . . Some

aodern thinkers am inclined to zidiode than and regard then as

19See Ibid.
, r 27.

2Ci. Van ;ss, Meet toe Arab, p. 67; V. I. De Goeje, "Arab,"
Encvdopodla of. totom, Vol. I, . 376.

21r. Hitti, o_> si*., p. 27.

^ited by E. Bro.iif, o_. clt.. Vol. I, p. 193.

^he five pillars of Islam are in brief: (1) the belief

in the udty of dlah and in the prophethood of Mohaamed (2) prayer

(3) alas giving (4) fasting (5) pilgriaage.
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obstacles whieh handicap toe Mosleas in toeir seeder activities.

However, toese complicated and difficdt "pillars of Islaa" were

indeed quite meaningful and dghly sdvantegeous in the early days

of Islaa. They were scant te weaken the tribd pride of the Arabs.

di, the fourth ediph, was perhaps the first nan she dis

covered the sodd aeaaingfulness ef toe "pillars" dong these

lines. Im Us optoion, te prostrate one's self in the prayer and

put one's faee on the dust of the eerto, to be hungry in the festing

from the sunrise to the sunset everyday for e whole nonth, and the

like, are dl Intended te train aan to be humble toward ds fellow-

aen, sad submissive toward de God.2*

As regards the prayer, shieh is considered the aost important

"pillar" ef tolas25 after the belief in Allah snd His Prophet,

Hitti sayst

As a disciplinary measure tola congregationd prayer

must have had greet value for the proud, individudistie

sons of the desert. It developed in thea the sense of

social equality end the consciousness of solidarity. It

promoted that brotherhood of eoaaumity of believers shieh

the religioa of Muhaaaad had theoretically substituted

for blood reletionsdp. The prayer ground tons beeaae

the first drill ground of Islaa."26

2*See M. Abdu, Mahl al-gjiagha, Vol. II, pp. 173-74.

25Sheraf Al-Oin, Al-Fusml Ai-MoaJjna, pp. 68-69.

^>. Hitti, sr. cit.. p. 132.
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Mohaaaed sss wont te call toe age before ds prophetic

Bission, the "Jehiliyya." Historians often Interpret tele term

ss "the tiae of ignorance." Recent investigation proves toat

Mohaaaed reelly mssat by ths term "Jahiliyya," not ignorance, but

rather vsmity aad insdenee.27 On the otoer bead, the tera "Islam"

aeens the submission te the will of Allah.28 These two terse ess

explain, in a way, the sain point of eontrast between Islam snd

noaadisa. Instead of being Incorporated in, and being proud of,

da tribe, the Medea auat devotedly believe in, end subait to ths

sill of, Allah.

Sir William Muir is ef the optoioa that Islsm ass not originally

scant te be a udversd religion. He maintains that Mohammed's world

was Arabia, and for it Islam waa seat. "Froa the first te last the

call was aade primarily te the Arabs sad te them dene."29 Professor

Arnold, on the ether bend, argues that Islam was never dcdgned for

the Arabs done. "As there sss but one God," he adds, "ae there sss

te be but one religion in which dl sen were te be invited.*^

Khedduri rightly points out thet The Korea and the history of Mohaa-

ned support the opinion of Arnold that Islsm was aeent to be e

"See Ahmed Aato, Fair d-Ialaa. pp. 69-70.

28*fiS. Sil.

^Sir Willisa Ituir, Anaala al J& ilX ft--"**-*
p. 61.

3T. W. Arnold, Ja Praich1n*' si I"1a- P. 28.
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udversd religion.31

Nevertheless, one cannot deny the fact that Mohaaaed was

himself an Arab, and bis dsdon was greetly oolored by the values

and the thought-style of the noaadie edture. It seeas that both

the opposite opinions, of Muir snd Arnold, are valid et the saae

tiae. Each represents one single phase of the multi-phased reality,

but not the whole of it. It is true thet Islam is s udversd

32
religion sent to the various peoples of the world. It is dss

true, that aost ef the ideds, values, "pillars" snd beliefs of

Islaa are built on an Arabian foundation and purported to satisfy

certain Arabian needs.

Overlooking the difference, in the eonsideration of the

social unit, we ean find no other fundamentel differences in the

value-systea between Islaa snd Arab noaadisa. Ia fact, too "saered"

society of the noaadie tribe provided Mohaaaed dth aost of ds

aoral vdues. The aain thing he hsted aost froa the Arabs, as we

have notieed, was their extreme loydty te the tribe. The other

vdues are taken for granted.33 Mohaaaed is knows te have said,

"Mem are like Betelsthose who were good before Islaa, beceae

31M. Khadduri, Ihe, Law oj Eat ASs Peace to islam, pp. 4-5.

32Sec Jjja Koran. Chapt. LXVIII, Verses 51-52, snd Chapt.

XXI, Verse 107.

33See R. Levy, Sociology si Islam. Vol. II, pp. 68-71.
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equally good la Islaa."3* And dso, "Look to those morel practices

you had before the eoaing of Islaa end apply then in Idea; give

security to your guest, be generous toward the orphan end treat

your neighbor with kindness.*35 A siriisr sentiment ean be found

36
in The oran,. It Is relevant to quote Levy about this point,

It is significant of the position of Muhammad's

teaching in relationship to the practice current in the

ttMiUTY* that he appears to have adopted the tribd

terminology for good and evil. When he has ocoaeion,
as occurs frequently in the Koran, te refer in a single
tera te the beliefs snd conduct accepted as good, he

speaks of thea collectively as d-na'rnT. literally
ths known" and probably, like *nrf. "shst is customary
and approved"} dsbelief snd dseonduet being si-exjnkax,
i.e., what is disapproved, or sore literally, "whet Is

regarded as unknown or foreign." Tribd societies in a

stote of dvilization paralld to that of the Arab

tribes of the JahlllTYWr *ould, is the same sey as they

dd, regard the known snd familiar as ths good end the

strange es ths evil. In X&& iSBUSk them ere frequent

geaeral exhortations te enjoin the naiiuf. and forbid

the salBeaX*

We ere told that Hatls's3 daughter was led es a captive

before the Prophet snd thus addressed him,

... My father was wont te free the captive, end

protest those near and dear te hia, and entertain the

guest, and satisfy toe hungry, end eonsole the

3*See Ibn Khaldun, SR. Sil P* 13*

35A. Hanbel, Mujnai, Vol. Ill, p. 425.

-^See Xat praa, Chap. 4, Verse 40.

37R. Levy, afi. ail., Vol. II, pp. 70-71.

3Hatlm was well -known to Arabia before Mohammed by his

sxtreae generoaity, hospitelity, snd goodness. He was taken by

the noasd Arabs st tost tine ss e repreeentative of their ideds.
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affleeted, end give food cad greeting te ell} end

never did he tern assy any who sought e boon. . . .

The Prophet answered hers "0 aaiden, the true believer ie such

ss thou best described. ..." He then turned te his followers

snd sdds "let hsr go free for her father loved noble Banners,

snd Allah loves toem likewise."39

In deellng dth toe fundamentals of their religion, the

Moslea toeologians have distinguished between believing. fffriBsTTTTlM

sual right-doing.*^ To them, Islaa priaarily consists of thsse

three elements. In the light of the preceding diseuedot , it may

be right to cay that the first two elements, i.e., believing and

worshipping, were m st probably Instituted by Mohssssed for the

purpose of weakening the tribal spirit of toe Arabs, whereas the third

element, i.e., right-doing waa instituted in order to retain and

strengthen their noral vdues. Mohaaaed is popularly known to have

add that he see sent by Allah for toe purpose of ooapleting the

41
good morals.

After discussing Goldsiher 's theory of the antagodsa

betweea toe Isladc and Arabian ideds, Nicholsoa cobcb to the eon-

dueion that the Arabs "dthouth they became Moslems fa lifatt the

39See R. Nicholson, SR. sil PP* 86-87.

*p. Hitti, sa sil* p 12B'

^ee d-Magbribi, op., ail., o. 29.
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aajority of then neither believed in Islam nor knew whet is aeent. "*^

II this conclusion of Nicholson right? Generally speaking, it ess

be right only dth respect to the tribal spirit. The Arabs sceaed

to be unable te replace their age-old narrow epirit of the tribe

by the rtder spirit of the Islsmie community. In spite of the

Prophet's persistent ooadeanetion of the tribd spirit, the Arabs

continued te be, consciously or unconsciously, influenced by it. In

reelity, leng living aoree mrm hard to kill by acre systems of beliefs

snd woradpe.

However, it is quite right te say thet shea ths tribd spirit

of the Arabs coincided, for one reaaon or another, with the spirit

of religion, they beeaae extremely religloue. As se shell see later,

they eeteelly showed saezlng sed, sincerity, and devotion to Islsm

when their tribd spirit wss dimcted, Immediately efter the Prophet's

death, against the "unbelievers" outeide of Arabic.

Modern dstorians think that the Arabs wem, thea, merely

fighting dth a utiliterisn aotive. Their ends were, the historians

say, seeulsr rather than saered.*3 Many of the Arabs, no doubt,

were seeking in their fight acre booty and plunder. But one cannot

*Tt. Nicholson, on., clt.. p. 178.

^Sce M. De Goeje, "Arabia," ii*.lQnrito al isaSl* Vol. I,

p. 376} R. Mlcholsen, SR. sili PP* 177-79} O'Leary, Arabia Before

Uohawrood. p. 20} K. Browne, SR. ait., Vol. I, pp. 187-89.
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deny, nevertheless, thet the rajorlty of thea were reedy te

sacrifice their own lives in whet toey firaly believed e holy wer.

Micbeleon sayai

That these men were capable of religious ssal Is

amply proved by the triumphs wdch they won e short

tics afterwards over the disciplined armies of tee

mighty empires} but whet chiefly inspired then, apart
froa love of booty, sas the conviction, born of success,
that Allah was fighting on their side.**

It is true, sm Nicholson hes just sdd, that what chiefly

inspired the Arabs in their religious veheaence was their success

in the fighting against toe "unbelievers," but tois should not be

taken es e flat indieation of utilitarianism or materialism. Aa

we have seen before, the nnmeds, or any other people who belong to

the "seered" society, cannot imagine the edstence of e true religion

whieh Is not podtively associated by soae sort of success of

fortune. They Basnet, in other words, think of "right" ss separate

froa "might." Tds is mot a utilitarian attitude as it appears

en the surface. It is, rather, a deep belief in the fact that as

far as aan are on the dde of God, God must be on their side too.

In conclusion it seeas that the oft mentioned antagodsa

between Islaa and the Arabian values is not entirely true. This

writer is of the epidon that the antagodsa developed later when

Islaa began to be adopted by civilised peoplee of the conquered

**R. Mleholeon, gR* dt.. p. 179.
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territories. It is highly reasonable te suggest that tos conquered

peoples edopted Islaa after they changed it te fit toeir own social

and psychic needs. Consequently, it beeaae antagonistic te the

nosadie vdues of ths conquerors. To tols we shell return in a

following chapter.



CHAPTER XVII

THE TRIBAL SPIRIT Dt ISLAM

In the preceding chapter, we have seea that there wee no

funesmeatel eonflict betweea the Islamic and the noaadie values.

The only aato difference between the two lay ia the fact that the

Bemads restricted toe epplieetloa ef toeir vduee te the narrow

circle of the tribal udt, while Islsm tried te extend the boundary

from the tribe te the religious ooaaumlty. In aoasdisa sen was

accustomed te be kind te ds fellow tribesaen, severe te the out

siders. La Islaa, it was required froa hia to be kind te hie

fellow Moslems snd severe te toe non-Mosleas. Ia describing the

true Modems, TJ& jjjomn, palate cut that they are aereifd aaong

theaselves, severe against ths "unbelievers."1

Mohaamed tried very aueh indeed te suppress the narrow

tried spirit of the aoaaas and inetell in Its piece the religious

spirit. He vehemently attaeked the noaadie pride ia genedogy,

snd pmsehed thet birto counted for notoing end that sed for fdto

was the only criterion of honor. However, it was highly diffiedt

fer the nomads to quit, so quickly, the tribd spirit which they

had beea accustomed to sinee the beginning of their known history.

Ia the words of Levy, "It is obvious thet so intangible an dement

*See TJja Koran. Chap. XLVIII, Verse 29.

306
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in social organisation as a feeling of pride in ancestry was not

te be destroyed by edict at one stroke."2

As soon es the Prophet wsa known to have ded, aany tribes

broke off from the newly organised state of Islaa and followed

a number of lecd "fdss" prophets.3 Seme of toe Arabs flatly

dedared that a "false"prophet from our own tribe is better them

a true one froa the tribe of Kuraish."* Tds, of course, indicates

that the tribd spirit was one of the aain factora that underlay

tie noaadic revolt against the Isladc rale.

Fortunately, the reins of the Ielemie government, efter the

Prephet's death, wee placed is the hands of s highly far-sighted

man, Oaar, the bob of d-Khattab.5 Tds aan seemed te have a

greet oapadty for penetrating Into the deep nature ef the Arabs.

2R. Levy, Sociology q! IfiaM> Vol. I, p. 78.

3p. Hitti, aa. ail., pp. 140^41.

*A1-Tebari, T.riirh. Vol. Ill, p. 145, dted by Al-Miqdadi,
Tarikh Al-flBbli d-Arablvya. p. 138.

It shodd be aentioned that Omar was the second cdlph

after the Prophet's death. He waa, however, the adviser and the

"right hand" of the first edlph, Abu Bekr, whoee caliphate lasted

for a relatively short time. It is right therefore to conclude

that Oaar was, more or less, the aetud ruler of the Islaaie state

in its critled situatioa after ths death of ito founder, the

Prophet. Soae modern writers are inclined to call Oaar the "St.

Paul of Islaa."

Cf. Ahaad Aain, Fair Ai-ialaa, pp. 146-47.
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After suppressing the spostesic revolt of the Arab tribes, he

appeared to have realised that unleea the Arabs' sttention eodd

be deviated by sons positive activities te s new sort of loysJty

their old tribd spirit would continue to sake trouble.

"The warlike spirit of ths tribes," ssys Hitti, "now

brought together into a nominally ooaaon fraternity, had to find

new channels for asserting theaselves.*7 The historic wars of

conquest whieh were waged shortly after the Prophet's death ean be

regarded therefore as e technique mainly intended to replace the

tribd raids and the internd wars of toe desert by an organised

eaapalgn against the outal lerc. Oaar aost probably bad thought

that the tribd spirit of toe Arabe eodd be replaced by the new

pirit of Islaa if they were brought face to face against a ooaaon

eneay who was, et the sane time, an eneay to toe religioa of Islsa.

There is a well-known Arable proverb wdeh indicates thet

an arab tends to dly hinsdf te ds brother against his cousin,

g
snd te ds cousin against a stranger. Tds tendency is observable,

indeed, everywhere in the Arabian society. It is interesting te

notice thst the tribd spirit extends ite limits among tos Arabe es

rP. Hitti, History si JsUt Arabs, p. 142.

G. Zddan, Al-Tamaddon al-Tflmal1 r Tol IV, . 14.
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a result of the extension in their social co tactr. An Arab is

usually vehement against men from e neighboring tribe} but es soon

as be coses into contact dth aen froa further tribes or nations,

he forgets ds hostility against his ndghbora and tends to join

thea against the newly-rising strangers.

Tds aost probably was in the aind of Omar shea he aobilized

the Arabs agdnst toe "unbelievers" of toe outside world. History

tells thst Oaar converted toe whole of Arabia into a ailitary caap.

He dispdled the non-Arabs froa toe Arabian Peninsula as if he

intended to free it froa toe danger of a "fifth oolunn." Aecording

to an oft-quoted ssying of his, toe noaad Arabe furdshed Islaa with

its ram aaterid.9 He appeared as if he had attempted te make toe

Arabs identical dth the . o .lems, end Arabiaa synonyaous to Islaa.

In fact, there ere several "sayings" attributed to Oaar that

Indicate ds persond inclination toward the Arabs and hie apprecia

tion for their edtural vdues. He is known to have even urged the

Arabs to preserve their traditiond pride in genealogy. Ibn

Khddun relates a story in shieh one can notice that Oaar encouraged,

9P. Hitti, sr. sii.# P. 29.

10See G. Zddan, sr. ail., Vol. IV, pp. 31-32, 34-25.

UIhn Khaldun, AL-Mooaddtoa. p. 130} G. Zddan, op., si!.,

Vol. I, P. U.
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rather than discouraged, the well-known noaadie arrogance among

12
ds soldiers.

This should not be taken, however, as flatly as it appeara

te toe superficid observer. Oaar was a true Moslea beyond any

doubt. Looking through ds own perspective, we can see the situa

tion in a different light. In the time of Omar, the noaadic

arrogance and the tribal apirit were advantageously utilised in toe

war agatoat the enedes of Isles. Therefore, he did not mean, by

encouraging the nomadic spirit, to strengthen it at the expense of

the rdlgious spirit. Both noaadisa and religion were led by Omar

against ths outsiders.

History, shows, dso, that Oaar mobilized the noaad Arabs

dong toe tribd lines. Hitti says in this regard,

Islam ssade full use of the tribd systea for ito

dlitary purposes. It divided the amy into unite

based on tribal lines, settled toe colonists in the

conquered lends in tribes and treated new converts

froa aaong the subjugated peoples as clients.13

In this way the noaadie spirit beeaae, under the dee supervision

of Oaar, identical dth the Isladc spirit.

It is true, however, that the tribd spirit was not entirely

elininated. It waa rather put in a new form. It was, toerefore,

'Ibn Khddun, SR. clt.. p. 126.

'p. Hitti, oa. Sil., p. 27.
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liable to be revived in its old form aa aoon as the new condition

would cease te exist. As a matter of fact, tola is exactly what

happened after the death of Omar. During the reign of the third

edlph, Othman, when the conquests practically stopped, the tribd

spirit began te appear again and play ito role in the politicd

affdrs of Islan.

Moslea historians tend to consider the death of Oaar (who

was murdered by e Peraian while leading the prayers in the great

aoeque of Medina in 644, A. D.) as one of the greatest calamitiea

in the datory of Islau. In toe words of one historian, "the good

fortune of Islam waa shrouded in the grave-clotoea of Oaar, the

son of Al-Khattab."1* Historians agree that aost of the turaoil

and socid unrest, which took place during the reign of Othman,

would not have happened if Omar was divs. Tds is, to some extent,

true. Omar was, as Nicholson points out, "a born rder and every

inch a mam."15 Just to the contrary, his successor, Othnan, was

a weak sen, "an easy tod in the hands of ds snbitious kinsfolk.*

However, it seeas here thst the historiana are over-estimating

ths persond factor in dstery snd underestimating a aueh aore

^ited by R. Nicholson, A, Literary History si IfiS Arabs.

p. 190.

I5Ibid.. >. 189.

l6Ibid. . p. 190.
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important onethat is, the sodd factor. This writer is of the

opinion tost the steppege of conquests was much aore effective in

the esusstion of the sodd unrest then the persond weakness of

the cdlph. The tribd spirit, wdch was drected at the time of

Oaar agdnst toe "unbelievers," became when toe "holy" wars slowed

down et the time of Othaan, free to turn beck to ite old pattera.

Othman practiced nepotism. Consequently, ds relatives,

who formed the leading fsally of the tribe of Kuraish,17 climbed

into aost of the lucrative and Important offices of toe newly

18
established empire, and lived an the fat of the land. This

naturally drew the attention, and probably the envy, of the other

tribes.

The trouble dght have been less if the mlatives of Othaan

had been considered true Moslems. Their ungodly behavior, says

Nicholson, gave point to the question whether toese converts of

19

the eleventh hour were not still heetoens at heart.

The other tribes seemed to have found the situation unbear

able. There waa, of coume, a very fertile soil for the old tribd

spirit to flourish again. History shows that the first instance of

17It shodd be mentioned here that Othman belonged to the

well-known Omayyad family. As we shall see later, his murder pro

vided his oousin, Muawiya, dth a strong pretext te contest the

right of Ali to the cdiphate, and to revolt agdnat dm.

l8Ibld. . p. 190.

'Las* fill-
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trouble agdnst Othaan 's regime arose to Iraq aa a resdt of a

heeted conversation between certain tribesmen end the governor of

Iraq who was a Kuraisdte, snd a close relative of Othman. During

the conversation, the governor declared that Iraq was an "orebsrd"

of the tribe of Kuraish and that the Kuraishites had a right to

reap its product any tire they wanted. The tribesaen vehemently

protested against tola, saying that what had been conquered by their

own swords eould not be easily permitted to be monopolistiodly

exploited by the tribe of Kiraish alone.

This can be considered the spark from which the historied

turmoil against Othaan resulted. Reading the story to its full

details, one may not fail to notice that the hostility of the Arabian

tribes against the tribe of Kuraish was present, in one forr or

21

another, throughout ths whole trouble.
**

Othaan rivals aade full

uae of this hostility for their own advantage. In soae of their

lettem to the Indignant tribesmen, they said, "if you want a holy

war, eone here, for the religion of Mohammed has been spoiled by

your caliph."22 Actudly, many tribesmen responded to these letters

and went to Medina, where Othaan lived, seeking a cause for a "holy

.23
war."

^Ibn Khddun, Kiteb AA-iRsX. Vol In Part l* * 1*0

^ee Ibid., p. 140 et seq.

^ee M. I. d-Zain, d-Shia Fil-Tarikh. p. 105.

^See
'

. Aqoad, Aboarlwat Al-imea, p. 64, et. seq.
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Othnan suamoned the governors snd the politicians from

the various parts of the empire and held a conference dth them

for the purpose of studying the red c-uec behind the trouble and

to find out a remedy for it. One of the conferees flatly advised

the edlph to start fresh eaapeigns against foreign people to

24
order to divert the warlike energy of the tribe froa one another.^

To quote Khadduri about this point,

During the second half of 'Uthnan's edipbate
there was an intervd of recession froa "fighting in

the path of Allah." One would have expected that

thla Intervd should have been one of consolidation

of the state and assimilation of the nany eleaente

incorporated in it. Quite toe oppoaite result

occurred. The resident tribes of the newly conquered

provinces, especially in southern 'Iraq end Kqypt,

began to shoe signs of discontent snd, later :n
,

started on vigorous seditions activities. We need

not involve oursdves here with e study of the many

factors whieh contributed to that movement. But among

the factors which undoubtedly led to it was toe

inherent tribd desire for fighting.25

The tribd spirit of the Arabs had to have an outlet for

asserting itself. If them was no outlet for it against the outoide

world, it wodd eventually turn toward the Inside. An Arabian poet,

who lived about toe tiae in which these events took plaee, gave

expression to the gdding principle of such tendency in two verses:

Ibid.., pp. 27-73.

'm. Khadduri, TJJO igw si Hal ARd Peace jn lalan. p. 34.
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"Our business is to sake raids on the eneay, on our aeighbor end

on our brother, in eaae we find none te raid but a brother."2*

linen Othaan was findly besieged in ds house by the

indignant Arabs, one of his ooustos, Marwan, eaae out froa the

house snd addreeeed the excited beeeigers dth a tone which was

quite indicative of a challenging tribd spirit. He sdd,

What is the matter wito you? Ion have come hem

as if you ore going to make a raid. Curse be upon

your ugly faces, you have come Barely for the purpose
of depriving us froa our own kingdom. Turn beck to

your tents. By dish, we ibell never be robbed of
what we have to our hands.2'

Marwan appeared here as if he had considered the rebellion

against ds cousin as a sere raid against ds tribe. Tds tribd

consideration took e dearer fora through the eventa which took

plaee aa a result of toe murder of Othaan at ths hands of da

beeeigers.

The relatives of Othaan eonsidared bis murder ss s fsmily

concern rather toen e politied one. They ebstetoed from giving

toeir dlegtonce-oath to All, who succeeded Othaan in the caliphate,

on the ground that he did not take revenge on toe murderers of

28
Othaan according to the dd traditions of ths Arabs. Muawiya,

26Cited by P. Hitti, SR. clt.. p. 25.

**\... Aqqed, SR. Sel>t 76.

2BSee L. D. Vide, "usaiyad," Encyclppsdja, o JaLaa, Vol. rv,
p. 999.
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the governor of Syria, raised, es Nicholson pointe out, the cry

of vengeance for toe Bordered eeliph and refused to take the oeth

of allegiance te All.29 Thus, the dstoric conflict between All

and Muawiya started.

As we hsve noticed in the orevious parts of the present

work, toe dash between di and Muawiya was regarded by the

orthodox Mosleas of later days as a repreeentative of the age-old

eonflict between "right" and dght," the "idesl" end the "real,"

"politics" and "religion." Many dstorians believe thst one of

the sure reasons, behind toe fdluro of All is ds war agatoat

Muawiya, was hie neglect to pay attention to the tribd spirit of

the Arabs. He treated ell kinds of people equdly according te

the origlnd spirit of Islaa. He "did not prefer toe hihg-bora

te the low-born, nor the arabe to toe non-Arabs, and he did not

cajole the leaders and the chiefs of the tribes."3

Muawiya, on the other hand, based ds whole policy on toe

expediency of the tribd spirit. Hs divided the public revenue,

neither equally as All dd, nor according to toe religious aerlt

as Oaar di .

,
but according to shst Ibn Khddun calls, the prtodple

of "asabiyya." The stronger e person's tribe or his politied

R. Nicholson, s. cit.. p. 191.

^Abu Al-Radid, hajh Ai-flgai, Vol. I, p. 180, dted by

Ahaad Aain, Dhuha Ai-Islaa, Vol. I, p. 23.
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power was, the bigger ds lot wodd be in the budget of Muawiya .-

Some of All's intimate friends advised him, at the time, to do

what da rival, Muawiya, sas doing as regards the tribal spirit

of the Arabs} but he persistently refused, ssying, "Do you want

for me to attain victory by means of injustieeJ
"*1

It is of sigdfieance to notice that the tribe of Kuraish

disliked di, and he himself disliked it32 in spite of the fact

that he belonged to one of ite leading fanilies. He ean be sdd

te have led, in s sense, the rdigioue opposition against the tribd

spirit of Kuraish. It is Interesting to see toat he retraced his

own genedogy and toe genedegy of dl Kuraisdtes dth his te a

non-Arab origin, to e saall village near Babylon which was outside

of Arabia. The Moalea "jurists" were, snd still ar^, perplexed

sm te the red meaning of tois "saying" of di, for Kuraish is eon-

ddered the noblest tribe of ell the Arabs.33 Tds ssying seeas

to symbolise di's deep hate toward the tribd spirit of Kuraish

sad ds protest against its genedogieal pride.

According to Ibn Khddun, as we have seen In s previous

chapter, Muawiya waa fomed to revolt against All by the "esabiyya*

^Ahaad Aain, R. ail., Vol. I, pp. 23-24.

32See u . Abdu, Nahi Ai-aalasttR, Vol. II, p. 103.

33
Ahmad Amin, afi. cit.. Vol. I, r. 76.
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of ds tribe, i.e., Kuraish, and the tribes which were allied to

it. Muawiya was, therefore, in Ibn Khaldun's optoion, nerely a

pessive tool in the hands of the revived tribd spirit of the

time. This, however, cannot entirely be true. Muawiya did not

only drift dth ths revived tribd spirit; hs dso hslped it in

its revivd. The connection between the cause end effect was not

so simple as Ibn Khaldun suggests.

In ths conflict between All snd Muawiya, there ean be

noticed a peculiar pheaoaemoa to whieh dstorians have not paid

due attention. Strotbaann peinte out that the early Shiites, i.e.,

the partisans of di, were aostly froa toe Southern pert of Arable.'

Zddan dso shows that the bistorie battle wdeh raged between di

and Muawiya in Siffin was regarded at the time as a war between the

Southern Arabe, or toe lasenitee as toey were usudly called, and

36
Kuraish. An important question may be raised in tote regard as

to the reason behind this peculiar attachment of the Yasedtes to

the cause of di.

^TAs a setter of feet, Ibm Khddun is known by ds bins to

favor of Muawiya. Muawiya is to Ibn Khddun theided ruler. He

stands in the eye of Ibn Khaldun perhaps in the same position as

Ceeeer Borgia stands in the eye of Macdavelli.

35R. Strotbaann, "Sda," Encyclopedia al Islaa. Vol. IV,

p. 353.

3*0. Zddan, SR.& Vol. VI, p. 58.
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After examining toe socid background of the Tsasnites,

the answer appears very simple. In the South of Arabia, or Taaen,

people were, and still are, not so accustomed to the noaadic life

as to the northern part of Arabia. Agricdture is quite common

in the south; and toe sedentary dvilisation has a long dstory

there. This may explain how the Yemenites eould endure toe rale

of All with ds extreme neglect of the tribd spirit. It aay be

safe to say that toey did not pay attention to toe tribd spirit

as aueh as the northern Arabe did.

Goldsiher believes that the Yaasdtes were aore religious

1
toan the northern Arabs. In the light of the preceding discus

sion, we can see thst the differenee in religiousness between the

northern and the soutoera Arabs wss s matter of quality rather than

of quantity. That is to aay, the Yaasdtes were, not more religious

than their northern brothers. They adopted rather e different kind

of religion.

The Yemenitea can be sdd to have adopted a "class religion,"

while the northerners e "group religion." History shows that many

of toe Yaaanites vehemently persisted in their partisanship of All

long after Ali'? death. Muawiya tried very hard to suppress tois

"Shiite" tendency aaong toem. He used boto methods of persecution

"Se* ?. H. Weir, "Djahiliyia," Encyclopedia of Islam.

Vol. I, p. 999.
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and bribing to order to draw then to Ms : :id -

. Just in contraat

to the aom nomadic Arabs of the north, the Yemenites sceaed to

have believed that "dght" was not a necessary phase of "right."

They reaained, mom r less, sincere to the cause of All, in spite

of his defeat in war, and fdlure in polities.

It is interesting indeed to notice that there were, on

the side of All, at the beginning of hie conflict with Muawiya,

certain northern tribes, but as soon as they glanced the first

signs of his fdlure they seceded from his side and formed the

well-known sect of the Kharijite?, that is, the seet of the Seeeders.

The Seeeders began to fight both All and Muawiya. They fought All

because he failed in war, and fought Muawiya probably because he

was biased is favor of the tribe of Kuraish. Thus, they showed the

deep-rooted characteristics of their noaadie nature.

It is interesting to see that those nomadic "Seeeders" con

sidered that All was a good caliph until the tiae when he was

defeated by Muadya. After that, All became, to their optoion, a

As a matter of fact, All was about to win the victory in

Siffin when his cunning rival ordered ds troups to raise copies
of the Koran up on their spears and shout, "Let the Koran be the

judge between us." Driven perhaps by a pious aotive, di accepted
the propoed end ordered his troops to stop fighting. The "Seeeders"

were to fact among those who influenced da to aake this erroneous

deddon which resulted finally in his defeat. Afterwards, toey
condemned him on account of this decision. In the last analysis,

they condeaned hia on account of his failure to dn the war.
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"heathen" and a "bed" edlph. The historians of Islaa are often

amased at the apparently trivid reason which caused them to seeede

from All's side after they were greetly devoted in the beginning to

ds cause. However, All sas good and just, in toe eyes of the

"SecederB," so far es he was victorious. To then, defeat was an

Indication of the fact that Allah had quit ds side.39

In one of his fanoua speeches all attacked this sort of

identifying "dght" dth "right." All is of the opinion that "right"

must be powerless et first in order to beooae e sort of exanination

for true "believers." If "dght" and "right" dways go together,

All ssys, there dll be no way of dlstingdshing the sincere

"believers* froa the pretenders. The reward of dish is given,

aecording to di, according to how aueh the believer hes suffered

for the sake of his faith, di gives several examples froa toe

dstory of religion known to bin to prove ds toeory. He emphasizes

toe fact that all the true prophets rose at first dth no power

behind then; they attracted only a few disciples in the beginning,

but afterwards they were able to found their great religions as s

40
resdt of their endeavor and patience and suffering.

This idea is, of course, diffiedt for the noaadic Arabs te

39Cf. Ahaad Aain, Fair AT -IlllftB r P. 261.

*^See v. Abdu, SR. clt.. Vol. II, p. 161 et seq.
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understand. The nomads eeanot understand, as we have dready noticed,

a "right" dthout a "dght" behind it. It shodd be noted that this

identifying of "aight" dth "right" aaong toe noaads is normally

associated with toeir strong tribd spirit. It is hardly possible to

separate thea froa eech other.

The noaadie aan firaly believes that the only rightful group

in the world is ds tribe. His vehement attachment te ds tribe

is usually associated dth an indubitable belief thst the diety,

whatever it aay be, is assays standing on ite side. Speaking of the

ancient noaadie Semites, a. R. Salto sayst

In the same measure as the god of a elan or beth-Ab

had indisputable claim to the reverence snd service of

toe coamudty to sdch he belonged, he was necessarily
an eneay te their enemies and a stranger to those to whoa

they were strangers.

The noaadie aen ean hardly understand how a true mligion

goes against his tribe. "Right" is dways wito his tribe. The

noaadic honor, says Nicholson, requires that s man shodd stand by

hie people through tdck and thin.*2 The ided of the noaeds in this

respeet is that they should Jump to the hdp of their fellow tribes

aen dthout ever asking why. An Arabian poet sayst

^Ited by J. ,.aeh, Sociology of Rdlgion. p. 77.

*TL Nicholson, R. all* 83.
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They aak not their brother, when he lays before
thea ds wrong

Ia his trouble to give.thea proof of the truth

of what he says.*3

Another poet Bayst

If kinsmen seek help it should be given promptly,
without respect to the merits of the case. . . .**

When the nomadic man jumps to the help of ds fellow tribes

aen against strangers, he is sure beyond any doubt that they are

dways right. It seems that the severe struggle for existence in

the desert life has taught hto that the mere survivd of his tribe

Indicates Its rightfulness.*5

The "Seeeders," In fact, provide us with a good example of

this noaadic tendency. They ere well-known in the hiatory of Islaa

by their extreme piety and devotion to Islaa.*^ Shahristad describes

then as "people of fasting and prayer."* In toe words of Nicholson,

^
. Lane-Poole, The Speeches and Table-talks of toj

Prophet Mohaafed. p. xiii.

**R. Nicholson, SR. cit.. p. 83.

*'lt is observable that, in every long fight, toe ran, who

cones out froa the fighting safe believes that he has some sort of

divine power or a protecting spirit. His survivd after experienc

ing a series of dangeroua experiences gives hia a confidence in his

latent power and a faith in ds "nana," so to speak.

*Ahaad Amin, Fair Al-Islam. pp. 262-63.

47
Cited by R. Nicholson, o_. cit.. p. 211.
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The Koran rded toeir lives end possessed their

inaginatlons, ao that the dstory of the early Church,
the persecutions, aartyrdoBs, and triumphs of the
Faith beeaae a veritable drama whieh waa being enacted

by themselves. The fear of hell kindled to them an

inquiaitortel zed for righteousness. They scrupulously
examined their own belief as well as that of their.

neighbours, and woe to da that was found wanting!*8

Notwithstanding dl the phenoaena of piety, toe "Seeeders"

did not hesitate, et dl, to kill the woaen and children of their

nodes and to plunder their property wherever they found them.*9

The Mosleas who refused to execrate Othaan and All were, in their

eyes, the worst of infidels. For then, It was the duty of every

true "believer" to take part in the *holy" war against such sort

of "fdae" Mosleas, end te kill thea, together with their rtves

and children.50

In tds respeet, toe "Seeeders" were not greatly different

from the nomads of the pre-Islamie days, despite their extreme

piety end devotion to Islaa. The only dfferenee between the pro-

Islamic noaeds end the "Seeeders" lies in the fact that the former

had many gods, each tribe had its own god that stood on its side

against the others; whereas the latter believed in only one God

who wee supposed to support thea agdnst toe whole world on account

**Lae.. Si.

**See Ahmad Adn, Dhnha d-Ialaa. Vol. HI, o. 334.

^See R. Nicholson, oa. ail** P 211.
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of toeir great worsdp snd devotion.

When one of then killed All, he wss reciting froa aeaory

soae chapters of the Koran, firaly believing thet he had, then,

achieved e good act in the sight of Allah. He reaained calm

shea All's followers began to autilate his eras snd legs is

revenge. As soon aa they began to cut ds tongue, he bitterly

cried ssying that he hated to stop praying Just Immediately before

dying.52

In spits of their extreme piety snd devotion to Allah,

toe "Seeeders* eould not understand the equditarian principle

of lalan. They revolted against toe tribd spirit of Kurdsh snd

retained, at toe same time, toeir own. Aecording to Ahmad Adn,

they had a greet pride in their pedigree, and am intense eonteapt

for the non-Arab Mosleas." They often quarroled among theaselves

snd fought eech other la the same way as toe pro-Islamic nomads

were in the habit of doing.
*""

After the establishment of the Oaayyad dynasty on the throne

^They flatly attributed their victory to the battle of

"Asak,* where only forty of thea defeated two thousand of their

enemies, to the dd of Allah. (See Ahaad Adn, ghubs. Ai-ifilAM.
Vol. Ill, pp. 343^44.)

gIbld. . Vol. 117
, p. 335.

^Ahaad Aain, Fair d-Islaa. p. 262.

^iRid.** P. 259.
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of the caliphate, the *Seceders" continued to make trouble. But

they began gradually to dthdraw froa Iraq, where their aoveaent

first started, to the desert. They seemed to have intended to

leave the country where the values of civilization revailed to

their origlnd abode, the desert, in wdeh they night be able to

preserve their noaadic-religious vdues intact. The rising tide

of socid secularization and civilization in Islan appeared to

have worked against them. A few remnants of the "Seeeders" ean

be found today in a complete isolstion in certain places of the

Arabian and toe African deserts.

Thus, the "Seeeders" who represented the true noaadic

values in Islan were practically el Initiated. The reaatoing

majority of the noaadie Arabs joined the side of the Oaayyads.

It is of significance that the Oaayyads, after establish

ing themselves on ths throne, found it necessary to resume the

"holy" war agdnst the outside world. A great series of foreign

conquests, second to that of Oaar, had been achieved during the

Oaayyad reign. The Arab solders reached the frontiers of Chine

in the east and penetrated France in the west.

The tribd spirit of toe Arabs began, however, to give

ground, as a resu t of their contact with various peoples, to

sons ddcr spirit. Two kinds of spirit began to develop and take

the plaee of the old one. First, the spirit wdeh distlngdshed
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the North Arabs from toe Souto Arabs. Second, the spirit whieh

combined ell of the Arabs agdnst the non-Arabs.

The Omayyad government persistently sided withtoe Arabs

against the non-Arabs. It was in reality a government of the

Arabs for the Arabs.55 The Arabs began, under the rde of the

Oaayyads, to fora a strict aristocratio class and to look down

upon their non-Arab subjects.5^ This was, as we have seen before,

one of the isin causes whieh undermined the Oaayyad regime in

particular and the Arab rale in generd. The Abbasids came te

power aeinly with the help ef the Persians. Consequently, the

57
Arabs were driven back to the desert.'"

Another factor, whieh helped to underaine the rale of

the Qmayyade and the Arabs, was the conflict between the Northern

and the Southern Arabs. To quote Hitti,

Conscious of some deep-rooted racial distinction,
the North Arabians, who traced their descent te

Ishaael and styled theaselves 'Adnani, were never fully

amalgamated dth the South Arabians, who carried their

pedigree back to Qahtan, the Jokton of Genesis 10:25

seq. The Qaysites became in course of tiae the nudeus

of one political party, and the Yemenites of another.58

55See L. D. Vide, "uaayiad," Encyclopedia of Islam. Vol. TV,

p. 998.

^Sea Ahmad Adn, Dhuha Al-Islam. Vol. I,
-

. 23.

57'
See Ahmad Ante, SR. clt.. Vol. I, p. 33 et seq.

5V. Hitti, SR. cit.. p. 280.
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Actudly, the Oaayyad government fluctuated in its support

snd bias between the two perties. One celiph dght side dth ona

party, smother dght do the reverse.59 To quote Hitti again,

The polarization of the Moslea world by this Arab

dud lea of Qsys and Yemen, who dso sppear under other

names, became now complete. Tt precipitated the down-

fdl of the dynasty and its ill effects were madfeat

in years to come and in widely separated places. The

district of Damaecus itself was once the scene of

relentless warfare for two years all because, as we

are told, a Ma'ad^ite had filched a watermelon from a

Yemenite's garden. In distant Murcia in Spdn blood

is said te have flowed for several years because a

Mudarite picked a vine leaf froa the yard of a Yamadte.

Everywhere, to the capitol as well as in ths provinces,
on the banks of the Indus, th.- shores of Sieily and the

borders of the Sahara, toe ancestral feud, transforaed
Into an alignment of two politied parties, one against
the otoer, aede itself felt. It proved a potent factor
in ultimately arresting the progress of Moslea arms In

France end in the decline of the Andalusian caliphate.
In Lebanon and Palestine the issue seems to have

remained a living one until modern times, for we know

of pitchsd bottles fought between the two parti es^as
late aa the early part of the eighteenth eentury.

Findly, the Arabs' rale ease to en end largely as a resuH

of their tribal spirit. They returned et lest to ths desert froa

which toey eaae, snd which was more suitable to their deep-rooted

nomadic valuea. Thus, the nature of Islam began to be aodded again

aecording to a dfferent systea of vdues the values of civilisa

tion.

Ibid.
, pp. 28085.

>iaU p. 281.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE NATURE OF ISLAM

Modern students ddely dis agree as to what fundamentally

constitutes the nature of Islam. Their disagreeaent is probably

due te a difference in their perspective. Generally speaking,

the nature ef e religioa is deterained by the nature of the group

whieh adopts it.1 Is order, therefore, to understand the nature

of Islaa, it la necessary, first, to understand the various

groups which entered it.

From the previous discussions, we can conclude thet Idss

was adopted successively by three different groupa in its early

development. Bach group tried to stamp Islsa wito ita own world-

view or mantel orientation. When Islaa was findly institutional

ized end took ite last fora at the handa of the last group, it could

not, of courae, get rid entirely of the iapreasion of the previous

groups.

In order to fully understand the nature of Islaa, let us

briefly exaatoe toe three groups which adopted it, in their chrono-

logied order.

The group whieh formed the first converts of Islaa was

^ee H. R. Neibmhr, The Sasisl Sauroes. of n^"llM-,mHri
p. 27 et pasri-.
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reeraitcd, as we have already seen, largely froa the lower claasea

of Meeoa. At that time Islam was a religion of the lower classes

thst arose in protest agrinst their secular opprefLor;.

Islan was, st that time, greatly influenced by the Judec

Christian world-view. Mohammed, then, was on friendly terms dth

ths Jews snd the Christians. The vehement protest of the Hebrew

prophets against the rich of their time provided Mohammed with a

ready ideologied weapon against the rich of Mecca.

When Mohaaaed atgreted, with hto few followers, to Medina,

he found himself in a sooiety which was quite different froa the

"secular" eoeiety of Feces. Medina was an agricultural village. It

sceaed to have suffered aueh lass than Mecca from class confliet

and social disorganization. It was, in other words, nearer to the

lded-type of the "sacred" society.

There was, in fsct, an internal conflict within the society

of Medlns before the arrival of Mohammed, but it was a group con

flict rather than class conflict. The population of Medina was

o

divided into two hostile camps dong tribd lines. The first

toing which Mohammed did after hia arrival at Medina was to draw

up a charter in which he veheacntly declared*. "They are one Dane

/fiomaanitj/ over against mankind."3

TR. Levy, Sociology si WtT ?! -> 27F.

3
Thin.. Vol. I, p. 279.
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It is indeed interesting to find Mohaaaed including the

Jews who lived around Medina in the charter. In the charter we

ean reed,

The Jews of the Banu Awf (end other tribes) are

a community dongside the believers (the Jews keeping
toeir faith and the Mosleas theirs); they with their

clients; except anyone of them who hes committed s wrong
or an offense snd he does not involve anyone but hiaself

and ds household to destruction.

The friends of toe Jews stand on toe same ground as

toey themselves.

Mono of then shdl take the field in war except with
Muhammad' a leave. None shall be hindered from avenging
a wound.*

Tds charter haa indeed e greet significance from toe

sociologied point of view. It dearly marks the shift of Islsa

froa being a religion of a "seeder" sodety to a religion of e

"sacred" one, or ia otoer words, froa e class-rdigion to a group-

religion. It msy be quite safe te ssy that Mohaamed dd not find

to Medina an important gap between the upper and lower classes

stellar to that wdeh existed in Mecca. His religious spirit was

shifted, therefore, from a veheaence against the upper classes

inside the society to a vehemence against the outside enedes of

the society.

There developed, however, another factor whieh strengthened

*Cited by Ibid.
, Vol. I, p. 281.

5Modern historians of Islan usudly refer to tds change aa

a shift froa a pure religion to a publieo-religious system.
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the shift of Islaa froa a eless-rellgion te a group-religion. Tds

was the change in toe Jews' sttitude toward Mohammed. The Jews

began te Book Mohaamed' a religioa and to belittle his knowledge.

WnyT The historians of Islam do not give ue a satisfactory reason

for that surprising change in the relation between Mohammed and

the Jews.

At any rate, as a resdt of tols newly-rising hostility,

Mohammed fought the Jedsh tribes, one by one, snd forced then,

in one way or another, to leave Arabia. At the earns time, e

tremendous change in the cereaodd structure of Islaa was affected.

Hitti ssys about tols change as follows i

In tds Madineae period the Arabianisstlon, the

nationdisation, of Islaa was effected. The new prophet
broke off with both Judaism and Christlsmity; Friday
was substituted for Sabbath, toe adhan (edl froa toe

ainaret) waa decreed in place of trumpets and bells,
Ramadan was fixed aa a aonth of fasting, ths Qiblah

(the direction to be observed during the ritual prayer)
was changed froa Jerusdea to Mskkah, tos pilgrimage to

d-Ka'bah wee authorised and the klssinggof the Black

Stonea pre-Islamie fetishsanctioned.

It is reasonable to suggest that the change was aostly caused

by the intense eonflict which arose between Mohaamed and the Jews.

Mohaamed bcgaa te accuse the Jess of adulterating their "sacred"

See R. Nicholson, A. Literary History of. Jj^e AiaSs, p. 172.

7
Loc. cit.

*P. Hitti, Hiatorv si !& Arabs, p. 118.
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Bible, and of unjustly murdering their "good" prophets. He began

to preach for a return te the eld fdto of Abraham, who was

believed et the time to be the father of both the Hebrews snd

toe Arabs. In the Medineee chapters of Jag Koran, the Ka'ba,

the Arabian eenter of pilgriaage, began to be considered the "house

of dish" that was erected by Abraham himself.9

In the tenth year after the hegira (the dgration to

Medina) Mohammed, as we have already noted, conquered Mecca and

destroyed the many idols wdeh had been installed oa the roof of

the Ka'ba. After witnessing the greet vietory of Mohaaaed,, and

toe disgraceful destruction of their idols, the nomadic tribes ef

Arabia believed et last that Allah was truly the only God and

Mohammed was really His messenger. If their idols were true gods,

they sodd be able to defend theaselves against the onslaught of

Allah.

Thus, Isles beeaae the religioa of the Arabs, and the Arabs

became the soldiers of Islan. During the reign of Oaar, aa we

have notloed in toe preceding chapter, the aaalgeaation between

the Arabs and Islaa reached ite sedto. Tds asslgaaatlon resulted

in bdlding a huge empire an aspire whoee sod was the religioa

of Islaa and body was the nation of the Arabs.

Sec The, Koran. Chap. XXII, Verses 26, 27.
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During the establishment of the Islamic empire, a third

group entered Islam. This group was recruited froa among ths

conquered peopler. It is strange indeed to find the conquered

peoples, especially of Persia snd Iraq, adopting Islsa soon after

they eaae Into contact dth the conquerora. Historians differ

ss to the reason behind such rapid conversion. There are, however,

three explanations given in tds connection.

First, the explanation which ia usually expounded by the

enedea of Islam. They believe that the Arabs came out free their

desert, carrying The Koran on the one hand and the sword in the

other. The Araba, according to tds opinion, imposed the religion

of Islam by foree on the conquered peoples. Neutrd students hold

no brief for tols explanation. History shows, beyond doubt, that

toe Arab conquerors aetually did not encourage the converoion to

Islaa. Conversion meant to thea at that time a drastic reduction

to the publie revenue of the stote, and the Arabs did not like,

of course, to receive less taxes froa toeir subj ct_.

This leads to the second explanation whieh is besed on

economic consl'orati :.s. According to the law of Islaa, the con

quered peeples auat pay an annual poll tax as sell as a high rata

of taxes on their cultivable lands. When they were converted te

'See Ahaad Aain, Fair Ai-Tntom. ,. 92.
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Islam, they were supposed to be exempted froa the poll tax; they

dso were supposedly perdtted to leave their dghly taxed lands

and join the conquerors on eoud footing. This explsnatloa is,

however, no longer held to be entirely vdid. The Arabs did not

readily treat the new converts according to the origlnd law of

Islaa. Nicholson sayst

The new converts were attached as clients to an

Arab tribes they eodd not become Mosleas on any other

footing. Far froa obtaining the eqsal rights whieh they
coveted, snd whieh, according to the principles cf Islam,
they should have enjoyed, the Massli were treated by toeir
eristecratio patrons dth contempt, and had to submit to

every kind of socid degradation; while instead of being
exempted froa the oapitation-tax pdd by non-Moslems,
they still reaained liable to the ever-increasing exac

tions of Government officials.**

Professor Arnold expounds a toird explanation for the rapid

conversion of toe conquered peoples to the religion f [lam. He

points out, es regards toe conversion of the Persians who formed

the majority of toe conquered people, that the coming of Islaa was

regarded by thea as a sort of relief from the oppression of the old

regime. In many Persian subjects, says Arnold, persecution had

stirred up feelings of bitter hatred agdnst the established religion

snd the dynasty that supported its oppressions, and so caused the

12
Istoalc conquest to appear in toe light of ddiverence.

^t. Nicholson, SR.* 248.

^See T. .(. Arnold, Jh Preaching si Idas, pp. 177, 184,201.
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It seeas that each of these three explanations is vdid

to soae extent. Socid phenomenon is seldom caused by one single

cause done. There aay be soae other reasons to addition to these

three, for the rapid conversion to Idem. Tds writer is of the

optoion that the conquered peoples dght have resorted to the

mligion of Islaa psrtly as a protest against toeir eonquerors, the

Arabs. Tds may be indicated by toe feet that toey edopted en

sspect of Islam that was quite different from tost wdeh waa adopted

by the Arabs. They saw to Islaa, a dass mligion which eodd bs

utilised as a tool against their conquerors. In other words, they

tried to eonvert Islsm to its old nature of the . eccan period and

to revive its origlnd prtodple of equality and sooid Justice.

It is interesting indeed to find thet the early eonverte

of Islaa, i.e., the first group of eonverte who entered Islam during

the Meoess period, beeaae attached te, and heartily inclined toward,

13
the new eonverte froa the conquered peoples. It msy be safe te

say that ths new converts received the religion of Islam, not froa

the nomad Arabs who considered Islaa as their own nationd religion,

but froa the early converts who considered Islaa es a world rdigion

that was Intended to Bake all kinds of peoples equd to each other.

Thus, two kinds of Islaa appeared, one for toe conquerora

Cf. Ahaad Adn, SR. SH* P* 92.
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and the otoer for the conquered. The first was a group-religion,

the second wee a class-religion. Each party began then to support

its religion by certain "sayings" attributed to the Prophet, and

each began to view the Prophet froa aa angle just opposite to that

of toe other. The conflict between toe two religions was, for

soae time, quite intense.

As se have aeen in the preceding chapter, the Arabs were

driven back to the desert as a result of the fdl of the Oaayyad

dynasty, snd Islan began to be nodded anew at the hands of ths

i i-taab convert: . It ray be r.ght to conclude that Islaa began

now to be positively colored by the values of civilization and te

erase too vdues of nomadisa which were stamped on it by toe socid

environment of ito birthplaoe.

During the Abbasid caliphate, which was mostly a non-Arab

regiae, the Mohaamedan "tradition" began to be collected and be

fixed into their find forme. The "traditiodsts" of Islan

developed, then, a peediar disciplinethe "science of Hadith."

Through this "science," it was intended to sift the true "tradi

tions" from aaong the hundreds of thousands wdeh were attributed

to Mohammed and his companions.

It is of importance to notice that, in no other culture,

such a discipline has been established.
"^

This may be ascribed to

**See A. Guillaume, Traditions f I"lerr. pp. 12-13.
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the fact that the Mohaamedan "traditions" were extensively utilised

by the various parties of Islaa. Each party tried to support its

claims by certain "traditions." In this way, many were invented

and deliberately put Into the south of toe Prophet. The "tradi

tions" were, in feet, effective weapons in the politico-rellgioua

eonflict of the early days of Islaa. To quote Laanens,

The parties which rose up in the midst of primitive
Islam soon sought to utilise ths aethod of iiadith to

further their political dr: . Oaayyads, Abbasidr, and

Alids are to be seen fighting and disputing, ailing
to their aid multitudes of T>di*h. They am imitated

by the dissident sects.15

In order to check such unhedthy growth to tos Mohammedan

"traditions," toe Mosleas developed Us Al-fladith. i.e., "the science

ef tradition."* The aethod conelsted to a complicated systea of

checking and cstdoguing the isnads. or the bearers of "tradition,"

bo as to know Just who toey were, froa what sources their "traditions"

17
case and what degree of confidence eodd be assigned totbem.

The "traditiodsts" did not care, et dl, to examine the

text of the "tradition" and to see whether it was reasonable and

logled or not. As we have seen, they considered that the lews of

l5H. Lamaens, Jalai. B**lfg ftM frftl^jonB, p. 71.

16
See A. Guillaume, o_. cit.. p. 79.

*?See Barns & Becker, Socid Thought from Lore to Science.

Vol. I, p. 267.
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logie were not applieeble to the Prophet's "sayings." The

Prephet's "sayings" were, in their 6pinion, beyond the realm of

human mind; they were inspired to the Prophet by God, and so man

was not permitted to exanine then in the li^ht of ds limited

Bind. Ths job of the "trsditiouisto" was, therefore, ltelted to

the examining of the totegrity of those who carried the "traditions,"

rather then the "traditions" themselves. That is to say, their

job was to examine the authenticity of the "traditions," not their

logicality.*8 However, they overlooked the fact that, by exaalning

the integrity of the bearers of the "traditioas," their logicdity

dso aight come, in some indirect or unconscious way, under con

sideration.

The "traditiodsts" generally refuse the "traditions" toat

are told by two kinds of persons i toe liars and the hissed.*9 They

classify the bearers of "traditions" in degrees, according to toeir

persond truthfulness end honesty, on the one hand, snd aecording

to their pmjudice or partisansdp toward certain herotie sects

or unpopdar parties, on toe other hand. By doing that, they are

in redlty exanining the reasonablllty of the "traditions" in the

18See Taha Hussain, Falsafat Jbja QklldRfi 1-11+ImITHIi

pp. 28-20.

19Cf. Ahmad Amin, D'uhe Al-Islaa. Vol. n, pp. 117, 211.
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light of their own logled systea or mentol presuppositions. Aay

one who tends to bear the "traditions" thet contradict their

aentel presuppositions, is labeled, of courae, by then as a liar

or a biaaed man. Thus, "traditions" are in reelity sifted by

thea to a manner whieh alia nates dl but those "traditions" that

fit into their ewn rales of logicality and reasonability.

In the find analysis, they have moulded the whole body

of the Mohemnedon "traditions" accordlig to their own unconscious

prejudiee. The problem lies in toe feet thst toey have been able

to discover the prejudiee in their opponents without being able to

notice it in their own selves.

In the light of the above discuss! n one can easily under

stand how the nature of Islam was flndly colored by valuea of

civilisation. It shodd be remembered here that the "sciences"

of Islaa, and particularly the "science of traditions," had beea

developed by the non-Arabs aloneby the peoples of the conquered

civilisi-ti one. While the Arab conquerors were busy dth their

dlitary activity, and proud of their fighting ability, toe con

quered were busy in the cultivating of religious knowledge. The

Arabs built the Islaaie Empire dth their swords, wherees the non-

Arabs built the Islaaie "sciences" dth their pen3. The work of

the sword soon dwindled in importance dth the paaaage of time.

The work of the pen, on the other hand, gradudly grew and flourished.
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Thus, Islaa has finally become saturated with the preconceptions

of the conquered rather thsn those of th* conquerors.

It is quite toteresting to find in Islaa of later days

several eepeets which are hard to find in nomadisa. Islaa has

most probsbly adopted these aspects after it has been institutlonsl-

ized at the hands of the lest group of its converts the peoples of

the conquered civil izatlonB. We can find, for example, In Islaa

of later days three aspects whieh particularly run contrary to the

basic tendencies of nomadl3m. Let us examine then, one by one.

(1) There is a deep-rooted inclination in lalan toward

scientific knowledge of dl sorts. This Is of coarse contrary te

what toe typical nomads are normally Indined. The nomadie man

normdly has a profound contempt for Intel ec+ud learning and of

everything related to lt.^* We are told that a certain nomadie

poet had to oonccd the fact that he was able to write, "because,"

he said, "it is re-* rded a disgrace amongst ua.**1 In the words

of Ibn Khaldun,

20It is interesting to notice that the profession of teeching

is greatly despised by the Arabe. In the modern Iraq, a govern

ment job Is much preferable than a teaching Job. A teacher in a

government school wodd try almost anything in order to be trans

ferred to the public service. He may accept a lower pay in the

public service in order to eseape the contemptible position of seecdng.

2iCited by E. G. Browne, 4 Literary Hiatory si Persia.

Vol. I, . 261.
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... the Arabs, who hsd recently emerged free s

nomadic lifs, found toe exercise of dlitary and

administrative command too engrossing to give toes
leisure for literary avocations which have dways
been disdained by a ruling caste.22

According to the "traditlodate," however, Mohaaaed

vehemently urged ds followers to seek for scientific knowledge and

te run after it te toe farthest ends of toe earth. There are

aetually aany "traditions" indicating the dgh position of "science"

in the opidon of the Prophet.23 But, what did the Prophet redly

mean by the tera "science"? The "traditiodsts" unhesitatingly

take toe tera to seen the same thing to whieh they are accustomed

to refer in their civilizationd environment.

Looking through the perspective of K-hanmed, one may be

sble to see in the word "science" s meaning somewhat different froa

that which the "traditlonists" have noraally attributed te it,

under the influence of civilisation. This writer is of the opinion

that Mohaamed meant by "science," or ilm. as it is to Arabic, the

opposite of iahl (i.e., the root from which the tera Jahlliyya

22Ibn Khaldun, Ai-goagddtea,, p. 543. It can be edd that

the noaadie man ia naturally disposed toward poetry rather than

toward science. Scientific discipline requires, aore or less, a
calm disposition to which the noaadie man Is not ordinarily accustomed.

The constant raiding and fighting of the desert life has made bin

a aan of emotion and qdck anger. The nomadic Arabs, in fact, are
known throughout dstory by their profound inclination toward

poetry and emotional oration.

^See d-Maghribi, Ai-Akalafl Wel-Wdlbat. pp. 49-?'.
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was derived). The "traditlonists" usually interpret J-MHw

(the Mohaamedan name of the pre-Islamie days) as "the tiae of

Ignorance." Here again, the "trsditiodsts" are influenced in

their interpretation of the Mohaanedan "traditions" by the values

of civilisation.

Recent researchers have come to toe eondusion thst what

Mohaamed meant by JMHwi is not "the time of ignorance" as it

appears to ths superficial observer; but rather, "the time of

arrogance.
"z* It aay be right, therefore, to interpret toe word

Ha * the saae way. In feet, Ha ean be token to indicate e mean

ing eteilsr to thst of Al-Maruf. Aa we have alrosdy seen, in the

Mohammedan terminology, il"mmamX literdly means "the known," and

really means what is approved or good. (In the same way, Al-^unkar

literdly means, "the unknown," and reelly means shst is disapproved

end evil.)25

It is qnite possible, therefore, that Ha in the Prophet's

terminology means "the understanding of the moral or religious

rales of conduct." When Mohammed declared that the seeking for

"science" was e duty on every Moslea, he aost probably meant the

26
seeking for good aorals end the obtaining of religious knowledge.

2*tee Ahaad Amin, Fair Al-Ialaa. pp. 69-71.

25See R. Levy, SR. Sii ** H, pp. 70-71.

^Cf. D. B. Maedonald, "Ha," Encydopedla p Tfflllr Vol. II,

pp. 469-70.
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(2) There is another characteristic in the Islaaie

doctrine of later days that is seldoa found among the nomads. It

is ths praise snd encouragement of agriodture and handicraft.

The nomadie Arabe do sot like herd work of any sort. As Ibn Khddun

puts it, they like to earn thdr living dth the points of their

27
spears. They consider it below the dignity of man to earn his

living by aeens of hard work, herd work should be, in their

28
optoion, allotted to woman who is unahls to rdd snd fight. What

Veblen edle "bellicose frame of miad,"29 is dearly noticeable

among thea.

The Northern Arabs were in the habit of insulting ths

Isaemitss by referring to the prevdence of trade end handicrafts

in Yemen. Wihba points out thst the worse insult for ths noaadie

aan of the Arabian desert, today, to to call hia "the son of an

artiasB."31

^Ibn Khddun, aR. clt.. p. 149.

2In the Arabic language, trade or profession is edled

fihaa. This word Indicates at the same tins s meaning of oonteapti-

bility end dishonor.

^Veblen defines tola frame of aind as "a prevdent habit

of judging facts snd events froa the point of view of fight."

T. Veblen, JJas Theory si iRft incisure Ctosa, p. 19.

3See r,*. Abdu, Nahi d-Bdagha. Vol. I, p. 51.

3*H. Wihba, seeiEsl d-Arab. p. 132.
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The Arabe are particularly indignant against agriculture.

They dways associate agriculture with hudliation snd low status.

They tend to conquer the agricultural peoples and exploit then,

rather toen to identify themselves dth than. In the Modern Iraq,

the pure-blooded Arabs often fora ths sheikhly familiea who rale

snd exploit the peasants.

The Moslem "traditiodsts," on the otoer hand, believe

thst Mohammed sas enthusiastic in ds encouraging of agriedture

and craftsmanship. Several "traditions" are attributed te the

Prophet to tds effect.32 There is, however, one "tradition" wdeh

appears condemning agriedture end regarding it a cause for huailte-

tioa.'3 The "traditiodsts" are, as Taha Hussain pointa out,

pusded es to the red aeswing of tols anti-agricultural "tradition."

34

They think that toem aust be some dsteke ia It. They seem te

be unable to redise that Mohammed was not entirely free froa the

noaadie vduation. They seea to try to iapoae toeir own valuea

on the Prophet.

(3) Another tendency ean be found in toe Isladc doctrine

of later days, wdeh runs contrary to the nomadic vdues. This is

32See Al-Maghribi, SR. sit., pp. 84-96.

3'lbn Khaldun, SR. sijj., p. 394.

3*Taha Hussain, sfi. cit.. p. 152.
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what modern psychologists edl oppression psychosis or masochisa.

Ths same tendency whieh Bakes the noaeds dislike scientific occupa

tion and hard work, aakea then dso arrogant and sadistic people.

They are typical fighters.

It is diffiedt indeed for a aen to be an excellent fighter

end dso an industrious worker. Typolegieelly specking, nan ean

hardly be both ssdistie end aasochlstlc, rough and gentle, arrogant

and huabls st the saae time. Human pereonallty is normally well-

integrated around a fixed pattern from whieh it seldoa deviates

toward the opposite direction. A typied fighter, who is eccustoaed

to strike de foes dth ds used severity, cannot eesily become e

huable aan when he comes out froa the war. He tends te retain in the

peacetime the same attitudind-coaplex that has helped him te be a

good fighter in the wartiae.35

^^TUs phenomenon ean be said to be less observable to the

sodern times. In the old civilisstion, or the agricultural civiliza

tion as to eontrast it to the industrid civilisation of today,
there were, es Veblen puts is, adnly two claseesi the productive
class and the predatory one. Each one of toese two elasses ean be

sdd to have an attitudlnd-complex that runs opposite to that ef the

other. In contrast to the upper dassee, the lower classes are

inclined, as Nietzsche points out, to c asider the wretched done ss

the good. The needy, the suffering, tbe sick, the loathsome, are, In

their eyes, the only ones who are blessed and for whom is sdvation.

(See F. Nietzsche, The Osnedogy si Words, pp. 13-14.) The upper

classes, on the other hand, have the opposite attitudes. They con

sider wretchedness, oppression, suffering, humiliation, and the like

ss the worst edaaities that befall man. In brief, the dd type of

civilisation ean be sdd to have two oppodte classes, toe oppressing
snd toe oppressed, the predatory and the productive, tbe sadistic and

the Bssocbistie, dth spectel set of vdues for each.
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It is instructive at tds point to quote Veblen,

The predatory habit of aind involves an accentuated

sense of persond digdty and of the relative standing
of individuals. The socid structure in shieh toe

predatory habit has been the dominant factor to tbe

shaping of institutions is a structure based on status.

The pervading norm to the predatory ooamunity's scheae

of life is the relation of superior and inferior, noble
and base, dominants snd subservient persons snd classes,
master and slave.

^

It is interesting to notice to this regard thst it is aore

preferable in the eye of the noaadie Arabs to suffer death then to

suffer s slight sign of humilistlon or insdt. An old Arabian

poet once advised the young generation, dth s naturd and touehing

allusioa to ds venerable age, ss followsn

He thst for ds dstern's gusrdlng trusts not in his

own stout era

Sees it ruined t he auat hara his foe or he must

suffer hara. . . .37

Another poet rebuked ds tribesaen on account of their kind-

nesa to their foes, he says,

In the aodern dvilization where the induatrid leaders have

taken tbe place of the politico-mLlltary leadera, dosses are no

longer :trranged elong such a diehotoaous polerizetion. Socid aobility

has disturbed the polarization of vdues, to a very large extent.

3^T. Veblen, sk' Sil't P* 3*

rR. Nicholson, ojp,. cit.. p. 118.
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But es for my people, though their cumber be not small,
They requite dth forgiveness the wrong of those thet

do thea wrong,
And the evil deeds of the evil they meet with kindness

snd love!

As though thy Lord had created among toe sons of men

themselves done to fesr dm, snd never one men more.

Wodd that I had in toeir stead a folk who, when they
ride forth strike swiftly snd hard, on horse or on

camel borne!

According to O'Leary, the Arab's "sense of persond digdty

is so strong that he is naturally in revolt against every fora of

authority."^ Tds may explain the reason why the Arabs before

Mohammed were unable to udte themselves and fora a state. As we

have seen before, by the idea of one lmpersond god, Mohaaaed eodd

udte the Arabs and establish a stete in toe Arabian desert for the

first time in dstory.

It is interesting to notice that Mohaamed was in toe habit

ef referring to his orders as to be the orders of God Himself.

H. G. Wells seems to criticize tds habit of Mohaamed, and to con

sider it a* a sign of vadty. To quote Wells,

Muhammad waa no importer, at any rate, though at

times ds vanity aede him behave as though Allah was

at ds beck and call, and as if ds thoughts were neces

sarily God's thoughts.*0

^Cited by S. Lane-Poole, Prophet Mohaaaed. p. xiii.

*%m L. O'Leary, Arabia Before jbjhaaaad., p. 20.

*See ::. G. Wells, Wljno si iti-jtrTy* P 609.
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Actudly, Mohaaaed was far froa being vain. According

to Al-Ghaizdi, he was of exceeding humility and self-abasement.

His frequent reference to dlah can be more readily interpreted

as a socid technique performd for the purpose of Baking the

Arabs react favorably toward the new authority of IbIss. It can

be regarded, in other words, as a technique for the depersondisa-

tion of the Mohaamedan authority.

As Siamel points out, the depersonalization of authority

relations makes subordination aore tolerable and leas humiliating.

So far as the Arabs were too sensitive agatoat dl sorts of authority,

it was necessary for Mohaamed to evade any aentionlng of his persond

orders. Every order waa to be taken as the order of dlah. When

the newly converted edef of an Arab tribe said to the Prophet,

"Ton are our prince," the Prophet answered quickiyi "The prince is

Allah, not 1.*^ In tds way he was able, aore or less, to establish

the authority of Islam over Arabia.

At any rate, Mohaamed appeared to have been fully aware of

the great danger inherent to tds revolting tendency of the Arabs

agdnst authority. In fact, hs tried very hard to teach ds followers

**Cited by R. Levy, o. sii*. Vol. II, p. 74.

^See H. Barnes, Hia tor- si Sociology, p. 259.

*3D. de Santillana, Jag legacy si Islam, ed. T. W. Arnold

and k. Guillaurne, p. 286.
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that it was their duty to obey their ruler whatever he aight

be.** In one of ds well-known "sayings," he stressed the idea

that any raler should have been obeyed even if he was an enslaved

Negro. Mohaamed condemned dso dl sorts of arrogance and

undue sense of persond digdty.*" The Koran describes the true

Moslems as "those who wdk on earth humbly and, when offended by

the insolent people, reply peacefully.**

A dileama, however, arose when the Arabe were edisted

into the conquering amies of Islaa. It was diffiedt for the

Arabs, then, to be peaeefd and huable according to the Mohaamedan

teaching, and retain, at the same tiae, their dgh propenaity for,

And ability for, fighting. Islaa appeared to have been standing,

shortly after the death of its founder, st the erosspoint of two

roads, each was supposed to lssd to s different direction. Which

side was Islsa destined to take? The side of humility and pescs-

fulness or the side of pride snd warlike spirit!

Historians are eoapletely silent about tds sociologiedly

Important question. They are perhaps unaware of the nature of the

**Abu lusof
, Kltab Al-KharaJ. pp. 10-12.

*5iaid., p. 10.

^Ahasd Aain, Fair Al-Islam. p. 70.

*7Cited b Ibid.
, p. 67.
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dlleaaa that cross in Islaa as s result of this situation. Froa

the acattered information that can be found in the formal dstory

of Islaa, one may be able to notice that toe dlleara was quite

intense st the tiae that immediately succeeded the Prophet's

death.

Alaili tells us that immediately after the Prophet's death,

soae of ds companions, who belonged to the early group of toe

Islamic converts, retired froa politied life and began to practice

their religious activities privately considering that Idas had

48
no longer to be concerned dth nilitary or political affairs.

*^

Tds story seeas highly indicative end important, in spite of the

slight attention odd to it by the historians of Islam. It indicates,

in fact, the inner conflict that appeared dtoln the souls of the

pious Moslems owing to the rtee of the above-mentioned dileama.

Findly, as we have already noticed, Omar took the lead

and directed Islam, fortunately or unfortunately, toward the path

of war and conquest.

As a matter of fact, Oaar adopted several positive measures

shieh dearly indicated his policy of directing Islan toward the

politico-militant spirit rather than toward the peaeefd devotion

of pure religion. Let us exaaine them one by one.

**A. Alaili, TirUfr Ai-Hsiala, p. 81.
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(1) One of theae Oaarian measures was the effecting of

sose change in toe trsditiond "calling for prayer." According te

Sharaf Al-Din, the "calling" contained, before Omar's tiae, e

sentence shieh wss intended to remind the Mosleas that the prayer

sas the beat of all religious activities. Oaar ordered the emis

sion of tols sentence from the "calling." He dght hove notieed

in it a eertdn sort of eneourageaent for a peaceful life. IS the

optoion of Sharaf Al-Din, Oaar wss urging the Moslems, at that

time, to concentrate their attention and devotion upon toe war

activity, end se, he might have seen in the sentence a cause of

49
deviatioa froa tols direction.*7

The orthodox historians nay raise serious questions about

the dstoried authcatidty of this story of edsslon. But, view

ing it in the light of the general inclination of Oaar, one aay be

willing to aeeept it, sore or less, as s true story.

(2) Another of the Oaarian measures, in the saae direc

tion, was ds prodbitios of the Arabs froa any kind of agriedtuml

activities. He even prevented then froa living in the towns or

mixing dth the town peoples. In the opinion of Alaili, Oaar did

that, contrary te the orders of the Prophet, in order te sake the

Arabs retein their old war-like spirit snd fighting vehenenee.50

(3) Another measure lay ia ds encouragement, in one way

*9See A. Sharaf Al-Din, d-Fusd Ai-gohteja* pp. 68-69.

SA. Alaili, aR. ail., pp. 89-90.
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or smother, ef the Arabian tribd spirit for the support of toe

"holy* war. He arranged the Isladc amies dong the tribd

lines, and urged the Arabs to preserve their eld pride is

geaedegy.52 According to Zddan, Oaar was the first caliph is

Isles who preferred the Arabs to toe non-Arabs. He warned the

53
Arabs, too, against adopting the eustoas of the non-Arabs.

He prevented, onee, the generd of the Iraq army from

treating his soldlsrs with severity. Ia the optoioa of Ibn Khddun

Oaar dd that in order to keep the soldiers away froa any huailia-

44
tion tendency.

~

(4) Another of toe Omarisn measures lay is his tendency to

appoint what Ibn Khddun edls toe helders of the "asabiyya" in toe

goveranent end dlitary offlees."" Many ef the offices, were filled

during ds reign by eertdn neabers of the Oaayyad fadly, while

the Haahteid fadly, the fadly of Mohaaaed and All, wss avoided is

these appointments.* d-Maqrizi, the faaous Moslem dstorlan, was

51See Jala. , p. 87.

42
~Ibn Khddun, sk> Sis*t P* *3*

55G. Zaidan, SR. $!* ** ** 31-32.

^Ibn Khddun, aa* dt. . p. 126.

55cf. laia., p. 131.

5*8ee Alaili, SR &> PP 86-87.
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amazed at the reason behind such a discrimination.5'

Di view of the big difference to the attitude toward the

Arabiaa tribd spirit betweea the Oaayyads and the Hashteids, one

aay eesily discover the reason of Oasr's discrimination. The reasea

did not lie In the persond hate of Oaar toward di, as soae

historians have suggested. It ley, rather, in the general policy

of Oaar to utilize the tribd and the warlike spirit of the Arabs

for the vietory of Islaa. The Oaayyads, as we have already seen,

sere strongly inclined toward the noaadie vdues ef the Arabs,

whereas All end Ms relatives were of the opposite indication.

All in dl, one may eome to the eondusion that Omar has

tried to solve the dileama of Islsa by edepting one of the tee

opposite sides, that is, the side of fighting spirit, at the expense

ef the other side. The result was that Islam became a religiem ef

conquests end empire-building rather than one of subdssive deve-

tioa and huable piety. The holy war waa, as Khedduri points cut, s

"required duty" iaposed ea the whole Isladc eeaaudty until the

eg
word of Allah shall be supreme in the acrid.

"^

This has placed ths traditloaists" feee to feee dth a

dileama ef toeir own. as civilised aen, they are oriented toward

57Se Jaid.., p. 86.

5*M. Khadduri, SR. all., p. 5.
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s religion of huablasess end devotion. But, ss orthodox Mosleas,

they are reqdred to believe ia the "holy" war and te fight ell

59
the "unbelievers" wherever they find thea. How have they beea

able to eseape these two sharp horns ef the dileamal

It seeas that the "traditiodsts" have found toe solution

in what can be called "toe deperaonalizatioa of toe huaan traits."

Aecording to their epidon, aen ean attain, through the exert1 cm

of his will power, any trdt hs likes. A true Moslea, therefore,

ean be huable and arrogant ss the situatioa requires. Ia the

wartime he can become a lion, while ia toe peacetime he can be e

sheep. In their optoion, huaan personality ess be aeulded, dth

toe help of Allah, to fit every fora, dth no restriction whatsoever.

The "treditlodsts" have act failed, of course, to give

ample examples of this froa the early dstory of Islaa. They have

been able to peint the personditles of Mohammed and ds eeapadons

dong these lines. Mohammed and his eeapadons were, aecording te

the "traditiodsts," exactly aa She Koran hes described thea

severe against the "unbelievers," coapesslonate aaong themselves.

The later generations fdled to follow this dgh example of the

eospemions, ssys the "treditlodsts," aerely because ef their wesk

will snd corrupted religion.

59Laa. sil.
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In describing the Islamic tendency of "depersonalisatioa,"

von Grunebeua ssys,

Ided types of behavior were evolved end Identified

with certain personages. ... So the reader was taught
te toink in types, te appraise people for individud

traits, to disregard the fulness of their humanity.
Tds outlook festers the idee of the huaan character as

a eoapound of unintegrated traitstraita wdeh are

found typified here or there, for the aost part arbitrarily,
and which, it was felt, eould^bo put together se as te

produce a perfect individud.

Is this way, the "traditiodsts" have solved the dileama of Islaa.

As a aatter of fact, the dileama was, in the later days,

no loager of any significance as it was in the early days of Islaa.

Islaa has yielded, then, to toe soft proclivities of civilization

and, so lost its tendency to fight. The duty of "holy war" has

lost its actual vdue and become a mere word is the religious tera

inology of Islsa. "The depersonalisatioa of huaan traits" has been

of use only for the study of the religious history and for the

aordistie preaching snd teaching.

Islaa, as e nllitant religioa, remains oaly in the desert.

Several religious aovemente have recently arisen, in the deserts

of Arabia and Africa, attempting1 to revive Islaa dong toe sane

pattern as that of Oaar. They have succeeded ody within ths

Q. von Grunebaua, Medievd Islaa. p. 226.

6l*oceellent exaaples of this typs of noaadie revival eem

be found today te the Wjajfrabj aoveaent of Saudi Arabia, and in the

Sanusl aoveaent of toe African desert.
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desert boundaries without being able to cross thea into too

dvilisetion ss in the time of Oaar. The reesen behind this in-

sbility of toe noaeds te invade the aodern eivilisation lies

psrhaps is toe fset that the civilization is today no longer as

abode of subdssive peoples. The modern civilization is industrid

rather than aaricpjtoril.



CHAPTER in

IBN KHALDUN AND THE ARABS

It should be asserted in the beginning that Ibn Khaldun

was an Arab, and a great addrer of the Arab nation. He was

neither a Shuubite as Aain says, nor a Berber as Enan suggests.

This dll be discussed in the next chapter. It suffices here to

study how Ibn Khaldua eodd defend the cause of the Arabs as

against the overwhelming attitude of the orthodox writers.

As we have already noted, orthodox Islaa had been institu-

tiondized upon ths vdues of civilization} the nomadic Arabs had

been regarded therefom as an evil, Irreligious, and savage people.

Several writers had tried before Ibn Khddun to defend the Arabs.

They seemed to have fdled perhaps because of the fact that they

used in their argumentation the same coneeptud tools as those of

the Arabs' opponents. They did not redize that the fight needed

a new weapon in order to dn a dedsive victory.

The Shuubites, or "the partisans of the Gentiles," who,
begindng dth the contention that all Moslems were equal, finished
to some cases by declaring the Arabs inferior to many races. The

Arabic word Shuub is used for the "nations" of the non-Arabs as

opposed to the "tribes" (qabail) of the Arabs. (See E. Browne, 4
Literary History of Persia. Vol. I, p. 265.) According to Ahmad

Adn, the Shuubites were greatly influential in the formation of the

Islaaie "sciences," to general, and in the "science of traditions,"
in particular. (See Ahmad Amin, Dhuha Al-Islaa. Vol. I, pp. 76-80. )

358
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The defenders of the Arabs, before Ibn Khaldun, had tried

to construct a bright picture for the Arabs, deriving their

matertela froa otrhodox sources. Consequently, their effort appeared

ridiculously ineffective and fruitleae in comparison to the gigantio

work of their opponents. Ibn Khddun seemed to have realized the

futility of this way of defense. It was, In fact, enormously dif-

o

fiedt to defend the nomads, the Arabs or the Oaayyads, as we have

noticed before, by aeens of the old logie. Furtheraore, the great

historians and "traditiodsts," of the early days, whose works had

become classiod in Islam, were indlned, consciously or unconsciously,

against the Arabe' cauee. To refute therefore their classiod ideas

means, aecording to the rules of the old logic, that they were con

sidered liars or untrustworthy men. Nobody eould dn a case while

arguing on such a slippery and risky ground.

Ibn Khaldun noat probably was aware of tela.** He tried to

2 it shodd be remembered here that the nomads, the Arabs

and the Omayyads were taken by the orthodox writers as three phases

of one reality. In order to defend one, it was necessary then te

defend thea dl. The defenders of the Arabs, before Ibn Khddun,
seeaed to have overlooked this iaportant po^nt.

3
Actually, he has started his writing by pointing out the great

ness and the truthfulness of the early hiatoriana and "traditiodsts."

In fact, he has borrowed alaoat dl of the data about the history of the

Arabs, in ds msJTTTft* History, froa thea. Modern students have tried

to belittle the vdue of his Universal History, on account of that.

They consider his history-writing as naive as any of an earlier tine.

They seem te overlook the fact that Ibn Khddun 's aain ate is not to

provide toe readers dth new historical data, but rather to give then

new logied tools with which they ean examine the old data through a

new liglit.
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show in the beginning of his arguaent thst lying dght not be

totentional. An honeat sen aay lie dthout realising that he was

lying. In the opidon of Ibn Khaldun, lying is natural and

Inevitable and there are several eauses for it.

Ibn Khaldun gives seven causes for lying as if he tries

to show that there are several Innocent reasons for lying beside

the customary one.

(1) The first cause of lying lies, according to Ibn Khaldun,

in bias and partisanship to favor of a certain school or ?~ot. In

ds own words,

If the sod of man is not bent toward certain side,
it dll give the news a worth, share of objectivity and

neutrd investigation. When it te touched by a bias

toward an idea or a sect, it becomes no longer obJ active i

it dll acoept, froa the news, only that element which

suite its bias. The bias becomes like a cover on the

eye which prevents it from neutral criticism and calm

investigation. Thus, the soul accepts a lie and tells

it to the others.*

(2) The second cause of lying is the norad c n<- . The

reporter lies because he wants to lie; the heamr takes toe lie as

true because he relies upon the honesty of the reporter. Ibn

Khddun does not pay such attenlioa to tda eauae. He expldns it

with one short sentence. The reason behind ds neglect of this

eauae aoat probably Ilea ia the fact toat the "traditiodsts" of

^bn Khaldun, Al-Mooaddima. p. 'f.
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Islam have considered it the aost Important cause of lying} thus,

they have developed whet they edl the "seienee of aen," whose

aain purpose is to examine the honesty of the reporters of the

traditions" sad te dessify thea aecording te the degree of eon

fidenee wdeh ean be assigned to thea. Iba Khddun dees not pay

aueh attention to tds cause of the to<rfff^lf>nil ljl'at because he

is fdly engaged with the causes ef the uairtfTMyslil *

(3) The third eauae lies in ths overlooking of the dm ef

the set. The observer, says Ibn Khddun, aay expiate en event aa

he imagines it to be dthout knowing its red ate." Here, Ibm Khaldun

seeas te redise the nethedelogied Importemee of whet Weber edls

"verstehen," im toe studying of socid phenoaena. unless the

Investigator is felly aware of the gad snd the evdusting apparatl

of an ester, he is unable to understand the red neaning of ds set.

(4) The fourth eause is, in the epidon of Ibn Khaldua,

toe tendency te believe. Tds often eeaes, ssys he, as e resdt of

sa unwarranted eonfidenee in the reporter of the news. My tds, he

has probably tried to criticize the tendency of the "treditlodsts"

6
te accept any "tradition,* if it hea been reported by aany. Aecord

ing te ds opinion, the sumereusness ef toe reporters does not

'as*, mil.

See S. Hasri, Piraatl, p. 227.
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aesessarily indieate the indubitabillty ef the report. The aany

aay fall together under e similar prejudiee or influence, and so

they aay eoae to the saae wrong eondusion in their report.

(5) The fifth one lies in toe feet thet an act te a pert

ef a ooaplieated whole. An observer say see en act snd fail te

see the eoatext within shieh the set has been acdeved. to the

epimiea of Ibn Khddun, an act aa it appears to the observer aay

be quite different free it as it is aetually ia its objective

7
context.

(6) The sixth eauss eoaes from the sttsapt, oa toe pert of

soae publicists, te flatter snd propitiate the aen of power sad so

many talmm reports will be invested snd eirsdeted among various

peoples as indubitable facte. Men, says Iba Khaldua, are naturally

inclined te be praised end flattered. They, therefom, encourage

fdsc ruaors te spread in their fever even if toey do not reelly

a

deserve them.

(7) The last, and the aost Important, cause of lying is e

msdt of "the ignorance of the nature of things wdeh ere born of

civilization.' Im the discussion of tols cause, lies, in reality,

the teaortel fame of Iba Khddun. The whole of ds socid theory

'Loc. ail.

Tec, clt.

9lBi4. PP. 35-36.
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sen be sdd to have been propounded in order to show how a lie

or en error ssy be udntentiondly eoamitted ss s resdt of over

looking the less of eivilisation or huaan association.10

Ibm Khddun then coaes to discuss toe nature of tbe aaterials

whieh the dstorisns usudly deal dth, er what he cells "informa

tions" or "aews." He differentiates whet he calls toe "religious

inforaatioas" froa those shieh ded dth "eetud events." In his

epidon, e toinker sho studies the "religieus inforaatioas" ssy act

aeed te know the socid laws or what he calls "the nature of toings

wdeh are born of civilisation."

The only source of toe "religieus infersatioas" is tbe

divine revelation. They aust be takea as they ere dth no aanipda-

tioa or dteration whatsoever. God knows what is best for aan with

regard to ds rdlgious effdrs. Man aust toerefore receive whet

God haa ordered dth unhesitating ebedicaee.

The emly thing aan has te de in tols respect is te examine

the integrity, snd truthfulness of toe bearers of the "religious

inforaationa." Man has here, aecording to Iba Khddun, one problem,

thet is, whether the "intonation" has been really said by the

Prophet, the sessenger of God, er not. After being sure that the

J,uBCe H. sernea end H. Becker, aasial Thought froa Lore Jjo.
Science. Vol. I, p. 267, et seq.

Ibn Khddun, Al-Meoaddtea. p. 37.
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Prophet has said a certain tdng, nan has, toes, aothing but te

accept it as it is.

Here, Ibn Khaldun appears te be in full agreement dth the

orthodox "tredltionists." In rsdlty, he is not so. There is

actually a big difference between the twe opinions. In the opinion

of the "traditlonists" there is so dear-cut distinction between

the religious affairs snd the secular affairs. To then, the religion

of Islsm is ooneerned dth dl hunan activities. Islaa is, as

Khadduri pats it, "the embodiment of s complete systea of life."*2

Thus, they tend to treat historical date ia the saae Banner

as they treat the saered traditions" ef Mohaamed. In fast,

history-writing started in Islaa, as Ahaad Aain points out, as a

pert of the "science of traditions."*' It developed latdy as a

separate "sclenoe," it is tract but the intellectud preconceptions

which influenced it te the beginning, remained aetlve till the end.

Ibn Khddun, on the other hand, greatly emphasises distinc

tion between the seeder end religious affairs. Te each reels, ae

we have noted la the first pert, he diets a certain sort of

activity whieh is quite different fron the other.

Iba Khddua bitterly criticises the orthodox dstorisss

es account of their handling the secular date on toe same basis as

^k. Khadduri, Ihe Lai Si IRI IBs1 ?*<* ia Idas, p. 3.

*3see Ahmad Amin, FaJ Al-Islaa. p. 223.
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that ef the religious date. Seeulsr events cone, in ds epidon,

under toe rale of social lews. A true historian, therefom, shodd

carefully study these lass before eeadtting dnself to the

sxednstios of dstoried date. Ths knowledge of the socid laws

is, te his opinion, an efficient apparatus with which historians

ean distingdsh the correct froa the erroneous inforaatioas, the

truth from the lie, end se, they can evade the pitfalls of the eld

historians.

Ibn Khaldun observes that aost of the authors who wrote ia

this field before hia had seme sort of preaching orientation, i.e.,

they had a tendency to exhort their reader rather than to tell hia

shst bad aetually happened. History-writing aust be, in his optoioa,

separated end quite dfforientated froa "the sdenee ef tradition."

Im the former, the writer aust be well-inforaed about toe social

lews, just in contrast te the latter with wdeh the sodd lass

have nothing te de.

After establishing tols criterion for the historians, Iba

Khaldun tries to give thea a brief picture of whet these socid

laws are. He started Ms discussion by aentioaing the oft-quoted

dictua of Aristotle that aan 1s s political animal . Then, he

proceeds deag toe sane linea that Farabi and other classical

thinkers hsd followed before hia is tols regard. He shows the

great sdventage of sodd life end notes how aan has been eble, by
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aeens of ds association and cooperation dth others, te produee

and consume the various econodc goods whieh are iapossible with

out the sodd life.1*

Then, he notices that man is aggressive and unjust by nature

because he is an anted in Us origlnd nature. It is necessary

therefore to have in every group of aen an eceepted authority is

order te prevent aen froa attacking each other and to make socid

life possible.

Here a question is raised by Iba Khaldun. How and froa where

does tola authority arise in the huaan society? In answering this

question, the first important cleavage appears between Ibn Khaldun

and toe classical thinkers. Ibn Khaldun attacks the classical Idea

that social control is dways a result of religion. He points out

that toere are aany peoples ia the world who have no "true* religion

and manage, nevertheless, to live in well-organised societies.*'

Oa tds point, with whieh Iba Khddun took his first

depertere froa the classical approach, he seeas to build the whole

structure of his social theory. Huaan society is no longer a

religious affdr. It has an independent entity and ean be treated

dth a complete freedom froa the religious values.

Ibn Khddun, SR. clt.. p. 43.

l58ee ito;. , pp. 43-44.
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Ibn Khaldun elassifiss human society, froa the standpoint

of socid control, into two kinds, noaadie and civilised. In the

noaadie society, when bleod relationship prevaila, aen are con

trolled by their own spontaneous motivation, while in tbe civilised

society foree is necessary for the controlling of its Bombers.

Aaong the noaeds, the tribd spirit, or what he calls the "asabiyya,"

tends to attach aen to their group vdues, whereas polieeaen achieve

such function among the civilised.

Through this classification, Ibn Khaldun places the tribd

spirit of the nonads te general, and of the Arabs in particular,

in a favorable light. As we have dready noticed, the tribd spirit

was regarded by the orthodox writers aa an evil character that had

been cursed and dispraised by the Prophet. Wo writer before Ibn

Khddun was able to defend it or te show any advantage in it. Ibn

Khddun seeas to have noticed that the Arabs eould not be success

fully defended udess toeir "condemned" tribd spirit be, at first,

defended.

He points cut that men's qudities ere a msdt, not entirely

*It should be renonbered hem that the Khddudaa

"asabiyya" has two aspects i politied and socid. The politied

sspeet of the "asabiyya" tends te attach the members of the tribe

to their leader in his conflict with otoer tribd leaders, while
the socid aspect attaches the members of a tribe to each other

snd forms a well-integrated group out of thea.
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of bis origlnd nature, but rather of his socid conditions.

When he discusses the qualities which distinguish the eivilised

man froa the noaad, i.e., the scientific indination, craftsaan-

ship and huableness as against ths noaadic illiteracy, predatory

spirit and arrogance, he comes to the eondusion that the civilised

men are by no meant, better than the noaeds. He admits tuat the

noaads are ignorant, predatory and savage, but he stresses the

fact toat they have dso a very strong tribal spirit. The tribd

spirit seems te compensate, in his epidon, for dl the virtues of

civilisation.

There is indeed great steilarity between Ibn Khddun's

description of the nomadie tribal spirit and Durkheim' s description

of mechanical socid solidarity.*"

The same spirit which makes the members of a group strongly

attached to each other against strangers, makes thea, at the sane

time, strongly attached to the values of toe group. Strong tribd

spirit and strong morals eeem to go hand in hand in Ibn Khaldun 'a

theory. To him, the noaeds are nearer to the spirit of religion

173ee Ibid., p. 175.

188ee H. Barnes and H. Becker, SE clt.. Vol. I, p. 706.

It is interesting to notice that, wdle Durkheim considcm the rate

of suicide rises as a resdt of the weakedng ef the aechaded

solidarity, Ibn Khddun believes toat the weakening of the tribd

spirit among the civilised men indicates the approaching sdcide

ef the sodety as a whole.

*9pdlosopdedly-ainded thinkera say not agree dth Iba
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for they have strong morals. Vice and moral laxity are rare in

nomadisa, Just contrary te what is normal in eivilisation. He

attributes the prevalence cf vice and rascality in civilization

te the use of foree in the socid control. An eppressed aan is,

la ds optoion, obliged to be a liar and a cheater in order to

proteet dnself froa further oppression.

As e setter of fact, Ibn Khaldun 's indinatlon in favor of

nonadisn ean be sore or leas clearly observed throughout ds whole

work. He prefers noaadisa te civilization for several reasons.

These reasons can be gathered ss follows i

(1) At first, he seeas to prefer the noaads on the ground

Khddun about tds point. In their epidon, the criterion of good

Borality doea not lie in the qudity and the intensity of the moral

eaotions | it rether lies in the enlargement of the circle of persons

embraced by the moral feelings. The noaadic morality cannot be,
toerefore, as good as tost wdeh prevails in eivilisation. In

eivilisation the circle of aorality includes aany more ambers than

the tribal spirit of noaadisa tends to include. According to tols

theory, the tribd spirit is a handicap to the Improvement of

aorality) it restricts the application of the moral values te only
small BUBbers. (Sec P. Myers, History at fast Ethics, p. 4.)

Ibn Khaldun, on the other hand, believes that the stronger
the tribd spirit is, the better the aorality. His criterion of

good Borality seeas to lie, not in the largeness of the aord circle,
but rather to the intensity of it.

20
One of the greet differences wdeh distingdshes Ibn Khddun

froa the orthodox writers lies in ds insistence on viewing huaan

traits through the perspective of personalization, aa we shall sec

later. He seeas te disbelieve is toe sbility of nan to attain the

traits he wishes to have.
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ef ds vdues concerning huaan nature. To hia, aan is good and

bed et the sane tiae)2* aaa's badness is due to Ms being an

anted in Us origlnd^ nature. Man's goodness, on the other

23
hand, coaes froa Us association dth other aen. Proa tUs, one

ean conclude that Ibn Khddun is of the opinion that the stronger

the attachment of aan to Us group is, the better he becoaes, for

his sodd nature will be strengthened st the expense of Us anted

nature. Here, Ibn Khaldun appears as if he considers that ths bad

side of aen's nsture shifts, as a resdt of Us association dth

ethers, froa dthln the group te the outside; that is to say, aan

becoaes good toward Us fellow Unseen, bad against strangers.

And when aan beeoaea civilised, his badness against the outsiders,

ss sell es his goodness to Us fellowaen, will be less. Man dll

be, then, less aggressive, it is true, but dso less brave, generous

snd hdpful.^

In tols, Ibn Khddun steads to opposition to the "tradl-

tionlsts" who have "depereondised" the huaan traita, as we have

seea in the preceding chapter.

2*See Iba Khaldun, aa* cit.. p. 127.

22lRid.., p. 142.

ttjbJA., pp. 142-43.

2*See Jaid.., p. 138.
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(2) Another reasonwhy Ibn Khddun prefers the nosadie te

the civilised peoples lies to the fact that the noaeds are more

capable to fight and to conquer other peoples. In Us opinion,

nan is naturally bent te be a aaster over othera.
5

A subaisslve

aan is Imperfect. To yield to a huailiation of any kind indicates

defectlveaess in the essence of manhood. Aa he puts it, Mo people

subdt to slavery except the black people, and this is because of

sons defectiveness in toeir huaan nature, and of toeir steilarity

to animals.*" On this ground, Iba Khaldua coaes to the eondusion

thst ths aoaadic sen is of s dgher raak as regards the essence of

manhood in comparison to the eivilised sen.
'

(3) Iba Khddun dso notes toat the use of foree in tbe

28
socid contrd aakea aan liable to be a liar and a cheater."0 In

order to evade the oppression of government, the civilised aan tends

29
to appear different from what he really is, while toe noaadie mas

does not like to eoneed hiaself. He is afraid ef no one. A

coward cannot survive in the desert.

(4) He else notes that civilization is usudly associated

25Ibld. . p. L48.

2
W 11.

27Ibid.. p. 150.

28See Ibid., p. 540.

29Ibld.. p. 142.
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dth luxurious tendencies. Luxury leads, aecording to Ibm Khaldun,

te cheating, gaabling, stealing, adultery, fdae swearing, taking

usury, etc. When sun finds Umself to urgent need of aoney ia

order to satisfy the various seats of his luxurious life, he aay

be ebliged to use illegitimate aeens to earn it. With the passing

of time, bad serais sill beceae the prevailing cuatea ia civilize-

tioa.30

(5) The mere existence of eommerec end craftaassUp in

elvilizatioa aay sake aen aeeustoaed te cheating and lying. In

Ibn Khddun' s opiates, aen of high rank cannot be traders. Oaly

toe lever elesses adapt theasslves to ths aeen character of coa-

31
aeree.

(6) He dso mentions that tbe noaads ean quite readily

adept theaselves to the religious discipline and the ascetie tendency.

The noaads usudly wear siaple elethes, live in simple houses, snd

cat siaple food. This aeens, of course, less entangloaent in the

affaire of tols world.

Ibn Khaldun points out that tailoring doea not exist te

nomadisa. It is a characteristic of elvilizatioa.

^ul2id.., P. 372.

31lSii., pp. 395-96.
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TUs explains shy Allah has prohibited toe wearing
of tailored clothes in the pilgrimage of Mecca. The

purpose of the pilgrimage is to sake man reject all Us

secular relationships and turn Us face toward Allah,
as he is originally crested, in order that Us heart

dll be free froa the luxurious habits . . . whieh

have dirtied Us sod. All of these hsbits dll be

eventually elidnated after death when man goas to the

Judgaent-day dth huable heert.32

As to houses, Iba Khddun prefers the siaple to the com

plicated ones. He aentions the order of Oaar, the cdebreted

edlph of Islaa, who proUbited Ua aoIdlers in Iraq fron building

high and large houses. According to Iba Khddun, Oaar sayst

De act build houses dth aore than three rooms,

and de not erect high buildings. Stick to the old

tradition, in order that the aspire dll stick to

you.
33

Ibn Khddun devotes a whole chapter to the study of the

effects of food on the character of aan. He stresses the fact that

the food ef civilization, whieh contains such meat and fat, effects

harafdly the aind and body. The aind is usudly stupefied by

the "tUek vapour" arising fron the stomach that has been crowded

dth aueh aeat. The body also becomes, at the same time, distorted

in fom and ugly to color.3* Moreover, the heavy food of elviliza

tioa handicaps man from adequate wersUp and pious practices.

3
JRU. PP. 4*1-12.

33ibn Khaldun, Kltab Al-Ibar. Vol. II, Part II, p. 111.

3*Ibn Khaldun, Al-Moaaddtea. pp. 87-91.

35lfiU. P. 9.
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The noaeds, on the otoer head, tend to be, because of their simple

and "dry" feed, pure in their color, strong in their body, good

in their character, and profound in their insight and intoltive

knowledge.36

At any rate, we aay do justice to Ibn Khaldun if we stress

the feet that he does not adaire the noaadic edture without

reservation. He ic, to fact, qdte aware of toe existence of certain

"bad" trslts in the noaadic culture of whieh no one can rightly

approve. However, hs has distinguished himself froa the other

students of the nomadic edture by viewing these "bad" traits as

inherent by-products of some other "good" traits. In other words,

he has sot accepted the "depersondisetion ef the huaan traits*

wUeh the orthodox writers have maintained.

As we have seen before, Iba Khddun doea not treat social

phenoaena in general according to the law of the excluded dddle

as orthodox writers usually de. He does not view them, in other

words, as dichotodes in which absolute good is against absolute

evil.3' He eaphatically points out that toere is necessarily e

**Ibid. . p. 87.

3 'In describing such tendency aaong the orthodox writers in

Islam, von Grunebaua ssyst "Depersondization was favored by the

aerelists's habit of deeeaposing the huaan character into iadividud

qualities, such as pride and humility, liberality and miserliness,
truthfulness and dishonesty, which were discussed one after another,
preferably in pairs of epposltes. Here again individud aan was
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8

This indicates that

he arranges soeid phenoaena dong eoatinuua rather toan dichetemy.

Through tols perspective, he views toe whole pattern of the nomadie

edture aa well as tbe type of personality which normally prevails

te it.

Throughout his discussion of the nomadic culture, one can

more or less notice that he believes toat the "bad* traits of the

noaads are sere by-products of their "good" traits. He is perhaps

ef toe opinion thet insofar as certain people ere good In some

aspects of their life, toey inevitably develop "bad" traits in

otoer aspects) toe sore they approach a certain goal, the further

they dll be from ether goals.

It seeas as if he coaes te the conclusion thet since the

nonedie aan is braver, stronger snd more capable in fighting than

the eivilised man, he aust be dso aore arrogant and lees obedient

to tbe rales of an orderly life. According to Ibn Khaldun's

definition of the perfect aan, the noaadic man is the aost perfect

aan en eerto. He is also the greatest trouble-aaker. One necessarily

interesting aerely aa an illustratioa of a general observatioa wUch

was owed to the sagacity of one of the wise. In well-ordered and

well-written chapters d-Mawardl discusses, for exsaple, the avoidance

of arrogance and self-eoneeit, aodesty, urbanity and irascibility,

onvy and eaulsUon, alienee and speech, etc. The nunber of stellar

works testifies to the public response. (G. von Grunebaum, He^levaj

Islaa. pp. 225-^26.)

38Iba Khddun, aR. Sii PP 390-91.
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leads te the other. The noaadie aan can easily establish a state

dth his sword, but he hardly subnits to its rules.3'

When Ibn Khaldun discusses tbe nature of the Arabs, she

are, in Us epidon, the aotst noaadic people in the world, he

emphatically shows that they ere the Boat diffiedt pecple to rale.

They tend to envy, rivsl, dispute, and fight each other as soon as

they coae close to each other. When they glance any sign of weak

ness in their leader they quickly jump te compete dth Ua for the

leadership.*0 The only bend whieh binds thea together is their

strong tribd spirit.

Iba Khddua considers the tribd spirit a naturd tendency

te nan. In his opidon, can generally tends te be kind and help-

fd to Us relatives; and he dll naturally feel insulted if one

member of his family or elan is insulted by an outsider.

39See Ibid., p. 151.

*See Ibid., p. 150. It is interesting to notice that O'Leery
has a siailsr opinion about the Arabs. He describes an Arab as

follows i "Us sense of persond dignity is so strong that he is

naturally to revolt against every form of authorltyi his owa cUef-

taina, Us leaders to kettle, ean expect little but hatred, envy,

and treachery froa the momeat of their election and froa those who

were toeir friends and supporters to that moment. A benefactor is

a naturd object of attack because a benefactor confers a sense of

obligation, and consequently a sense of Inferiority, upon the recipient
of Us gonerosity." (De L. O'Leary, Arabia Befom Mifrwwmjd - p. 20.)

*^Ibn Khddun, SR. i*., PP. 128-29. More, Ibn Khaldun

appears to be influenced by the noaade valuea. He considers the

tribd spirit naturd and udversd. He does not redize that this
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Ibn Khaldun notices that this tribd spirit usually weakens

among the civilised peoples due to their softened snd protected

life within the fortified wdls of the town. Among the nomads,

on toe other hand, it develops to the utaost. The members of the

tribe aust be one against the other tribes, or, otherwise, they

will, sooner or later, perish from the face of the desert.

In the light of the preceding discussion, it appears that

there are two opposite forces working in the nomadie lifet the

tribd spirit shieh udfies aen into strong sodd udts, snd the

noaadic arrogance and rebellious tendency which antegodse thea

agdnst each otoer. On the one hand, it is required froa toe man

of toe desert to stand by his own people through thick and thin, and

to jump to the help of his fellow tribesmen without hestisting, and,

on toe otoer hand, he is ready, es the Arabian poet puts it, to sake

raids oa Us brother, in ease he finds none to raid but a brother.

It is quite advantageous for a tribe in the desert to be

big) the core numerous its members are, toe greater opportudty it

dee ean be viewed through the relativistic perspective which he

has advocated and applied to many other aspects of the social life.

However, he believes that a red blood relation is not necessary for

the existence of the tribd spirit. In his optoion, aan is naturally
inclined to help anyone who is socially presumed to be Us relative.

Whether the relation is true or false in reality doea not matter in

this regard. What actudly matters is the socid eonsideration.

Ibn Khddun regains at tUs point Us usud sociological insight.
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has te survive at the expense of the other trihes. In redlty,

a nomadic tribe likes to increase its popdation by every means

possible, but there is dways an opposing factor that tends to

counteract tote growing tendency in the tribe. As soon as a tribe

becoaes large, up to a certain lidt, the nomadie tendency of envy

and arrogance starts operating and tends to break it up into

smaller units.

The noaadic man is hardly able to bear seeing a large tribe

led by one aheikh. The minor sheikhs, dtUn the tribe, are bound

to envy hiir. and compete dth him. Consequently, the tribesmen tend

to quarrd among themselves. Each group will thea support the

sheikh sho is the nearest to thea to Us blood relation, ss against

the more distant one. Eventually, the large tribe dll be broken

up into smaller ones.

Iba Khddun notes that the Arabs are unable to establish a

state or successfully manage it dthout e religion. Their arrogance

and roughness normally sake it diffiedt for thea to be unified

into a large state. Tbe only factor which is able to udfy thea

and aake thea conquerors over others is religion. When the various

tribes subait, under the influence of religion, to one authority,

they can achieve miracles. Their extreme roughness dll, toen,

be sdfted from within to be directed against the outsiders.

Ibn Khddun, SR. cit.. p->. 149-52.
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As we have aotiecd te the tiirf part of toe present rr :,

Iba Tlali.j is ir.cl r>ed toward a group-religtoa rather than a class-

raligi:.:., --ceard a "efaurch" tyis rather than a "sect* type rf

religion. He believes toat toe social functicc of mligios te te

-jiifj t..e grou-, rather thai tc break it. He seexs to be cf tbe

epteioa that the i rp,ae ot V- e *.r.^ religioa is sot tc change ~t

rafom the aires of the people, lores fora, te hia opinion, ss

inevitable aspect
'

toe ^^ci&l eit jt^ioa in which toe pecpie happen

to -iTfe. The people cannot eu^i toea ry tne exertiom of toeir will

power. Th* ;ns religioa, toerefore, does art interfere dth the

popalsr =ores. It merely tries to alLi.zax* toe fratrieidd hos

tility froa aaoag toe people to order to aake thea one solid body

against their areaiez. As we save noticed be ft re, he docs not

believe te tee class-religion which -.^ai"-y aricee to the civi-teed

society, Tie oaly type of religioa be seeas Xz care for is that

waiea springs c--. :roe aaoag tbe corned:, -unites thea, end aakea thea

eoaoserors.

Ia his t*r+"fv1'f -f the Arab culture, be stresses toe fact

toat tee Arabs are, sj aat-ire, well prepared to aiart toeaeelvea te

the -rrl disdjlisa of mli?i". As be puts it, they are still

In Tec*, d: vali-kacva f:rr-l_a, toat raligio& wl'meut

asabiyya* is ine::'-clve, cletrlj indieetes tela, as we shell see

later.
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prteitive and natural to their habite) they are free therefore

froa the moral disorganization of civilisation. Ths only weak

point in their moral valuea 1b, in hto opidon, their nomadic ssvage-

ness.** when a udfying religion rises among them, they get rid

of tola weak point and then draw their swords in the peth of holy

war.

It is interesting indeed to find Ibn Khaldun, in some other

part of Us work, emphesidng the fact that religion without

"esabiyya" is ineffective.*3 He seems to believe that a religion

without followers who are capable of fighting and conquering is

useless or perhaps false. A true religioa has to be, to Us optoion,

a victorious religion.

It may be safe to conclude here that, in his opinion,

nomadisa and religion are Ughly eoapatiblc dth each other) each

is useless without the other. The nomada are scattcre .; savages

until religion coaes and nrkes thea victorious. In the saae way

mligion is an iapotent systea of ideaa until the noaeds adopt it

and Bake it a tangible systea of social order. In brief, mligion

and nomadism, or "right" snd "dght," cannot be separated, aecording

to his theory. They are necessary to each other.

ulaU., P. 151.

*5lSii., pp. 159-161.
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However, Ibn Khddun' s job is not yet finished. Mor is it

aa easy job. He has to face the multitude of the Mohaamedan

"traditions" that positively eoadean the noaadie trdts. It has

been noticed that he usually overlooks the "traditions* that con

tradict his theory, and unduly eaphasises those which ean be aore

or less utilised for its suppert. At any rate, he seeas to be

unable to proceed dong these vulnerable lines to the extreas. He

cannot particularly refute the "traditions" that are unanimously

censidered vdid by the orthodex Mosleas. This dll be invalidating

the principle ef "Ijaa" ef wUch he U- self is s vehement advocate.

He shodd, therefore, resort te soae other means.

As a aatter ef fact, Iba Khddua utilizes, in tols connection,

Us teaporaltetie, relativistic, aateridistie logie to a great

extent. As it has been noticed before, he criticizes the orthodox

"treditionists," on the ground thst they treat the Mohaamedsm

*^It is qdte relevant to mention at tds point that Iba

Khaldun often relics on the "traditions" that are attributed to

Oaar. He oftea supports his theory dth the "sayings" and "doings"
of Oaar. This ean be readily cxpldned by the fact that, d ring the

reign of Omar, as we have already seen, Islaa and Arabianisa, or

religioa and aoaadisa, were identical and sysenyaous. As regards

all, ths caliph who profoundly hated the tribd spirit of the

noaadie Arabs and vehemently stove against it. Ibn Khddun seeas

te be somewhat eeld. Beneeth his superficial praising of di,
there is some undeniable attitude of dispraise and contempt. After

reeding Ibn Khaldua 'a work, one may be able to discover an uncon

scious eleaent of dislike toward All and the Alids running through

out his whole writings.
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"traditions* as if they are absolutely and eternally vdid. To

him, the "traditions" shodd be viewed dtoin the context of time

end place in order to understand their red meaning. In tola way,

Ibn Khaldun has been able to criticize and refute toe anti-nomadic

"traditions" of Islam.

It is quite instructive indeed to study how Iba Khaldun has

handled these "traditions." Let us therefore examine then one by

one.

(1) It is a well-established "tradition" in Islan, as we

have noted, that Mohammed urged Us followers to quit the desert

and adopt the city life/7 Ibn Khddun points out that tols "tradi

tion" does not represent a ptrsanent order which shodd be executed

at all times and places; the Prophet issued it, after hijra, te

order to urge his followers to Join hia in the city ef Medine for

the purpose of aobilizing thea against the "unbelievers." It is

therefore a teaporary order. It has no aeadng after toe "victory."*^

*7ven Granebeua says about this point, "Migration tote tows,

Ujra, is meoaaended and almost equalised te aerit te that mere

famous dgration, again called hijra, ef the Prephet froa Mecca to

Medina. To forsake town for country life is severely condemned."

(0. von OranebeuB, fa. si*., PP. 173-74.) Max Weber assigns the tews

Is Idas "only political teportenee," contrasting Islam In tUs

rsspect dth toe Judeo-Christian attitudtod-coaplex. According te

von Orunebaun, there 1s no difference betweea the two in their

attitude toward town life. (See laid.., p. 174.)

**See Ibn Khddun, SR. olt. . pp. 123-24.
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(2) The Prophet is known to have encouraged and praised

agriedture, es we have seea in toe preceding cnapter. There arc

several "traditions" te this effect. lbs Khddun aeeas to regard

thea as aeaningless or insignificant. He ody mentions one "trsdi-

tioa" out of thea, that is, the "tradition" whieh condemns agried

ture. As we have noted, the "tredltionists" have agreed that toere

sust be something wrong dth tola "tradition," and se they have not

accepted it et ite faee-vdue. Iba Khaldua dene, froa aaong thea,

49
takes it seriously and basss a greet part of da argument on it.

He te cf the optoion that agriedture is edopted only by huable aad

seek people. The strong noaads are too proud te be the cdtivators

of sell snd payers of taxes. They are accustomed to extract taxes

froa others, rather than te pay thea.

(3) The aoaadic tribd spirit is condemned by the Prophet,

ss we have already seen, te s very greet extent. Iba Khaldun

interprets tUs condemnation as to be directed, not against the

tribd spirit ss such, but agdnst its utilisation by man is the

path of Satan rather than in the path of Allah. In his opinion, it

is diffiedt to imagine the Prophet unconditionally condemning the

tribd spirit, te view of ths fact thet it is neeessary for the holy

war wUch is, in turn, neoessary to maintain religion." Ibn Khddun

*9See jRid.., p. 142.

*laid.. p. 128.
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points out that the Prophet condemns only the tribal spirit of the

pre-Islamie days which was generally used to the inter-tribd wars

snd raids. Aecording to his theory, the tribal spirit ean be like

any other huaan traits, good or bad according to the purpose for

wUch it is used. It will be good if it is used for soae geod

purpose such as the support of religion or the maintenance of justice)

wheress, it becomes bed if used for the purpose of maintaining

self-interest or supporting an unjust cause.

(4) Along dth the noaads' tribd spirit, the Prophet

condemns their pride in lineage. Just ia eontradition to their

custom, he considers all ven are equd, as far as lineage is con

cerned, for all r>t them are children of Adas and Eve. The Koran

sayst

0 Te folk, verily we have created you of ade

snd female. . . . Verily the aost honorable of xpu

in the "tyht cf Allah is the most pious of you.'

Also, the Prophet Is Vnown to have said, "There are no genedegiea

in Islas."33

In Ibn Khaldun' s opinion, the pride in genealogy is a naturd

tendency in nan; it Is dso the basis of the tribd spirit. Wherever

51
Ibid., p. 203.

^JjJS Koran, Chap. 49, Verse 13.

53
"-'Cited by R. Levy, Sociology of. Jalam. Vol. I, p. 80.
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the pride in genealogy is weak, he says, its fruit, that is,

the tribd spirit, is weak too.

He attributes the fall of the Arabs to their sixture,

dth the non-Arabs, which asdc thea neglect their celebrated

genealogy. He brings a "saying" froa Omar for the support of Us

theory. Oaar says, Recording to Ibn Khddun, "Keep your genealogy,

and do not be like the non-Arabs sho retrace themselves to their

villagee instead of their ancestorsj."5* As we have already

soted, Oaar views genedogy through the same perspective as that

of Ibn Khaldun. Both are inclined to see the Araba conquerors over

other nations. TUs aay explain toe reason why Ibn Khaldun leans

heavily on toe "sayings" of Oaar for the support of Us theory.

(5) When Ibn Khddun discusses the known virtues of

eivilisation such as science and industry, he emphasises the fact

that toese are relative virtues. He explains thea in terms of

materialistic, or sociological, causes. He points out that they

are usual in civilization, not because the civilized people are

of higher capacity or brighter mind. Science and industry are,

according to Ibn Khaldun, necessary products of civilised life. He

alludes to the fact that they develop a8 a result of the inter

action between supply and demand. In dvilisetion, he says, the

5*Ibn Khaldun, SR. cit.. p. 130.
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55divtelon of labor is so well-developed-'7 that a great variety of

econode goods are produced. They are produced in a quantity

much aore than to aatisfy the neeeasary wants of the civilized aan.

The surplus is directed, therefore, to cultivate and satisfy ths

luxurious wants. In this way, sciences snd industries develop in

civilization.36

In nomadisa, oa toe other hand, sen are entirely busy in

their effort to satisfy their basie wants. They are usually eon-

tent dth the bare means of subsistence. Tiere is neither a demand

57
nor a supply for luxurious inddgences.

Ibn Khaldua points out that the civilised people produce

such and consume much. Their standard of living is dgher, it

is true, than that of the noaads, but toere is no intrinsic advan

tage in that. The big income of toe eity-aan is hardly enough to

cover his big expenses." There is, however, he asserts, a great

disadvantage in civilization, in eontrast to noaadisa, as a resdt

of its higher standard of living. In Us optoion, it is haraful

'^ere again, Ibn Khaldun cobcb dose to Durkheim who

attributes the ahift of aociety, froa the "mechadcd" solidarity

to the "orgade" one, to the rise of division of labor. (See
S. Durkheim, Division of Labor, passim.)

^Ibn Khaldun, sfi. cit.. pp. 400-^401.

57Las. clt.

58Ibid.. p. 361.
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for aan, froa toe aecular as sell es the religious point of view,

to live e luxurious life. As a result of his big expenses, aan

is obliged to work hard and to seek aoney by every means possible.

TUs eventually leads to aord disintegration, along dth socid

59
disorganisation.

Then, Ibn Khddun comes to the conclusion that civilization

represents toe eld age of society. It indicates the approach of

its death or sdcidej whereas noaadisa indicates its youth.'1.

It is toteresting to aention that Ibn Khaldun classifies

the nomads into grades aecording to their nearness or farness froa

civilisation. He takes dvilisetion ss if it is the eenter of

socid diaorgadzation; so, the farther a society is froa the dis

organising influence of dvilisetion, toe better it will be. There

are, aecording to hte theory, aainly three types of nomads t (1) the

agricdtural noaads (2) the sheep nomads (3) toe esael noaads.

(1) Agriedture is usually adopted, aecording to Ibn Khddun,

by a weak and huable sort of noaads. The brave nomads of the "easel"

type never himlliate theaselves by an agriculturd settleaent or tax

'laU.f PP. 372-73.

'laid... P- 371.

LJbid.., p. 122.
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62
payaent. Taxes indieate huailiation in the eyes of the true

63
noaada. Ibn Khaldun agrees with the "canel" nomada that a

"perfect* man is he who is capable ef maintaining Us complete

freedoa and digdty against any encroaehnent whatsoever. Those

who accept himiliation and slavery such as the Negroes of the Sudan

are defective in their manhood.^

(2) The sheep nomads are higher in their manhood than

the agriedturals. They are somewhat farther from the humiliating

influence of the cities and their unjust government.

(3) The "camel" nomads are the best of all. Caaela carry

thea to the aost isolated and barren parte of the desert where

contact with civilization is most difficult. They are the aost

"savage" and so the aost perfeet of all men. The tribd spirit is

then still in ito prime.
3

There is no plaee for laxity of morality

or for weakness in character. Huaan nature in ita shidng origln-

66
dlty is dodnant among such "savege* noaads.

In this extreme type of nomadism, Ibn Khaldun places the

to.

Jaii. , p. 394. See dso Taha Husdn, SR. cit.. p. 152.

3Ibn Khaldun, SR cit.. p. 142.

^Ibid... pp. H8, 374.

65Cf. laid.., pp. 138-39, 129-30.

^Ibid. pp. 128, 134.
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Arabs. He considers them the best of dl because they are too

most uncivilised of dl. Courage, fortitude, physical strength,

honor, hospitality, equdity, and the like cannot be found as elear

elsewhere as among the Arabs.

As soon as the nomads become civilized, they begin to rely

on the wdls and the mercenary soldiers of the city for their

defense. So, they dll sooner or later lose their original tribd

spirit, bravery, and honor. They may become scientists, architects,

or skilled craftsmen, but these are not enough to compensate for

the shaaefd weakness In their manhood.6'

Ibn Khaldun addto that all the "scientists" of Islan are,

dth rare exception, non-Arabs. But tds must not be taken, he

argues, to indicate a defectiveness in the original nature of the

Arabs. They are not scientific people, merely because they are

nomadic. He proceeds to explain the cause of this singular cir-

cuastanee in an interesting passage whieh aay be suamarized as

follows!

The first Moslems were entirely ignorant of art and

science, all their attention being devoted to the

ordinances of The Koran, which they "carried In their

breasts," and to the practice of toe Prophet. At that

time the Arabs knew nothing of the way by which learning
is taught, of the art of composing books, and of the

neans whereby knowledge is registered. Those, however,

rlSii. PP. 373-74.
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who eodd repeat the Koran and relate the Traditions of

Mohammed were edled Readers . This oral transmission

continued until the reign of Harun al-Rashld, when the

need of securing the Traditions against corruption or

of preventing their total loss caused thea to be set down

in writing) and in order to distinguish the genuine
Traditions froa the spurious, every isnad (chain of dt-

nesses) waa earefully scrutinised. Meanwhile the purity
of the Arabic tongue had gradudly become impaired t

hence arose the science of grammar) and tbe rapid develop
aent of Law and Dividty brought it about that other

sciences, e.g., logio and didactic, were professiondly
cultivated in the great cities of the Mohammedan Empire.
The inhabitants of these cities were chiefly Peraiana,
freedmen and tradesmen, who had been long accustomed te

tbe arts of civilization. Aecordingly the most eminent

of the early graamarians, traditiodsts, and scholastic

theologians, aa well as of those learned in the principles
ef law and in toe Interpretation of The Koran, were

Persians by race or education, and the saying of the

Prophet was verified"If Knowledge were attached te the

ends of the sky, some amongst the Persians would have

reached it." Addst all this intellectud activity the

Arabs, who had recently ewerged froa a noaadic life, found

the exercise of military and administrative command too

engrossing to give then leisure for literary avocations

wdeh have dvaya been disdained by a ruling caste. They
left such studies to the Persians and the mixed race which

sprang froa intermarriage of the conquerors dth the con

quers J. They did not entirely look down upon the men of

leaning but recognized their services since efter all it

was Islaa and the .sciences connected with Islan that

profited thereby.08

Along theae vdid lines Ibn Khaldun has defended the Arabs.

But, unfortunately, nobody has listened to him. Islaa has been

already institutiondised aecordng to the vdue of civilisation.

The Arabs have been unable to express theaselves, again, through a

dde-spmad conquest. The voice of Ibn Khddun hes been, toerefore,

like a cry in the wilderness.

'laid.., pp. 543-44.
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THE PERSONAL FACTOR BEHIND IBN KHALDUN 'S THEORY

It is amazing indeed to find that almost ell of the students

of Ibn Khaldun' s theory have dsunderstood Us md attitude toserd

the Arabe. They tend to take Us description of the Arabs'

characteristics at its face-value, and to view Us theory through

their own perspective rather than Us. In Ibn Khaldun 's opinion,

the Arabs are toe cost nossdic peeple on earth. By tols, he

intended te prdee the Arabs, not to dispraise thea, te view of the

feet thet he evduates noaadisa aueh higher them civilisation, as

ws have already seen.

In order to understand the red meaning of a sriter or a

speaker, sc shodd penetrate, as deep as possible, into Us value

systea and try to view toe world through Us own eyee. Most of toe

modern students of Ibn Khddun' s theory are inclined to interpret

Us theory as it appears te thea now through the value systea of

modern civilization. When toey see Un saying that the Arabs ere

savage, destructive, Illiterate, and hoatile to science and

industry, they juap te accuse hte of deep hate toward the Arabs.

They do not atteapt at dl to exaatoe what he redly aeana by

these characteristics. They do not, te other words, attempt te see

that perhaps he means by thea virtues, rather than disgraceful

391
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attributes. In fact, they shodd study at first Us scale of

values or measuring apparatus befom ascribing a certain attitude

to him.

The common fadt of the modern students of Ibn Khaldun

seems to lie in their tendency to evduete things according to the

two-valued measuresent of the Aristotelian logic. They overlook

toe glaring fact that Ibn Khddun holds no brief for tols kind of

logio. To hte, as we have seen before, nothing is absolutely good

or absolutely bad. Every goodness, according to his theory, neces

sarily has a by-product of badness. By shoving, therefore, the

supposedly "bed" side of the Arab edture, he cost probably means

to ahow, in a roundabout way, the "good" side of it.1

as we have noticed in the beginning, alaost dl of the aodern

students ef Ibn Khaldun agree toat he has a profound hate and eon

teapt for tos Arabs. However, they disagree as to the reason beUnd

tds hate. It aay be useful to discuss in some deteil the various

reasons which they nave brought about, one by one.

(1) M. Enan, an Egyptian writer, firaly believes that Ibn

Khddun was a Berber. He, according to inan, hated the Arabs aerely

because of his nationdiatic sentiment against the conquerors of

xIt shodd be remembered here that Ibn Khaldun was a diploast
and a politician. He ean be said, therefore, to heve preferred the

indirect, roundabout, fashion in handling things to the direct one.
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2
Us home country. This seems to be the most Influential opinion

aaong modern student f.. Consequently, Ibn Khddun is usudly refer

red to as Berber.3 As we will see later, Ibn Khddun was an Arab,

and he was, consciously or unconsciously, proud of being an Arab.

Taha Hussain, whose Influence on Euan's opinion is undeniable,

considers Ibn Khaldun 'a genealogicd tree, whieh Indicates Us

Arabian descent, as doubtful or invalid.* It is needless to ssy

that Taha Hussdn's consideration is udmportant in tola regard.

Whether Ibn Khaldun 's nationdistic sentiaent is against or dth

the Arabs doea not depend on his genedogled tree. What is

iaportant here is Us persond attitude. If he believes that he is

an Arab and he is proud of Us Arabian descent, Us outlook dll be

oolored in favor of the Arabs, regardless of whether the tree of

his descent is really vdid or not.

(2) hasri, a Syrian writer, tries to refute Ensn's optoion.

He believes that Ibn Khaldun meant by the word "Arabs," the nomadic

people in general. Hasri bases hia argument on certain philologicd

considerations. Aecording to his arguaent, the terse "Arab" and

See M. Enan, Us Ilialuun. p. 114.

3See, for example, ". Barnes & :;. Becker, Social TJhought froa

Lore to. Science, pp. 266, 707. Ahmad Aain considers Ibn Khddun a

Shuubite, or a confirmed eneay of the Arabs. (See Ahmad Amin, fihuba.
d-Ialaa. Vol. I, p. 61.)

*Taha Hussato, Fclaaafat las Khaldun f|-HMlllTTr P 9.
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"nomad" were regarded at the time of Ibn Khaldun, and still are

regarded by the modern Arabs, to be synonyaous.
3

It is interesting to notice that Hasri te an admirer of both

Ibn Khaldun and the Arabs. This appears to have necessitated his

reconciling the two. Consequently, he comes to the conclusion that

Ibn Khddun did not mean to dispraise the Arabs, he meant ody to

dispraise the nomadic people; the Arabs of the towns who are not

nomadie are therefore exempted froa the insult of Ibn Khaldun. By

tols, Hasri tries to defend the Arabs of the towns who form the

majority of the Arabs of today; but he seeas to overlook the fact

that the town-dwellera, whether Arabs or non-Arabs, fell under the

disgrace of a more systematic Insult according to the theory of lbs

Khddun.

It will be much better indeed for Hasri to elassify the

Arabs with the noaadie people, than dth the civilized town-dwellers,

if he really wishes to exalt the Arabs. The "bad" side of the town-

culture is, according to Ibn Khddun, much worse than that of too

noaadie, as we have dready seen.

(3) Arnold Toynbee attempts to explain Tbn 7h>ndvj5'r dis

praising of the Arabs on a somewhat different basis. He refers to

?S. Hasri, Dirasat. p. 115.

^See lail., pp. 107-124.
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the fact that Ibn Khaldun belongs to the Arabs of the South. By

disprdsing the Arabs, Ibn Khaldun meant therefore, according

7
to Toynbee, the Arabs of the North. Thla arguaent of Toynbee

is reasonable to a large extent. As we have dready noticed, the

hostility between the Northern snd Southern Arabs was notorious in

the early days of Islam. Ibn Khddun dght have uneonsciously felt

some sort of it wUle he was writing his Prolegomena. But there are

two important reasons wUeh aake it quite difficult to accept

Toynbee's explanation. First, Ibn Khaldun, as we have aeen, did not

dispraise the Arabs) in reality, he praised then. Second, he was

personally inclined, in spite of his being orlgtoally froa the

South, in favor of the Northern Arabs, as we shdl Immediately see.

As a setter of fact, Ibn Khddun was not a true Southern

Arab, or Tamanite. His family originally eaae froa Hadhreaut, and

Hadhranut was, and still is, quite different froa Iaaan. Toynbee

is not entirely right when he likens Hadhramut to Yaaan in the

development of its sedentary edture. Hadhraaut is aueh nearer to

noaadisa than Yemen, and has contributed such less to the history

of civilization than Yemen has.

Geographically speaUng, Yaaan fdls, to some extent, in

'See A. Toynbee, m
Study al History. Vol. Ill, p. 324,

(footnotes).
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the same zone of the monsoons that gives India its heavy rain

and enormous vegetation; while Hadhramut, on the other hand,

receives nothing of the monsoonic rain; it resembles In its arid-

ness, with slight exception, the majority of the Arabian desert.

Hitti says,

Only in d-Yaaan and 'Asir are there sufficient

periodic rains to warrant a systeaatic cultivation

of the soil. Perennial vegetation is here found in

favoured vdleys to a distance of about two hundred

dice froa the coaj-t."

Moreover, Hadhramut was attached to the Omayyad cause from

the beginning, just contrary to Yaaan. It is interesting indeed

to find that Moharaaed sent All to Yaaan and Muawiya to Hadhramut

for the purpose of teaching the peoples of these two countries the

prindples of Islam. It seems as if Mohaxxed sent each one of

toese two different aen to a people who eodd understand him better.

a

Chance seeas to have played no important part in tUs dssion.

di, the extremely idedistie man, appeared to be toe most suiteble

sen for a preaching Bission among toe town-dwellers of Yaaan.

See P. Hitti, History of ijhe Arabs, p. 18.

^The historians of Islam are completely silent about this

point. It is reaaonable, however, to suggest that Mohaamed was

quite far-sighted and clever in selecting Muawiya to the dssion

of Hadhramut, and di to that of Yaman. In fact, Mohaamed is well-

known for his deep understanding of the nature of his various

follower8.
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Muawiya, the redistie politician, on the other hand, aight have

been Ughly successful to Us dssion aaong the noaads of

Hadhramut.

Moslem historians tend to ascribe the reason, behind the

historical attachment of the Yanadtes to di's cause, to this

early mission of All in their country. The reason aight not be

bo simple as that. Men do not usudly follow a preacher unless

Us attitudnd complex coincides dth their own. The same thing

can be said about the people of Hadhramut as regards their close

relationsUp rith Kuadya. They liked hln probably beoauas he was

pro-nomadic in Us attitudes as much as they were.

In addition to tUs generd reason for the attachment of

Hadhramut people to the Omayyad cause, we find the faaily of Ibn

Khaldun particularly attached to it. The main reasons behind tols

particular attachnent can be suamed up as follows:

(1) There was some sort of persond friendship and mutud

liking between Muawiya and Wall, the head of Ibn Khaldun' s faaily.

As Ibn Khaldun tells us in his autobiography, this Wall visited

Muawiya during hia reign and was received by Muawiya with great

honor and welcome.

10Ibn Khddun, Kitab d-Ibar. Vol. VII, p. 38C. Ibn Khddun

tells dso that Muawiya pmsented Wail with a myal gift, but Wail

refused it. Why? Ibn Khddun is silent about tUs.
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(2) Ibn Khddun tdls us, dso, that Wail sided dth

Muawiya in the murder of Hijr, the pious Yemenite who persisted

in Us loydty to All and refused to join Uuawiya after All's

death. The case of Hijr is a well-known episode in the hiatory

of Islam. It had been often utilised by the orthodox Moslems

in their propaganda agdnst Muawiya in particular and the Oaay

yada in general. It was presuaed that Muawiya had no right to

kill Hijr. Ibn Khddun, however, hes a different opinion about

this case. In bis Jdversd llistor. . he tries to show, in an

todirect way, that Hijr was a rebel agdnst toe legitimate rale of

Uuawiya end he deserved whet he received at the hands of Muawiya 's

executioners .

I2
It should be mentioned here that Wail, toe greet

ancestor of Ibn Khddun, wee asong the executioners who killed

Ujr.13

(3) During the "Oaayyad regiae, Spain was conquered. Among

Loc. cit.

^See Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. 12.

^This episode aust be of a tremendous influence on Ibn

Khaldun 's Bind. In the edture in which Ibn Khaldun lived, one

shodd have adhered to the same cause to which hia anceators adhered

before. Betraying the cause of one's ancestors meant betraying Us

own honor. One should have defended the past acts of Us fadly
no wetter how unjust they were. TUs might be a necessary aspect
of the tribal spirit which waa by no means absent in the time and

the place of Iba Kha^u-..
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the conquerors was the family of Ibn Khaldun.^ Afterwards,

Spdn was detached fron the Abbasid rde by an Omayyad prince.

It is reasonable, therefore, to suggest that Spain remained

attached to the Oaayyad cause, while the remaining part of the

Islaaie Empire fell under the rule of the Abbasids. It may be

right to say that those Moslems who happened to live in Spain

escaped, more or less, the influence which the other Moslems fell

under. The orthodox "diehotoaous" mentelity which was firmly

established in the East under the auspices and encouragement of

the Abbasid eapiphs can be said to have been less effective in

Spain. That is to say, the Oaayyad-versus Abbasid dichotomy whieh

was paralleled to the East to that of bad-versus-good was almost

absent in the pro-Omayyad Spain.

Ibn Khddun tells that one of the great "Jurists" of Spdn

flatly denounced the revolution of Hussain and considered Urn as

having been killed by the very sword of his grandfather, the

Prophet. TUs opinion is, of course, impossible for any writer

in the East to have declared publicly. As we have seen before,

the revolution of Hussdn, against Yazid, the drunkard Omayyad

UIbld.. Vol. VII, p. 380.

15See P. Hitti, s. si*., P. 505 et seq.

l6S Ibn Khddun, Al-MoQaddima. p. 217.
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caliph, was regarded by the orthodox Mosleas of the East es e

revolution of religion against irreligiousness, good against

evil, Islaa against noaadisa, etc.

Ibn Kbeldua's family lived in such an environment for a

long period of time. When the Islamic regime in Spain began to

be threatened by the Christians froa Castile, the fadly left Spate

for Tudsia in North Africa. In Tudsia, the family dght have

found itself to an intellectud ataoaphere whieh widely differed

fron toat of Spain. Tudsia was distinguished at that time by

two important characteristics, first, it was, then, a great center

17
of Isladc orthodoxy and "scientific" knowledge. Second, it was

still suffering fron toe horrible destruction that fell, few

decades before, upon North Africa in generd and upon Tudsia in

particular, as a result of the invasion of certain nomadic tribes

froa Arabia.18

These two factors, whieh characterized Tudsia at Aat

time, seemed to nave antagodsed its inhabitants against the

E. Enan, SR cit.. \<. 17.

18
In the dddle of toe eleventh century, A. u., several

nomadic tribes from Arabia invaded North Africa and profoundly
dtered tbe appearance of the country, economically, ethnograph-

icdly and politically. The Invasion was originally directed agalnat

Tudsia, and froa there it spread to most parts of North Africa.

(See R. Branschvig, "Tudsia," Encyclopedia si Islam. Vol. IV,

p. 851 et se-,.) It ia quite reasonable, therefore, to suggest
that the name of the Arabs became, as a result of this destructive

invasion, a "curse" in the annals of Tudsia, in particular, and

of North Africa in generd.
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Osayyads, toe Arabs snd ths nomads.

It wss not eaay indeed for the asabers ef Ibn Khddun 's

family te live comfortably te such an intellectud ataosphers

dthout soae psyehelegleal oonflict inside their souls. After

living in Spate where the Oaayyad ediphs were regarded as the

legitimate successors of the Prophets, snd where the Arabian descent

was taken as e greet honor,1' the faaily came to live in Tudaia

where the orthodex epidon about the Omayyad s was prevdent, and

sham the nans of the Arabs was associated with stories of dsstruc-

tiveness snd savageneaa. The conflict of conscience dght have bees

rife. This eritied situation required a man who eould raise hte

sod to soae dgher level, or to use T. V. Smith's tcrmteolegy, te

a level that Use "beyond conscienee." TUs seemed to have finally

produced Iba Khaldun.

froa what Ibn Khaldun tells shout the history of his family,

one aay be eble to infer that the "inner conflict" was quite rife

dthin the sods of ite Beaters in Tudsia. In Spain they were

dsays inclined toward pelitiec end the realistic aspects of life.

They were werldly, eabitious end active.20 When they aoved to

Tunisia, pious and mystic tendencies began to penetrate their souls.

See M. Auan,s. ail., p. 13.

20
See Ibn Bialdun, JUab. Al-Jhsz, Vol. VH, p. 381.
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It was not Infrequent that soae of ite aeabers suddenly withdrew

fros political life end resorted to a aystic retireaent end a pious

devotion.

The saae dileama that had perplexed the whole Islamic

society snd pieced it between tbe two opposed poles of religion

and polities, the "ided" snd the "reel," sceaed to heve disturbed

the sods of Ibn Khaldun 's faaily. Iba Khddun hiaself oodd not

escape tUs dileama. "Everything indicates," says Hasri, "that

Ibn Khaldun was under twe opposed strong tendencies t a tendency

toward polities end govemaent affairs, end another toward scien

tific leaning and thinking."22

The four decades wUch Iba Khddun lived, before writing

Us famed Prolegoaena. can be roughly divided into two consecutive

parts, the first of which wes spent la the cdtivatisg of religieus

knowledge) the other pert was devoted to a dlploaatle and political

career. The contraat between toe two parts sss very greet Indeed.

In toe first pert, he sss extreaely religious under the influence

ef Us pious father. In the second pert, on the other hand, he

beeaae extreaely worldly under the influence of Us "eenspiritalN

society.

"See Jaia. vol. VII, p. 383 et seq.

22S. Hesri, SR. *&> P. 65.
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Finally, at Us actum age, he retired to a noaadie tribe,

trying to find s safe way out of tois deadly dilemma. He probably

fdt aa urgent need to discover e say of eoaprodse between the

two sharp boras of the dleama. Mis dad dght have been con

centrated apea the controversial diehoteaies of Oaayyads versus

Abbasids, Arabiadsa versus Islam, noaadisa versus civilization.

Which of these twe opposed poles wss right, snd whieh was wrong?

He dght heve found the solution to lie "beyond" the conflicting

consciences rather than within a certain one of then.

One of the interesting aspects of Ibn Khaldun' s life was

Us intiaate relationsUp and dose friendship sith toe religious

scholar?, on the one hand, and the tribd sheikhs, on toe other.

He seemed to have been able to approach each group according te

its own way. Some may call tUs ability hypocrisy or flsttery.

Aecording to Ibn Khaldun' s theory, it ean be considered, rether

an ability of penetrating into the attitudind eoaplex ef the

others, snd of understanding their deep-seated valuea. A nsivo

flatterer may antagonize rather then pleese those whom he flatters.

Iba Khddun was particularly lovable and influential aaong

the tribd sheikhs. Hasri escribes the influence of Ibn Khddun

aaong the tribd sheikhs te his convincing tongue and penetrating
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elequencc. This is what made the ralers of the time, says Hasri,

try dways to attract Ibn Khddun to their side and te prevent

hte froa joining the side of their enemies.2*

It appears that Us penetrating understanding af the vdues

of the tribal sheikhs was sore effective than Us penetrating

elequencc te this regard. Elequencc without understanding may give

the impression of superfictelity and pedantry; It nay distract

rather than attract the audience. It is amazing i- iaed to find

that Ibn Khaldun was eble to attract, not only the tribal sheikhs

who spoke the sane language as he did, but also Pedro the Cruel,

the King of Castile, snd Timor tbe Iaae, the emperor of the Mongols.

Everything leads us to believe that Ibn Khaldun had a

great telent of penetrating into the depths of the others' dnds,

or of shst Max Weber calls "Verst e hen." In fact, Islan has pro

duced many greet travelers,2' diploaats and politidans, other than

Iba Khddun. But it seeas that there appeared no one who eould

Batch Ibn Khddun la Us deep understending of the various vdue

systeas. He was not satisfied dth toe mere describing of what

he had seen in his wide travels, as other travders usually did.

S. Hasri, op.. si., p. 65.

^ee N. sehmidt, Ibn Khaldun. pp. 34-36.

2Hmm X. Haaaa, Al-Rabhala d-Moslemun. p. 5.
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He liked to penetrate beyond the surface snd try to discover the

hidden aotives snd conceptions of the peoples observed.

A few decades before the writing of the Prolegomena. Ibn

Batuta, the greatest traveler of Islaa, published his aeaoirs.

Instead of trying to understand the vdues of the various cultures

that he visited, Ibn Batuta was inclined to be contemptuous of thea

or te leufh et thea. His tremendously dde traveling seemed to be

of no influence on Us absolutlstic perspective. TUs msy be

attributed to the fact that he was, unlike Ibn Khddun, free froa

any "conflict of consciences .

n Hte dnd, in other words, remained

clinging to the vdues of his "sacred" society.

In fact, Ibn Khddun ean be rightly considered as e margind

aan. He was driven by Us "conflict of consciences" to stand on

the margin between civilization and nomadism.
2o

His intimate

relationships with the nan of knowledge, on the one head, end dth

the tribd sheikhs, on the other hand, Bade Ua, no doubt, perplexed

between the two opposed systems of vdues.

*"The marginal man," says Park, "... is one whoa fate

has condeaned to live in two societies and in two, not merely dif
ferent but antagonistic, cultures. . . In that ease, Us dnd is

the crucible in which two different and refractory cultures may be

said to melt and, either wholly or to part, fuse. One runs across

individuds who are caught in tUs conflict of cultures in the

aost unlikely places." (Robert E. Park, "Introduction," in E.

Stonequist, KprgtoaJ, mails P ** )
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The civilized vdues wUch were imbued into Us aind

during his eerly years under toe profound influence of Us pious

father^' and scholastic teachers, eodd not of course be coa-

pletely dped out to the later years when he came into a dose con

tact dth the noaadie tribes. These vdues probably remained in Us

subconscious, ready to aake trouble. It seems as if the trouble

arose when he began to be employed by the raters of Us time for

the purpose of appeasing the nosadie tribes or of making deals

dth thea. He aight have found hteself, then, persondly attracted

toward the noaadie edture.

As a matter of fact, one can hardly avoid admiring the

nomadie people attar he has visited thea or come into dose contact

dth thea. They are extremely hospitable, helpful, and generous

to their guest. They ere quite lovable to those who approach thea

on a friendly basis. They appear cruel or unjust only to those

who happen to stand in their way of conquest or plunder. They arc

often disliked by toe town-dwellers, as we hevd already noticed,

aerely because toey are accustomed to view toe town with envy and

27
See Eaan, > cit.. pp. 16-17.

2T!oynbee sayst "The education which he received fron his

mastersof whoa he gives an account in his Autobiographyseeas

to have been exceedingly thorough but entirely scholastic." (A.
Toynbee, SR Sii *ol. Ill, p. 322, footnote.)
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avarice and tend dways to see in it a rich opnortudty for plunder

snd easy spoil.

The partiedar dileama of Ibn Khaldun lies In the fact that

he was brought up in a town whieh had suffered a horrible destruc

tion at the hands of the noaads; then, he heppened to become closdy

acquainted with the noaads and to find thea, to his great aaazeaent,

very "good" people.2' He was perhaps obliged to search for another

criterion of goodness end badness, in order to solve this apparent

contradiction of life.

The saae "conflict of conscienee* that had dsturbed both

his society snd Us faaily came finally to disturb his aind. Ths

saae dlcaaa that had Bade Islsm fluctuate between the "ided" and

"red" end made Us ancestors fluctuate between religion and

polities, moat probably made hte worried and perplexed. From what

he has told us in his Autobiography . one can easily discover ic

Ihii seems to be, aore or less, the problea of every town-

dweller who happens to be well-acquainted dth the noaads. In the

towns that lis on the border of a certain noaadie desert, today, the

saae problea or the dileama exists in the conscienee of some aen.

They are accustomed to see two phases, "good" and "bad," in the

noaadic aan. In their eyes, the noasdic man is extreaely good as

a host, a friend or s protector; he suddenly becomes bad when he

attacks, or is angry at, someone. TUs is, to fact, the problea
dth all aen who belong to the "sacred" society. It appears aore

glaring or intensive with the noaadic aan aainly because he often

comes into contact with "strangers.
"
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hte toe same hesitation and perplexity that characterised his

faaily. He was inclined et times to flee froa his secular entangle-

Bent and to retire to a aosque or a Suflte aonastery in order to

appease his worried aind.''

At the age of 43 or so, as we have dready noted, he

findly decided to cut ell his relations dth polities snd to seek

a refuge wito a nomadie tribe, odled Awlad Arif (i.e., the children

of Arif). He reaained there for about four years writing and think

ing. On this retirement Ibn Khddun sayst

As I renounced public affairs, in order to live in

retreat, ... I fell in with the 'Awlad 'Arif and they
welcomed me with gifts end honours. I took up my abode

dth them) end they sent to Tillmsan to fetch my fadly
and my children. They promised at the same time to

represent to the Sultan that it was positively impossible
for me to fdfil the mission with wdeh he had ehrrged me;

and to fact toey induced hte to eecept ay excuses. There

upon I established iryself dth my fadly at Qd'at ibn

Sdamah, a castle situated in the country of the Banu

Tujin whieh was held froa to*. ^Itaa by the Duwawidah in

feudal tenure. I remained there for four years, entirely
free fron worries snd from the turaoil of public affairs)
end it was toere that I began the composition of ay work

on universal Ustorv7. It was in this retreat that I

completed the Muoaddamatt a work whieh wes entirely

-*uSee, for exaaplc, Ibn Khddun, &ltab Al-Ibar. Vol. VII,

P. 432.

^According to the lunar calendar, wUch is normally used In

Islam, Ibn Khddun was, at that tire, 44 years old. But to eeledete

his age by the solar years, he shodd have been 42 years old. Count

as you like! Life begins after forty.
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origlnd in its plan and which I made out of the cream

of an enormous mass of research. When I settled at

Qd'at ibn Sdamah, I instolled ayself in a large and

solid sdte of rooas that had been built there by Abu

Bakr ibn 'Arif. During the prolonged stay which I made

in tUs castle, I completely forgot the kingdoms of
the Maghrib and of Tiliasan and thought of nothing but

the present work.52

Ibn Khddun gives us, In this historic retirement, an

Interesting example of what Toynbee edls the process of "dthdrawal-

and-return. +** By withdrawing to such a peaeefd refuge, and becoa-

ing free froa the turmoils and disturbances of aetud life, Ibn

Khddun was able to contemplate deeply in order to discover a

solution for Us overwhelming dileama. He wes, to other words,

ready to receive the inteltive insight, or what Bergson calls the

32Cited by A. Toynbee, on,,! Vol. II r, pp. 325-26.
This quotation dearly indicates the close friendship that existed

between Ibn Khddun and the nomadic tribes. Toynbee has been

aaazed to see Ibn Khaldun writing Us great dispraise against
ths Arabs wUle living under their hospitoble protection. Toynbee
sayst "It is amusing to reflect that the greet work on the

philosophy of history which had been origlnd ly inspired in Ibn

Khaldun 's aind by the portent of Arab barbarisa in the Maghrib

/i.e., the Wesjj/ was actually coaposed under the aegis of the

very barbarians who were the author's betes noiros. We ssy con

jecture that Ibn Khddun found means of excusing himself from

reading aloud to his ingenuous hosts the biting satire on their

ancestral way of life wUch he has beea composing under their

hospitoble roofI" (Ibid.. Vol. Ill, p. 326, footnote.)

'See Jaid. , Vol. Ill, pp. 321-28.
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34
aysticel inspiration of the elan vltel.

As we have seen in Chapter XIV of this dissertation, Ibn

Khaldun actudly experienced a certain aort of inspiration or

mystical Intuition. In fact, he wss, as Hasri points out, aaazed

at the tremendous flow of the new ideas that poured into his dnd

35
st that tiae. He felt as if soae prophetic light was suddenly

rising within his sod.

In describing the creetive process of "withdrawd-and-

return," Toynbee points out that the individual, after participating

in the practical affairs of life, withdraws tcBporarlly, This with

drawal constituted e spirited crises snd creetive experienoe.

2*For Bergson it is the irysties who are the superhuman
erectors par excellence, and he finds toe essence of the creative act

in the supreme aoaent of toe mystical experience. "Shaken to her

depths by the current that is to carry her away, the Sod ceases to

turn upon herself end escapes for one instant froa the law whieh

requires the species and the individud to condition one another in

a vicious circle. The Sod stops etill, as though she heard a voice

call tog her. Then she lets herself gostraight forward." (Cited

by Ibid.. Vol. II C, p. 232.) It ia Interesting indeed to find Ibn

Khaldun hiaself explaining the mystical inspiration in a way quite
reminiscent of Bergson'a. Ibn Khaldun sayst "The huaan sod has an

innate disposition to divest itself of its huaan nature in order to

dothe Itself in toe nature of toe angels snd to beeoae an angel in

redlty for a single instant of tiaee aoaent which comes and goes

ss swiftly aa the flicker of en eye-lid. Thereupon, the sod resuaes

its huaan nature, after having received, in the world of angels, a

aesaage whieh it has to carry to its own huaan kind. This is too

meaning of the tents Revelation snd Discourse of Angels." (Ibn

Khddun, d-Mocaddiaa. p. 100.)

35S. Hasri, SR. dt.. pp. 70-71.
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Eventually the "transfigured" personality returns to the socid

"id
Bcene in a new role.-'0 It is of significance to find that aany

of the individud cases, which represent toe process of "withdrawal-

and-return" as discussed by Toynbee, indicate the same "eonflict of

conscience" snd the perplexity of the aarginal personality whieh

characterised Ibn Khddun. Most of then appear to have fallen under

a stellar edture conflict, and to have passed through the saae

crisis3 as that of Ibn Khaldun.

It 1s interesting to notice that Ibn Khaldun hes passed in

Us life through the three phases that normally characterise the

life-cycle of a typied margind man. According to Stonequist,

toe margind man has at least three sigdfleant stages to his persond

evolution*

(1) A stage when he is not aware that the culture conflict

embraces Us own career. He has es yet no inner conflict. This

stege may correspond to the protected environment of eUldhood in

whieh he is still under the influence of the "sacred" society snd

its absolute values.

(2) The second stege is a period when he eonsdously

;i Toynbee, sr. cit.. Vol. Ill, p. 217 et seq.

97'
Cf. E. Stonequist, SR. cit.. p. 123.

38See lain., p . 120-30.
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experiences the eonflict of vdues. It constitutes a crisise

situation in which his usual habits and attitudes break down to

some extent. The individual auat then "find hteself" again. He

has been lost.

(3) The third stage consists of the ways to which the

margind sen responds to Us situation, the adjusteent he aakea or

attempts to makr. He may reach a successfd adjustment whieh peraits

hte to be at ease again: he then may evolve out of the aargind

class. However, tbe marginal man may not be able to solve Us

dileama. The diffi -u'tije ray be so overwhelaing, relative to toe

individual resources, that he is unable to adjust himself and se

39
becomes disorganized. In fact, many criminds evolve In this

way.

Fortunately, Ibn Khaldun was able, in a sense, to adjust

himself and to discover a safe way out. It is reasonable, however,

to suggest that he was about to become disorgadsed, had hs not

found s peaceful and "Inspirational" refuge. It seems that hte

conscience was on verge of collapse during the period that preceded

his retireaent. His extreme radios and amazing fickleness at that

ttee indicated, to a way, that he was drifting toward a disintegrated

life. To quote Schmidt,

'See Ibid., p. 123.
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He easily changed his dlegianee, leaving one

aaster to serve another, shrewdly wateUng their chances

of success. He was as versed in intrigue as any diploaat
in any other age. But polities was than e particularly

dangerous occupation. . . . Ibn Khddun has an unaistak-

able teste for living and taking an active part in this

world. That seemed to i-ply the necessity of using, not

ody prudence end tact, courtesy and generosity, but dso

flattery and bribes. His poems, eorrerpondence and

historic narratives show to what perfection he brought
toe art of flattery, subtle and suggestive or fulsoac

snd ingratiating, according to circumstances. It was so

commonly cultivated, and deemed so useful, that he

probably did not reflect much on its pernicious effect

dike on the artist Umsclf and the subject. How far

he recognized the distinction, not yet too dearly

perceived in political circles, between a gift that is

a legitimate as well as beautiful expression of sympathy,
thoughtfulness, or fellowship and the present or favor

that has an ulterior object msy possibly be questioned.
There is e roed that leads dmost imperceptibly from

ordinary tipping, almsgiving and birthday remembrances

to the payment for politied support, the purchase of

governmental favors, and the sale of public offices.*

It is astonishing indeed to find Ibn Khaldun being completely

changed after emerging froa his historic retirement, or to use

41
Toynbee's terns, after his "dthdrawal-and-return. By writing

the Prolegomena, he has probably solved, to his full satisfaction,

Us overwhelming problea. With one stroke, he has solved the

practical dileara of his own life as well as the theoretical dileama

*M. Schaidt, SR. Sit., PP 42-43.

According to Hasri, the retirement wee a turdng-point in

the life of Ibn Khddun. "He was, before It, primarily a man of

polities snd action. He turned to be, afterwards, a man of learn

ing and thinking in the full sense of the word." (S. Hasri, SR*

cit.. p. 66.)
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of his society.

As a matter of fact, the two dilemmas, i.e., the dilemma

of Us own life snd toat of his society, are two aspects of too

sane redlty. By aolvtog one of thea, the other dll be simultane

ously solved.

It is, as 3tonequist puts it, the practicd efforts of the

aarglnd aan to solve Us own problea that led hte consciously or

unconsciously to change the socid situation itself. His interest

aay sUft froa hteself to the objective social conditions and launch

hte upon the career of a prophet . teacher, reformer, interpreter.

conciliator and the like. In these roles he inevitably promotes

accdturaticn, either upon a basis of Lt -gor political and culturd

udty or te terns of a sodified politied and a cmltural differen

tiatione new state. It is in the aind of the aarglnd man that

the inner significance end the driving notices of such culture change

are most luninously reveded.*2

These are toe lines dong whieh many of the great margind

men of history proceeded in their solutions. These are the ways

of Confucius, Buddha, Moses, Jesus, Pad, Mohammed, Solon, Caesar,

Machlavelli, Peter, Kant, Ibn Khaldun, etc. Each one of thea can

be said to have experienced a certain kind of "inner conflict" as

^ee _. Stonequiat, S2> cit.. pp. 221-22.
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a result of a clash between different cultures, and each of thea

have tried to aolve the psychic conflict as well as the social one

with one stroke.

The marginal man tends usudly to solve his problea either

by joining one of the conflicting cultures or by devising a new

43
way that lies in the middle. A creative thinker usually dislikes

to follow the first way, that is, to Join one of the two opposed

cultures. His profound insight into the defects of both cf them,

may urge him to develop a system of his own making in which the

advantages of both are retained while the diaadvantages are elteinated.

Ibn Khaldun seems to have adopted the middle way. As we

have dready observed, he has discovered partiedar abuses in both

nomadism and civilisation. He set htoself, therefore, to reconcile

the two snd to create a new one out of t'e-.

It is interesting indeed to note that Ibn Khaldun has been

well -acquainted with Aristotle's formula of ethics that a virtue

lies in the "golden mean," that is, in the middle between two

extreme vices. Ibn Khaldun says, "the two extredties of every

human trait are bad. The good lies ody in the middle; thus,

between stinginess and extravagance is liberality; between cowardice

Cf. Ibid., p. 130.
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end rashness Is courage. . . ."^

Pros toe practied point of view, there is, however, a

big defect to Artetotle's theory of the golden mean. It is a purely

theoretical formula which can exist only in the minds of the arm

chair philosopher . to Us actual life, man ean hardly follow tola

ided of Aristotle. Human traits, aa we have dready noticed, can

not be depersondiscd or treated separately to order to arrive at

the golden mean in each of them.

Ibn Khddun was more redistic than to accept such a purely

idealistic solution. His solution should have been practicable and

derived froa the Ustoricd experience of aenkind.

The students of Ibn Khalduns theory dmost agree that Ibn

Khddun has not developed any aolutlon for the problea of his

society. According to their opinion, he waa mainly interested in

describing Us society rather than to dlaeover any remedy for its

illness. In fact, tola is what appears te the superficial observers

who tend to understand Ibn vhaldur'r theory on its face-value dth

out trying to penetrate deeper into its real meaning.

In the find andyais, Ibn Khaldun ean be rightly considered,

not ody a founder of new "science," but dso a preacher of new

44lbn Khddun, alHESSaa^llA* P 189. Here, it appeara that

Ibn Khddun has adapted the foraula of Aristotle word by word. (Cf.
Kill Durant, The Story of Phlloaophy. p. 60.)
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systems of values. He ean be considered, in other words, a con

ciliator of noaadisa and Islan.

It is amazing to oee that Hn Khddun does not fully appreciate,

froa aaong dl great men of Islam, but only three Len. These men are

Oaar, Muawiya, and Ibn Tuaart, the "Mahdi" of the Muwahhid dynasty.

By studying the lives of these three raen, one nay be able to discover

Ibn Khaldun 's profound philosophy of life and his new systen of

vdues. In appreciating a certain kind of peoole, a person usually

reflect;., in an Indrect wty, his addration cf their values.

La we have noticed, during the caliphate of Crar, Islaa and

noaadisa became identical. After Omar's death, the two began to

show signs of separation and antagonism. At the hands of Muawiya,

toey were, more or less, re-udted again. It is reasonable therefore

to suggest that Ibn Khaldun 's appreciation of Omar and fuaviya indi

cates that ha likes nomadism and Islam to be reconciled according to

toe Baae patternthe pattern which was successfully achieved at

the times of Omar and Muawiya.

TUs will be mre clearly indicated if we study Ibn Khaldun' s

attitude toward the "Mahdi" of the Muwahhid dynaety. Ibn Khddun

*as, as we noticed in Chapter XI of this work, the most antagonistic

critic in Islaa of the "millendd hope" and of the doctrine of

"Mahdism." The only "Mahdi" he appreciated was that of the Muwahhid

45
dynasty. Why? The reason will be very clear if we realize that

*^ee Ibn Khaldun, SR. &&., pp. 26-27.
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tUs "Mahdi" was successfd te combining Islsa snd nomadisa in

a way quite reaidscent of that of Omar or Muawiya. The empire

46
which he ecteblished sss second to none in toe annds of Africa.

Thus for the first time in Moslem Ustory the whole

coast from the Atlantic to the frontier of Egypt became

firmly united dth Andalusia under one sceptre. . . .

Froa every pdpit in tUs immense new empire Friday

prayers were read in the name of the Mahdi or his caliph
instead of in that of the 'Abbasid cdiph as heretofore.*7

By rtudying the life-story of Ibn Tuaart, aore light aay be

shed on the present j bjc-ct. To quote Hitti again,

The I'uwahhid dynasty had its inception in a politico-

religious aoveaent founded by a Berber. TUs was Muhammad

ibn-Tumert (s&. 1078-Sft. 1130) of the kasaudah tribe.

Muhammad assumed the symbolic title of d-Mahdi and pro-

clatoed Ur self the prophet sent to restore Islaa to its

pure and origlnd orthodoxy. He preached among his own

and other wild tribes of the Moroccan Atlas the doctrine

of tawhld. the unity of Ood and the spirited conception
of Hto, as a protest against the excessive anthropoaorphlsm
toen prevalent in lalan. Accordingly Us followers went

called al-Muwahhidun. Small, ugly and dashap&i, tUs

son of a mosque laaplighter lived the life of an ascetic,
and opposed ionic, drinking and other manifestations of

ladty. When a young aan, his zed led hte to assault in

the streets of Fas (Fez) * sister of the reigning Murabit

'All ibn-Iusuf because she sent unveiled.4

In Ibn Tuaart, as well as in Oaar and Muawiya before him,

Ibn Khaldun aeeaed to have discovered aetud examples of what he was

46See P. Utti, aR. si., p. 546.

*7laia.., p. 548.

481RM., 546.
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going to preachexamples of an excellent combination of nomadiss

and Islaa, or in other words, of "dght" and "righ." Thus, Ibn

Khaldun found his long-sought solution, and ao, he eaerged froa

Us retireaent content and edightened.

Ibn Khddun 's philosophy haa been considered, throughout

the present work, as "tos philosophy of drifti ig. Now we can ssy

that it should be rather considered aa "the philosophy of drifting

and watcning." He preaches, it ia true, that one shodd drift with,

not resist, the socid procesj. In the light of toe preceding dis

cussion, this drifting policy ean be understood according to its

own ir^.er meaning, rather than according to our own intorpretation

of it.

In Ibn Khaldun' s opinion, the cocid proceae ia self-

correcting. It is a dteleetie that runs on a c>cle: froa good to

bad and, then to good again. "Might" and "right" are originally

two phases of one redity. According to his theory, nomadisa is

toe abode of toe origlnd society where "aight" and "right" are

well-integrated into each other. They begin to be separated froa

each other ody when toe nomadic tribes come into contact dth

each other. Thus, hostility and destruction are the result. Kence,

cobcb toe usefulness of religion through shieh the hostile tribes

are united for the purpose of establishing a benevolent politico-

religious system.
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In this politico-religious system, according to Ibn Khaldun,

the hope of huaadty lies. It is s system where "might" and "right"

are combined again on a much larger scale. In it, the advantages

of both nomadism and civilization are gathered, while their dis

advantages are eliminated. It is, of course, not r.ermnne*i+. The

dynamics of socid life do not perait it to continue for a long

period of ttee. However, it will, sooner or later, appear a?ain

after its disappearance.

When Ibn Khaldun returned from Us historic "withdrawal,"

he was perhaps expecting thet such a benevolent systea was about

to rise The Muwahhid empire had collapsed a few decades befom

Us tiae. The ralers of Us time whoa he served, before Us with

drawal, began to appear to his eyes now unworthy of his service.

He began probably to consider then as representatives of the phase

of decline in the socid didectie.

Ibn Khddun waa, then, looking for a new "Mahdi" or prophet.

He bitterly eritioised those fdse "Mahdis" who tried to rise with

out paying attention to the law of the sodal dialectic. He advised

then to be silent, to drift along with the social process, snd to

look for the eoaing of toe true "Mahdi" who will possess "dght" as

wdl as "right."

Ibn Khaldun quit Us earlier career and adopted, then, the

role of a teacher. When he reached Egypt, the students crowded Us
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49
"Mosque-circle." According to Enan, the Egyptian students were

enchanted by his eloquent explanation and profound socid pU-

*0
losophy.

Afterwards, he was appointed as e judge. Ho accepted the

appointment, after hesitatior , but he did not turn back to Us old

habit of exploiting public offices to further persond endr. He

proceeded to Us judidal practices, as all historians agree, dth

strict honesty and great integrity.'1 TUs, in fact, clearly indi

cates that Ibn Khaldun was, at that time, quite different froa Us

early days. Aa a resdt of Us "withdrawd" he beeaae a different

man, or to use Toynbee's terainology, a "transfigored* persondity.
52

49in Islaa, until today, rdlgious teaching is usually per-

foraed in the tosque where the tf rchor sits down on the carpet and

his students sit around hia in a circle. In Al-Azhar, in Cairo,
where Ibn Khaldun taught, six eenturies ago, -tudents still receive

their daily leaaons in the same way n circles.

^M. Enan, S. clt.. pp. 66-67.

51See Ibid., pp. 71-73.

"The disengageaent and withdrawal make it possible for the

personality to realize individual potentialities which mipht have

reaained to abeyanoe if the individual to whoa they were Immanent

had not been released for a moment from his social toils and trammels.

The dtbdrawal ia an oonortudty, and perhaps a neceasary condition,
for the anchorite's transfiguration; b t, by the same token, this

transfiguration can have no ; irt,et, and perhaps even no meaning,

except aa a prelude to the return of the transfigured personality
into the aocial dlieu out of which he has origindly core. ..."

(A. .Toynbee, o__. clt., Vol. Ill, % 248.)
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Schddt errs when he attributes to the later days of

Ibn Khaldun the same tendency of corruption as that of his early

days. Schddt sayst "let to the end of his life he continued to

53
use the maaaon of unrighteousness to further personal ends. ..."

This is, in reality, very far froa the truth. Even the bitterest

enedea of Ibn Khddun in Egypt acknowledged, in a way, his honesty

as e judge.
**

d-Sakhkhswi, one of the severe critics of Ibn

Khaldun, flatly declared that "He was well-known by the aaintenance

of Justice."55

In eontrast to Schddt, von Wesendonk considers that the

whole life of Ibn Khddun, fron the beginning to the end, was

sincerely devoted to the search of knowledge. Ibn Khaldun, aecord

ing to von Wesendonk, was always honest, sincere, and a high-

principled man.50 It appears that each of Schddt and von Wesendonk

concentrates upon one part of Ibn Khddunfa life and overlooks the

other part. The truth aeens to lie in the fact that Ibn Khddun

waa both fickle and sincerefiekle before the "wlthdrawd,"

sincere after it.

''See N. Scheldt, SR. cit.. p. 43.

5*See M. Enan, SR. Sl PP 72-73.

55Jaid.., p. 73.

56
von Wesendonk, "Ibn Khddun," in Taha Hussain, SR. clt..

p. 175.
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Schddt particularly sections Ibn Khsldun's visit to Tteur,

toe Mongolian conqueror, end considers it an indication of the con

tinuing of Ibn Khddun along the aaae line of fickleness and cor-

57
ruption as that of Us early days.

The story ef Ibn Khsldun's visit to Tteur is interesting

indeed. While Damascus was beseiged by the noaadic Mongols, Ibn

Khddun haded hteself down by a rope froa toe wdl of Damascus,

and then he was taken to the tent of Tteur. He relates Uaself

how he first tested ths fruits he presented to Timur, whereupon he

dso ate then. He spent thirty-five days In writing an account

of the Maghrib at Tteur 'a request. He wodd not sell Us richly

caparisoned aula to Tiaur, but gave it to Ua as a present. After

the entry of Tteur into Damascus, when the dty was pillaged and

the inhabitants massacred, he offered to the conoueror e gift eoa-

posed of a beautifully bound Koran, a "borda" which he had probebly

rtrtten himself in praise of Mohammed, a tapestry, and two boxes

of Egyptian candy. He aroused Timor's interest ic his Uhiversd

History and cleverly used it for his own purposes. "Woddst toon

return to Egypt?" asked Timur. "My Lord, I have no desire but to

cs

follow thee," answered Ibn Khaldun.

57N. Schddt, SR. sii., pp. 43-44.

58
See Ibid., p. 40; ... Enan, SR. clt.. pp. 81-86.
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It dght be possible that Ibn Khddun Intended, by Us

visit to Tteur, to exaaine tUs faaous noaadie conqueror end to

see whether he dght fit into the criterion which Ibn Khddun had

established in Us socid theory for the expected "Mahdi." Aecord

ing to this theory, es we heve noticed, the noaeds cannot conquer

other peoples and establish an empire dthout a religion. It is

reasonable to suggest therefore that, observing the great empire

estoblished by the noaadie Mongols under the leedersUp of Timur,

Ibn Khaldun visited Timur in order to examine hte te the light of

Us theory snd to aee whether the theory e uld be applicable to him

or not.

After dtnessing the horrible pillage snd msssacre shieh ths

noaadie Mongols had committed upon toe helpless Inhabitants of

Damascus, Ibn Khaldua dght have decided that Tteur eodd not be

tbe right "Mahdi" whoa he had expected. Timur was purely nomadic

in his character. He waa not like Omar or Ibn Tuaart, a really

religious man. Ibn Khddun returned, then, to Egypt possibly dth

some sense of disappointment.

The orthodox thinkers can raise another objection against

Ibn Khaldun' b visit to the Mongolian conqueror. Aecording to the

Mohaamedan "traditions," the true Moslea shodd protest against every
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unjust ruler; he shodd, as we have seen, "bid the good and for

bid the evil," wherever and whenever he finds thea. Therefore,

Ibn Khaldun had violated the sacred "traditions" of Mohammed by

flattering Timur and by presenting precious gifts to him.

According to Ibn Khsldun's theory, as we have already

noted, the Mohamiredan principle of "bidding the good and forbidding

the evil" is meant to be applied dthin the "heart" only. Here,

his philosophy of "drifting and watching" is quite observable.

In Us opidon, one shodd not protest or revolt against an evil

act, publicly and actudly. A public protert usually resdts te

socid unrest and wasteful bloodshed without any compensatory

advantage. The "heart" protest is enough. Nobody is able, in Ibn

Khddun' s opidon, to dter the course of the socid dialectic.

One should, therefore, leave the socid process alone, for it will,

sooner or later, correct itself.

Here, Ibn Khaldun appears to heve discovered the solution

for his persond problea, parallel with his solution for the

cdtural problea. Aecording to this solution, the aarglnd man

should drift dong dth the social procees, watching its didectied

turn toward the good.

Stonequist points out that the marginal ssan may become,

on account of his in-between situation, an acute and able critic

of the dominant group and its values. This is, Bays Stonequist,
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because he combines toe knowledge and insight of the insider dth

the eritied ettitude of the outsider. Us analysis is not neces

sarily objectivethere is too aueh emotional tension underneath

to aake such an attitude easy of achievement. "But he is sdllful

in noting the contradictions and 'hypocrasies' in the doainant

edture. The gap between its aorel pretension and ite aetud

achievements juaps to his eye."

Ibn Khddun seeas to fit exactly into this pattern of the

margind man. He haa been quite efficient in Us criticism of the

prevailing valuea of eivilisation. He attacked the orthodox

advocates of civilisation and labeled them aa hypocrites, or

accustomed of saying what they did not actually do.

When he comes to discuss the oft-mainteined confliet between

"idedism" end "realism," he tekes the "compartaentalisation" whieh

has characterised the thought-style of the orthodox thin err end

developes it to its logical conclusion. He bitterly criticises

their habit of tdnking to one way and behaving in another, of

toeir vehement preaching for the "ided" and their acted follodng

of the "red." In his opinion, there Lb no confliet between the

"ideal" and the "red." Each hes its own realm from which it

should not emerge in order to molest the realm of the other. Man

shodd, according to his theory, be "idedistie" only within his

5^E. Stonequist, SR cit.. p. 155.
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purely religioua retirement snd devotion; but, when men comes out

to be entangled to the network of the social relationsUps he

shodd be extremely "realistic," because the "idedistie" tendency

usudly haras, rather than benefits, the social process. Socid

process, according to Ibn Khddun, is unchangeable and inevitable;

one shodd therefore drift with, rather than resist, its rolling

currents.

As to the relationsUp between religion and reason, Ibn

Khaldun proceeds dong a stellar line. In his opinion, huaan

reason is capable ody of solving the everyday problems of this

phenoaend world; it ia completely unable to aolve the mysteries

of the metaphysical world froa whieh the religious beliefs normally

Bpring. Trying to discover the religious truth by means of reason

is, aecording to Ibn Khddun, exactly like the weigUng of mountains

by means of the small bdanee dth wUeh gold is usudly weighed.

>.ence, he looks down upon the Aristotelian logic. He criticises

this logic on toe ground that It tries to discover toe aetaphysied

truth whieh lies beyond its capacity, while it overlooks the socid

truto whieh liss rlthin its grasp, reedy to be discovered.

In this way, Ibn Khddun shuts the door against any

eritieisa that may be raised by the orthodox thinkers agdnst Us

policy of "drifting snd watching." He refutes "ideallsa" wUch

has been dsays the refuge of every rebel and trouble-maker. He

dso belittles the Aristotelian logic wUch haa been often used as
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a tool for pedantic argument and senseless ideation.

He sets hiaself, therefore, to be the teacher of a new

logica logic whieh opens the eyes of its student to the real

factors of life and to their acted interaction and operation.

Through tUs logic, man can fully underatend his social environment

and successfully adapt hteself to it. Instead of the absolutlstic,

eteraalistic, spiritualistic logic of Aristotle, Ibn Khddun has

developed a relativistic, teaporalistic, materialistic logie whieh

reflects, rather than distorts, the actual life.

It is interesting to notice that the new logie, dth its

three laws of relativism, teaporalisa, and rcateriallan, has actudly

solved one of the chrodc problems of Ibn Khaldun. As we have

dready noticed, the Aristotelian logie has been utilized by the

orthodox thinkers in their condemnation of the Omayyads, the Arabs

and the nomads.

It is amazing indeed to find Ibn Khaldun using the lews of

teaporalisa, relativism, and materialisa in defending the Oaayyads,

the Araba, and the nomads respectively. He expounds the idea that

there is nothing intrinsically evil in those peoples. They may be

good or evil according to the time, place and cause in which they

happen to be involved.
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Let us discuss in soae detail how Ibn Khaldun deds dth

each of these three elements, one by one.

(l) As to the Omayyad dynasty, Ibn Khddun believes that

it was like any otoer dynasty to the Ustory of aankind, good in

the begindng, bad at toe end. TUs is due to the work of toe

didectied or toe "teapordistic," principle which governs all the

world. No one ean escape froa falling under ite cyelicd rolling.

The Oaayyads were very good in the beginning, just like the

Abbasids; but wito toe peesing of ttee they began te be indulged

in the luxury of civilization and so they deviated fron toe "good"

path of their beginning. The Abbasids, according to Ibn Khddun,

fell exactly under toe sane pattern! Good in the beginning, bad

at the endJ60

(2) Aa to the defense of the Arabs, Ibn Khddun applies

toe principle of "relativism.
" The Arabs are not abaolutely bad,

as toe orthodox writers wodd ee; . They are, according to Ibn

Khddun, bad for certain things, good for others. They are good

or bad according te the standpoint froa wUch you look et thea.

They are savage, illiterate and destructive, and they are, also,

brave men, able fighters and good conquerors. It is diffiedt te

find e man who is good in fighting snd learning at toe same time.

See Ibn Khddun, IHfo^lMlBsr PP 206-07.
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Tou have to have either one or the other.

(3) As to the defense of the nomads in general, Ibn Khaldun

applies the principle of cause and effeet, or the principle of

"aatertelisa." The nomads, in Us opidon, are savage or "bad"

not because they are driven by evil spirits or cursed by God.

Huaan nature is the same dl over the world, aecording to Ibn Khaldun.

Man is the eUld of Us social environment, rather than of Us

biological nature. The noaads, as a result of their peediar life

in toe desert, cannot be different froa what they are. The tribe

that roams in the desert, under no rale but the rale of the sword,

must be rough, or it will, sooner or later, perish from upon the

face of the earth.

Thus, Ibn Khddun applies the rales of his new logie to

defend the Oaayyads, the Arabs snd the nomada. It is ^uite probable

that he haa intentionally invented his new logic for the purpose of

defending toes. After seeing that toe old logic, dth its eternd-

lstic, absolutlstic, and spiritudistie characteristics, has been

advantageously used agalnat thea, he sight have endeavored to

develop a logic with opposite characteristics in order to reverse

the process.

It is undedable, however, that Ibn Khaldun' 6 rich experience

Sec Ibid., p. 120.
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of the acted life and his dde traveling, to the east and west,

were of no saall sigdficanee in tola rerp ct. Schddt says about

the wids experience of Ibn Khddun as follows i

It has brought hir. into touch dth Pedro the Crud

in the West and Timur toe Lane in toe I-rt. It has

taken Um Into the huta of savages and into the pdaces
of kings, into the dungeons with erteinds and into the

highest courts of justice, into the eoapadonship of the

illiterate and ito the academies of scholarr, into the

treasure-houses of the past and into the activities of

ths present, into deprivation and sorrow and into affluence

and joy. It had led him into th depths where the spirit
broods over the meaning of life.

Whether his rich experience or persond attitude haa been

the aain reason behind toe developaent of Us new logic is diffiedt

to dscide. It is quite reesonable indeed to suggest that both of

thess two factors were lnfluentid to tols regard. It is possible

that his personal attitude haa provided hia with the scaffolding

of hia logic, wUlc Us experience has supplied hte with the building-

aetcrials.

Concept and percept usudly go hand in hand. They are, in

a sense, necessary to each other, or aa Kant puts it, "concept

without percept is empty; percept dthout concept is blind." Thus,

the rich experience of Ibn Khddun dght have been of no avdl if

there were no conceptual inclination, witoln Us Bind, toward the

arranging of the collected date along certain lines.

62v. Schddt, SR. sit., P. *!



CHAPTER XXI

CONCLOSIOM

After spending such e large effort te studying toe theory

of Ibn Khddun, one may raise an important question as to the

use of such a study. He may asks what is the lesson wUch toe

people of the twentieth century ean get from studying the theory

of a fourteenth century writer. This question puts us indeed face

to face dth e controversy that has engaged the dnd of the aodorn

man for a long period of tine.

Some thinkers are of toe opinion that there is no use in

studying the theories of the past. It is more useful, they would

say, to concentrate our effort on tbe understanding of toe most

recent theories. The modern theories, to their opinion, contain

the vdid elements of nil ths psst theories; they are, in otoer

words, toe end-products of dl of what the creetive minds of the

pest have produced. There te no use therefore to study toe less

developed theories of the pest while the modern theories are wait

ing to be studied.

Is tUs argument right? It seems that it ean be right,

to some extent, in the field of natural sciences, where the last-

developed theories are, more or leas, the sifted end-products of

most ef the previous ones. Ic the naturd sciences one can, with

432
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soae reservetioa, ssy thst ths newer s theory is the acre vdid

it dll be. In the social sciences, on the other hand, the setter

is onite different. The newer theory is not necessarily the

better. The etudents, sho are Influenced by the pattern of naturd

sciences, are usudly Inclined to view social theories in the saae

light aa they view natural-science theories, without observing the

big difference between the two.

A socid theory is usudly expounded by its author in

response to a certain partiedar problea which is, more or less,

restricted, in its effects, to his time snd plaee. It is, in other

words, part of toe edture within wUch it appears.

The superfield student tends to belittle the Importance of

the past toeories aainly because he overlooks the Ustoried per

speetive te studying thea and tries to view thea through the per

spective of Us own edture. Consequently, he eonslders then as

naive snd even ridiculous.

This is, to fact, the problem dth some of the aodern

students of Ibn Khddun. They tend to read Us writings in the

light of toe modern thought-style, and ao they often find thea

boring rather than interesting, useless rather than useful.

By viewing an old social theory within the context of its

edture, one msy be eble to understand certain aspects of the

socid phenoaena that he is usable to understand otherwise. Socid

phenoaenon, as Scheler points out, hes several phases. A "socially-
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bound" observer ean see only one phese of itthat is, toe phese

toward wUch Us group has been directed.

The Ustoried snd sociologicd ralatlvities of

norms, purposes and goods of society ... is only s

relativity of perspective in toe absolute realm, for
eech represents a parttel participation to the "eternd

and objective logos." Given ell cdtures, past,
present, snd future, the logos may be expressed so

fully that there is a totel perspective, toe varieties
of cdtures contributing . .. . to the "meaningful udty
of a magdfleant painting."

In order to see the social phenomenon froa dl its phases, it is

necessary therefore to go around it and try to view it through

the eyes of the various groups that are interested in it.

Mannheim sayst

... in certain areas of historiod-soctel knowledge it
should be regarded as right and inevitable that a given

finding should contain the traces of the position of ths

knower. The problea lies not in trying to Ude these

perspectives or in apologising for them, but in Inquir

ing into the question of how, granted theae perspectives,
knowledge and objectivity are still possible. It is not

e source of error that in the visual picture of an object
in space we ean, in the nature of the case, get only e

perspectivistlc view. The problem is not how we might
errlve at a non-perspeetlvtetic picture but how, by

juxtaposing the various points of view, each perspective

may be recognized as such and thereby e new level of

objectivity attained. Thus we come to the point where

the false ideal of a detached, Impersond point of view aust

be replaced by the ideel of an essentially huaan point
of view wUch is dthin the limits of a huaan perspective,
constantly striving to enlarge itself.2

Becker, and Dahlke, "Max Scheller's Sociology of Knowledge,"
Philosophy and Pheaonenolodcal Research,. Vol. II, Mo. 3, March 1942,
P. 314.

A. Mannheim. Ideology and Utopia, pp. 266-67.
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TUs aay explain partly, st least, why socid scientists

sre more Interested in studying the Ustories of their theories

toan the natural scientists. A socid scientist believes that

by studying the various theories of the past in the light of their

various socid environaents, he aay develop e profound Insight into

the red meaning of toe aodern theories.

Moreover, by seeing how en early thinker attempted to solve

the problems of bis time and what the weak and strong points in

Us toeory were, as criticized by later thinkers, one may flid,

within his dnd, a powerful "inteltlve" urge toward a similar

attempt. He aay be, however, aore successful toan the earlier

thinkers in Us attempt, for he is able to examine toe socid

phenomenon fron aore angles. He is less "socially-bound" in Us

world-view, because he sees through the perspectives of the early

toinkers as well as through Us own.

Aecording to Mannheim, the creative tUnking, or what he

edls "the synthetic thinking,11 is a prerogative of the "socidly-

unbound" or "free" dass of intellectuds. Such class of intel-

leetuds, nnwhto says, can "discover the various right or partid

truths, and synthesize then into a new view.1"

It may be right to say that the less "socially-bound" the

theorist is, the deeper dll be his insight into the red meaning

'see Barnes, Becker and Becker, Contemporary Socid Theories.

p. 84.
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of the socid phenoaenon.

A question may be rdsed hcres Is it possible for s socid

toinker to be completely "socldly-unbound"? In the light of what

we have seea ia the present dissertation, a complete "soctelly-

unboundnes6,
"
or the Aristotelian objectivity, is treaendously

diffiedt snd aay be, in a sense, impossible. As we have noticed,

the huacn dnd is usually imprisoned dtoin three circleswithin

the circles of his persond attitudes, clase position, snd edturd

vdues. Men seeas to be able rarely to escape dl of these three

circles by one single leap. If ve escapes one, he dll fall into

another, as if he jumps from the frying pan into the fire.

At any rate, this shodd not discourage the socid thinker

froa trying to be "socially-unbound," as far as possible. Man

cannot, of course, be absolutely objective in Us social study.

He is a socid being before he is a socid student. He cannot

dways stand on the Ull watching his group striving without, con

sciously or unconsciously, participating in their activities.

Follodng Titchener's suggestion, it msy be safe to ssy

that the social toinker is able to be objective, in e way, for a

saall fraction of Us time at least.

... No man, as Titchener says, can be a scientist

for more than about four hours a day; for those four

hours he must subject Uaself to an iron discipline,
but for the otoer twenty he is as free as huaan beings

ever are. Granted, he cannot wholly compsrteentelize

hinself; as a consequence his function as a scientist
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is continually interfering dth his function es e

huaan being snd vice versa. Just as his experience ss

s scientist is continually contributing to Us

experience as e huaan being and vice versaneverthe-

leea, toe two aspects of hie persondity should be not

confused.*

Therefore, a sodd student ean be objective in Us library

in the saae way ss s physicist can be in his laboratory. He can

work, then, strictly aecording to the ralea of his scientific dis-

cipline, wUle watching at the saae tiae Us persond attitudes or

cdtural vduea lest they should unduly Interfere with hie objeetlve

procedure. Thus, he aay play in his life a double role, so te

speak, beeodng "socially-unbound" dtUn Us research realm, while

retaining Us normal "aocially-bcundness" within hie socid

activities.

In fact, we can find an excellent example of such a com

partmentalised life, in Ibn Khaldun himself. As we have dready

observed throughout toe present dissertation, Ibn Khsldun's religious

devotion hss not prevented his from describing the socid phenoaenon

as 1$ ia rather than ss it ought tg be,. He hes taken the seUsold

"eeapertmentelizationH that haa characterized the thought-etyle of

Us contemporaries and developed it to ite logical conclusion.

It is y<"g indeed to find thst the civilised aan tends

generally te be less "eoddly-hound" in Us business dedinge than

*Wiese-Becker, ffrrtTmrtlt Sociology, p. 7.
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im the other kinds of Us socid activities. In moral Batters,

as Ktebwll Tosmg points out, he aay thoroughly accept the codes

end the ideds of hte group, but he feels "free te brack these

codes in dealing dth competitors in business."5 He, in other

words, becoaes less "socially-bound" when he feels that the social

vdues ars going to contradict bis eeoncaie values.

Accordingly, it is qdte possible that toe social theorist

may develop the same attitude toward toe social vdues as that

wUch the business man has developed. He may violate them as soon

as they begin to interfere dth hte seientifie procedure. Ia

reality, the scientific vdues to toe scientist sey bs more predoua

and engaging than the eeonoaie vdues to ths business man.

It seems, however, that not all men are equally capable of

aeUevtog such e scientific objectivity. It can be said that there

Is a partieular type of personality toat fits, more or less, into

such a "socially-unbound" pattern. A men, with a fanatic disposi

tion or e strong attachment to his group, is seldom able to be

objective in hia view of socid phenomenon. Only the margind man,

in other words, is able to go around the social truth and exanine

its verioua phases.

Socid theorists have been accustomed to look at the margind

5K. Young, Sasial Psychology, p. 130.
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man dth disfavor. He is, in their optoion, the carrier of aoral

and social disorganisation.* This is no doubt true, but it does

not tell the whole story. As a setter of fact, toe marginal man

has helped a great ded in huaadzing and generalizing aorality.

Thla Is true especially in the ancient times when eivilizatlon was

still in its cradle. At that time, the marginal men were not able,

as they are now, to disintegrate the moral valuea of their group.

Odng to the lack of efficient means of transportation and communica

tion, tbe number of margind men was not large enough to do that.

The sergind aan was obliged then to replace toe locally-restricted

conscience by a freer one. He helped a great deal in the moral

progress by extending the aoral limits to include outside groups.

It is relevent to quote Myers about this point,

Moral progress consists not so much In changes in the

quality or intensity of the moral eaotionsas in the

successive edargement of the circle of persons eabraeed

by the aoral feeling. 'It is not the sense of duty to s

neighbor, but the practicd answer to toe question, who

is my neighbor? that has varied' . . . the aoral feelings
embrace at first only kinsmen, that is, the members of

one's own fadly, clan or social group. All others are

outsido the moral pale. But gradually this circle grows

larger and eabraces to successive expansions the tribe,
the city, the nation, and lastly huaadty.

In this way, the local god or totem wUch symbolizes the

"See for exsaple, P. Landis, Social Control, pp. 419-20.

7
P. V. H. Myers, History as. Past Ethics, p. 4.
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socid vdues of the group hes been replaced by e udversd God

dth udversd aoral system, undoubtedly, tols can be ecUeved

only by the margind aan. The ordinary aan who is educated to view

things through hte group's eyes is hardly eble to do that. He

cannot even Imagine its possibility. The aarglnd aan alone,

because of Us acquaintance wito some vdue-systeas other than Us

own, can easily achieve it. He soars high above the loed mord-

systems into a synthesized, generalized one.

Robert Park says, "The aarglnd aan te dways relatively

o

the more civilized human being."7 By the tera "civilised," Park

neans, aost probably, "indlvidudissd" or "emancipated" from the

loodly-restricted conscience. Professor Teggert seems to agree

dth R. Park on that. Teggart says,

nFhe fact toat the first aonotheistio religion in the world

appeared in Pdesttoe, supports tUs thesis. Pdesttoe was the only
land thoroughfare between the aain centers of civilization of the

ancient tines. The dgrating peoples, toe traders' caravans, the

amies, the dploaats end the scholars were going back and forth

through Pdesttoe. The ancient Hebrews therefore made contacts with

various cultures snd civilisations. They eould be edled "the

edture middlemen" of the andent tlr < a. (Hertzler, The Sodd

Thought al iES indent Clvlllzatlona. p. 559.)

Studying the life-stories of the founders of toe three greet
Bonotoiestie religions of the world we find that they were more or

less aarglnd sens Moses was a Jewish eUld snd reared in tos

Pharosh Pdsce. When hs grew up, he left Egypt and lived for eeverd

years aaong the nomads. Jesus trpent seme years of his eUldhood to

Egypt and returned as a boy to Pdesttoe. Mohammed spent more than

thirty years in traveling as a merchant and caravan leader.

9R. Park, "Introduction," in E. Stonequist, The. Mardnd

Man, p. xviil.
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Mow, while, historicdly, advancement has been

dependent upon the collision of group,' the resultant
response has token plaee in the Binds of individusls,
snd se we are led to see that all transitional ores

are dike in being periods of individual mantel awaken

ing, and of tbe releese of emancipation of individual

Initiative in thought and action.'-"

It seeas that the saae factor that makes the aarglnd aan

a trouble-Baker or an agent of socid and moral disorgadzation,

aay make hia at the same time a creative personality or liberal

thinker. As Ibn Khddun has noticed, the areaa of nord orgadza-

tion are usudly fertile soils for the growth of arts and sciences.

In the words of K. Young,

He /i.e., the aarglnd maa7 aay be a trouble-maker,
but be aay dso be creator. He is one whose "I" has

not been completely dominated by the nord "ae'a" laid

down for him by tradition or custoa.^

TUs aeens that "objectivity" is moving forward another

step in the aind of the aarglnd aan. Im discussing the character

istics of the "stranger," whieh is, in soae sense, s margind aan,

Steal reaches the saae eondusion. The stranger, according to

Siaael, merely because he is not rooted in the peculiar attitudee

and biased tendencies of the group, stands epert and tends te be

objective in Us outlook dth a peculiar eonposition of nearness

T1. Teggart, Processes si Uatorv. pp. 155-56.

ti. Young, SR. als* P* 142*
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end raseteases, concern end indifference.

Stead says j

. . . One can define objectivity dso as freedom.

The objective man 1b bound by no sort -f proprieties
wUch can prejudiee for hte Us spprehension. Us under

standing, his Judgaent of the given. This freedoa which

peraits the stranger to experience and ded dth the

relation of nearness aa though fron a bird's-eye view,
contains Indeed dl sorts of dangerous possibilities.
Froa the beginning of things, in revolutions of all sorts,
tbe attacked party has claimed that there hes been Incite

ment froa dthout, through foreign emissaries and a>*itatorr.

As far as that is concerned, it is simply en exaggeration
of the specific role of the stranger; ne is the freer man,

practically and theoretically; he exaainea the relations

with less- prejudice, he subdte thea to acre general,
aore objective standards, and is not confined te Us

action by eustoa, piety end precedents.
^

Modern civilization is intensively facing the problea of

tbe margind manwith its double-phased phenomena. The ancient

civilisation did not face, as we have noticed before, such an over

whelming number of margind men. Urban centers, where marginal man

usually flourishes, were very few snd too saall to be of any great

sociological sigdficanee. Today, urban population is tremendously

growing at the expense of other kinds of popdation. It is quite

possible in view of the continuous increase In volume and pro

portion of urban population that the margind personality dll

^See Park and Burgess, Introduction Ijo tog Science of

Society, p. 324.

^Cited by laid.., pp. 324-25.
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become in the future the ordinary rather than the exceptiond

type of persondity.

In the sndent times margind aen were seattered here and

there and aany of then were, as we saw, active agents in expanding

the limits of morals end the horizon of conscience. Margind man

of today are so aany that the phenoaenon of the ao-ealled "beyond-

oonscience-tolnking"1* begins to prevail. Instead of toe Prophets

snd tbe conscientious mforaers of the ancient times, we find

today Hegelisns, Romanticists, Pragastiste end findly soeiologists

of knowledge, te the words of Leyst

If good snd right are relative to custom and, in

a complex society, to station in the cj:.-unity, then

soae disagreements between classes, sects, end nations

are not toe result of ignorance or dckedness. They
are not oppositions of good and bad; they are the pitting
of good versus good, snd duty versus duty. ... the

dream of a world that is raled by right snd not by

aight seeas to go up in smoke.1'

Insteed of the ancient idee that history is a series

of struggles between good people end bed people, the

sociologists*s idea is that aany of the bitterest

struggles ere oppositions of your group's good snd soae

other group's good. It is no longer good Tfrsus bad,
but good versus good and evil versus evil.16

Karl Mannheim points out that every thinker is lidted by

^See T. V. Sdth, Beyond Conscience, passim.

l5fayne Leys, Ethics sad. Sasill Policy, pp. 250-51.

l6laia., p. 257.
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the preconceptions end actives of his cdtural group snd sodd

elass. Nevertheless
,
he says, a sociologist nay study the

idcdogies or edturelly Halted views of ell classes and nations.

By becoming an observer of all other men's knowledge and opinions,

the sociologist gets into position to interpret Us group's ideas

to m->th-r. As interpreter, he rises above a aerely partisan

point of view.17

This epoeh-aakteg change in thinking from a stete of con-

scienteusness to that of "beyond conscience" Is no doubt a margind

man's achievement. As we have noticed before, e man who is

ordinarily educated to view things through the socid vdues of

Us group, is not sble to tranaeend beyond conacience Into a stete

of such a creetive "objectivity." It shodd be remembered at tUs

point that toe aarglnd aan is n
-

t only "objective" in observing

the vdues of the various groups, he develops dso a sense of

understanding or "Verstehen" according to Weber's terdnology.

In this way, he Is not nerely an indifferent recorder,

but rather a sympathetic observer of the various phases of the

social phenomena. Stemel elaborates excellently this point as

regards the stranger. He sayst

. . . dth toe objectivity of the stranger is con

nected the phenomenon which indeed belong eUefly, but

See Karl Mannheim, SR. aii P*HiBl teye, RR. Sli>

p. 266.
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not indeed exclusively, to the mobile mant namely,
that often the most surprising disclosures snd confes

sions, even to the character of the confessiond dis-

doBure, sre brought te hte, secrets such as one care

fully concede from every intimate. Objectivity is by
no means laek of sympathy, for that te something qdte
outside and beyond dther subjective or objective
mlation. It is rather a positive and partiedar man

ner of sympathy. So the objectivity of e theoratlcd

observation certainly doea not mean that the spirit ie

a tabula rasa on wUch toings inscribe their qualities,
but it means the full activity of a spirit working

aecording to ito own laws, under eonditions to wUch

accidental disloc ticn and accentuations have been

excluded, toe individud and subjective peeuJsrities
of wUch could give quite different pictures of the

same object.18

The recent rise of sodology indicates the prevailing of

the aarglnd man's attitudind-eomplex te the modern thinking.

The margind aan of the old ttee eodd not dare, as we have noticed,

reveal Us objective attitude to the sasses. He wodd be Boon

condemned to be a traitor or an infidd. The aajority of the

people were value-ridden, and biased against whet belongs to the

out-groups. It is right to say, therefore, that objective viewing

of socid life is a new phenomena wUch has risen just with the

rise of the marginal wen in the industrid civilisation of today.

It is interesting indeed to notice thst aost of the

founders of aodern sodology were, in one sense or another, margind

aen. In Europe, aost of them were Jews, and the European Jew is,

18Clted by Perk A Burgess, SR. Six., p. 324.
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as Park, Stonequist, and Siaael point out, a typicd margind

man.
1' jt may suffice for the present purpose to trentlon the nasea

of Quaplodez, Marx, Siaael, Bergson, Durkhelr, Oppenheirer, Freud,

Mannheim, ^c. It is alee interesting toat sociology in the

united States excels, in aany ways, that of any other country in

the worli. This aay be ettributed to the variety of cdtures and

peoples inhabiting this new countrythat ia to ; : ; , to the margind

20

peraondity prevalent in its complex society.

In the opinion of Park, the vast expsndon of the modern

civilization during the last four hundred years has brought about

changes more devastating than in any etrlier <t1M In world history.

The movements and rigrations incident to tUs expansion have

brought everywhere en interpenetration of peoples and a fusion of

cultures'. As s result of tols culture contact, according to Park,

the personality type of the ssargind man hss been produce!, "a

type wdeh if not wholly new is at any rate peculiarly character-

21
istie of the modern world."

It is quite relevant st th-s point to note that the modern (ks

world hss grown up at the expense of the little world, the world

^See Stonequist, aR. clt.. p. xvlii, 3, 76 et seq.; Perk

and Burgess, aj. zL ? . p. 323.

^Cf. Ibid., p. 3.

21
0. R. Park, at. aii., pp. xiv-xv.
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ef Intteate, personal leyalties in whieh sen were bound together

by tradition, custom and natural piety. In other words, toe

"seeder" sodety has grown up at the expense of the "sacred"

society. Nevertheless, the generd pattern of the "seered"

society still persists in toe depths of the huaan nature.

It is still in the faaily and under the influence of the

tribe, the seet or the local eoaaumlty, es Cooley points out,

that aan acquires tooee habits, seatteenta, attitudes and other

22
personality traits that characterize hte as huaan. But, toe

aodern sen ia often obliged to come out, in one way or another,

from Us "sacred" shell in order to face a complicated world of

aa intertribd, interracial or international nature.

TUs aay expiate the reason why the distinction and the

comparison, between the "saered" and toe "secular" society, con

stitute one of toe aost frequent subjects te the modern soeiology.

The student sey be amazed at noticing that many of the prealneat

sociologists of today have been engaged, in one fora or another,

dth a typological atudy of these two kinds of society. The

soeiologists have differed in tbe terminology they have given te

this phenoaena, but they seea to have agreed upon its major

features.

Thus, we finds Geaelnsehaft and Gesellaoaft (Tesniee),

22See Ibid., p. xiv.
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aechanied and orgenie solidarity (Durkhete), eoaaunity snd

society (Maelver), noaadie and town people (Ibn Khaldun), priaary

and derivitive society (Bernard), prteitlvisB and civilization

(Toynbee), seered and secular sodety (Becker), localism and

cosBopolitadsa (Steaezsan), status and contract relationsUp

(Maine), primary and secondary grouping (Cooley), stationary and

changing sodety (Ogburn), unibonded and multibonded society

(Sorokln), etc. All of theae dichotomies sees to fall dtoin s

similar pattern and different names.

It may be reasonable to suggest thst the starting-point

of the modern sociology lies in the observation of tola peculiar

socid phenoaenon. It appears that toe sdenoe of society itself

wodd be impossible if there was no "seeder" society that could

be contrasted to the "sacred" aociety. As we have already noticed,

a man, who has not been faeiliar dth societies other than Us

own priaary group, is seldoa able to be objective or scientific

in Us socid observation. Hs needs to be Bomewhat "socially-

unbound" In order to understand fully his own society as well aa

others. He needs to be a marginal man.

It ia of sigdficanee that Comte who is popularly considered

the father ef the modern sociology haa built his whole socid

theory on the thesis of the three states in the development of

human int- ll^ct. By carefully examining Us theory, we aay find
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in it a strong sllusiom to the dichotoay of the "seered" snd toe

"secular" societies.

... He Bade toe generalization that "from the

nsture of the huaan intellect, each branch of knowledge
ia ita developaent has to pass through three different

theoretical states t the theological, or fictitious,
stete; the sstaphydeal, or abstract, state; and . . .

the scientific, or positive." The first two of these

states, however, he regarded as closely similar te

each other; the real advance is aade when the positive
state is reached. The theological atate is that in

which all questions of causation are answered in terms

of toe activity of supernatural beings; toe metephysied
state is that in which abstract forces or entitles are

conceived aa the causes of phenoaena; while in too

positive state a branch of knowledge abandons the

search for absolute causes and seeks simply to establish

lews of coexistence and sequence . As the advance te

the podtive stete is Bade, imagination ia syrteaatiedly
subordinated te observation. In short, by "positive,"
as the term te applied to a science or branch of knowledge,
Coate aeent much the same thing that we usudly express

by tbe term "scientific."23

It is interesting indeed to notice that the "positive"

stage in the developaent of huaan intellect, according to Coate's

theory, is greatly reainisceat of the "secdar" soeto+r, while the

"theological" stage, "to which dl questions of causation are

answered in terms of the activities of supernrtur^l beings,"

parallels toe "sacred" society.

When we come to Spencer, the god-father of sociology, we

find in his writings a stellar strong allusion to the dichotoay

F. House, Jhe DevelopBent si Sociology, o. 115.
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of the "sacred" and "secular" societies. He regerded the develop

aent and equilibration of the social order as a specific mani

festation of a generic tendency or process wUch operates through

out the udverse. In First Principles, he sums up the theory in

a single defidtlon, whieh occurs, d'h minor variations, through

out his later writings!

. . . "Evolution is an integration of matter and

concealtant dissipation of motion t during wdeh the

Batter passes froa an indefinite, incoherent homogeneity
to a definite, coherent heterogeneity; and during whieh

the retained motion undergoes a paraltel transformation.2*

Aa a Better of fact, toe "inoheerent homogeneity," of

Boelety, in Spencer's toeory, 1s very stellar to toe nechanicd

Boctol solidarity in Durkhete's the r^, whereas the "coherent

heterogeneity" is stellar to the orgadc solidarity of Durkheim.

It can be said dso that Spencer's distinguishing between the

"militant" and the "industrid" societies has more or leas some

relevence to the same dichotomy.

Turning back to Ibn Khaldun, we find him a marginal man in

a peculiar way. His fate had destined him, as we have notieed in

the last chapter, *s live dong the border-line between the "aacred"

'Cited by ,t>1\. ;.. 12/..
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and the "seeulsr" society, or according to Us own terminology,

between nomadism and town civilisation. So far as the edturd

conflict in generd is concerned, Ibn Khddun was not particularly

different from any other marginal man, but there was an aspect

in Us social experience that made hia quite distinct froa his

fellow "strangers." He experienced a sort of social aituatioa

which is seldom available to the Western tUnkers of the twentieth

century. We may be able, ther fore, to find in Ibn Khddun 'a

writings a particular perspective which can hardly be found in

the writings of any other sociologist of the ancient or the modern

tteea.

It shodd be remembered here that in Ibn Khaldun 's toeory

the nomadie tribe is taken ss an ided-type of the "sacrad" society.

In contrast to aodern sociologists who usually refer to toe primi

tive village or to the rural commudty in their typological study

of the "aacred" society, Ibn Khddun refers to the noaadic tribe.

Here lies a point of a tremendous soctelogieal significance.

The nomadic tribe is, undeniably, stellar to any other

"sacred" sodety in several aspects of its social life; but it

has, nevertheleer, a peediar cheracterlctlc wUch is indeed worthy

of a ppecid studj. Tn comparison with the prteitive village or

the rural eoaaudty, the noaadic tribe haa a peedlarlty which

no other "sacred" society has. This is the peculiarity of constant
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aoving froa one place to another without lo8ing its sodd inte

gration or weakening its aoral values.

It Is now agreed upon among modern sociologists that

migration and aoveaent noradly push the group into the process

of sodd disorgadzation and moral disintegration. As soon as

man comes, through Us aoveaent, into contact with various vdue-

systeas, he begins to loas faith in the absoluteness of his groi;

values.

There is, however, a certain aspect to the nomadic life

wUch helps the tribe to retain its strong soctel solidarity and

primary" grouping despite its constant movement. The movement

of the nomads ean be distinguished from any otoer sodd mobility

by the feet that the tribe moves as a whole and carries with it,

while moving, di of its cultural traits, aaterid and immaterial.

Ita movement hardly results in a disorgadsing effect on ito

eocial structure or vdue systea. Its members do not observe any

significant difference as a resdt of aoving; everything around

them will be almost stellar, at the end of the aoveaent, to that

whieh was at the beginning. The naturd, as well as the socid,

environaent in the desert does not change much froa lace to place.

The members of the tribes continue to be the sane throughout their

whole movement.

The noaadic life is well-adapted to the process of con

stant aovir<-. The nomada usually live in light tents that are
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easy to carry while aovtog. They am noradly content with the

Binplest kinds of house-utensils and home-furnlsUngs. They

are c~ntnt, as Tbn Khddun points o;t, dth the barest neces-

26
Bities of lift. They am accustomed to care very little for

aaterlal goods. They do n: t use anything that handicaps thea

from quick departure or efficient algration. Slow moving aay aean

in the desert a defective adaptation to life, and often brings

thea catastrophe.

In coBpensation for this sort of seantinesb in materiel

satisfactions, the noaads ean be sdd to have developed a strong

tendency toward immaterial satisfaction In fact, the n Bade man

la known by Us intensive cr- ving for fame, status, and even exag

gerated praise. He is ready to die in order t. jstablish a name

for hteself or his friaily. He does not crave so much for delicious

food or a comfortable house as the civilized man ordinarily docs,

He rather prefers to be loudly praised by a poet, or stared at by

admiring eyes.

Ixsra Al-Qai-", the famous poet of Arabia in the
.
n -Isladc

days, reflects the nomadie extraordinary craving for fame in one

of his oft-cu:ted poems. He sayst

2%ee . F. Jaseli, Jhcj iiSi Irao. pp. 19-26.

*Ibn Khaldun, ,..- o^ai l-,.. pp. 400-401.
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If I strove for e bare . ivelihood, scanty means

would suffice se and I would seek no more. But I

strive for lasting renown, snd 'tis men like as that

sometimes attain lasting renown. Never, while life

endures, does a man reach the summit of thla ambition

or cease froa toil.27

Glubb, the faaous British Arabiat and traveler, once

declared, to a speech before e certain geograpUcal society te

London, that toe noaadie man tended dwaye to distribute his

property among hte fellow tribesmen or guests es soon aa he earned

it. Glubb attributes this extreme generosity of the nomada to the

prevalence of raiding and counter-raiding in the desert. Thus,

the nomadie aan, cays Glubb, tenda te give ewsy hte property before

it is takes froa him. Since the holdin>: of property is not peraa

nent in the desert, he likes to obtain fame by it rather toan to

loae it dth disgrace.28

Glubb' s explanation may be quite tras, but it does not

represent the whole story. Man ia, generally 3peaklng, not wholly

rationd to hte behavior; or in otoer words, he is not a cdcdating

maeMne. He does not dways do a certain thing merely because he

prefers it to other things on a rationalistic or utilitarian beds.

Particularly in the "sacred" society, as Maelver points oit, man

usudly considcm the value ss an end for itself, rether thea a

rR. Wicholson, A Uterarr Hlctory of. Ijha Araba. p. 136.

see A. Zeyyat, U-filMJI Magazine. (1938), Vol. VI, p. 261.
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29/
aeens for another end. He often acUevea it, not purely for a

utilitarian purpose, but also because he culturally inherits it

as such.

In the "seeder" society or what Maelver terms "civiliza

tion," aan is inclined, it is true, toward a rationalistic, or

utilitarian conaidoration. It seeas that Glubb, who cornea from

an extremely secularised aociety, tries to impose the presupposi

tion of his culture on that of the nomads. Hence, he has ascribed

toeir craving for face to a utilitarian reason.

There is, however, a well-known Arabic story, wMch is

usually taken by Glubb and others to support their thesis. This

story tells us that Hatte, the ided nomadie man of the pre-Islade

days, was onee blamed by his dfe on account of his extreme gener

osity. He answered her, with a piece of poetry, saying:

Oh, my wife, property is going out in the morning,
turning back in the evening; nothing remains from it

except fane. 30

Does tUs story really indicate a rationalistic or utili

tarian Intention on the part of Hatim. It seems to indicate an

intention of rationalization rather than of rattopgHf - Hatte,

moat probabl: ,
tried by his poetic answer, to find a reasonable

explanation for his unexplainable drive toward the achievement of

29
See M. Maelver and H. Page, Society, pp. 630-31.

3D. Mlqdadi, Tarlkh d-Oamat d-Arablwa. p. 41.
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the cdtural vdues. Man in generd tends to act at firat, snd

then, tries to find an explanation for Us act.

However, tols extreae desire for fame aaong the noaads

seeas to strengthen the factor which ^reventa the noaadie tribe

froa being disintegrated as a result of its constant moving. The

nomadic man likes, te fact, to exed Us fellowaen in the follow

ing of the soctel valuea. He is dwaya inclined to become an

active end respected amber of Us group. Hence, we find that the

esprit do corns, or what Ibn Khaldun calls the "aaabiyya," is

tremendously rife aaong the noaads.

Looking through the perspective of Iba Khddun end situat

ing ourselves upon toe saae margin between noaadisa and civiliza

tion upon which he was situated, we may be able to notice an

interesting polarisation between toe nomadie craving for immatertel

satisfaction, on ths one hand, and the civilised yearning for

aaterid enjoynent, on toe other band, or to use Ibn Khddun' s

terminology, between the intensity of the "aaabiyya" in nomadism,

and the laek of it in eivilisation.

Here lies, in fact, a Ughly intereating point. It is of

sigdficanee to observe that this polarisation becomes often a

cause for a peediar soctel phenoaenon. The nomads, despite their

desire for immatertel satisfaetion, do not usually refrain froa

the enjoying of certain material satisfaction when they conquer
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dvilization or ooae toto close contact dth it.

Materld satisfaction is, indeed, a treacherous thing.

It creeps toto the soul of the noaadic man unconsciously and

gradually. The nomadie aan sees at first no hara te enjoying a

little of the luxury of eivilisation. He aay not be sble te

foresee tbe dtteate consequences ef the distent future to his

mall enjoyment of toe present time. Eventudly, his present

whin will develop, as Ibn Khddun points out, into an uneradiceble

habit; and so, Us old "esabiyya" dll be replaced by a aoral

laxity snd s persosel disorgsnisstion.

Ibm Khaldua eaphesizes the fact, as we have aeen throughout

the preeent work, that the strong "aaabiyya" of the noaads, Is ads

toss willy-dlly to conquer the towns that border their desert.

The town-dwellers, says Ibn Khaldun, aerely beeause of their laek

of "asabiyya" snd fira aorality, eesily yield to the conquest of

the noaads; they, then, begin to provide their conquerors dth

their elaboratelyHsede products and luxurious coaaodities. The

conquerors tend consequently to enjoy consuaing these products,

proudly and happily, dthout realising its "poisonous" conse

quences. Thus, they die gradually, giving ground to a new wave

of noaeds who ooae up, dth a fresh asabiyya," in order to go

down later, dong the saae pattera aa that of their predecessors.

TUs is indeed en excellent exsaple of a dialectical

process. Ibn Khaldun waa fortunate te observe it te an aetud
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and tangible fora. As a Batter of fact, many thinkers, in the

ancient and the modern tires, have discovered soae sort of a

didectied process in the huaan phenoaena, but they have not been

able to see it as tangible and praeticd as Ibn Khaldun did.

In the ancient times, they derived, as we heve seen, the

notion of dtelectie, not from the actual happenings of the socid

phenomena, but rather from the cycling of certeto natural phenoaenon

such as the continuous succession of day and dght, summer and

dnter, sowing season and reaping season, etc. Through tUs naive

observation, they have tried to construct a dialectic theory or

what hae been celled a "aillennid hope." They seea to have con

structed e scheae for a future hope in order to counter-balance

the disappointment in toeir present hope.

In the aodern tines, on the other hand, the dtelectie theory

ean be add to have been dsused or lost between the extreme

ideallsa of the Hegelians and the extreme materialism of the

Marxians. The fate of toe dtelectie theory today ean be likened

to that of the sheikh's beard, wUch wes, according to an Arable

proverb, destroyed by his two wives, the old snd the young;

because each tried to pick off, froa it, the hairs that did not

sdt her age.

The modern soctel scientists should, therefore, turn back

to toe fourteenth-century soeiol^bi^4: of Islsa, in order to see
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tbe dtelectie theory in its origlnd setting, undtetorted by any

ideeltetie or asterislistie preoccupr tion.

IB the light of Ibn Sialduo's theory, one aay be eble to

see thet the dialectic theory is act a udversd lew ee ite exponents

am inclined to suggest. It doee not expiate all toe phenomena

of change. Change is too eonplieated te be explained by one single

formula. Sodd theorists differ widely es to the form which social

change normally takea. Whether it Is unilinear, eyelleal, oscillat

ing, branching, or spiral, is difficult te decide. It eppeers tost

change tekes several forms, snd sll of the various explanations ere

valid te soae extent. Each of thea probably represents one of the

several phases of the phenoaenon. The fora of change nay depend on

the situstion or the condition in which it tekee plaee. There te,

aost probsbly, no single lew that umlvcreelly governs it.

The didectied fora eaa be sdd therefore to be one of

toese various explanatl ns of soctel change. Studying Iba Khaldun 's

theory, we aay notice that the dialectical process requires certain

conditions te order to proceed dong the lines suggested. Preeuaing

tbe preeence of such eonditions seems to be, more or less, a neees

sary requirement for its cydieel procedure.

The eonditions whieh Ibn Khaldun has suggested for the

dialectical procees say be stated aa folloass

(1) There sh uld bs s sort of polarization In the value
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systems of toe two cdtures between wUch the didectied inter

action takes plaee. Each cu tore should possess certain character

istics that the other noradly lacks. Thvu
, a cyelicd movement

aey arise as a result of the desire of eech edture to seek in the

other what it lacks in itself.

(2) There shodd be dso a polarization, within each

edture, between shst it possesses and whet it lacks. Thst is to

say, what it possesses cannot edst ddc by side dth what it lacks.

In noaadisa, for instance, aaa cannot possess a strong "aaabiyya"

and lead at the aame time a luxurious life; he cannot, in otoer

words, enjoy the habit of immatertel satisfaction dong dth that

of matertel one. He will lose one if be obtains the other. Hence,

toe dialectical process begins operating as soon aa he conquers

31
civilization and adopts its luxurious life.

*

In view of these two requirements, it seems that the

dialectical process can hardly arise aa a resdt of toe contact

between the "secular" and the "aacred" societies in the aodern

times. There is today no polarisation between a simple and con

quering society, on the one hand, and a osrllcated and submissive

society, on toe other hand. It aay be aaid that, in the present

tiae, the complexity of edture goea hand in hand dth the ability

te conquer. Modern war is no longer carried on in the saae pattera
as that of the old time. Today, the personal fortitude and bravery
of the soldiers are not so iaportant te the winning of a war as the

qudity and toe ousntity of the weapon, the cleverness of the coa-

mand, and the hugeness of the amy. (Cf. W. WillUe, Ojie Korld. p. 68.)

Thus, the contact between the "secdar" and toe "sacred"

sodeties of today runs according to a linear pattera rather than a

dlalectled one.
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In this way, Iba Khddun explains the reasons behind the

dialectical proeess in the human Ustory. He considers it a

resdt of a diehotoaous polarisation between two value systeas.

It is inevitable, te Us opidon, not because there is a urlversd

idee, er spirit irf1 iencln * its movement froa behind the scene,

nor because there is a tcleologied factor or a prime aover driving

the world toward a certain end. It is a local phenomenon relative

to the ttee and the place in which it arises . Thus, Iba Khddun

provides us dth an explanation of toe social change te hie edture

aore convincing than aany of the modern theories in this respect.

TUs theory, in fact, can be of great use in toe explaldng

of certain Ustorle events that took place in a socid situation

stellar te thst wUch Ibn Khaldun has described. Let us take, for

exaaple, the well-known successive waves of the nosadie Sedtes^

who invaded the andcut civilisations of the Wear East during ths

3
*hese nomadie waves were consisted of the Babylonians, the

Assyrians, tbe Chaldaeans, the Aaorites, the Canaadtes, the

Aramaeans, the Phoedclsns, the Hebrews, the ft'abateeans and finally
the Arabians. Hitti says, "A coaparativs examination of the dates

quoted above suggested to certain Sedtiats the notion that in re

current cycles of approximately one thousand years Arabia, like a

dghty reservoir, beeaae popdated to the point where overflow was

inevitable. Theae mama scholars wodd speak of the dgrationa in

terma of "waves. " It is more likdy, however, that these Semitic

movements partook in their idtial stages more of the nature of the

European nigrations into the Mew florid j a few persons wodd start

moving, others would follow, then aany more would go, until a generd
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four dlledumB before Christ, and try to examine the factor

behind their amazing pattern of happening.

It is a peediar pnenomenon indeed and needs to be seriously

explained. Theorists have given several explanations to It dthout

aueh avail. Huntington and Us school have tried to explain it

through a geographieal factor. According to this school, the

Arabian desert had been subject to a prolonged period of deslca-

33
tion.

-^

Consequently, its popdatlon was driven to dgrate to,

or invade, the ndghboring civilisations, tine after time.

It seeas that toe desiccation factor is a necessary, but

not sufficient, cause for these noaadic "waves." It aay explain

the overflowing of toe desert population toward the outside world,

but it does not sufficiently explain why it overflowed by waves.

popdar interest is aroused in the idea of going.

"TUs transplantation sa masse or in bands of human groups

from a pastoral desert region to an agricultural territory con

stitutes a common phenoaenon to the Near East end provides an

iaportant due to the understanding of ita long and checkered

hiatory. The process by which a more or leas nigra tory people

impose itself upon a people which haa become rooted in the coil

usually results in the invaders aasteilating to some degree the

aain features of toe previously existing civilisation and in

infusing a certain amount of its blood, but hardly ever to the

extermination of the Indigenous popdatlon. TUs is exactly what

happened in the ancient Hear ^est, whose history is to a certain

extent a struggle between the sedentary popdatlon already doaiciled

in the Fertile Crescent and the nomadic Arabians trying to dis

possess thea. For immigration and colonization are, as has beea

well said, an attenuated form of invasion." (p. Hitti, History al
The Arabs, po. 11-12.)

33M. Jaaali, SR. Sii- P 17.
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Ibn Khddun'" theory appeara here to be of soae laportance in

Tptototog s certain phase of this greet Ustoric event. It 1b

relevant to quote H. G. Wei s about this point.

The dternation of settlement, noaadic conquest,

refinement, fresh conquest, refinement, whieh is

characteristic of this phase of huaan history, is

particularly to be noted in the region of the Euphrates

and Tigris, whieh ley open In every direction to great
areas whieh are not arid enough to be complete deserts,
but which were not fertile enough to support civilized

populations.'*

At any rate, Ibn Khaldun seeas to be quite optimistic as

regards this cyelicd process of huaan history. Ite optteisa

aay be indicated by his oft-quoted theory of teitation. Aecording

to this theory, the conquered ere always fond of imitating the

eustoas, dress, belief:-, and all other characteristics of their

conquerors. In his own words,

Man dways believes in the perfection of hie con

querors to shea he has aubdtted. This is either

because he has become accustomed and conditioned to look

up te then, or because he believes in their perfection

aa a rationdisation for their victory over Urn and hia

subaission to them, convincing hiaself that their victory

over him has been not because of their military excellence

or tribd strength, but rather because of their good

customs and beliefs; and ao he dways tries to imitate

thea te everything they have . . . Even if there am two

neighboring nations, where one of then ia more powerful

than the other, a greet diffusion of traits dll run froa

3*H. G. Wells, Outline si History, r . 164.
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the strong to the weak. Hence, the cor son proverb

sayss that the subjects adopt the mligion of their

king. . . .35

In view of Ibn Kbac-dun's conviction that "dght" tends to

be associated with "right" and that the conquerors normally have

better values than toe conquered, it is reasonable to suggest

that the huaan dstory is, according to hte theory, moving toward

a continuous improvement of aoral values. The students of Iba

Khaldun1 s theory usually refer to it as a peestelstic or melancholic

philosophy of history. TUs is largely beoause they impose their

own v.-Ouc .- on Ibn Khddun. They do net reeogdze his profound

adairation of toe noaadie valuea, and so, toey see in Us dtelectie

a backward trend rather than a forward one.

Studying Ibn Khaldun through hie real cede of vdues, we

can see, rather, a strong deaent of optteisa in his theory. Since

the noaads are far better than the civilized peoplee and since

they often conquer eivilisation, the huaan aociety ia therefore

gradually improved through toe process of teitetion.

According to Us theory, as we have dready seen, nomadisa

is toe birthplace of perfect aen, while civilization is their

graveyard. The dtelectie process, it is true, carries the perfect

3'lbn Khddun, Al-Mooaddiaa. r. 147. It is interesting to

notice toe similarity between Ibn Khddun' a theory of teitetion

and that of Tarda. According to Tarda, teitetions "usudly proceed

froa the socially superior to the socially inferior." (See P.

Sorokln, Contemporary Sociolodcal Theories, : . 639.)
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eon fron the desert and buries them to oivilisetion; but this

does not indicate at ell e backward trend in the human evolution.

The process ean be likened to the life-cycle of the individud

aan, through whieh be la first born and final1? dler, whereas

huaadty in generd continues to move forward.

Here, Ibn Khaldun stands in complete opposition to many

soctel theorists. His hope seems to lie in the ultimate vietory

of the noaadie vdues over those of dvilizstion, ef the "sacred"

society over the "eecdar" one. He believes that moral values are

originated and wdl-aatotained ody where the "asabiyye" is strong.

As soon as man comes out fros his "primary" shell and lives dong

weak "asabiyyas" and heterogeneous peoples, his "*"1 nature

begins to grow in strength at the expenae of his huaan nature.

PUlosopUeally-mteded thinkers sray not agree with Ibn

Khddun on this point. They aey consider the strong ethnocentricisa

of the "sacred" society as a handicap, rather than a facilitation,

for the iaproveaent of morality.

^
It is interesting to notiee that, at the ttee of Ibn

Khaldun, nomadisa was growing at the expense of civilization in

Worth Africa, especially after the lnva8ion of the Hildi tribes.

Cities began to dwindle to importance and population, and the

sedentary culture was on tbe decline. The nomadie sheikhs were

competing with each other for the conquering and ruling of what

had remained froa the declining civilisation. Ibn Khsldun's

optteisa can be considered therefore as a reflection of the act id

trend in his oodety.
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It seems that to decide whether aorality improves or

declines as a reault of the shift fron the "sacred" te the "secular"

Boeiety, depends on the way o.ie looka at it. ~he moralists, who

arc oriented toward humanity in general and who wish to see all

the various people of mankind united under one social or politied

system, are naturally inclined to consider th(t morality Improves

with the shift from the "sacred" to the "secular" organization of

society. Their criterion of go d morality is, rs we have eeea,

not in the intensity or tho quality ?f rrrals but rather to the

edargement of the circle embraced by the moral "eeltogs. Accord

ing to this criterion, the secularization of society Is therefore

uite beneflc lent to morality; it weakena the enthnocentrieal, or

the tribal, spirit which charaeterlzea the "sacred" society and

tends to make men treat each other equally regardless of their

pedigree or group attachment.

Ibn Khaldun might see te s^ch moral consideration an eleaent

of the sar.e "ideallsa" which he has bitterly attacked. In his

opidon, aorality is not a product f will -ower or arm-chair

speculation. It is rather a social phenomenon with whieh individual's

will ~>r idealistic tendency haB n- thing to d~>. It is, In other

words, a product f the toclal organization, rather then the indi

vidud Bind. H admits that the drcle of m~ral feelings to

civilization embraces larger number of cen than the tribd spirit

does in nomadiaa; but this shodd not be token as a .sign of
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improvement in morality. When the tribd spirit weakens as a

result of the sodd "seeularisati n," the vehement attachment to

the group values weakens too.

Here lies, in fact, one of toe penetrating insights of Ibn

Khddun that can be of profound instractiveness to the thinkers

of the twentieth century. His theory reflects, of course, the

eonditions of his sodety; but to understand the past, as we have

seen, is neeessary for the understanding of the present. In con

trast to the idealistie thinkers, Ibn Khddun provides us, at this

point, dth a sociological andysis of a great sigdfieance. Hte

analysis, ss we shall see, cannot be uncondltiondly ppplied to

the modern eivilizstion, but it can be, nevertheless, quite useful

for the understanding of the background out of which ths rodern

sodety has grown.

The aoral cirde can be likened, according to Us analysis,

to a piece of rubber t the more you stretch it, the thinner and

weaker it will be. PUloeopUeally-dnded moralists usually over

look tols tot or ant fact. They want aan to be both strict in his

morality and tolerant of toe different moral systems f oth. r.

It seems that they demand toe impoasible. It is enormously dif

fiedt for aan to be strongly attached to h s group's values and

be, at the same time, tolerant of the other groups' values. There

may be certain aen who are exceptionally able to do this, but, aa
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regsrds aodety ss s whole, it te qdte difficult, if not iapoesible.

The fedt dth toe idedistie aomlteta is that they view

aoral values through a Platodc perspeetive, and so, they dways

try to discover en absolute and udversd basis for them. They

bdieve thet there ere certain eternd standards of moral values

existing "there," te the metaphysied world, snd so toey sit te

their sraehalra contemplating in order to find out shst tds eternd

standard is.

Modern soctel scientists are inclined, aore or leas, to

oonsider values, in generd, as an aspect of toe social life. There

are no valuea existing "there" outside the realm of human associa

tion. In order to understand their original nature and their con

sequent developaent, it is necessary, themfore, to study thea

within the context of the social structure.

Huaan vduea ere originated, aa Cooley pointa out, in the

priaary group.*' In this type of sodety where the individud

"la the bosoa of this group, says Myers, were born and

nurtured the chief of those affections and sentiments into whieh

enters an etoieal deaent end whieh fora toe basis of aoral life.

(See ?. Myers, S. cit..
-

. 12.)

W. R. Saith saya, "The larger Borality whieh embraces dl

aanlrtnd haa its baste in habits of loydty, lows, snd self-sacrifice
wUch were originally fomed and grew strong in the narrow eimle

of the family or the clan. " (W. Robertson Sdth, TJhe Religion of.
toe gedtes. 2d. ed., p. 54.)
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"eelf" te the leoktog-glaas of the other "selves," snd whera toe

I" is dieelved ia the "we," aan tends te behave exactly as the

other sseabers ef the group want Ua to behsve. He does not etrete

or foree hiaself te do shat others like hia to do. He aerely

finds hteself spontaneously aotivated toward the achieveaent of

the group values. He aey be pleesed to do it even et the expense

of his own self-interest. Te be aore exact, be has no self-

interest apart froa the group-interest.

In order to underatend this aore dearly, it should be

remembered thet the development of asa's "eelf" is achieved, as

Mead points out, as a resdt of Us association with toe other

Beaters of bis group. In other words, Us "self" does not exist

in ito own right. It is s product of what Mead sdls "taking the

role ef others." So, when toe others ere sattefied dth whet he

baa dene, Us "self" te, te its turn, satisfied. Thus, human

values arise. They arise, set as a reflection of the word

ideals which edst in toe Pleteale world, as the pUlesepUcally-

alnded aoralists wodd suggest. They are, rather, a reflection

of aany "selves," dtoin the priaary group, upoa the individud

"self." In brief, they are e product of toe incorporation of the

I" into the "we," ef toe individual into the group.^8

-"in describing the eharaetertetics of the noaadic elan of

ancient Arabia, W. M. Sdth says, "The members of one kindred,
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A problem ususlly arises when toe seaborn of the "sacred"

society sect strangers froa other societies. The problea dll

be ef ao practical significance if the "strangers" are few and

seattered throughout time and spaee. It becoaes of tremendous

importance oaly when the "strangers" meet each other in large

number and on soaewhat peraanent basis. It is interesting to note

that Iba Khddun lived te a eodd environment where aueh kind

of problea prevail ed .

Following the logic of Iba Khddun, we nay be eble te see

thet there nay arise two alternative consequences es e resdt of

the aeetlng of "strangers" on e large seds. The "strangers" have

either te tolerate toe values of the others, end so, drift into

the path of social disorganization and aoral disintegration, or

te retain their old vehement intolerance, and so, drift into the

path of eonflict snd fratricidal fighting. It seeas there is no

say out of this dilemma.

It aay be right to aay that the strong attachment to the

group values 1s, in a sense, incompatible with the tolerance toward

the "strangers'" vdues. Typologleally speaking, each leede, in

looked on themselves ma one living whole, s single animated mass

of blood, flesh, snd bones, of whieh ao member eodd be touched

dthout ell the members sufferteg. ... If one of toe clem has

beea murdered, they any 'Our blood has been shed.'" (W. R. Sdth,

SB. Siii PP. 12-13.)
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ita extmae developaent, to toe deetruetioa of the other. In order

to believe in the values of his group, snd te obey then, unhesi

tatingly, aan should consider thea absolute, eternal, and aacred;

any deviation froa thea is to be regarded as a criae, a sin, or a

disgraceful perversion. When he comes into contact wito "strange"

vdues, he tends either to fight them, under the influence of hie

lively conscience, or to tolerate them and so lose Us conscientious

attachment to Us group's values.

In the opidon of Ibn Khddun, when man loses Us con

scientious attachment to his group's values, nothing can eontrol

hte but brute force. He, then, begins to check Us "anted" tepdses

under the fear of punishment. Man, says Iba Khaldun, is an anted;

whet makes him behave like a man is the soctel eustoas and mores

which are imbued in Us soul by his group. When he is detached

froa his group snd enters the secularised society of the towns, he

coaes nearer to the "animal* nature. In toe absence of e strong

government, secularised men aetually behave like animals i attack

each other or cheat each other with no restriction whatsoever.

In toe light of Ibn Khddun' s theory, we are really in a

dileaaa. Both boras appear to be sharp. We have either to be

engaged to a confliet aaong ourselves or to be morally disorgadzed,

either to fight a tangible eneay froa the outside or to suffer the
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damage ef an inviaible enemy fron toe inside. As soon as the

outside eneay disappears froa our sight, we tend to fight ourselves.

Here, Ibm Khaldua seeas to have been greatly influenced

in formulating Us toeory by toe pattera of the culture in whieh

he lived. A question msy be raised, at this point, as to the

extent within wUch tols toeory is sppliceble to the aodern edture.

TUs is, in feet, a tresendously iaportant question. In

order te be eble te answer it, it is neeessary te examine toe

present edture te the light of that of Iba Khddun.

As ws have already noticed, the aodern culture 1s mainly

a aargiasl aan edture. It is quite normal for the aodern men to

come out froa the seered shdl of his priaary group end fall im the

ddst of a cosmopolitan eenter where various patterns of edture

ere fused. In eontrast to toe sen froa an isolated "saered"

society, the modern man is accustomed to see strange values and te

acknowledge their right to edst ddc by ddc dth his own values.

He does not feel indignant when he sees thea. He aay be rather

interested in thea and try to be closely acquainted with thea.

at the tiae of Iba Khddun, on the otoer hand, things

were qdte different. As we have noticed, the aarglnd persondity

was sot so prevalent as it is now. The society of Iba Khddun ean

be edled e "transitlosel" society. It is neither s typioal

"sacred" soeiety nor a typical "secdar" one. It is instructive

indeed to examine the characteristics of tUs type of society that
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differentiate it froa both the "sacred" and toe "secular" types.

It seeas that toere is no serious problem ss regards

"strangers" in the typical "sacred" sodety because toere la no

frequent contact dth thea in aueh a society. Ia toe typied

"secdar" society, it ean be said dso that there is no serious

problea in tols regard. The aeabers of toe "secular" society are

accustomed, as we have just mentioned, to see "strangers" dways

and tend to acknowledge their right to have values different froa

Ueira.

The problea arises in toe "transitional" society, when men

are still under the Influence of the "sacred" thought-style, on

the one bend, and are condemned to contact "strangers" frequently,

en the other hand. In aueh a society, the problea takes, to fact,

a serious form. Its members are neither toola ted, aa te the

"seered" society, nor accuatoaed to tolerate thea as in the "eecdar"

society. Conflict is, therefore, inevitable.

This is exactly what had happened at the time of rbn Khddun.

The nomadie peoples were in the habit of contacting the civilised

peoples, for one reaaon or another, while they were still under

the influence of their strong tribal apirit or what Ibn Khaldun

calls "asabiyya." Thus, they were driven willy-dlly te draw their

swords and fight everyone who differed froa thea in hie values.

They were brought up to believe that they were the ody righteous
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people on earth, end so, their duty was to declare c "holy war"

cm all other peoples who were considered infidels or dsbelievers.

Even to the large towns at toe ttee of Ibm Khaldun, the

aarglnd aen were few in eoaparlson to the eoemopelitas dtiee of

today. The ancient towns were not ao cosmopolitan as toe modern

towns am. The primary grouping was observable te the ancient

towns, dthough to s lees extent then te the "seered" society of

toe tribe.

Ibm Khddun noticed thet there waa a certain aort of

"eseUyys* aaong the town-dwellers of Us time. It was not, however,

a bleed "asabiyya." It wss, rether, a leed "esabiyya" that bound

the members of every quarter of the town to each other, as against

toe other quarters.'' According to Us theory, the blood "esabiyya"

Is the natural type of "assbiyya," end it is therefore the strongest

and the beet of dl other types. The local "aaabiyya" of toe

teem, in Us opinion, is weeker and so it does not strongly prevamt

A steilsr phenoaena ean be noticed te soae of toe towas

of the Near test today. Each quarter of a town forms, more or less,
e solid group. The member of each quarter feels, te e way, bound

to the otoer meabers as against those froa other quarters. It is

aot infrequent to see some sort of war wsged between the peoples
of the various quarters. Not very long ago, the population of a

well-known town in Iraq were engaged te a bloody series of raids

and counter-raids, dong the sane pattern as that of the noaadie

tribes.

See Iba Khaldua, AiHaUsam^iM* PP* 377-78.
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the aoral laxity end the soeld disorganisation prevalent in the

towns of that time.

In this sense, the towns of the ancient times can be con

sidered an abode of a certain type of "transitiond" society else.

Men were, toere, in the habit of viewing the world tbrough the

"sacred" thought-style, due to the Influence of their local

"esabiyya"; themes, their somewhat ''secular" environment brought

thea toto contact with various peoples snd different values. Con

flict wss, therefore, unavoidable.

It is interesting indeed to find a stellar situation pre

vailing to soae of the oriental countries of today, snd in many

otoer countries which ean be classified under toe concept of the

"transitiond" type of society. In sueh type of society, men falls

between two Incompatible factorsbetween the "saered" world-view

imbued into Ua dnd by his local group, on the one hand, and the

"secular" environaent wUch obliges hte to become acquainted dth

various vdues and dfferent cores, on the other hand.

Aecording to the "sacred" world-view, values are the

measure of everything; man has, therefore, no Importance except

aa a representative of certain values; he is "good" if Us values

are "good," and vice versa. Thus, -values are not separable from

man. They represent the essence of Us manhood, and he symbolises

their tangible incarnation.
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TUs is, tea sense, reminiscent of the heated controversy

thst raged between the Sophists and ths idealistie pdloeophers of

ef the ancient Greece. While toe Sophists considered thst aan

was the meesure cf everything, the philosophers, who wem repre

senting toe "seered" thought-style, considered the idees or tbe

ideals as the true measure. Is describing the world-view of the

Aristotelian logic, Shlller points out that aan and Us opinion about

the truth is, in soae sense, inseparable.

Tou either have the truth, or you have not. If

you have it not, you are lost; if you have it, no one

shodd dsra to contradict you. lou do right, there

fore, to get angry dth those sho dispute ths truth.

The truth is yurs, na>, it is you, if you truly purged

yourself of dl huaan feelings.
u

This discussion aay give us a clue te tbe reason behind the

social confliet that prevailed at the ttee of Ibn Khddun and is

still prevailing, te soae extent, in the aodern world. One is

aecustoasd, aecording te toe "saered" thought-style, te see no dif

ference between aan and Us epidon, creed er acres. All fora, te

Us eyes, a well-integrated whole. It te quite difficult to sey to

a man of sueh s asatality, "I do not agree with your opidon." Die-

agreement wito his opinion positively means a declaration of a

persond hostility.

^F. C. S. Schiller, Formal Las&, PP 398-99.
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In the "transitiond'' society, therefore, man tends te

fight everyone who disagrees with hto. He may consider sueh

fighting a "good" deed or even a "eaered" duty. Bis conscience,

to other words, dll be restless if he does not respond to ite

urge and declare a "holy war" agatoat the "false" beliefs.

TUs cay explain why a democratic goveraaent ia extreaely

difficult to maintain in sueh a society. Man cannot endure, there,

an impersonal diacuseion or a free expression of persond epteions.

Those who differ froa him in their opidon, ere traitors, and they

shodd be punished. Thus, we find bloody revolution instead of

peaceful election, bullets instead of ballots, in the countries

wdeh have adopted a democratic way ef goveraaent while living te

a "transitional" type of society.

The same thing happened at the time of Ibn Khaldun. The

soctel eonflict wUch he reflected te Us theory, ssy be said to

be a true picture of the actual eonditions of thet tiae. Let ua

now exaaine the situation in the modern society te order to see

whether the theory of the fourteenth-eentnry writer is applicable

in tbe twentieth eentury society or not.

Professor Harry Moore hes discovered that modern soeiology

is penetrated, te a way, by the idea of confliet, especially te

the discipline of public opidon. Many of toe early American

sociologists, he points out, have beea influenced te their world-

view by the European soeiologists who were, aore or less, advocates
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of the conflict theory.42 TUs is e Ughly indicative point in

respect te our preeeat subject.

It oa sianifleant to note, at this point, that Europe,

particularly its Eastern and Southern parte, is still lagging

behind the secularising proccee of the modern civilization. Rural

communities are still prevalent, toere; and the contact between

the "sacred" and the "seculer" society te still in ite "transi

tiond" stage, ia eoaparteon to that whieh exists now in the

OaiteoV States, for instance.

Me cannot eay, of courae, that there is e dear-cut dis-

tinetion between Europe and America te tola respect. Sodd

phenoaene in generd de not eesily yield to cie-r-out distinction.

The present description is merely e typolegled or e heuristic one.

Hence, it aay be right to eay that Iba Khsldun's theory of eonflict

te acre applicable to tbe society of Europe thea to that of the

united States. It is still aore applicable to the orientel

countries then to the occidental. The doser e society approaches

the "ideal type" of toe "secular" society, toe farther it becoaes

from ths "transitional" stage and the less social conflict it

dll undergo.

^*See H. E. Moore, "The Role of Controversy te the Public

Opinion Process," frteraatlond Journd si Optoion and A^tjUjujo

Research. Vol. II, Mo. 2, Suaaer 1948, pp. 207-14.
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Here we come to an important point as regard e the future

trend of the modern etomzetton. As we have already rentloned,

the modern civil lzp+i-n is -nr<*inal man edture. This nay

indicate, It Is true, a process of social dieorgadzation and

word disintegration; but it may Indicate dso a process of

reorganisatloa. Human society tends dways to reorganize itself

after it has come ^mdor p -Usorgantzetion process. As Durkheim

rightly points out, soeiety Is e a^t of vdues snd Ideds; it

can neither create nor recreate lteelf without at the aaae ttee

creating values.*-* In nther vords, huaan society cannot maintain

itself for long dthout a we 11 -Integrated systea of vdues.

The modern civilization ean rightly be said to be now

under a process of "tranevduaticn." The dominant aarglnd

personality of today Is being obliged to discover a new systea of

values that suits its new social situation. This does not neces

sarily mean the abrogstlon of the existing values which are noradly

derived from the prirary pati era of grouping. It aay mean dis-

covering of values thst complement rather than displace the old

ones.

TUs may be deemed possible te view of the fact that the

new outlook ray be able to sUft the central point of ite systea

^See 0. Gurvitch and W. Moore, Twentieth Century Sociology.

p. 276.
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from toe vdues to aan hi irself . Instead of concentrating our

attention on the vdues snd neglecting the person who carries

thea, we may be able, sooner or later, to consider the person

as our starting-point and regard Us vdues as a reflection of

Us socid needs. We aey be able, then, to retain the basic

features of old vdues, or what has been edled the Golden Rule,

regarding thea aa the fundsmentel basis of our human relationsUp

dthout paying attention to the alnor differences of the edturd

settings.

According to Mead's toeory of the "self," tds is quite

possible.44 Instead of taking the role of our fellow kinsmen or

countryasn only, we aay be eble to take toe rde of every person

we sect. The role we take will not reflect, then, the coaplex

folkways of toe person, but rather his entity and respectibility

as a huaan being. Vie will be extreaely careful as to guard our

selves against hurting Ua or wounding Us feelings as far aa he

doea the saae to us.

Aecording to Ibn Khsldun's theory, tUs is Impossible.

When msn becoaes less vehement against the vdues of others, he

will be dso less vehenent to hte atteebaent to his own vdues.

^See G. Mead, Mind, gelX end. Society, pp. xxxiv, 317-

379 et seq.
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The hostility of toe out-group, in Us opinion, is e necessary

requirement for the solidarity of the in-group. The friendliness

toward the outaiders 1b, therefore, the opposite pole of the

friendliness toward toe insiders. One lends to ths destruction

of the other.

Is this true te dl types of society? In the "transitiond"

society, in whieh Ibn Khaldun lived, this is true to a great

extent. In that type of society, the margind men are, aa we have

already noticed, comparatively few and seattered throughout tiae

and space. They do not fora a large solid body es in the case in

toe large cosmopolitan cities of the modern world. They are not

able, therefore, to develop a new systea of values that suit their

own peculiar aituation. Values are usually a group product, not

an individual one. It is true, there appeared in the ancient

times, as we have dready noted, some margind men who were able

to develop a new systea of values that soared above the locally-

restricted consciences; but they were exceptional aen, they were,

as Toynbee puts it, "mystically inspired." Furthemore, they

were not fully understood by the masses. On<y a few disciples,

who were probably margind men themselvea, were able to understand

their humanized morality. The remaining majority of their

followers were aa vehement against the out-group aa any ordinary

aan froa a "aacred" aociety. Hence, the world religions of the
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greet prophets have become, at last, group-religions with an

Intense antagonism against toe otoer groups.

In the cosmopolitan cities of today, people do not need

a "aysticdly" inspired prophet in order to develop a humanized

aorality. Such a aorality aeeas to be now in toe process of

aaklng. Consciously or unconsciously, ths cosmopolitan society

of toe aodern cities is creating a certain sort of cosmopolitan

values. TUs dght explain, partly at leaet, the reason why the

prophethood of tbe ancient type has ceased to appear in toe

cosmopolitan aociety of today. The zysticd Inspiration is now

unnecessary for toe evolution of new morality. The society itself

is developing it through its interactiond process.

Perhaps a ccaasonplace and acaevhat trivid illustration

will serve to aake clearer the shift from a society in which

every aan feels hiaself to be the guardian of vduea to that

in which protection of vdues is left largely to officials and

institutions. Coming froa a "transitiond" type of aociety,

tola writer has been really aaazed at observing, let ua say,

the extraordinary large number of sviamers, In one of the big

svlaBing beaches of America, enjoying theaselves aerrily and

peacefully witoout causing any individud dispute or socid dis

turbance. This phenoaenon is extremely diffiedt to Imagine in

the "transitiond" society, where each man feels responsible for

educating others or preaching his ideala to thea. Ia such a
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society, one is hardly sble to endure seeing a aan, sitting very

close to him, and at the same time asking exciting love with

soae girl friend. TUs is unbearable in Us eye, becauae it

disgracefully violates toe sacred values of Us group. His

conscienee does mot let him, them, rest in peace. He shodd

declare a "holy war" against toe violators of values, as Us

father and grandfather had done before hia. Thus, a crowd of

swimmers like that of Coney Island, for example, uaually

resdts In an endless quarreling and reciprocd insulting.

At any rate, this nay indicate toe trend along which the

cosmopolitan society of tbe aodern world is aoving. It seeas to

be a aoveaent toward an end where the welfare of aan will be more

important than ths rigidity of vdues.
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